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ABSTRACT

This Project (1) identifies basic and functional math skills (shop math skills),
(2) provides pre-tests on the above functional math skills, and (3) provides
student learning projects (Project Sheets) which prepare metal trades students
to read, understand and apply mathematics and measuring skills that meet entry
level job requirements as defined by the metal trades industry for the fol.:owing
occupations:

Combination Welder Apprentice
Machinist Helper

Precision Metal Finisher
Sheet Metal Worker Apprentice

D.O.T. 819.284-008
D.O.T. 600.280-026
.D.O.T. 705.484-010
D.O.T. 804.281-010

Input for this project was obtained from metal trades employers, instructors,
and students throughout Northern Utah (Wasatch Front North). Each student
project provides (1) a review of needed mathematical principles, and (2)

selected simulated on-the-job word problems for students to solve (Shop Problems).

Copies of this report, as well as pre-tests and student handouts for each occupa-
tion, may be obtained from:

Utah State Office of Education
Adult Education Unit
250 East 500 South
Salt Lake City, UT 84111

Cost of report: $20.00
Cost of Student Handouts:

Combination Welder Apprentice: $18.00
Machinist Helper: $20.00
Precision Metal Finisher: $20.00
Sheet Metal Worker Apprentice: $18.00
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This project was accomplished between January 5 and June 30, 1981.

This report contains the training outline, called Student Training Record, for
each of the occupations listed above. The training outlines titled "Shop Math
for Combination Welder Apprentice", Shop Math for Machinist Helper", "Shop Math
for Precision Metal Finisher", and "Shop Math for Sheet Metal Worker Apprentice"
identify the basic functional math skills needed for each occupation.

Each Student Training Record lists the Milestones (major training subjects) and
Projects (learning activities) the student is to accomplish.

This report also contains the individualized, single-concept, student learning
projects, called Project Sheets, pre-tests and handouts for Shop Math for Mach-
inist Helper.

Each Project Sheet contains three elements:

1. Front Page--Listed here are the following instructions and information:
A. Heading: Listed at the top of the page is the Cluster, Occupation,

Module, Milestone and Project to properly identify where the project
is contained within the specific Student Training Record.

B. Training Conditions: Listed here are the equipment, tools, etc.
needed to successfully perform and complete the Training Project.

C. Training Plan: First, an explanation of WHAT will be done and WHY it
must be learned are given (i.e., the purpose and objective of the
project). Second, a step-by-step procedure of HOW to do the project
is given.

D. Training Goal: This entry identifies exactly how well the student is
expected to do in solving the Shop Problems at the end of the Project
Sheet.

2. Review of Basic Math Principles--The first part of the text of each Pro-
ject Sheet contains a brief review of the basic math principles, along
with example problems, to help the student see the application of the
math principles. This review, as well as the example problems, are de-
signed to help the student successfully complete the Shop Problems at
the end of each Project Sheet.

3. Shop Problems--At the end of each Project Sheet are a series of eight to
fifteen typical shop problems the student will incurr on the job. These
problems are all descriptive shop problems which challenge the student
as if he or she were an employee with the Shop Problems as an assigiAlent.

Project Sheets for shop math for each of the other three occupations listed
above differ only in slight wording changes of example problems as well as
different Shop Problems for students to solve.

The pre-test is a criterion referenced assessment instrument designed to deter-
mine out the student's level of knowledge of math for his/her metal trade
occupation. Both a comprehensive version of the pre-test (fill-in the blanks)
and multiple- choice version suitable for computer scoring are provided in this
report.



INTRODUCTION

Research has shown that most math students do not see the relationship of numbers,
letters, hypotheses or theorems and how they arc or may be used in their daily
living at home or on the job. In the Spring/Summer 1980 issue of Science Education
News, published by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, Robert
Davis, associate director of the Computer-Based Educational Research Laboratory
at the University of Illinois said, Most students believer mathematics doesn't
make any sense. They think it's a dumb game that really doesn't work." Davis
goes on to say that most students she has observed don't see any connection be-
tween the mathematics symbols they manipulate on paper and anything else.

At Weber State College Skills Center* we found a similar math application
barrier in training students for entry level jobs in the metal trades. Students
had difficulty in applying their classroom math skills toward the solution of
practical shop problems associated with the metal trades. One level of math
proficiency is the ability to solve groups of similarly written problems that
require little or no ingenuity. This is the level that students normally reach
during high school math. Our vocational students need a higher level--the level
beyond the math application barrier. Students in the metal trades, and perhaps
in other trades as well, must have the ability to select and apply the
appropriate math skills required to solve the job at hand. For example, a
machinist must know whether a particular problem can best be solved by using the
techniques of Geometry or Trigonometry. Cnce the selection has been made, the
machinist must also have the ability to apply appropriate math skills that will
result in a meaningful solution. This project provides the vocational student a
means of eliminating the math application barrier.

In this project, we set out to achieve two goals:

1. Identify basic and functional math skills which prepare metal trades
students to read, understand, and apply mathematics and measuring skills
that effectively meet entry level job requirements as defined by metal
trades industry for:

Combination Welder Apprentice
Machinist Helper
Precision Metal Finisher

Sheet Metal Worker Apprentice

D.O.T. 819.284-008
D.O.T. 600.280-026
D.O.T. 705.484-010
D.O.T. 804.281-010

2. Develop individualized, self-paced, single concept, student learning
projects which prepare students to read, understand, and apply basic and
functional mathematir, and measuring skills required for entry level
jobs in the four oc- dations listed above.

*Weber State College Skills Center is a vocational training facility operated by
Weber State College. The purpose of Skills Center is to increase the employ-
ability of the individual--through a partnership with employers. tn addition to
developing specific job skills, students learn other things that lead to
success in the work environment--things like a good attitude, the ability to
communicate, and the importance of dependability and. punctuality. Skills Center
is open to all applicants 16 and over who will benefit from the training and be
an employable age when their training program is complete.



The handouts listed on the Student Training Record are summaries of geometric

. area and volume formulas introduced in the Project Sheets.

A complete list of the Training Modes employed at Weber State College Skills

Center appears in Table A.

All student materials for this project were written for metal trades vocational

training students. The reading level for student learning materials is fifth to

eighth grade.

Permanent copies of this report as well as copies of materials developed for

Combination Welder Apprentice, Precision Metal Finisher and Sheet Metal Worker

are on file and available from:

Utah State Office of Education
Adult Education Unit
250 East 500 South
Salt Lake City, Utah 84111

Copies of the complete Student Training Records for each of the four metal

trades occupations cited in this report, appear in Appendix A.
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CHAPTER 2

SHOP MATH FOR MACHINIST HELPER
PRE-TEST AND STUDENT LEARNING PROJECTS
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1 of 8

SHOP MATH FOR THE METAL TRADES: PRETEST

PART 1

Work the problems and write the correct answers in the blanks.

Add and subtract the fractions as indicated in the following problems. Reduce
answers to simplest terms.

i

1
+ i + A- t A + -I- =8 16 16 4 IL

Z. 2! + al. 4. 23_ ..-,-.

a 14 41-

5. 3 + il + s 5 _I_ is =

41- 32 8 16

4. I 1 + 5 - 5
16 8 1, 14

.5*. 21. .... 33... + S S.
S a '9

6. -4 + 9 - 5 - 1
6 10 S 2o

7. In the sketch below find the dimensions x and y.

x y



/

8. In the sketch below find the total length of the bar.

Asserimi .11 Length

2 of 8

.t. --4.1...--" in..
ig, 1 8

Lens+h

9. Find the dimensions:, y, and z shown in the sketch below?

x y z

10. Find the total length of the profile gage shown in the sketch below.

Length

I

47 " 25 "
64- 32 I 6 az

Leric34-11

3:-3

19

I'.

.:.

.:
.::

....

/



3 of 8

Multiply the following fractions as indicated below.and reduce to simplest
terms.

IL 1 X 4 A

3 5 7

iz. II_ x 2 I x z 7 .
2 4 8

is. 4 $ 6 g 1 1 =
.5 5 8

i4. 2I x 3 $ 2 ..-,

7 4 9

Divide the following fractions and reduce to simplest terms.

15. 7 .:. 3 =
ts, 4

16. 13 z. Z. =
4 3

7. 21 -t- 2 1 =
8 40 18- 3? 4
3 's

3"19. You are required tc make 22 pieces of pipe, each
71

long. If you allow

111

16
waste for each piece of pipe, how long a piece of pipe stock is

required for the 22 pieces?

Length of pipe stock

20. If you assume no waste, what is the greatest number of---'
16

pieces you can

make from a piece of bar stock 12" long? Look at the sketch below.

Total nuither of pieces



4 of

Add and subtract the decimal numbers as indicated below.

21. 0.4615 + 7.32 - 4.325 =

22. 5.671 - 2.3 - 0.0421 =

23. 6.3 + 0.452 + 8.623 - 10.5001 =

24.. 4.1 + 0.322 - 2.6 - 0.315 =

25. You have listed the following cost items for a certain job: materials,
$157.24; grinding, $175.56; Machining and polishing, $452.75; painting,
$145.40; and profit, $275.00. How much do you charge the customer?

Charge

26. You have the following information about 4 pieces of sheet metal: Their
total weight is 100.76 pounds. One sheet weighs 42.67 pounds, another
sheet weighs 20.42 pounds, and the third sheet weighs 11.86 pounds. Hai
much does the fourth sheet weigh?

Weight of fourth sheet

27. What are the dimensions A, B, and C in the sketch below.

A B C

3-5 21



5 of 8

The next four problems should be done the long way without a calculator.

Multiply or divide as indicated the decimals below.

28. S.76 $

29. 0.521 x 2.24
30. 69.6 4.35
SI . 43.45 4. ZS

32. A rectangular piece of sheet metal measures 2.62" wide by 4.51" long.

What is the area? Remember, the area is equal to the length times the

width.

Area to the nearest hundredth of an inch

33. You have measured a circular casting five times to get an average diameter.

The readings are: 1.312", 1.311", 1.:19", 1.320" and 1.315". What is the

average diameter of the casting to the nearest thousandth of an inch?

Average diameter

34. If you charge $3.55 for a welded bracket, how many brackets can a

customer buy, for $78.10?

Number of brackets

Work the next five problems the long way without a calculator.

Change the following fractions to decimal numbers. Round to the newest thou

sandth.

SS.

37.

ss.

39,

13 geg
5
'7
375
1000

47
75"

121



6 of 8

40. Find one dimensions A, B, C, D, and E in decimal form to the nearest thou
sandth of an inch. Look at the sketch below.

A B C D E

111.14- 1 Chan56 ail frac4-ions 44etr cievmal
bc-core uod1n5 or subOrroc+19.

Change :he following declmals to fractions as indicated below.

41. Change 0.0462" to the nearest 32nd of an inch.

42. Change 0.543" to the nearest 64th of an inch

43. Change 0.925" to the nearest 16th of an inch

..1............
11111

44. In the sketch belo,- change the decimal dimensions, width, length, and
hole ciameter to the nearest 64,:h of an inch.

L Hole diameter d

o. 213G" a amcfer-

3-7 23



Use the following conversion factors to work problems 56 through 62.

When you know

inches, in.

inches, in.

feet, ft.

miles, mi.

millimeters, mm

centimeters, cm

meters, m

kilometers, km

square inches, in.
z

square feet, ft.2

square centimeters, CM 2

square meters, in 2.

cubic inches, in.3

cubic feet, ft.5

gallons, gal.

cubic centimeters, cm 3

liters, id

liters,)1

pounds, lb.

ounces, oz.

kilograms, kg

grams, g

You can find

millimeters, mm

centimeters, cm

meters, m

kilometers,km

inches, in.

inches, in.

feet, ft.

miles, mi.

square centimeters, cmz

square meters, rz

square inches, in!'

square feet, ft.2"

cubic centimeters, cm
3

liters, I

liters,,f

cubic inches, in.3

cubic feet, ft.3

gallons, gal.

kilograms, kg

grams, g

pounds, lbs.

Ounces, oz.

3-8 24

7 of 8

If you multiply

25.40

2.54

0.3048

1.6093

0.03937

0.3937

3.2808

0.6214

6.452

0.093

0.155

10.764

16.387

28.317

3.785

0.061

0.035

0.264

0.464

28.350

2.205

0.0353
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45. if you are traveling at 82 kilometers per hour, are you exceeding the 55
mile per hour speed limit?

Yes No

46. Look at the sketch below and find the total surface area of the rectang
ular block in square centimeters and its volume in cubic centimeters.

Total surface area Volume

Hint: The total surface
area is the sum
of the areas of

the 6 faces of the
rectangular block.

47. How many kilograms are there in a ton? (Ton = 2,000 pounds)

Kilograms in a ton

48. In the sketch below, change the length and width dimensions and their
tolerances to millimeters. Round to the nearest hundredth of a millimeter.

Length dimension Width dimension

I.---12.5t o.00s"--01

I-
4.5t o.o75"

49. If your car gets 9.35 kilometers per liter, how many miles per gallon
does it get?

Miles per gallon

50. Find the circumference in centimeters and the area in square centimeters
of the circle shown in the sketch below. Remember, the circumference of a

circle equals 71- times the diameter where ir = 3.14, and the area equals IT
times the radius squared and`fr still equals 3.14.

3-9

Circumference

Ai ca
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST

PART 1 (COMPUTERIZED)

Choose the best answer for each of the following questions.

In problems 1 through 6, add and subtract the fractions as indicated. Reduce
answers to lowest terms.

1.
1 1 3 3 1

8 +16 + + + 2
5

a. 1 -6

b. 1 1616
9

c.
16

d. 1 -i71

2 . 2 8 + 3 6 + 2 4 =

a.
8 16

b.
16

1.

c.
1 16

d.
16

_1

1 , 5 3 3 3 13 3 153. 4. .7.
1 16 -r- 4 16 4 + 32 T 4--,16

a. 1 1-6.3 a. c

16
7

3 15D. 173- b.
5 32

c.
3 15
4

c.
3 32

3 3
-6d.

16
d. 3

1 2
5. 2 -i., - 3 -§- + 5

I
a. 4 79-.

1
b. 4 -5

1
c. 3 5.

d. 4
2

4 9 3 1
6.

+ 10 5 20

3
a. 1 2-1-5

b. 1
5

c. 1

d . 1
20

In problems 7 and 8, look at the sketch below. Find the dimensions x and y.

IZ"
16

3-10 2C

7. x equals:

a.
13"
16

3"
b. 1 7;

3"
c. 1 73-

13"
d. 1

16

8. y equals:

5"
a.

8

9
b.

"

10
1"

c.
2

1"
d. 1 -2-



9. In the sketch below, what is the total length of the bar?

3"
a. 4--

4

1"
b. 5--

-16
c.

8
d. 5"

.2 of 12'

/8 1G 13 T-4Ti4.--7 e,.
Lens+i,

10 through 12, look at the sketch below and find the dimensionsIn problems
y, and z.

I'

41

10. Dimension x equals:

322

IMP

3"

15"T
1,

11. Dimension y equals: 12. Dimension 2 equals:

a.

b.

c.

d.

3"

8

5"
8-

5"

Iti

3"
I
8

a.

b.

c.

d.

1"
14

1"2
4

5"
116

15"
116

3-11

a.

511

8

9"

b' 116

c.

d.

5"

116

911

16



13. Find

a.

the total length of the profile gage shown in the sketch below.

L39" 49" 3"
..--- b. c. 4$ d. 4_§1"

64 64 64

3 of 12

29"1S" "125""3" I
64 32 16 32.

Len 544-t

In problems 14 through 17, multiply the following fractions as indicated
below and reduce to simplest terms.

1 4 6 1 1 7
=14. -3 x x 7 = 15. 1-- x 2- x 2-

82 4

2 n23
a. -5- a. o

32

8
b.

25
b. 9--

39

24 55
c. 9--C. -33.

64

7

d. 12
d. 94

4 6
16. 3 x x 18 =

a. 14
D

b. 3-
8
$

$c. 18

4
d. 2--

5

17. 2-
1
x

3
x

2
=

7 4 9

a. 1

1
b. -3-

c. 11
3 -,..

5

d 14
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In problems 18 through 21, divide the fractions as indicated and reduce to
th,:, simplest terms.

7 . 3
19. 1

2

3
18. 1-1-77; L =

4 '

7
Iv
ii

a.
21

a..5.y.

1
b. I1b. I-

6 6

5C.
5

c. 2-
86

d. IL d. 218 6

5
20. 2-

8
t 2-

1
=

4
2 4

21. 3-
3

÷ =
5

a. 1-
1

a. 41212

- 14b. r b. 2--79 15

5
c. 132 1

c. -z-.

3

1 8
d. 1= d. &--

15b

3"22. You are required to make 22 pieces of pipe, each 4- long. If you allow

1"

16
for waste for each one of the 22 pieces, how lorg a piece of pipe

stock is needed for the 22 pieces?

7"
Pipe stock length equals: a. 16

8

7,,

b. 17
8

3"
c. 29--

16

9"
d. 16--

16

2 9
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a

5"
23. If you assume no waste, what is the greatest numbel. of

17:
pieces you can

make from a 121/2" length of bar stock? Look at the sketch below.

I

I

16 16 I

5 1....k..5.114._
1G Iv- la i6 16

i* s7 5_4.k .2

12. zi" ....

Number of pieces equals:

a. 4 b. 40 c. 20 d. 14

In problems 24 through 27, add and subtract the decimal numbers as indicated
below:

24. 0.4615 4 7.32 - 4.325 =

a. 2.=515

b. 12.1065

c. 3.4565

d. 7.61

26. 6.3 4 0.452 + 8.623 - 10.5001 =

a. 13.2751

b. 4.8749

c. 25.8751

d. 3.9709

25. 5.671 - 2.3 - 0.0421 =

a. 3.3289

b. 7.9289
A

c. 3.4131

d. 8.0131

27. 4.1 + 0.322 - 2.6 - 0.315 =

a: 1.507

b. 7.337

c. 1.328

d. 1.7905

28. The following cost items have been listed for a certain job: materials,
$157.24; grinding, $175.56; Machining and polishing, $452.75; painting,
$145.40; and profit, $275.00. How much do you charge the customer?

Customer's charge equals: a. $1030.39 b. $1205.95

c. $1048.71 d. $ 753.20

3 -14 3 0
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29. You have the following information about 4 pieces of sheet metal: Their
total weight is 100.76 pounds. One sheet weighs 42.67 pounds, another
sheet weighs 20.42 pounds, and the third sheet weighs 11.86 pounds. How
much does the fourth sheet weigh?

The 4th sheet weighs: a. 15.85 lbs b. 68.48 lbs

c. 37.67 lbs d. 25.81 lbs

In problems 30 through 32, look at the sl-tch below and find the demensions
A, B, and C.

30. Dimension A equals:

a. 1.531"

b. 1.26"

c. 1.802"

d. 0.572"

31. Dimension B equals:

a. 5.964"

b. 2.715"

c. 5.404"

d. 1.319"

32. Dimension C equals:

a. 3.911"

b. 1.434"

c. 3.503"

d. 0.254"

Work problems 33 through 36 the long way without a calculator. Multiply or
divide the decimal expressions as indicated.

33. 3.76 x 5.32 = 34. 0.521 x 2.24

a. 20.0032 a. 1.16704

b. 16.9822 b. 1.15604

c. 16.7932 c. 1.06704

a. 19.0032 d. 1.04704

.



35. 69.6 I. 4.35 = 36. 63.45 1. 4.23 =

a. 16.5 a. 150,

b. 1.65 b. 0.15

c. 1.6 c. 15

d. 16 d. 1.5

7 of 12

37. A .rectangular piece of sheet metal measures 2.62" wide by 4.51" long.
What is the area? Remember, the area is equal to the length times the
width.

Area to the nearest hundredth of an inch equals:

a. 118.16 sq in

b. 11.86 sq in

c. 11.81 sq in

d. 11.82 sq in

38. You have measured a circular casting five times to get an average diameter.
The readings you made were: 1.312", 1.311", 1.319", 1.320" and 1.315".
What is the average diameter of the casting to the nearest thousandth of
an inch?

Average diameter to the nearest 1000th of an inch equals:

a. 1.215" b. 1.315" c. 0.99" d. 1.052"

39. If you charge $3.55 for a welded bracket, how many brackets can a
customer buy for $78.10?

Number of brackets equals:

a. 22 b. 23 c. 21 d. 20

Work problems 40 through 44 the Irmg way without a calculator. Change
following fractions to decimal numbers. Round to the nearest 1000th.

r

2
40. -is- = a. 1.54 b. 0.159 c. 0.154 d. 0.015

5
41. -3-7 is a. 0.284 b. 2.945 c. 0.294 d. 0.029

42.
375

= a. 0.038 d. 0.0041000 c. 0.033b. 0.375

a. 0.221 b. 0.024 'c. 0.236 d. 0.021
t::,

44. = a. 0.619 b. 6.198 c. 0.0o2 d. 0.620121

43. -4
1
7 =

75

3-16
01)04.

the
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In problems 45 through 49, look at the sketch below and find the dimensions
A, B, C, D, and E in decimal form to the nearest thousandth of an inch.

Oman5e, all frac-tans 4-e. 44eir cieconal -Form
ba-corts add Ins Cr subi- rac+1 n5

45. Dimension A equals: 46. Dimension B equals:

a. 1.313" a. 1.101"

b. 0.874" b. 1.986"

c. 1.438" c. 1.201"

d. 1.000" d. 1.888"

48. Dimension D equals: 49. Dimension E equals:

a. 0.875" a. 0.108"

b. 0.413' b. 0.878"

c. 0.038" c. 0.305"

d. 1.5" d. 0.816"

33

3-17

47. Dimension C equals:

a. 1.080"

b. 2.205"

c. 0.221"

d. 0.108"
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In problems
e

56 through 52, change the decimals to fractions as indicated:

50. Change 0.0462" to the nearest 32nd inch:

1"
a. 8-

51. Change 0.543" to the nearest 64th inch:

1"
a. 8-

1" 1"
C. 32

d.
16

35" 33"
b. 64 c' 64

52. Change 0.925" to the nearest 16th inch:

15" 17" 13" 711
a.

16
b. IT

c' 16
d. i

In problems 53 through 55, look at the sketch below and change the decimal
dimensions (width, length and hole diameter) to the nearest 64th of an inch.

H
VIZ 1.01(2

0.ze54,"cliame4er

53. Width '..: equals

L= 2, t 84'

54. Length L equals: 55. Diamerer d equals:

a.
1 13 19

164 a.
264

a' 64

2 11 20b. 1-- b. 271 b.64
64

c. 1-1 c. 212 17
64 64 64

4 10 A 1d. 1-- d. 2--64 64 d.
64

8



Use the following conversion factors to work problems 56 through 62.

When you know You can find

inches, in. millimeters, mm

inches, in. centimeters, cm

feet, ft. meters, m

miles, mi. kilometers,km

millimeters, mm inches, in.

centimeters, cm inches, in.

meters, m feet, ft.

kilometers, km miles, mi.

square inches, in.2 square centimeters, CM 2

square feet, ft.2' square meters, mz

Z
square centimeters, CM square inches, in.2"

square meters, mi 2 square feet, ft.2

cubic inches, in.3 cubic centimeters, cm 3

cubic feet, ft.3 liters, I

gallons, gal. liters, ,Je

cubic centimeters, cm 3 cubic inches, in.3

liters, cubic feet, ft.3

gallons, gal.

pounds, lb. kilograms, kg

ounces, oz. grams, g

kilograms, kg pounds, lbs.

grams, g ounces, oz.

3-19

35

10 of 12

If you multiply

25.40

2.54

0.3048

1.6093

0.03937

0.3937

3.2808

0.6214

6.452

0.093

0.155

10.764

16.387

28:317

3.785

0.061

0.035

0.264

0.454

28.350

2.205

0.0353
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56. If you'are traveling at 82 kilometers per hour, are you exceeding the 55
mileper'hour'speed limit?

a. Yes b. No

In problems 57 and 58, look at the sketch below and find the total surface
area of the rectangular blcck in square centimeters and its volume in cubic
centimeters.

57. The total surface area equals:

a. 44:2.89 sq cm

b. 3793.78 sq cm

c. 583 sq cm

d. 2890.5 sq cm

HINT: The total surface area
is the sum of the areas
of the 6 faces of the
rectangular block.

58. The volume equals:

a. 1120 cu cm

b. 1147.1 cu cm

c. 18353.44 cu cm

d. 7226.24 cu cm

59. If a ton equals 2000 pounds, how manyk kilograms are there in a ton?

z. 4410 kg

b. 70.6 kg

c. 1000 kg

d. 908 kg

36
3-20
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Using the ,sketch below, for problems 60 and 61, change the length and width
dimensions and their tolerances to millimeters. Round to the nearest hundredth
of a millimeter.

60. Length dimension equals:

a. 317.627:IL 0.005mm

b. 317.5t 0.13mm

c. 31.75 ±
0.0127mm

d. 216.5 ± .13mm

61. Width dimension equals:

a. 114.3 ± 1.91mm

b. 113.1
±

0.19mm

c. 11.43
±

0.19mm

d. 116.2 ± 1.91mm

)2.s to.ons

4.5 t o TS "

---1-

62. If ycur car gets 4.35 kilometers per liter, how many miles per gallon
does it get?

a. 5.6 mpg b. 25 mpg c. 35.4 rrpg d. 22 mpg

For problems 63 and 64, find the circumference in centimeters and the area in
square centimeters of the circle shown in the sketch below. Reiember, the
circumference of a circle equals Tr times the diameter, where Tr = 3.14, and
the area equals Tr times the radius squared, and /r still equals 3.14.

63. Circumference equals: 64. Area equals:

a. 50.24 cm a. 324.13 cu cm

b. 324.13 cm b. 63.80 cu cm

c. 25.12 cm c. 50.24 cu cm

d. 63.80 cm d. 200.96 cu cm

3"
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST

PART 2

1. Simplify the algebraic expressions given below by combining like terms.

Q. + 6 c'
b. 2.."s(x+i) +4 (x-H).
c. 8062-- 3c.b Sob' + (3c6
d. Sx + 4 y-x y-1-37( =

2. Simplify the algebraic expressions given below by removing parentheses
and combining like terms.

Q. )(I + (2.Y-2X2) - CY+ x 2') =
b. 3 - (6s +4) + (12x -2)
c. + (x-y) -Y)
a. s=-Cipt+sz)-(2p2:+40)=

3. Simplify the algebraic expressions xAven belbw by multiplying as indica:.:
to remove parentheses and then combining like terms.

Q. 3(.g2+,,,(2.)

b. 3 (R +S) - (CZ+ S)
c. 2 (3.g.-1) --3(2X+2) =
d. 4 (a- b) A- 3 (2a-6 6).

4. Simplify the algebraic expressions given below by multiplying common
terms to remove parentheses and then combine like terms.

G. 2xz (X3 + X2y) X3 (X11-: 4Xz) =

b. tosAIyzal (xta,t+ V'YL)=
c. 3V2 C 3)(1)( WV') =
d. (-2a2-6')(02-62)

5. Simplify the algebraic expressions given below by using the rule of

exponents (rm + xn = 214n xm xn = xmn)

a. ( X`Ys)()C5Y4)
b. (%s '14) ÷(%"(4) ="-

e. Os b3) (43263)=7-
d. 0(4w5)i- (`15WI)=

3-22 3 8
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6. Solve the following equations by transposing and isolating the unknown
letter.

a. 3% - (-4 +

b. 40+3(0+3) ar23 , a r.
C. 6g -3(X +4-) = 12.-)(1 X =
d. 6w + Z (8-w) =Jo Zw, w

7. Use the formula shown below to find the volume V.

V= well -rr 3.14
r radius, 6"
h bei5t-14-2 45"

%Iola rinfi.

1,

8. Use the formula shown below to find the weight W.

vsl= tog (AB -"Tr Rz) )
b=ctiettyle4-er) ,Z4- nem Tr.. 3.14

,3.67 W- Wessi-14- 60 rn m R= radiu s, 6. 2.5 mrn
A x 12 m rti 3.47 = cons+an+ number ..:.

5 , 20 m m

NIkits164- \hi = 3ra ras :7..:

-....
,...

9. Use the formula shown below to find the length L.

L= 4s -I- 3y + "I + G.34 in X = di mensic.ri 12." ..-.

2. y = c I i m E. n s 1 o n , 14" F:

T.. -1-hictr-rie.55, 0447 " n

k - t.)&13114-, 8 : .
:..

L fel 4 h L. .

.:

::.

10. Use the formula shown below to find the chord length L.

L= Rr: radius, 7.5"

I-1 hes364.1 3.33"

Chord lenj+13 L =

3-23

39
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11. Use the formula shown below to find the radius r.

(o.i)(4 irr In/ = 25
3

E.14

radius r

12. Use the formula shown below to find the dimension a.

A = Trr'- ab A= area 168 sci mm
Tr= 3. t4
r= radius, 25rn m

b = dimension, Zomm

atrmanyton a =

13. If the cross sectional area of a square heating duct must be 75 square
inches, what is the length of one side cf the duct?

111 Length of side

14. Translate the following English sentence into an algebraic equation:

"The horsepower required to overcome vehicle airresistance is equal to
the cube of the vehicle speed in MPH times,the frontal area of the
vehicle divided by 150,000."

Algebraic equation:

15. Translate the following English Sentence into an algebraic equation:

"The engine speed is equal to 168 times the overall gear reduction
multiplied by the speed in MPH and divided by the radius of the tire."

Algebraic equation:

16. Solve t'e following problem involving two equations and two unknowns.

A 16" piece of stock is to be cut into two pieces. The long piece is to

be three times the length of the short piece. What are the lengths of
the two pieces?

Long piece Short piece

3-24 4
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17. If the gear ratio of a set of gears is 6:1 and the larger gear has 36
teeth pn it, how many teeth does the smaller gear have?

Number of teeth

18. In the sketch below the two figures are similar. What is the distance H?

iz"
'4$

Distance H

19. If a metal worker can produce 83 doojiggers in 1 hour and 15 minutes,
how many can he or she produce in 6 hours ?

Number of doojiggers

20. Pressure is inversely proportional to volume if the temperature remains
the same. When the volume in a pressure chambei is 300 cubic inches,
the pressure is 120 pounds per square inch. If the temperature stays
the same and the volume is decreased to 175 cubic inches, what does
the new pressure equal?

Pressure

21. The speed of a gear is inversely proportional to the number of teeth
on the gear. In the sketch below, how fast is gear B turning?

RPM of Gear B

3 -25

41
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22. The speed,of a pulley wheel is inversely proportional to its diameter.
In the sketch below, what is the diameter D of pulley wheel A?

1CD
RPM

Diameter of pulley wheel A

Pulpy 1A

23. The forces and lever arm distances for a lever are inversely proportional.
In the sketch below, find the amount of force, F

w' applied to the
weight, W.

Force on weight W

too

24. If six gallons of paint will cover 288 square feet of surface, how many
gallons does it take to paint 1296 square feet of surface?

Gallons of paint required

25. Two people own a business. To owns 3 times more of the business than
Bill. If the business is worth $12,400, how much does Bill own? How
much does Tom own?

BilZ's share Tom's share
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Solve the systems of equations given below. First multiply one equation or

both equations by appropriate constant numbers, then add or subtract the
equations to eliminate one or the other Jai the unknowns, and finally, solve

for the unknowns.

Problem 26. 0 Ss + 14 X =
® 3s - 214= -14

ProbtErn 4 = x =

® -2)t 4 SY' = 19

Probls'in 28. 3r = -2 } s=
+Z r =7

=

29. The total value of an order of nuts and bolts is $7.30. The nuts cost

10 cents each and the bolts cost 15 cents each. The number of nuts is

3 more than twice the number of bolts. How many of each are there?

Nuts Bolts

'30. The perimeter of a sheet of metal is 72 inches. The length of the sheet

is 12 inches more than twice the width. Find the dimensions of the

sheet.

Width Length

31. A person buys 10 identical shims and 5 identical brackets for $8.75.

Another person buys 5 of the shims and 10 of the brackets for $10.75.
How much does a shim cost and how much does a bracket cost?

Shim cost Bracket cost

32. A two foot piece of pipe is to be cut into 2 pieces. The length of the

long piece is 4 inches less than 3 times the length of the short piece.

Find the lengths of the two pieces.

Long piece Short piece

4 3
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I

Solve the following quadratic equations by first putting them in the standard

form, ax
2+

bx + c = 0, where a, b, and c are numbers, and then use the

quadratic equation to solve for the unknown letter.

914ocfra4ic eciu 414-i or : x = ± --40c

Si-andard -orrn axz bx + c =

Prb rn + = 26 $ =

Problem 3.1-. Ss+ iz. = ZS' s =

Problem 55. \R'÷Z(R-55)= 2 (R-3) FR=

36. You are given a right triangle with the dimensions shown in the
sketch below. You are to lay out a similar right triangle with
dimensions h (height) and b (base) such that it will have an area

twice that of the given right triangle. Find the dimensions 77. and c.

Aria A, a (9X4),
2

h

At Is .6 be 4-wice Ar or
ZA1

110......

b

3-28
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST
PART 2 (Computerized)

Choose the best answer for each problem.

In problem 1 through 4, simplify the algebraic expression by removing paren-theses and then combining like terms.

i. (s+t)-(2x1-5)= 2. X314- (ZY-2XL) --`1--)(z=-'
sq. X-2 a. 4% a 4- y
b. -x -4 b. Y
c. sx +-I- c. -2x2.-1,
d. 3 s -2 4. -2e+ Y

3. (x + y) + (x-y)- (x--Y)= 4. Sz- (pt.+ Sz)- (2p2.4- A-sz.):-.
1. % -Y a. 4 S:- 3 p*-
b. x+Y b. 4Sx- p:
c. 3)(-2%( c. -4e- 3p2'
d. zx+11 ci. -4ss- p2-

In problems 5 through 8, simplify each algebraic expression by multiplying
as indicated to remove parentheses and then by combining like terms.

S. 3 (,(a+yz)72.(42.y2).-- .

a. XI + %112-

b. )( a + 51/2
c. p..... .,(2.

ci. x'-i- 4'%('

2(5,(-0 3 (2.% -2.)
a. %-c.
b. -8
c. x-1-4-
al. 4

7. 4-(a-0 4- 3(2a-41") :-. S. - (5)( +4) -2(5x -5) =
(A. to.- 144.b. ci. I3X-4- to
b. io a - ZZb b. -13)4- T
C. 90-16b C. - 43i( -I- 2.
cl. toci -7b. d. - II"; -Z.

3-29 4 5
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In problems 9 and 10, simplify the algebraic expressions by multiplying terms
to remove parentheses and then by combining like terms.

S. ( 5 1143 zX57(a `i/a) (=--

a. 27)(2--e2.
b. 27 X4 Y+
c. 3)(4 y4
d. 9X4 Y4

In problems 11 through 14, use the rules
Xs

+ X" = X"-").

I 1. ( )44 14) .1.- (X/'(3)
Q. Y.1"es
b. )(% %I/5

C. P. N/Z
\d. ge Ni(3

r3. rst Cr 3 S1* r4 Ss)
ci. r4S4- r4 53
b. OS+ -1-3S4
c. r4S4- r5 S5
ci. r334 /4sc.

10. 506(2021) 400)
a. 608-b3+12a515-
b. _6-43b1 +74&63
C. 6036'4- izaLbs
cl. GC13bs+ 1241'63

of exponents ( X
01 ., *I Mien= %

= tz. 031/2-Xce-(3)
4. as Ys.
b. a4 (/
c. 00-

%ck. a (4

= 14. (d z C- d+c+)i-
a.

b.

C.

dd.

- c + dzcs
dc -ci

-c - ere-
c + d 2.c5

;

(--d'c)=

In problems 15 through 18, solve the equations by transposing and solving for
the unknown letter.

15. diA 2 4 0 '-'1 Ct
c $ -3
b. X = --i
c. _-9

41. = -3

17. (a-3).00-G
a. a . i
b. o = 3
C. a .- S
d. o = -1

1 6. 4w+2 (Es-v-i) :-.-- (0-2W

ci. vg = 1e b. Ysl = S
c. 114 = 2.

d. NN r: I

18. 5 (vi +4--) =24I- - M
A. M . 16

46 b. M = 9
c. M ::- 3
Id. M = 5

3-30
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19. Use the formula given below to find the volume V.

V=Irr2q1) r= radius, (:)." k&g3t1-1-, 4.5"

11,e Volume V equals : 4. 8478 cu
b. 508.68 Cu m
C. 1432.2 Cu In
d. I 15.04- cu m

20. Use the formula given below to Lind the weight W.

1)14 CAB-VR.2)1
3.67

W41511+ W 4quals :

21. Use

a.
b.

c.
4.

= 24 nun ; (2o rnm ; /2= 4. ZS rn '1)
sz on en 5 Q =20nnj

345; 547 grams
176; 530 grams
94,135 6rarn
46, 045 snamd

the formula given below to find the length L.

L= -414 .4- 3y "T" 4,341-1, X = 12." 14-'15
7.

Len94-k L equals

22. Use the formula

a. 156. 59 "
b. (05.01
C. 141.05
d. 343.05"

shown below to find the chord length L.

=8".

L = iiR1-72741., R. 7 5" =
3.33"

Chord len34k L 6gLicas: q. G.

b. 43.29"
C. 12.+7"
d. 86.25

47
3-31
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23. Use the formula shown below to find the radius r.

W (o.1)(6._-Trrs), WI. 25 lbs) -rr- 5.1.4
3 0.1 s cdons4-014- number rg. radius

Q4dius r 4quals: a. 3.91"
b. 7.73"
c. 2.44"
d. 2.00"

2,. Use the formula below to find the dimension a.

A= ter'%-ab A 168 sci vrilm y".. 25 mm

1r- 3.1+) b= 20 rnm

birnenston a equals: O. 0.004 mm
b. 0.086 m m
c. 89.73 mm
d. 4.48 nib,

25. If the cross sectional area of a square heating duct must be 75 square

inches, what is the dimension of the side of the duct?

Dimension o4 443 ducA sick eciwals: a. 8.66
b. 12.55"
c. 5.66"
d. 75"

26. Translace the following English sentence into an algebraic equation:

"The engine speed is equal to 168 times the overall gear reduction multi-
plied by the speed in MPH and divided by the radius of the tire."

Q e = IG8 G
Sr

b. E.= jeaGS

C. E = 168
Gsr

d. E I6Br
Gs

3-32
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27. Solve the following problem which includes two equations an 'wo unknowns:

A 16" piece of bar stock is to be cut into two pieces. The length of the
long piece is to be 2 inches more than 3 times the length of the short
piece. What are the lengths of the two pieces?

Q. Ions rece z 14:1 61-iori- p,,.. Z"
b. Ions piece= IS 664-4- piece,. 3"
C lone pi&ce = 12.5*, Aorl-

lon5 iptece= sllor4 plea = 4.5"

28. In the sketch below, if the two cylinders are similar, what is the
height H of the larger cylinder?

1F-

47S"

le .1 tAsi5h4- 14 equals:
.4

b. 20.57"
C. 7"
d.

29. Pressure is inversely proportional to volume if the temperature remains
the same. When the volume in a pressure chamber is 300 cubic inches, the
pressure is 120 pounds per square inch. if the temperature remains the
same and the volume is decreased to 175 cubic inches, what does the new
pressure equal?

Pressurge P equals:
a. 205.71 psi
b. .437.$ psi
C. 70 psi
d. I75 psi

3-33
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30. The speed of a gear is inversely proportional to the number of teeth on
the gear. In the sketch below, how fast is gear B turning?

31. The speed of a pulpy
the sketch below, what

Gear ES speed equals:
Q. too P.Pri.

b. lboo RPM
c. 625 RPM
cl. 750 RPM

wheel is inver4ly proportional to its diamter. In
is the diameter b of the large pulley wheel?

diarna4N:,- D

biame4-er D equals:
25"
56.2s"

4414Ineer 60.25"

a.
b.

C.

d.

32. If 6 gallons of paint will cover 2880 square feet of surface, how many
gallons of paint w,11 it take cover 12,960 square feet of surface?

a. 45 gals
b. C3.S5 9aIS

C. 070 9a I s

a. 27 gals

33. Two people own a business. Luana owrs 4 times more of the business than

Alice. If the total uusiness is worth $125,000; how much each do Luana
and Alice own?

a. Luang -

b. Luana
Luana.
LUCina

,rs ,000 ; AI ce

87, Soo ; Alf c...6

fjp(),c200; WIG&

9Z,600; AIIC&

50
3-34

ii5c1000

4 37, 500
25,E
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In problems 34 through 36, solve the systems of two equations and two un
knowns. First multiply one equation or both equations by appropriate constant
numbers. Then add or subtract the equations to eliminate one of the unknown
letters. Finally, solve for the unknown.

34. Q.) sx+ by . )4
C) 5 y - 2-.e. - I+

Q

b.

c.
d.

X = 4, >/= -I
X = 2 , '(=lo
x = 2) Yr- -4
% -=" -2, Y-=-41-

3S. 0 -x-2Y=1
0 -2)( +W.-19

Q. X.--S, (,..- 2
b. X= -3, Y.:: 1
C. x ,- -1, Y= -7
(71. )( -,-. 5 , Y.-- -3

56. 0 3s+2p =7 .

0 +S-3p=-2.

a. s= -I, p.5
b. S= -3, p..8
c.. S= 1, p=2.
d. S. 3, p= -.1

37. The total value of an order of nuts and bolts is $7.30. The nuts cost 10
cents each and the bolts cost 15 cents each. The number of nuts is 3
more than twice the number of bolts. How many of each are there?

Nurni)4r of gut-s and Bolls e.cluoIS:
a. n1u4-s = 33 , B01+5= is
b. NI ul- s = 43 Bc,14-.s , 20
c. Nu-1-s ...- S3 801-1-s _., 25
d. NI L.1/4i-s = 34, Boi4-s :.-- 26

38. The per:meter of a sheet of metal is 72 inches. The length of the sheet
is 12 incres more than twice'the width. Find the area of the sheet.

ArG.I1 a 4-he me4a1 Shee4 equal s:
a . v--Ea . zse sq in
b. Are 0 . 640 59 in
C. Argo . 224 sq in
d. Area = 322.56 sit in

39. A three foot piece of pipe is to be cut into two pieces. The length of
the long piece is 4 inches less than 3 times the length of the short
piece. What are the lengths of the two pieces of pipe'

LG.na4-ks oc on plec*- and shor-1- piece EqualJ
Cl. Long piece - 2o" stor+ piec6 t 1G"

Lon 5 IDIec '''
b. 24 " short piece = to)

c. Lon 9 IDIce = 22" short piec.k = 14"
d. Lon e foice - 28 ", short- rece = 8"

3-3.1.
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In problems 40 through 42, solve the quadratic equations by first putting

them in the standard form, axl + bx + c = 0, where a, b, and c are numbers,

and then use the quadratic eytation to solve for the unknown letter.

40.

Quad ra-hc. Equcri-ion t )c = -b-:4.--J b2.-40c.
Za.

2)(2 -1-80 --.26)C 41. 204 s(3-s) = Sz-3S 42..14(043)=8(4+8)-5w

a. x :: 8, 5 Q. s. --s, 2 cl. v.' = 8, -8
b. g = -8, S b. S .-. 6, -2 b. .14 ..- 16, -I6
C. X= 8, - 5 C. . s ... - 5, - 2 C. vi= 8,8
d. % = -8, -S d. s = 5; 2 c. v4., 16, -4

43. You are given a right triangle with the dimensions given in the sketch

below. You are to lay out a similar right triangle with dimensions h

and b such that it will have an area three times that of the given

right triangle. Find the dimensions h and b.

Pirnenstons En and b G9I.101:
a. k . 5.7s ", b . 10.4-3"
b. h . 12", b. s"
C. h :., 6.93", 6 .-., 8.G.6"
d. h :.-_ to", b .7.- 4:,"

I

JI

52

I
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST
PART 3

Work the problems and write the correct answers in the blanks.

1. In the sketch below, find angles a, b, c, d, e, f., and g.

-4 = 4 e --
4 b' 4 f =
4 c= 43 r:

4 d

2. In the sketch below, find angle A.

69.35144"

1 of 9-

3. Find the area and the perimeter of the rectangle shown in the sketch below.

C

Per-m.1E+6r equals 44,6 als4-anct.
around 416 4;rre.
Ar &a E9Li216 4116 bar tunes
46& ileigh4.

P6ripylei-6.r= Ar6-a w

-. :: :he area of a square is 16(0 square inches, what is the length f its
Q:ze

Length of side

3-37



5. In the sketch below, find the area of the parallelogram.

111... II 6* .....01.1

4Nr&O of a parailt4o5rann

Equals b42517 x k11-1364-

Arms UP paralugosram

2 of 9

6. The formula for the area of a trapezoid is given in the sketch below. Find
the area and the perimeter of the trapezoid.

13 CIY1 -01
Pert meter = .

Area a ;-rapzolci 0)3+

whipire, 6, and b2 ar& 4-4e 4-op
and baaorn bas6s an d
-4114. 6130".

Are a 0.-c 1416 trap4z.ol4

7. The line that is the height of an isosceles triangle is perpendicular to,
and bisects the base of the triangle. Find the area of theisosceles tri-
angle shown in the sketch below.

Hint: First find the height of the triangle by using the Pythagorean Theorem
and then use the formula:

Area =
base times height

2

Area cyC ISoscE.166

4-nangle.

3-38

Py4-hae1c reon Theorem:
1114, squor h9pol-f.nusc

0.c a rigk4- equalm 411e
Sum 4 4-4ie squares el4 44 11e a Er
-two sides. Sc .& Wow

54

v2 02+ bZ
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8. In the sketch below, find the length of the ladder required for you to
climb a wall that has a trench in front of it.

LGn54-h t; ladder

9. What is the missing dimension w in the sketch of the taper punch shown
below?

t+,4: firs+ find a,
4-4fin b, and -ffinally x.

Xr.

10. Find the area of each of the three triangles shown below. You may need to
use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the height.

(6)

Area

3-39
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11. Find the area of the triangle shown in the sketch below by using Hero's
Formula.

lc cm

Arta = ammm C111.

Farnufig:
Area a rs-is-aXs-b)(s,
where S. d+b+c and

a 6, and C are -1-he sides

04- +he 4-rian5ie.

12. Find the area of the geometric figure shown in the sketch below.

3.4 5",i
4"

3"

13. Find tne area of the geometric

Area o4 rec4-an sle = ab, a and b
arc. 441e sides.

Area o4 a +floosie . bh yvIeler6- b bas*.
and II 41-le 66/3h+.

L\rea o; a +rape z.014 = (6, + 6%..)11 whfir4 b, an4
2

62. are -14 6 i-op and bol4ofn bass and h is ,

0\rea 0-C- # n t firre
figure shown below.

1Crnrn

32nrn

Brea 04 +rtan916 = bh v.411tr4 b
411.11.=

2

equals-41e base (And h equals -41e

i\rEa

3-40

-I-ke -fspre

5f;



14. Find the area of the geometric figure shown below.

S of 9

Area of a Iroper-osci = (6,41346
2-

Area ryc reoirang = a6

Ariea of o 4.riongle = 6.6
2

-I' i3 re =Ama of. 441G 4

15. Find the radius R of the circle with center at point P as shown in the
sketch below.

P

: us6 OIL

Pyi.hasorean Theorem
I cl

16. Find the side s, the perimeter r, and the area A of the regular pentagon
shown in the sketch below. Remember, the perimeter equals the distance
around the figure. Also remember that in a regular pentagon all five
sides are equal.

S

it* : &SI us' 4ke
Py-fh 03 n -Theonen,

side S

Per inlet* r p

k\r6a
t"'"

3-41
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17. Given a circle with a diameter of 16.7 inches, find the circumference and
the area. Let r = 3.14.

Circumference Area

18. What is the length of a piece of ornamental iron needed to make the
design shown in the sketch below? Let -6, = 3.14.

*Mt rw.krat 4%r6

is 44411r4

tint AtE6

rs 6"

Hint: Find the
length along the
axis. The )neutral
the center line

ornamental iron.

Length

total

neutral
axis is
of the

19. In the sketch below, find angles a, b, and c. Lines AB and AC are tangent
to the circle at points D and E. Lines PD and PE are radii of the circle.

20. Find the volume of the rectangular right

prism shown in the sketch at the right.

The volume of a right prism equals
the crosssectional area of the
prism times the height of the prism.

Volume

4

C .1=

5 8 v'
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21. Find the lateral suriace area, total surface area, and volume of the cone
shown in the sketch below.

Lateral surface area Total surface area

22. Find the surface

Volume

= ket3k+
Lai-eral sur.Face Area = irrs 3.14

1;41:11 surfac4 Area =Irrs -1--cr1-2-
Voturn 41r t Irt-26

3

Usc. 441e Py4-kasorearn
Tineorern s.

area, total surface
shown in the sketch below.

area, and volume of the pyrar

Surface area Total surface area

Volume

Surface area = area of the sides

Total surface area = area of the sides plus area of the base

3

1
Volume = (height times area of base)

3-43 51)
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23. Find the total surface area and the volume of the composite sh.Ape shown
telow.

Hint: Remember the total surface area is the total outer surface area.
Also, use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the slant height .

Total surface area Volume

Sur-F.oce arca ce; a cone = Tr g radius x sian4- 6419114-

Sur;acc area of a cylinders Zit x radius x 6e13 64-
Volume 041 a cone r I Tr x radius sqvarc-d x 6191"1-

Area 4-k6 base o4 csitignaer. -rr g radius squared
Volum& a a cylinder( Tr )4 radius squared x

2.. Find the volume of the conic frustrum shown it the sketch below.

Volume

3-44

wIlere = -rr 4 ) A, ^ 7rr

and 3.14
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25. Find the volume of the frustrum of a pyramid as shown in the sketch below.

Volume

V=1.11 (A, + Az+ .LiTic2)
3

viherc A, = L,vii and 42.2L2v1z.

26. In the sketch below, line AB is the diameter of a circle with center at
point P. Lines PC and PD are radii of the circle. Find angles a and'.

B

angle a

angle b



SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST

PART 3 (COMPUTERIZED)

Choose the best answer for each of the following problems.

In problems 1 through 7, look at the sketch shown below and find angles

1. Angle a equals: 2.

a. 102°

b. 78°

c. 88°

d. 12°

3. Angle c equals: 4. Angle d equals:

a. 12° a. 78°

b. 88° b. 88°

c. 102° c. 12°

d. 78° d. 102*

6. Angle f equals: 7. Angle g equals:

a. 12 0 a. 12°
.

b. 102° b. 88°

C. 78° c. 102°

d. 88° d. 78°

8. In the sketch below, find angle A. Angle A equals:

69°.5`44"

3-46

1 of 14

Angle b equals:

a. 12°

b. 102°

c. 78°

d. 88°

5. Angle e equals:

a. 102°

b. 78°

c. 880

d. 12 *

a. 75° 21' 23"

b. 74° 21' 23"

c. 76° 23' 23"

d. 75° 23' 23"

35°62.'ss"
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In problems 9 and 10, look at the sketch below and find the perimeter and the area
of the rectangle.

I r

9. The perimeter equals:

a. 20.6 in

b. 18 in

c. 21.6 in

d. 25.2 in

1
45"

I

Pe-rirnE4tr Equals 44-be chs4-anck-

around 4-6 -ci3c.ire.
Area eluaib -I-k& base. 4-smes
466 h etsivt%

10. The area equals:

a. 27.1 sq in

b. 29.25 sq in

c. 28.35 sq in

d. 21.6 sq in

11. If the area of a square is 169 square inches, what is the length of its side?

a. 16 in c. 42.25 in

b. 21.25 in d. 13 in

In problems 12 and 13, find the perimeter and area of the parallelogram shown in
the sketch below.

12. The perimeter equals:

a. 34 ft

b. 46 ft

c. 48 ft

d. 47 ft

ArEc of a porosielograrn
6.9Liais bias& x kaliii-

13. The area equals:

a. 120 sq ft

b. 135 sq ft

c. 72 sq ft

d. 225 sq ft

63
3-47
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In prbblems 14 and 15, find the perimeter and area of the trapezoid shown in the
sketch below.

7crn

13 cm -owl
14. The perimeter equals:

a. 36.2 cm

b. 32.7 cm

c. 24 ? cm

d. 30.2 cm

Area crcarapzoiclic(b,+6,0t1,

Nsihrb 6, and bz ar6 46 4-op
Qnd bc:44-ory, base an d k is

464. kei31141

15. The area equals:

a. 102 sq cm

b. 40 sq cm

c. 51 sq cm

d. 67 sq cm

16. The line that is the height of an isoscel'es triangle is perpendicular to, and
bisects the base of the triangle. Find the area of the isosceles triangle
shown in the sketch below.

Hint: First find the height of the triangle by using the Pythagorean Theorem
and then use the formula:

Area -
base times height

2

a. 158.39 sq in

b. 79.19 sq in

c. 126 sq in

d. 116.08 sq in

Py4.ka "oraon Theor6rn:

sciu arc, 04 44.6e 17p04-eriusc.
vc a 7-19V4- +riangt6 equals 411e
Bunn sciLiare6 on- cA6r
two sides. 54 below

3-48 6 4

:-.
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17. In the sketch below find the length of the ladder required for you to climb

a wall that has a trench in front of it.

The length of the ladder equals:

a. 19 ft

b. 13.89 ft

c. 11.70 ft

d. 14.37 ft

18. What is the missing dimension X in the sketch of the taper punch shown
below?

The dimension X equals:

a. 2.2"

b. 2.7"

c. 2.85"

d. 1.5"

3-49

1+,4: firs+ find a,
441En b, and -Cinaily X.

4)
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In problems 19 through 21, find the areas of the triangles shown in tie sketch
below. You may need to use the Pythagorean Theorem t() find the height.

Gei

?rob. 2o.

to'

19. The area equals: 20. The area equals: 21. The area equals:

a. 12 sq in a. 39 sq ft a. 70 sq in

b. 42 sq in b. 35.7 sq ft b. 30 sq in

c. 28 sq in c. 28 sq ft c. 50 sq in

d. 24 sq in d. 25 sq ft d. 42 sq in

22. Find the area of the triangle shown in the sketch below by using Hero's For-
mula.

to cm

The area of the triangle equals:

a. 34.20 sq cm

b. 396.2 sq cm

c. 76.25 sq cm

111 d. 42.5 sq cm

eleross Formula:
Area = is (s-a)(s-b)(s-c)
Where su o+b-i-c. and

2.

0 6, and C ore- 4ke sides
oc- }-Ile 4-rtan9le.

3-50 66

1



23. Find the area of the geometric figure shown in the sketch below.

6 of 14

Arc o rec4an516 ab, ollsre a and b
art +he ssci*s.
Arta of a 4-rian51e = b.h ortierir b is +he base
and h -tilt keTh+. 2.

area o; o 4-rape zoici = (1),+ 6u) whfirt 6, rang!
2

are 4.ile lop and bailors bases and h Is -1,1*

6131,4.

The area equals:

a. 86 sq in

b. 71.75 sq in

c. 55.125 sq in

d. 78.25 sq in

24. Find the area of the geometric figure shown below.

The area equals:

a. 320 sq mm

b. 160 sq mm

Arta 0; +rICIn914 = b11 whkrc b
2

Gq,Jals 44 base and h Equals 416
he1914.

c. 80 sq mm

d. 390 sq mm

3-51
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25. Find the area of the geometric figure shown below.

The area equals:

a. 127.5 sq ft

b. 105 sq ft

75.5 sq ft

a. 63.5 sq ft

8'H.--

7 of 14

Are-a 4 a Irapt-zold = 6,)L,

2-

Area 04 arec4artgie = 0.6

ArEa of o Inongle = 1331

41) 26. Find the radius R of the circle with center at point P as shown in the sketch
below.

The radius R equals:

a. 8 inches

b. 2.5 inches

c. 4 inches

Qd. 6.125 inches

3 -52

1414: us6 -1-ha.

PyHlorrecin Theorem
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In problems 27 through 29, find the length of the sideS , the perimeter p , and

the area A of the regular pentagon shown in the sketch below. Remember, the peri-
meter equals the distance around the figure. Also remember that in a regular pelt-
agon, all five sides are equal.

27. Side $ equals:

a. 11 in

b. 3.32 in

c. 6.63 in

d. 6 in

: fir6f" LISE 411e

Py4-1.1 a so r*o n "Theoreni.

28. Perimeter p equals:

a. 33.15 in

b. 16.6 in

c. 30 in

d. 25 in

29. Area A equals:

a. 165,75 sq in

b. 75 sq in

c. 150 sq in

d. 82.875 sq in

In problems 30 and 31, find the circumference and area of a circle with a diameter
of 16.7 inches. Let Tr equal 3.14.

30. The circumference equals: 31. The area equals:

a. 52.44 in a. 218.93 sq in

b. 26.22 in b. 437.86 sq in

c. 5.32 in c. 88.82 sq in

d. 10.64 in d. 875.71 sq in

3-53
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32. What is the length of a piece of ornamental iron needed to make the design
shown in the sketch below. Let Tr = 3.14.

The newi-eal axis is 4-1/e
do4+44 e.

Nip"

Hint: Find the total
length along the neu
tral axis. The neu
tral axis is the
center line of the
ornamental iron.

Lergth equals:

a. 38.62 in

b. 64.52 in

c. 69.23 in

d. 36.26 in

In problems 33 through 35, use the sketch below to find angles et, 6 , and C
Lines AB and AC are tangent to the circle at points D and E. Lines PD and PE
are radii of the circle.

C

33. Angle a equals: 34. Angle b equals: 35. Angle C equals;

a. 90" a. 900 a. 16'

b. 72' b. 82' b. 18'

c. 78" c. 72" c. 20'

d. 82' d. 78' d. 22'
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36. Find the volume of the rectangular right prism shown in the sketch at
the right.

The volume of a right prism equals
the crosssectional area of the
prism times the height of the
prism.

Volume equals:,..'

a. 96 cu in

b. 48 cu in

c. 384 cu in

d. 192 cu in

12"---sir

In problems 37 and 39, find the lateral surface area, total surface area,
and volume of the cone shown in the sketch below.

star14- 6e1311-1-

1,24-6ral stir-Face Area Tr= 3.t4
surfac4 Area =-Trrs +-rrr2

Voturne = 1 irrzk
3

: USG. -41e Pyi-tlacjortorn

'Theorem +a Tinci S.

37. Lateral surface area equals: 38. Total surface area equals:

a. 263.76 sq in a. 640.56 scl in

b. 188.4 sq in b. 301.44 sq in

c. 150.72 sq in c. 364.24 sq in

d. 251.2 sq In d. 263.76 sq in

39. Volume equals:

a. 376.8 cu in

b. 1205.76 cu in

c. 301.44 cu In

d. 401.92 cu in 71
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In problems LO through 42, find the lateral surface area, total surface area,

40
tnd volume of the pyramid shown in the sketch below.

Lateral surface area = area of the sides

Total surface area = area of the sides plus area of the base

1

Volume = 5 (height times area of base)

40. Lateral surface 41. Total surface 42. Volume equals:
area equals: area equals:

a. 280 sq ft

b. 297.4 sq ft

c. 594.8 sq ft

d. 560 sq ft

a. 397.4 sq ft

b. 380 sq ft

c. 660 sq ft

d. 694.8 sq ft

3 -56

a. 495.67 cu ft

b. 69-;.93 cu ft

c. 466.67 cu ft

d. 700 cu ft
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In problems 43 and 44, find the total surface area and the volume of the
composite shape shown below.

Hint: Remember the total surface area is the total outer surface area.
Also, use the Pythagorean Theorem to find the slant height.

Sur-6c*. area cA q C.On£ = "rr x roclius 3it 141564-

Sur-kics, arera a cylinder 21t" x radius x 6,Q131n4-
Volume. o.f. a aorlE. x radius squared x heigki-

S

Area of 4-he bash of cylinder= radius. sit-tared
Volum& cip-P a cyfincier a Tr x radius squared )=11(i+

43. The surface area equals:

a. 7662.86 sq mm

b. 8604.86 sq mm

c. 8918.86 sq mm

d. 7976.86 sq mm

44. The volume equals:

a. 54,426.67 cu mm

b. 85,826.41 cu mm

c. 186,306.60 cu mm

d. 36,466.67 cu mm



45. Find the volume of the conic frustrum shown in the !ketch below.

y' 1.4-1 (A, + Az + \f,icc)

The volume equals: a. 46,890.6 cu in

b. 2,930.67 cu in

c. 11,722.67 cu in

d. 732.67 cu in

vi6cr6 A, =-Trr, AL-- Trri'j
and -rr. 3.t4

13 of 14

46. Find the vc:lume of the frustrum of a pyramid as shown in the sketch below.

The volume equals:

a. 803 cu in

b. 1,156.32 cu in

c. 2,890.8 cu in

d. 963.6 cu in

3-58

1/=_LH (Al + Az.+ 57.2)
3

7 1
'r

v./ke.r A, = Li v41 and 42 .1.zv,12.
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In problems 47 and 48, find angle a and angle b as shown in the sketch be

low. Line AB is the diameter of a circle with center at point P. Lines PC
and PD are radii of the circle.

47. Angle a equals: 48. Angle 6 equals:

a. 46° a. 46°

b. 76° b. 34°

c, 34° c. 440

d. 44c d. 56°

3-59
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST
PART 4

1 of 7

411
1. Change the following angles expressed in decimal form, to angles ex-

pressed as degrees, minutes and seconds.

a. 53.57'
b. 108.25°

C. 287 1'4'

cl. 27.7Tc

O

a

0

t

2. Change the following angles expressed as degrees, minutes and seconds,
to angles expressed in decimal form. Round your answers to two
decimal places.

I ft
G. 51 26 44

b. loBe 57137"

C. 16°451

d. 78'113 46"

0

=11111.111/ OMIN001.1.

0

Iii IIIMMIMIDIMMIIM

0

11111%.

0

3. In the sketch below, find the nissing angles a ,L ,c , d , and e, and
express them in degrees and minutes.

a 0 f b 0

e

' and

o

3-607C
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4. In the sketch below, find the missing dimensions R, D, and M. The
circumference of the circle is equal to 41.667". The center of the
circle is point P.

R

D

M

5. Find the missing dimensions in the triangles shown below.

X

4.5

IIMM1111.1

4.3

x

Y
amoyll...
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6. Find the missing dimensions, x and y in the triangles shown below.
Use the Pythagorean theorem and the fact that the sides of similar
triangles are proportional.

X

0

X=

14.

8.G

23.63

1 =

Y.1.--

A

X = ',(=

A = - 9 y=
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7. In the following triangles solve for x and y by using trigonometry
functions. (Sin a, cos a, or tan a where 2 is the given acute angle.)

jr r..rw.mgmarD ) Y..

42

11111

-. t -(=.

71 :: ..... 1 Ya' .........

X' ............-... IP
1s ----.--.-...

I

)4' I= ..... P ..1(::: .'"'''''''''1111110

8. In the sketch shown below, find the distance M by using trigonometric
procedures. Round your answer to the nearest hundredth of an inch.

14 =

7
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9. in the sketch below, find the angle a by using trigonometric proce-
dures. Round off your answer ,...,, the nearest hundredth of a degree.

A =

6" amme-i-er

IC. In the sketch shown below, find the distance - to the nearest one-
hundredth of a millimeter.

11. Find the head angle A of the bolt shown in the sketch below. Round
to the nearest hundredth of a degree.

-1'
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12. Find the missing dimensions shown in the sketch below. Round off
your answers to the nearest hundredth of a unit if required.

4 - 4" charnekr
halts ) Equally

.4spaced.

13. In the sketch at the right, find the
width of the river, W.

W =

"

J

a

i
Landmark.

"--.... -::;7- os........
....a.~... *mm.,....,, ............ ,....,

r-' ____,- --- ,
42"45'

t

14. Find the missing dimensions in the sketch below. Use the Law of Sines.
Round your answers to the nearest hundredth.

Ang.ie A Side b Side c

3-65
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15. Find the missing dimensions in :he sketch below. First use the Law
of Cosines, ther use the 1.a.; if Sines. ?c,.nd your answers to the
nearest h.mdredth of a unit.

Low o-c Cosines :
C2= at 4- 1)2.Zobco5 C
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SHOP MATH FOR METAL TRADES: PRETEST
PART 4 (COMPUTERIZED)

Choose the best answer for each of the following problems.

1. The angle 53.37° is equal to how many degrees, minutes and seconds'

a. 53
o

o6' 17" c. 53 30' 7-

b. 53° 22' 12" d. 53° 18' 42"

2. The angle 78° 13' 46" is equal to how many degrees?

0 0a. 78.81 c. 78.4

b. 78.32° d. 78.23

3. In the figure shown below, find angle A.

In the sketch on the right,
the circumference of the
circle is 41.67". What is
the dimension N/

los4once Flequals:

0.. 9.38"

b. le.7e,"

C. 6.65"
d 1S.S6"

C=41.67"

3-67 83

Cen+er crf 44le circle
1S pot4 p



5. In the sketch clk, find the missing dimension x.

limensiert/

X equalS:
a. 14- TE

6. 7 ,r-s-

cd .

. 28

b. In the sketch below, find the missing dimension R.

birnenston
R e9uals:

b. ,N/2
c . 12

a-
d. tzri

7. In the sketch below, find the missing -'imension A.

100

birnenSlon
A Equals :

a. 7.5 .fr
b. 9,ri
C.15

cl. i

841

3-68

2 of 7
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Directions for problems 8 through 13: ',sing the Pythagorean Theorem and
the fact that the corresponding sides of similar triangles are propor-
tional, find the dimensions A, B, C, D, E and F.

10

8. Danikraston
A 61 uals

0.
b. 17.1142

C. 15.21
ci. IS

11. brneriston
D ecuats

a. 22.01
b. ZS. i
C. 2.6,.
d. 2.5.

23.63

9. bimens ton

a. t4.4B
b. 20.85
c. 9.4,5
d. 13.9

t2. Dtrnension
E equals-.

a. 2.15
b. 1.47
C. 8.2e
d. 11.8

3 -695,

8.6

to. bmension
C 69uals:

a, 14.48
b. 2t. Z I

c. Zo.BS
d. 13.9

13. brnenston F:

C29"
8.6

-4s4
2.89

. 4.04
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Directions for problems 14 through 19: Use the trigonometric functions
(sin A, cos A, or tan A, where A is the given angle) to find the dimen-
sions U, V, W, X, Y and Z.

14. Nmenston
U Est its:

IS. Nrnension
eiuois:

O. 81.5s- q. 7,9.2.6
b. 49.0 b. 69.9
C. 79.26 c. 49.0
d. 69.9 id. 81.55

I-I. btmnsion
)( equots :

0. 3.62
b. SG,

c. 4.4-S
d. 2

t 8. bimension
`( equals :

a. 14.
b. 7.51

C. 30.09
d. t8.12.

16. bininsion
W equals:
a. 2.49
b. 4.4S
C. Z.02
d. 3.62

19. btrnerision
Z
a. 751
.b. 14.12
c. 18.12
d. 30.09

20. in the sketch shown belol, find the aistance M by using trigonometric
procedures.

3-70

btm6nsion
Ni equals

. 1.2345

Si

b. C) "

c. 4-7"
d. 39"
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21. :n :he sketch below, find tht angle A ov using Irigcnometric proced-
ures.

to"
atom

22. :- the sketch below. find the distarce x.

6"
atom.

84mm atom.

bimerviton
X equals :

a.432.4mm
b. 397.15mm
C. 442.51 m m
d. 514.85 m rn

23. In the sketch below, find the head angle A.

3-71 S..04

Angle
A equais :

a. 9.$9°
b. 9.46°
C-. 4.76.
d. 4.78°

liead. an5I6
A cluck ..

Q. 87.e G°

b. 122.62°
c. 92.34 -°
cl. SI . ze

N



2,.. In the sketch below, find the distance Y.

*five ecluoihj

SpaCeci
4"

diamefer holes
drilled around

0 20" cliame4-er circle .

25. In the sketch below, find the width of the river W.

landmark.

..- - .,,... ....-.-
--

............., ....

...-........-
...:.":7'

-,..... ---...-..

- - --..--.
.._"......... ....__ __ 1

, ....,-,. ,
....._ - ...._ ,

...- _....,.. ,__._.--.....,

i.--- 201--gii

6 of 7

liminsion
Y equals :

0. 3.88"
b. v.76"
C. (:).09"
d. 12.18"

irrle. ti Sion

W equals i
CI. 21.84'
b: 28.83'
C. 33.68'
d. i 2 . 50'

so

so
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In problems 26 through 28, use the Law of Sines to find tne missing dim
ensions as shown in the sketch below.

Lows J Stnes:
a. ,.... S = c.

Sus A Stn B sin G

b

2G. Angle A
frivals:
C . 53°
b. 7°47
C. 14-3'
d. gr

27. Side b
Equals:

a. 21.86"
b. 1E47"
C. 24.;5"
d. 8.11"

28. Side C

equals:

a. 8.97"
b. 24.1S"

C. r5:47"
c1.12.4,7"

In problems 29 through 31, first use the Law of Cosines, then use the
Law of Sines to find the missing dimensions as shown in the sketch below.

16'

Low of Cosinez:

Cep az÷ 62-- Zabcos C

2.9. -SIcIE. c equals: 3o. Arlie -eriucals:

a. 21.26' a. 81.89°
b. .9.95' b. 60.o2°
c. 28.57' C. 52°
d. 20.32' d. 118.08°

31. Amite 13.944els:
0 . 81.n8.
b. Co.ii°
C. 23.92°
d. 27°
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SKILLS
CENTER
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PROJECT SHEET
Name Date

Cluster Metal Tra_de Occupation Machinist Helpgr

Training Module Shop Math for Macninists

Training Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instruments

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
COAL:

PROJECT 1

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF FRACTIOUS

40 Here's wnat you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

4?

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems
in this Project Sheet.

Hue's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will review addition,
subtraction and reduction of tractions. You will
also work some problems of the type you will
find on your job. This work, will help you to
use measuring tools accurately and to apply
their use to practi,a1 shop problems.

i. Read and study the math review and example
problems on pages 2 to 4 of this Project
Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 5 to 8.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

40 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must correctly answer 8 out of 10
Shop Problems.

2. You must answer questions about this Proj-
ect Sheet to the approval of your Instruc-
tor.

3-74 9 0



FEXAMPLE PROBLEM 1: Find the length of x :1

ADDING AND SUBTRACTING FRACTIONS

To determine the length of materials--sheet metal,
bar stock, pipe, wdre, etc.needed for a job, you
often have to add and subtract fractional numbers.

ADDITION is the process of finding the sum of
two or more numbers.

2 of 8

Figure 1: Solve for x.

SOLUTION: Look at Figure 1.
x = the sum of the three given dimensions.

x =
14 16

Remember that a fraction is made of two parts: a numerator (new-mer-ray-ter)
and a denominator (dee-nomm-i-nay-ter). Look at Figure 2. The numerator is
the numeral on top and the denominator is the one on the bottom.

3 Numerator
16 Denominator

Figure 2: The two parr.; of a fraction.

When you add (or subtract) fractions, you must first change the denominator
of all the fractions to the least common denominator, sometiwes written as
the LCD.

4.0411E1MAMIVIMSNIPIMMINWIPAMIximr=Naimawrzoimasm
alla0101

..F.MAIMPIM=WAIWogirOMmmiNmAlmolt.

S



Siovis on vthil 4h probliirn:

lb 2
3"
16

3 of 8

3n+ (2x2+j) Change 4-o 4 1r4C4-ion 45 Skown. 2X2:+1
16 6 -I-6 numerator and 2 46 denomtnoi-or,2.3:1

16 2. tio

Sge °.t. 3 d
16 T ZX 8 it,

16 is +Ina common denormnal-or so chanofrWiemmogamo

4o Ski 4-een4V-is 6if mul+)pirjrn 6-1( S
and 2.03 c6 shown.

1.426.1..
ira 162

3' +40 +3" Strict Oil flume ro-i-ors are over16
Common 41enommOktor 16, add +ile-
nu mera4-Ors chrcHy.46

16

2 %.4 "

Ito

X28""
8

bisitc:36 46 by 16 gEi-h ns 2 v41441 a rernomder
14. Timol t4- is 4-116 num sirt24-or and 16 ts 441e denorninc4or.

i4 a red 16 by a Common number z 4-0
reduc,e 4-o lowes+ -62-rn5.



EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2: Find the length w in Figure 3.

4 of 8

I 3"32

Figure 3: Solve for x.

SOLUTION: Look at Figure 3.

you nttid 4o find 4he kins4-k }1t& dung-1610n skown as
you find x by Su61-rackina 4-nDn Vas

52.

X=2"-
32

1-..Z6- (3z X c1-3)"
52

,M"
32

1 32

,

chortle To a froci-ion.
32

ho4-6 4410-1- Z* Z.",

2 x 35"
x522.

t. 35"
32.

64"-35"
32.

29"
32.

X

32 is 4-hc k-a64 common denornincd--or
So chorTe 32vuls as shown.

Sub4--rne--1-. 55 f-Yorn 64 chre,c-Hy Since

41,14-( are bo-341°Og6r"-44ne c..ovntron
4:16-nornina4-vr- 3Z

Aylvvr is ire tovve5-1- +ervnS Since no
Common ncoviber will all\hci6 1)14'0 bag)
79 and 52.

If you have any questions about the sample problems, ask your Instructor.

3-77
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. You need to cut four pieces of bar stock with the following measurements:

Za" 1 i."1 and I

How long should your original bar stock be? Lengths;
(Don't worry about waste.)

2. Your supervisor wants you to find out the total length of the bar in
Figure 4. Length

3"
4

Ili! 1 9811 su

117-14$ 14-116
LENJTH

',6
7"

'14 8

Figure 4: How tongis this bar?

3. tour boss gives you the sketch in Figure 5. You are to find the lengths
of x, y and s.

Length of: 2

Figure 5: SoZve for a, y and z.

3-78 9 4
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4. Your supervisor hands you a machined part like the one shown in figure

6. You need to find the lengths of the parts labeled x, y, and 2.

y

Figure 6: Solve for x, y and z.

5. Your supervisor gives you the sketch shown in Figure 7. You

er
are to find the lengths of x, y and z.

x y

11.1171101W IIMYRIN.. VI.8110VT,

fl
16

Figure 7: Solve for x, y and z.

3-79
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95



6. You were given the front view sketch of a machined part as shown in
Figure 8. You are to find the lengths of the parts labeled
w, z, y and z.

w y z

Figure 8: Solve for w, x, y and z.

7. You must make five shims of different lengths from a piece of
bar stock. .Allow waste for each shim. The measurements of theshims are: S 3 Z3 " 7" 15* and "

-g T6

What is the total length of bar stock that you need?

Length

8. When measuring items that are irregular or hard to reach, it
is sometimes difficult to get an accurate measurement. Some-
times the best thing to do is to find an average measurement.
This is done by making more than one measurement (or reading),
adding the measurements together, and dividing by the number
of measurements taken. For example, if you made three readings,
you would add the three together and divide by three. That would
give you an average measurement.

Now, suppose you have taken the following readings:

19 " 0 " 1" 1,1

and IT2

64- 32 4
Average measurement

What is the average measurement?

3-809G
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9. Figure 9 is a sketch of a profile gage used for checking work in a machine

shop. The dimensions on the sketch are the lengths of the different steps.
Your supervisor wants you to find overall length of the gage.

Length

Figure 9: How long is this profile gage?

10. Your boss asks you to find the average of the following five readings:

" 1* 9. rr.

64
and 7 n.

16 ) 32 I 32

Average reading

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

3-81
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1SKILLS
'CENTER

PROJECT SHEET
Name Date

Cluster Metal Trades Occupation Machinist Helper

Training Module Shop Math for Machinists

Training Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instruments

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

.4111==1.11P'

PROJECT 2

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF FRACTIONS

10 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems
in this Project Sheet.

0 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will review multipli-
cation and division of fractions. You will also
work some problems of the type you will find on
your job. This work will help you to use measur-
ing cools accurately and to apply their use to
practical shop problems.

1. Read and study the math review and Example
Problems on pages 2 to 8 of this Project
Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 9 to 12.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score cn your Student Train-
ing Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

0 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must correctly answer 12 out of 15
shop problems.

2. You must answer some questions about this
Project Sheet to the approval of your
Instructor.

3 -S2
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MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING FRACTIONS

As a Precision Metal Finisher, you will need to
multiply and divide fractions. Here is a review
of the required steps to do these operations.

MULTILPYING FRACTIONS

First, to multiply two or more fractions, multiply
the numerators together and multiply the denominators
together. Look at Figure 1.

Multiply fhe numerators rProduck of thE numerators

2 )43 .z>: r. (=,

3 1.

Muifiply the denormnafor4-1 -Product be denominators

Figure 1: Multiply numerators and denominators.

The product of the numerators is written over
the product of the denominators.

Now, reduce the resulting fraction to lowest terms. Look at Figure 2.
Remember that you reduce a fraction to its lowest terms by dividing evenly
the numerator and the denominator by a common number.

6EcouS6 47

12.6 Z.

Figure 2: Reduce your fraction to lowest terms.

When you can no longer find a common number that will divide evenly into botk
the numerator and the denominator, the fraction has been reduced to its lowest

terms.

There are several different kinds of fractions:

PROPER FRACTIONS: These have denominators that are larger than their numerators:

Exaples: .1 13 781
7 ---Et 1 39721

IMPROPER FRACTIONS: These have denominators that are smaZZer than their
numerators. They are "top heavy":

Examples: , , 140 -39n
1 5 IS

,

781

3-83 9!3
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MIXED NUMBERS: These are made up of a whole.number with a proper fraction.
Look at Figure 3. A mixed number equals the sum of its whole
number and its fraction.

Moted tNiumber {Whole number

Frochon
Figure 3: Mixed number = whole number 4- fraction.

EXamples of mixed numbers:

'r 3? 1859 799
101 %c.c.

111
ic* / AI 44

When the answer to a problem ends up with an improper fraction, you mustchange it to a mixed number.

Here's how to change it:

Start by dividing the numerator by the denominator. Look at Figure 4.

is the improper fraction.

Denominai-or

1

is the mixed number ecual to IL
6

2 number
6 11.4 Numerafor

12.

R.frmainder
(Nevi numerator)

411
Figure 4: Changing an improper tract-Lon to a mixed number.

3-84'

So: 1.3.= 21.
6 6



SOLUTION: g x 3 s x 3 = Sx3 D = 2
7 1 x I

4 of 12

A whole number can be written as a fraction by using "I" as the
denominator. So in Example Problem I, 3 is written

Also, is in its lowest terms, and is changed to the mixed
number

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2: Multiply x
7 3 4-

SOLUTION: x 2 x s = Gx 2)(1 12
7 3 .4- 7x )(44- 84

12
The answer to Example Problem 2, 84 needs to be reduced to lowest terms.
Both the numerator and the denominator can be evenly divided by 12. Lookat Figure 5.

12t 12412_ 1

84+ 841+i2 7

Figure 5: Divide numerator and denominator by 12.

Here is a way to solve the problem more easily. The method of cancellation
can be used. This method is a way of dividing out numbers that are common to
both the numerator and the denominator. For example, the problem can be donethis way: (Look at Figure 6.) First, divide out the 3 in Step A. Next,
d4.viXe out a 2 as in Step B, and then divide out another 2 as in Step C.

2 1 1

x2x 1g1
7 z 0(4 7-h 1X4 7x 1 X-Z ?xi): 7
t 1

2.
t I

Step A Step B Step C

Figure 6: Method of cancellation.

101



Figure.6 shows dividing out numbers in three
steps, but it is possible to use just one
step. Look at Figure 7.

Figure 7: Method of cancellation
using one step.

DIVIDING FRACTIONS

To divide fractions, you first invert the
number of the fraction that is thedivisor. The
divisor is the number or fraction that you
are dividing by. Now, multiply the two
fractions and reduce to lowest terms.

5 of 12

When you invert a fraction, turn it over so the numerator and the denominatorchange places. Look at Figure 8.

9 sriver4e.d Is 14
9

Figure 8: Inverting a fraction.

Remember, the divisor is the number or fraction that you are dividing by.

For example, if you divide 1 by
\3..

then IL is the divisor.1-

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3: Divide±
3)

by (The divisor i7
First invert the divisor and multiply. Look at Figure 9.

7 3 7 Z

Figure 9: Invert divisor and multiply.

Then reduce to lowest terms. Look at Figure 10.

i$ ÷ 9 2.T4 14 2 7 7
Figure 10: Reduce the answer.

3-86
1 ., ,
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MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING MIXED NUMBERS

Whenever you multiply or divide fractions, you must change any mixed
numbers to improper fractions. First, think of the mixed number as its
whole numbers plus its fractional part. Look at Figure 11.

d4

Figure 11: Separating a mixed number.

Then, multiply the whole number by the denominator of the fraction. Put
the anweryou get over the original denominator. 'Add that answer to the
fractional part. Look at Figure 12.

44 4 .2 is A- It 4. i ÷2 12 +Z3 3 3
Figure 12: Mtatip4 whole number by denominator, put over denominator,
then add fraction.

Now, add the two numerators directly. Look at Figure 13. The mixed number
is now in fractional form.

k i2+2. t4
3

Figure 13: Adding numerators.

The steps shown in Figures 12 and 13 can be done in one step: Multiply the
denominator by the whole number and add what you get to the numerator of the
fractional part. Put that sum over the denominator. In Figure 13, 3 times
4 plus 2 equals 14 over 3. Look at Figure 13 again.

10 ')
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MULTIPLYING MIXED NUMBERS

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 4: x
8 6

When you are finished multiplying fractions and are unable to divide a
common number into both the numerator and denominator, the fraction will
be in its lowest terms. Look at Figure 14.

2$x 35 19x 23 19)(23 437
6 8 6 8 x e -48

Figure 14: Multiplying mixed numbers.

You must change the improper fraction to a mixed number. Look at Figure 15.

437 437 :- 48 a .9+ 5-
471. *8

Figure 15: Changing improper fractions to mixed numbers.

DIVIDING MIXED NUMBERS

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 5: 4g s
First write the mixed numbers as improper fractions. Look at Figure 16.

8 5 8

Figure 16: Change mixed number to improper fraction..

Then invert the divisor and multiply. Lool, at Figure 17.

Divisor

33 . 1r321 .. 33 x 5 i65
8 5 8 32 256

Figure 17: Invert divisor and multiply.

After you multiply, the fraction will be in its lowest terms since you cannot
divide a common number into the numerator and the denominator. In this case,
the answer can't be changed to a mixed number because it is a proper fraction.
That is, the "top" is smaller than the "bottom".

3-88
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 6: Bow many 3" shims can be cut from a piece of shim4
stock iSrlong? Allow 8

u

for total waste.
8

SOLUTION: First you must find how much shim stock you will have after
allowing for waste. So, first subtract the waste from the shim
stock.

wasi-E
8 8

smbi-raaf
8

change -the mixed number 4oci
8 63

4raci-lon.

1 o4+ 1 5" .sc add and sub4-racf-4h TIU rn era fors

Strict you hove a common clenommalor (8). SVIIrn 64ock mmaintni a ffer
atlowins -for vvos+4.

Now find the number of shims you can make after allowing for waste,
divide as shown below:

toe. 3* s LQ.r 4" svri- divisor and mulf-TY
8 4 8 3

34
ix diqicle. 102. by 3 and 3 by 33

divide 8 by4 and 4 by 4;2 I

4his is called conceetlafton
34 )c 1 ply nornEra-i-ors 34 x f, etncl1"

C161'10771 4-Dr6
= 34-" reduce 4-o wkoie nurn be-r by2." dividing 34 by 2.

---- 17 shsm Answ6.r.

If you have any questions about the examples above, see your Instructor.

1 FJ.

3-89
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. Your boss asks you to cut brass cylinders from a piece of brass pipe.

How many brass cylinders can you cut from a piece of pipe 16--
8 long

if each cylinder is Lifland you are to allow In waste for each cylinder?
32

Number of cylinders:

2. You are required to make 22 pieces of pipe, each long. How long a

piece of pipe stock do you need? Allow I waste for each piece of pipe.

Length of pipe stock:

3. Your supervisor has given you the pattern and dimensions in Figure 18.

What is the greatest nu .ler of pieces you can make from the bar stock?

To-LaZ pieces:
(Assume no waste)

figitre 18: How many pieces can you cut from this bar stock?

i"4. You must stack boxes 3 high in a 62" high bin. How many boxes can you

get in the bin?

Boxes:

1 9-tlo

Figure 19: How many boxes'
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5. You need to cut pipe to 2, long as a support for a large piece of

equipment. Your supervisor only has a 7' 1" piece of pipe. How many

supports can you cut from the stock? Do'not worry about waste. (Hint:

Before dividing, make sure you have changed 7'1" to inches so you will be

dividing inches by inches.) Number of pieces:

6. You are given a blueprint in which 1 ,.. 1 foot. How long should an 18'

pipe be on your thawing? Inches:

7. You need to stack as many sheets of I. sheet metal as possible in a 4'8
6" bin. How many sheets will you be able to stack? (Hint: Again, make

sure you have changed 4'6" to inches so you will be dividing inches by

inches.) Number of sheets:

8. Your boss quickly sketched the drawing in Figure 20 and asked you to drill

the holes in the stock as shown. How many holes must you drill?

Number of holes:

II" I
1 8 18 -9snr--

I 1ir

Figure 20: Row many holes must you drill?

3-91
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9. Your company needs to know how many square inches (volume) are in a package

they make. The package dimensions are in Figure 21. What is tba volume

of the package?- (Hint: The volume is found by multiplying the height

times length tines width.) Volume:

44-
width

Figure tl: What is the volume of tne box?

10. You need to order a UL foot long steel bar. You know the bar weighs

LI_ pounds per foot. If steel costs 7.1 cents per pound, what is the cost4
of the steel bar? Cost:

11. Your supervisor asks you to get a new screw like the one in Figure 22.

You measure the example and find it has 8 threads per inch. What thread

pith are you going to ask for? The pitch of a screw thread is defined as

the distance from a given point on a screw thread to a corresponding

point (the same kind of point) on the next thread. Pitch:

Figure 22: What
is the pitch of
this screw?'

3-92.10
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.

12. If you are able to machine a,certain part in
i

8 hours, how many hours

will it take you to machine 32 pirts?

Hours:

13. How long a piece of stock will you need to cut 15 washers, each 3" thick

SZ
if waste'is,allowed for each cut? Length:

14. The circumference of a circle is very near to 251 times its diameter. Find

the circumference of a circle whose diameter is 3a.

Circumference:

15. If it takes you 3 of an hour to sharpen a cutting tool, how many cutting

tools can you sharpen during a six hour shift?

Number of tools

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

3-93
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PROJECT SHEET
Name Date

Cluster Metal Trades Occupation Machinist Helper

Training Module Shop Math for Machinist

Training Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instruments

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

PROJECT 3

ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS

41 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to complete the problems
in this Project Sheet.

40 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will review what
decimal numbers are. You will review the addition

and subtraction of decimals. You will also work
some problems of the type you ...2111 find on your
job. This work will help you to use measuring
tools accurately and to apply their use to prac-
tical shop problems.

1. Read and study the math review and Example
Problems on pages 2 to 7 of this Project
Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 8 to 12.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

4.. Ask your Instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

0 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must correctly answer 8 out of 10
Shop Problems.

2. You must answer questions about this Pro-
ject Sheet to the approval of your Instr-
uctor.

3-94
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION OF DECIMALS

Because decimals are easier to use, decimal measurement is more popular than
fractional measurement. In everyday shop problems, (decimals are now replacink;
fractions wherever possible. As a Precision Metal Finisher, you will need to
know how to use decimals well.

HERE'S WHAT A DECIMAL IS

A decimal number is a fraction whose denominator is 10 or some multiple of 10.

Look at Figure 1.

1 C.1 MO POrrn raChOn Form

tervi-hs
10

= 5 hundredths .5105- =.
100

hundrEd-iins 32
100

4 ihousandfhs 4
J000

267 -4-housanc14-6 247
1000

Figure 1: Decimal and fraciion forms.

A decimal number less than one is usually written with a zero to the left of
the decimal point. For example, .532 would be written as 0.532, .4 as 0.4,
and .001-684 0.001. This is done because it is possible to mistake .4 for
but you cannot overlook the difference between 0.4 and 4. Also, the zero
to the left of the decimal point will help you remember where the decimal
point is.

3-95
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PARTS OF DECIMAL NUMBERS

A decimAl number may have both a whole number part and a fraction part.For example, look at Figure 2 below to see what the number 313.213 means.

3x too 4X 1 0 3x1 2 x_L
to

ix 1 3x 1
100 1000

Aundreas Tens On Ten+hs Honclred4445 Thoqsandfits

Figure 2: See what eaci: digit means.

Notice that the denominators in the decimal fractions change by a factor of10. Look at Figure 3 below.

4x
3x
7
zx

1000
100
10

4372.b432
Thousands 4000, 0002 Ten--Thousana6 2 X
Hundreds 3 00. 003 "Thousandi-hs 3 x

Tens 70. 04
Ones 2. 6

sock chon9 es
by o -i-actor o4 ten

0.0001

O. 00 t

Hundns-d-ihs 4 x 0-01
"Tinfils 6 0.1

Figure 3: Eacrc denominator changes by a factor of le.
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DECIMAL DIGITS

In the number 45.361, the digits 3, 6 and 1 are called decimal digits.
They are the digits to the right of the decimal point--they name the
fractional part of the decimal You will use the idea of decimal digits
often in doing arithmetic with decimal numbers.

The decimal point is a place marker. It separates the whole number part
from the fractional part. In whole numbers without any fractional part,
the derimAl point usually is not written, but is understood to be there.
Lock at Figure 4.

2. = 2. ectmat Pomk-

32.4 .3Z4. becmal

Figure 4: Decimal points go to the right of whole numbers.

It is important for you to know where the decimal points go.

Additional zeros can be attached to the decimal number without changing its
value. For example:

6.4 = 6.40 = 6.400 and so on.

5 = 5. = 5.0 = 5.00 and so on.

3-97
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ADDITION AND SUBTRACTION

Because decimal numbers represent fractions with denominators equal tomultiples of 10, addition and subtraction are very simple. Look atFigure 5.

A.32 = 4 4-

3. = 3 +

7+
clans frdalOhS

a 4.
10 100

1 + 6
IO 100

+ AL.
10 100

Figure 5; Adding decimal numbers.

.7 48

Of course, you do not actually add and subtract decimals in the way shownabove in Figure 5. You simply line up the decimal points. If one numberis written with fewer decimal digits than the other, write in as many zerosas needed so both gill have the same number of decimal digits. Then, addor subtract as you would with whole numbers. Look at Figure 6.

5.4 + 6.6,71 5.4001
-1-6.k)7/
12.071

5.89 4.321 7: 5.890
4-.321

.SG9

Fi,,ntre

1

3.-t

you trut;1- in up +he
aecimal n 9h+-
in order +0 get The

n9h4- on5w6r

::eroc o;:ere needed.



EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Find the missing dimensions on the sketch shown
below. Look at Figure 7.

L'42°--1*. 1.11B"

3321"

Figure 7: Find the missing dimensions.

off"

0.542"

6 of 12

You can see that A and B can be solved directly. v Al you know A, you can
find C. First, find the length of A.

A. 1.013u+ 0.875"

Then -find B

3.3211(1542 + 1. 16)

3.32.1 1.542:

2.722"

-5.321. 2.722"

3-99

1.013"
4- .875"

A I .8.6.6"

3.321"
2.722
0.599
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And fsnaliy, .ftnci 0:

C L A- (0.5z4+ 0.5i.2 A. 1. 888" Brim above.

Then subs.414.whns cor A, you hove:

C. t.888" 0.524"
0.542.`
4.066"

NI

C 1.888" I.066' 1.888"
(.066"

C r- 0,622"

Now, you can try some sample Shop Problems and see how much easier decimalsare than fractions. If you have any questions about the Example Problems,ask your Instructor for help.
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. Your supervisor has given you 5 shims. You must find their total

thickness. You have measured the individual shims and found them to

be 0.008", 0.125", 0.0075", 0:625" and 0.0425". What is their total

thickness? Total thickness

2. Your Instructor has given you 5 common gages of wire to measure with a

micrometer. You find the diameter of the 5 gages of wire and tabulate

your results as follows:

010 gage wire = 0.102" diameter

1111 gage wire =.0.090" diameter

1112 gage wire = 0.081" diameter

1114 gage wire -= 0.064" diameter

#16 gage wire .= 0.051" diameter

Your Instructor aen asks you the following questions-about the wire.

A. How much smaller is the diameter of the 1116 gage wire than the

diameter of the #14 gage wire? Difference

B. Bow much smaller is the diameter of the 1114, gage wire than the

diameter of the 1110 gage wire? Difference

t C. What are the combined diametersof the 5 gages of wire you

measured? Combined diameters

3-101
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3. You have just finished a job and your boss wants to-know how much to bill'

the customer. You have kept track of the following cost items:

Material - $157.24

Machining - 175.56

Drilling - 182.47

Finishing - 246.72

Painting - 36.50

Your boss wants you to add in $255.50 for profit. How much do you bill

the customer? Bin

4. Your foreman has given you the following information about 4 pieces

of sheet metal. Their combined weight is 100.76 pounds. One sheet

weighs 42.67 pounds, one sheet weighs 20.42 pounds, and one sheet weighs

11.86 pounds. The foreman wants to know 1-ow much the fourth sheet

Weight of 4th sheet
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5. Your shop foreman gives youla sketch of a gage to be cut from sheet

metal. Look at Figure 8 below. You notice that before you can lay it

out, you must find some missing dimensions. What are the lengths of

A, 33 and C? A

Figure 8: Find the missing dimensions.
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6. Your supervisor gives you the job of machining and finishing a 1.265"

thick part. You are to machine off 0.0125" and finish off 0.001".

What will be the thickness of the finished machine part?

Finished tnickness

7. Your job is to take a drawing sketcn (Look at Figure 9), lay it out on

sheet metal for cutting. Before you can lay it out you must find some

missing dimensions. What are the dissing dimensions A,.B, C, D, and E?

A

E

Figure 9: Find the missing dimensions.

8. Your Instructor gives you a 1.135" thick machine part for you to grind.

and polish. You are to grind off 0.005". If the finished part is to

be 1.129" thick, how much do you need to polish off?

Thickness to be polished off

I2 ()
3-104
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9: A customer has paid you $175.00 for a certain machining, drilling and

finishing process. If you used $39.50 for metal stock, $14.50 for paint,

and $32.75 for general overhead, how much did you make?

Profit

10. You are to make a precision gage from a sketch given to you by your

Instructor. Look at Figure 10. Before you can lay it out for cutting,

you find you need to figure out some missing dimensions. What are the

dimensions of A, B and C? A

Figure 20: Find the dimensions of A, B and C.

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

121 BAS
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TRAINING

CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING

GOAL:

PROJECT SHEET
Dateate

Cluster Metal Occupation Machlric melppr

Training Module Shop Ma th for Machinists

raining Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instruments

PROJECT 4

MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF DECIMALS

$ Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

VIREO.

2. A pen or pencil ,to answer the problems
in this Project Sheet.

4k Here's(what yo.1 do:

in this Project Sheet, you will review multipli-
cation and division of decimals. You will also
work some problems of the type you will find on
your job as a Machinist Helper. This work
will help you to use measuring tools accurately
and to apply their use to practical shop prob-
lems.

1. Read and study the math revie.' and Example
Problems on pages 2 to 9 of this Project
Sheet.

2. work the Shop Problems on pages 10 and 11.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

Ask your Instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

40 Here's how well you must. do:

1. Ycu must cc,reEctly answer 8 out A. 10
Shcp Problems in this Project Sheet.

1' trust questions abcut this Proj-
ect Shot the approval of your Instruc-
tor

3-106
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MULTIPLICATION AND DIVISION OF DECIMALS

MULTIPLICATION OF DECIMALS

*hen you multiply decimals, you do it much the same way you multiply
whole numbers except you must keep track of decimal points.

[For example: Multiply 3.270711

Step 1: Multiply, ignoring decimal points.

32

X 41

32
128

1312

Step 2: Count decimal digits in each number

3.2 has one decimal digit (the 2) and

0.41 has two decimal digits (the 4 and the 1).

The total number of decimal digits in the factors is

three. Therefore, the answer will have three decimal

digits. -Count over three digits from right to left.

1.312

I ,`-Three decimal digits from right to left.

Check: 3.2 x 0.41 is roughly 3,x 11 or about VI

The answer 1.312 agrees with your rough guess of

Remember, even if you use a calculator to do your actual arithmetic, you
should always estimate your answer and then check it afterwards to be sure
your decimal is in the right place.

3.k X0.4.1

th'iNmrE7

(9!)\

vb.)

12:3

1-1(17
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[ EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1: Multiply 0.00622 x0.0044d

411, Step 1: 'Forget the decimal points and multiply normally.

622 x 41 = 622
x 41

622
24 88

25502

Step 2: Count the total decimal digits in the original two factors.
Then count in your answer, from right to left, the number of
total decimal digits as shown below.

0.0041 X 0.0062.2 = o.00002s4-82

flour

cit311-5

4ive de.cunal

digs-Fs
tune fvfal

deornoi dtgt+s

In this case, you must add the right number of zeros (4)
to get the right number of total decimal digits (9).

3-108
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2: Your supervisor asks you to find the volume of the box
in Figure 1.

(Remember that the volume is equal to the length times depth times height
and is expressed in cubic units--like cubic inches, etc.)

'o.87

ti

1.4-Z"

Icn34.1-1

Fig ,e I: Find the volume.

Step 1: Ignore the decimal digits and multiply any two of the three
factors. Then multiply that answer by the third factor as shown
below. It doesn't matter which factors you multiply first.

142 x 87 = 142 12354 x 112 = 12354
x 87 x 112
994 24708

1136 12354
12354 12354

1383648

Step 2: Count the total decimal digits in the original three factors. Then
count in your answer, from right to left, the number of total
decimal digits as shown below.

42" 0.87" X 1a I2"

0.0=O.

+Wo

clecuna)

-fwo
dec.' ma I

ci tg ifs

.+440
dea ma
digi+s

3-109
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Check: 1.42 X 0.87 x 1.12 is roughly equa to 11/2 x 1 x 1 = 11/2.
The answer, 1.383648 cubic inches, rees with your rough
guess of 11/2. Yoi: can tell the deci al point is in the
right place.

DIVISION OF DECIMALS

The division of decimals is a little more dificult, but i you follow thesteps carefully, you will do accurate work. Remember, it s important foryou to estir7iate your answer and then check it afterwards. estimatewill tell you if your decimal point is in the right place.

DIVIDENDS AND DIVISORS

Recall the definitions of the words dividend and divisor. In a divisionproblem, the dividend is the-number that is to be divided. The divisoris the number that is doing the dividing. You always divide the dividend ,by the divisor. Look at Figure 2.

0.4012 ÷ o 0.4-012 bivIcl end
0.0)7 +6 Livisor

Pigure 2: Pividend and divisor.

STEPS IN DIVIDING DECIMALS

To divide decimal numbers, you should use the following step-by-stepprocedures.

Step 1: Write the dividend and divisor
in standard long division form. ,4.012i-0.0{7. 0.017)4-.012

Step 2: Move the decimal point in the
divisor as many places to the
right as necessary to make the
divisor a whole number.

3-110 1 06
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4

Step 3: Move the decimal point in the
dividend the same nwnher of .017. )1-.012.

:.aces. Add zeros if necessary. 1_
Step 4: Place the decimal point in

the answer space directly
above the new decimal posi-
tion in the dividend.

Step 5: Complete the division just
as you would with whole
numbers. Forget the deci-
mal points in the divisor
and dividend.

3.- 17. )4012.

236..
17.)4012..

S4

You can check your answer by multiplying
the answer by the divisor. You should
get the dividend.

102
02
0

Here is a type of problem that gives many people trouble. Work this
problem by following these steps:

0.3G5 18.2.5 = 18. 257..8

18. Z5. ) .5G 5
L___1

.0

tszs )5
amgmiC

Write in standard long division form.

Move the decimal point in the divisor
as many places to the right to make it
a whole number. Move the decimal point
in the dividend the same number of places
to the right. Place the decimal point
in the spacd directly above the new
decimal position in the dividend. Complete
the division forgetting the decimal point
in the divisor and dividend.

1825 does not go into 365, so you must
place zero above the 5 and add another
zero to the 5 in the dividend.

1825 goes into 3650 two times.

ie25)36.S0
36.50

0 check: 1825 X 02 .0-366

3-111
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...1,
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3: Your boss wants to know how many pieces of pipe 1.24"

long can be cut from a long piece of, pipe stock 19.84"
long. Don't worry about waste. Look at Figure 3.

Figure 3: How many pieces can you cut?

Solution:

19.84 1.24 =

124

Write in standard long division form.

Locate new decimal point in answer
space by moving the decimal point
two places in the divisor and dividend.

Then complete the division as you would
with whole numbers.

16.

124. )1984,
124

72.4
724

0 Check: 16 x 124 1984

3-112
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HOW TO NAME DECIMAL NUMBERS

The decimal number 3,254, 935.4728 should be though of as:

3xfoopoolo

2X tp0000

5x 10000

t000

9x too

3,c to

5

LI_ 63

1008c3

2. x
1000

7 x )

I00

This number may be read, three million, two hundred fifty-four thousand,
nine hundred thirty five and four thousand seven hundred and twenty-eight
ten-thousandths. Notice that you read the decimal point as and.

ROUNDING

Rounding is a method of estimating a number. To round a number means to
find ano_her number roughly equal to the given number but expressed in
simpler terms. For example:

$432.57 = $40C rounded to the nearest hundred dollars,

= $430 rounded to the nearest ten dollars,

= $432 rounded to the nearest dollar,

= $432.60 rounded to the nearest ten cents

1 2

3-113
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Other e=-71ples of rounding:

1.376521 = 1. rounded to the nearest whole number

= 1.4 rounded to one decimal place, or rounded to
the nearest tenth

= 1.38 rounded to two decimal places, or
rounded to the nearest hundredth

= 1.377 rounded to three decimal places, or rounded
to the nearest thousandth

= 1.3765 rounded to four decimal places, or rounded to
the nearest ten-thousandth

For most rounding, you can use these simple steps:

Suppose you want to round 3.462 to one decimal place.

Step 1: Figure out the number of digits or
the place where the number is to
be rounded. Mark it with a A .

Step 2: If the digit to the right of the A
is 5 or larger than 5, increase
the digit to the left by 1.

If the digit to the right of the A
is less than S leave the digit to
the left of A as it is.

Round 3.462 to
one decimal

3.462

3.462 - 6 is

larger than 5 so
increase the 4 by
1 and 3.462

becomes 3.5.

If you round 3.422 to one decimal place using Steps 1 and 2 above, you get3.422 = 3.422- 3.4
A

(3.4 is the right answer because the 2 in the hundredths place is less
than 5.)

If you have any questions about this review or the Example Problems, seeyour Instructor.

3-114 130
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. You have measured a machine part five times with a vernier micrometer.
You get readings of 1.0231", 1.0234", 1.0229", 1.3235" and 1.0230".
Your boss wants you to first find the average Y.ead::ng, and then round
off the average reading to three decimal places. Remember that average
reading equals the sum of the readings divided by the number of readings
taken.

Average reading Rounded reading

2. You have measured a piece of rectangular sheet metal and found it to be
2.62" long and 4.51" wide. Your boss wants to know the.area of the sheet
to the nearest hundredth of an inch. Remember that area equals length
times width.

Area to nearest hundredth of an inch

3. On your job you make gages for a machine shop. For each gage, it costs
you #3.55 for material, $2.80 labor, $1.05 for overhead, and $2.25 for
profit. How much do you charge the machine shop for 28 gages?

Charge for gages

4. On your job, you need to know the average thickness of a piece of sheet
metal to four decimal places. To do this accurately, you,separate the
20 sheets into 4 batches of 5 sheets each and then measure each batch.
The measurements of the four batches are 1.2124", 1.2127", 1.2129" and
1.2131". What is the average thickness of one piece of stock sheet
metal?

Average thickness to four decimal places

5. Your boss wants to know the average diameter of a metal casting. You
measured the diameter of the casting at five different places. Your
measurements are 1.312", 1.311", 1.319", 1.32" and 1.315". What is the
average diameter of the casting, to the nearest thousandth of an inch?

Average diameter to the nearest thousandth inch

6. At your shop you are scheduled to receive a shipment of sheet metal
stock. The average cost of the sheet metal stock is $1173.12. The
cost per sheet is 53.76. Bow many sheets are you going to receive?

Pumber of sheets

131

3-115
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7. On your job, you are given a piece of metal plate to lay out a pattern
of small rectangular gage blanks. The dimensions are shown in Figure 4
below. If you forget about waste, how many blanks can you make from the
sheet?

i.011

Number of blanks

1
.9°96
blank 1

p4b4 drawn +b scale

-' 20

Figure 4: Dimensions for one gage blank.

8 In your shop, you are asked to saw spacer blocks from a 48" piece of bar
stock. The blocks are 2.34" thick. If you allow 0.125" waste for each
saw cut, how many spacer blocks can you make?

Number of blacks

9. On your job, the foreman asks you to fivte out the cost of some sheet
metal that has been ordered. The sheets measure 4.25 feet wide and
8.40 feet long. The cost of the sheet'metal is $1.70 per square foot.
If the foreman ordered 25 sheets, what is the total cost of the sheet
metal? Remember, to get square feet, you multiply length times width.

Cost of sheet me-147.

10. Your shop charges $3.55 for a machined ornamental bracket. How many
brackets can you build for $78.10?

1.147bee of brackets

HAVE YOUR INSTRUCTOR CHECK YOUR WORK

ti 'a J.,

3-116
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Training Module Shop Math for Machinists Helper

Training Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instrumenrs

TRAINING

CONDITIONS:

PROJECT 5

FRACTION-DECIMAL CONVERSIONS

$ Here's what you will need:

I. This Project Sheet..

2. A pencil or pen to answer the problems
in this Project Sheet.

TRAINING
PLAN: 40 Here's what you do:

TRAINING
GOAL:

In this Project Sheet, you will review the meth-
ods of changing fractions to decimals. You will
also work some croblems the kind you will
find on Your :lot. This work will help you to
apply their use 1- practical shop problems.

I. Read and study the math review
2 to t of this Protect Sheet.

4. ork the Shop Problems on pages 7 to U.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

OD Pages

f-r ,-ur next Pr sect

e Her( s 11 S rrust

I. \i,u mus.. answer
Sfp Fr,
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CHANGING FRACTIONS TO DECIMALS

In working with Project Sheets 1 through 4, you have probably discovered
it is much easier to do math with decimals than with fractions. So, in
this Project Sheet, you will practice changing fractions to decimals. In
many cases, using decimals rather than fractions will make your math workeasier.

Here's how you do it:

To ceange any fraction to decimal form, divide the numerator (top)"by the
denominator (bottom). If the division has zero remainder, the decima)
number is called a terminating decimal.

For example:

chont z,S.L too decinu3i number.

.625
15-Tio5. Attach as many zeros as needed.

46
20
16
40
40

Zero remainder; therefore, the
decimal terminates or ends.

13

3-118
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ROUNDING DECIMALS

If the decimal does not terminate, you may round it to any number of
decimal digits.

For example:

C' -nse 2 .E0 a decimal number:
(3

.1 .5 38
15 ) 2.0000

13
70
65
.50
39

1 1 0
104

6 ..-----

Attach zeros.

f

Remainder not etpual to zero,
therefore, the decimal does
not terminate or end.

Ther 6f-ore 2 . 0.154- rounded
IS

Jro -1..hre. chcimal plczcs.
To round to three places, an answer must be carried to four places. Hereis a rule to remember: YOU MUST CARRY OUT YOUR DIVISION ONE MORE DECIMALPLACE THAN YOU WISH TO ROUND TO.

3-119 133
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REPEATING DECIMALS

Some decimal numbers that do not terminate will repeat a group of digits.
This kind of decimal number .s called a repeating decimal.

For c.xorn pit :
change fo a decimal nurnbcr

.555 ...
9557Cco0

S
s-o
45
SG
45

Strnilorly = o.666
3

an d 3
It

IS:

27
II )3.00

2
80
77

3

Therefore, 0.555...
.to

The three dots mean "and
so on". That tells you the
digit 5 contunues without
end.

T'rlkn 3 rounded To 4 mc alaces.
1 1

13G

3-120

The remainder 3 is equal
to the original dividend
3. Therefore, the
decimal answer repeats
itself.
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BAR NOTATION FOR REPEATING DECIMALS

Sometimes on blueprints, you may see an engineer's or draftsman's shorthand
411 for repeating decimals. Their shorthand looks like this:

S

3 = 0.27 means 0.2727...
TT

17 2.428571 means 2.4285714285714..
7

The digits under the bar repeat endlessly.

or
3 3

-kg

EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Change --- to a repeating decimal using bar notation.S3

2 4
4i 3 3 4 . o 00

33
Bo
66)
140
132

emaemparNIO.,

F,E n 41 .24
35

8

3-121

Add zeros as necessary.

These remainders are the sane.

So you know that further division
will produce a repeat of the
digits 24 in the answer.

13"
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There ifs another type of problem that you can do quickly and easily if youremember the following:

Dividing by a multiple of ten is done by shifting the decimal point to theleft. To divide by a multiple of ten (i.e., 10, 100, 1000, 1,000,000), movethe decimal point as many places to the left as there are zeros in themutiple of ten.- /

For example.:

and,

95 0.95
755 t I

.zeros

1'7 = 0.017
11000;

J4-11 ree zeros

Now you can try some problems.

move 44/ie decimal pom+-
4-wo plates 4-1) 416 141:

?mode titotrrici poir±
41-Iree places 4-o 4-he 144%

If you have any questions about the Example Problems or the review above,see your Instructor.

t'urtlaca
vtkitioet511*-

f

49,..042
tt

"61:14;r1VinratfirriVinfainriaiNnidanialr
olgerapi ImagraggOloor alin1.4110

tj
3-122
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CHAN(.:ING DECIMALS TO FRACTIONS:

As you have seen, it is very handy to change fractions to decimals. Manytimes it is necessary to change decimals back to fractions, particularlywhen you must do your work to a given tolerance. Now is a good time tolearn how to convert decimals to fractions. You will learn more aboutthe methods of changing decimals to fractions in a later Project Sheet.

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. lou wish to convert 3.765-" tc fractional form using 64ths of an inch.

3.76S4 ga 3 + .76S4

0.76,5+ x 64
64

(o.76 )(44) = 48.9856
44 64

48 - .9856 49
64 eof

'Then 3 .7454" = 349

Multiply only the decimal por-
...41

tion of the number by the unity
fraction O) you wish to con-
vert to. 4

C:nvert 7.3652 ." to 32nds cf

(0.3454- )(32.) = 11.6928
32 32.

11.6928 = 12.

52

32 8

32.

+len 7 4 " 1 3
8

3. Convert 4.7085" to b4ths.

(220J11,1-} = .46.344
64. 64

344
64. 6+

411611 4.7085 ". 4 +6
64

Round off the numerator to the
nearest whole number.

Multiply decimal
unity fraction you
vert to.

portion by
wish to con-

Round off the numerator to the
nearest whole number.

If the fraction can be reduced
to lower terms, do so.

3-123 1 39
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. On your job, you are asked to lay out the pattern shown in Figure 1
below. Find the niissing dimensions.

(To do this, you must first change the fractions to decimals and then
add or subtract as needed.)

Round all decimal dimensions to three decimal places.

Dimensions: A = B = C22, D=

Figure 7: Fin' r'ne missing dimensions.

2. You work4-4* hours per day, five days a week for $7.50 per hour. How
much do you make per week, rounded off to the nearest penny?

Week: .cam

3-124
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3. Your supervisor tells you to make 25 shims
i4s

thick. You are to

allow .075" waste for each shim. How long a piece of stock do you ,eed?

(Round to three decimal places. Remember: to round to three places, you

must do all your calculations to four places.)

Length of stock

4. To lay out a certain pattern for a machinists gage, you must round the

following dimensions to the nearest thousandth of an inch (3 decimal

places).

a, 3"

b. 0.-4-"r_

C.
32.

d. 0.64862" t

Is%
16

.rrow

5. On a job you use a certain amount of different types of metal plate with

the following costs:

necal Plate Used Cost of Material

155 sq. ft. of type A S20.50 per 100 sq. ft.

102E sq. ft. of type B $52.00 per 1000 sq. ft.

328 sq. ft. of type C $46.00 per 100 sq. ft.

4320 sq. ft. of type D S 9.75 per 100 sq. ft.

'What did the materials cost altogether? a;c:,--i;a. cot;

3- 125,4
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S"6. You are to make as many 4.1% spacer blocks as you can from a'piece of bar

tstock that is60.125"long. If you allow 6- waste for each block, how

many can you make? Nimber of spacer blocks

A

7. On a certain job you use 1-.G:f feet of iron rod that costs $4.75 per

foot; 244 feet of extrusion that costs $3.15 per foot; and 4-7*
41.

square feet of sheet metal that costs $1.50 per square foot. You get

$9.40 per hour and you work IS* hours. How much do you charge for

materials and labor? Materials and labor cost

8. You must lay out a gage block for your Instructor who has given you the

sketch shown below in Figure 2. Find the missing dimensions A, B C, D,

and E. A = B = = D= E=

Figure f: Fine r.iseing

ASK YOUR INSTRUCTOR TO CHECK YOUR WORK. 1 1

BAS

3-126
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Cluster Ualz1TrdesOCCupatiOn Machinist Helper

Training Module Shop Math for Machinists

Training Milestone 2. Math for Measuring Instruments

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

PROJECT 6

REVIEW OF MEASUREMENT NUMBERS

40 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the Shop Prob-
lems in this Project Sheet.

40 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will review addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division of meas-urement numbers. Then you will work some prob-lems of the type you will find on your job.
This work will help you to use measuring tools
accurately and to apply their use to practical
shop problems.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 8 of this Pro-
ject Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problem; on pages 9 and 10
of this Project Sheet.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

4. Ask your Instructor fcr your next Project
Shc>et.

40 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must correctly answer 6 cut of 8
Shop Problems.

3-127
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REVIEW OF MEASUREMENT NUMBERS

TOLERANCE IN MEASURING

Some measuring instruments are more accurate than others. When you take
measurements to get your measurement number, your reading is never exact.
That's because the instrument you use and the way you read it is subject
to some error. It all depends on the accuracy of your instrument and your
ability to use it right.

That is why many drawings and specifications have a tolerance included.
The tolerance tells you just how accurate your measuring must be. The
tolerance also helps you choose the right measuring instrument.

Here's an example: If you see 2.835" ± 0.004, it means the measure must
be accurate to within 4 thousandths of an inch. The sign (plus or minus)
± means it can either be 4 thousandths of an inch more or 4 thousandths
of an inch Zess. (2.835" could be as much as 2.839" or as little as
2.831".) Also, you must choose an instrument that will allow you to read
thousandths of an inch.

LABELING MEASUREMENTS

When you use a measurement number, there must be a label telling what the
units are. Otherwise, the number doesn't make sense. Some examples of
meusurement numbers are 8 feet, 5 inches, 7 miles, and 10 pouSds. The
units in these examples are feet, inches, miles, and pounds./

Whenever you must add, subtract, multiply or divide measures, the units
must agree (be the same). It's not possible to add oranges to elephants
and get an answer that makes any sense.

ADDING AND SUBTRACTING MEASUREMENTS

Here are three steps to follow when adding or subtracting measurements:

Step 1 Make sure all the units are the same. If they're not...
change whatever you must to make the units the same.

Step 2 Add or subtract the numerical part.

Step 3 Write the name of the units.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1: 6.2 inches + 1.5 feet . inches

'First. do Step 1: Change 1.5 feet to inches so the units will all be thesame:

1.5 feet means 1.5 times 1 foot

1 foot = 12 inches

So, 1.5 feet = 1.5a:12 inches = 18 inches

Now the problem reads 6.2 inches + 18 inches

Now do Step 2: Add the numbers: 6.2
+ 18.0

24.2

And now Step 3: Label the answer: 24.2 inches

Therefore, 6.2 inches + 1.5 feet = 24.2 inches.

Subtraction works the same way.

MULTIPLYING AND DIVIDING MEASUREMENTS

inches.

There are three steps to follow when you multiply or divide measurements:

Step 1 Make sure all the units are the same. If they're not...change whatever you must to make the units the same.

Step 2 Multiply or divide the numerical part.

Step 3 Multiply or divide the units to label your answer.

3-129
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When measurement numbers are added or subtracted, the units named in theanswer are the same as the units in the problem. When dividing or multi-
plying unit numbers, the units must also be divided or multiplied. Thatmakes the units in the answer different from the ones in the problem.

Use the steps at the bottom of page 3 to work Example Problem 2.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2: 4.3 feet x 3.6 feet = ?

First.. do Stela 1: The units are both feet so they don't need to be changed.

Then do Step 2.)

4.3
x3.
258

t5.48

Agf,thignStep2i Feet times feet - square feet

So, the answer is 15.48 square feet

Here's why:

4.3 it. x 3.6 ft. is the same as (4.3 x 1 foot) x (3.6 x 1 foot)

e When you group numerals and units you get (4.3 x 3.6) x (1 foot x 1 foot)

(1) Then multiply and you get 15.48 x 1 square foot

fb Which equals 15.48 square feet

After the three steps are completed, you ca *, round off the answer if
need to:

15.48 sq. ft. to the nearest tenth 15.5 sq. ft

3-1 30
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3: 18 inches x 2.3 feet = ? sq. ft.
(Rounded to the nearest tenth of an inch.)

First, do Step 1: Make suLe the units are the same. In this case they arenot. Since the answer must be in square feet, you mustchange 18 inches to feet. Here's how:

18 inches = 18 x 1 inch

= 18 x 2-foot (because 1 inch = I foot.)
t2

= 1.5 feet

Do Stet) 2: Multiply numerical parts.

X 2.3

3.45

22jago.L1: Multiply the units.

1 foot x 1 foot = 1 square foot,

and 18 inches x 2.3 feet = 3.45 sq. ft.

Then round the answer as necessary:

3.45 sq. ft. = 3.5 sq. ft. (to the nearest tenth)

DIVIDING

Division with measurement numbers requires the same special care with unitsas multiplication. Look at Example Problem 4.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 4: 4.32 sq. ft. ± 3.1 ft. =
(Rounded to the nearest hundredth)

First, no Step 1: Make sure the units are the same. In this problem, theunits are both a form of feet so they'll work with division.

12c1.S.Lisp2: Divide the numerals.
1.3 9

4.32 +3.1 = 3.1 )4.3.20
Li Li

S

I Z Z
93
290
Z79

11

11'"t
3-
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Then do Stet. 3: Divide the units.

sq. ft. -+ ft. = (1 ft. 1 ft.) (1 ft.)

= 1 ft. X 1 ft.
1 ft.

= 1 ft.

Then round the answer as necessary.

4.32 sq. ft. 3.1 ft. = 1.39 ft. rounded to the nearest hundredth

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 5: You have measured a piece of sheet metal and found it to
be 16.43 inches long and 3.25 inches wide. How many
square feet is the sheet? Round to the nearest hundredth
of a square foot.

Step 1: The units are the same.

Step 2; Multi.-ly the numerical parts.

16.43 x 3.25 = 53.3975

Step 3: Multiply units

1 inch x 1 inch = 1 sq. in.

Since the question asks how mar: square feet, you must change your answer
to square feet.

So:

S3.3975 sci 53.3975 x (1 in X I In),
tin cf-) 4-hen

12.

= 53.3975X X.! 4)
12

53.3975 x( fix
144

0.3708 Sq ff
0.37 si 4+ A-0 nearEs+ hunch-6(14
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CHANGING DECIMALS TO FRACTIONS - TOLERANCES

A common Shop Problem is to rewrite a decimal number to the nearest 32nd
or 64th of an inch. Then you must determine how much error is involved
in using the fraction number rather than the decimal number. Look at
Example Problem'6 and Example Problem 7.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 6: What is the fraction, to the nearest 32nd of an inch,
equal to 0.462 inch?

The rule is to multiply the decimal by the fraction 32:.

32

0.0462 = 0.0462 in X 3Z
32

. 0.04.62 >e 32 in
32

14.784 In Round the top number
to the nearest unit32.

15 in Rounded to the nearest
32nd of an inch

The error involved is the difference between

IS in. ond 14.784 tn. or IS 11-.784 In.
SZ .32. 32.

and 14.764- 0. 216 in.
32. az

0.ao675 tn.
= O. o068 in. rounded 4-0 441c..-

n 41 r6-54- +e-n-4-1-cousand4-k.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 7: The specifications for a bracket you are building call

for a hole 0.637" ± 0.005". Will a 414 hole be within
tot

the required tolerance?4..
0.637to X 4- x o.637 x 64 art

64. 64
= 40.768

64 -- -.*--- Round to nearest unit

. 41 In

64

Therefore the error is:

41-40.768 hi = 0.232 tn
6+ 64

= 0.003625 to
:.- o.0o36 in -01--- .......

Round to nearest 64th inch

Rounded to nearest
ten thousandth

i4
The specification toleridce called out was t 0.005". Your error when

Ailusing hole is 0.0036". You are within tolerance because 0.0036" is64
tess than 0.005".

.

If you have any questions about the Example Problems, see your Instructor.
Otherwise, work the Shop Problems beginning on the next page....

1 3 '

o

o
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. You are working from a sketch c± a certain part that calls for a length

of 0.769 inC.es and a width of 0.353 inches. You wish to use a rule that

is marked off in 32nds of an inch. What will you new dimensions be

measured in 32nds of an inch?

2. How much will it cost yo,. cc 5uy a ct sheet metal that measures

42.5" by 90.7" if the metal ccscs per square foot?

3. On your job, you are using a certain type of bar stock that weighs

1 pound 4 ounces per inch. When you finish the job, you find you have

used 78 inches of the stock. If the stock costs 37c per pound, how

much do you charge for material? Remember: There are 16 ounces in a

pound. Cr;^ 0-4* 2:ar c:o-k

4. The decimal dimensions of a machinists taper gage are given in Figure 1

below. Your boss asks you to lay it out using 64ths of an inch. Can you

use 64th of an inch and-still be within tolerance?

Yes cr nc

± 0.005"

QSN

3.2'55 ± 0.00 5"--,

Fig:vrc 7azer

3-135
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5. Your supervisor gave you a sketch to lay out a brace for a bracket assembly.

Look at Figure 2. Calculate to the nearest 64th of an inch the length,

width and hole diameter. Your supervisor told you not to worry, about

tolerance. Length Width Rae diameter

&in O. 28641

2.18+"

Figure 2: Bracket brace.

6. Your boss asks you to make a lid for a storage bin. You

don't know the dimensions of the bin but you know the bottom is a square.

Also, you know it is 61/2 feet high and has a volume of 101,088 cubic inches.

What are the dimensions of the square lid?

Dimensions: by

7. On your job you must make a shim to help position two parts. They are

1^supposed to be 0.008" apart. Your supervisor measures them as
.32

apart. How thick should you make your shim (to the nearest thousandth of

an inch)? Shi7 thickness:

8. A certain dimension on a taper gage drawing is given as 0.348". Your

only rule is marked off in 32nds of an inch. What will be your error

to the nearest ten-thousandth of an inch'

rwir.cyrbe

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR

152
3-136 BAS
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PROJECT 7
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TRAINING
GOAL:

WORKING WITH METRICS

0 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the questions
in this Project Sheet.

0 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will learn how to
use the metric system of measurement. You will
alsc learn to convert from the English system
:inches, feet, yards, pounds...) to the metric
system. You will work some problems of the type
you will filod cn your job. This work will help
you use metric tools accurately and to apply
their use to Practical shop problems.

1. Learn the units of the metric system and
study the sample problems on pages 2 to
a of this Project Sheet.

2. work the Shop Problems on pages 10 to 12.

. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Studert Train
Inc,' Record.

... Ask wur
f next Project

Sheer.

0 here's how well vru must dc:

1. You must score 8 our of 10 correct on
the Shop Problems.

3-137
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THE METRIC SYSTEM

The United States is steadily changing to the metric system of measurement.
At present, 95% of the world uses the metric system. Therefore, it is
important for you to know this system. Also, knowledge of the metric
system will give you an edge in the job market.

The most common units in the metric system are those for length, distance,
speed, weight, volume, area and temperature. In this Project Sheet, you
will mainly work with length, distance, weight ,volume, and area. Time
units...year, day, hour, minute and second...are the same in the metric
system as in the English system.

The basic unit of length in the metric system is the meter, pronounced
meat -er, and abbreviated. m. One meter is just a little bigger than
one yard. All other units of length in the metric system are defined
in terms of the meter. These units differ from one another by multiples
of ten. For example, the centimeter, pronounced sent' -a-meat' -er, and
abbreviated cm, is defined as exactly one-hundredth of a meter. The
kinmeter, pronounced kill-she-mutt-ex, and abbreviated km, is defined
as exactly 1000 meters.

cerillme+4;r
(ctn)

t pfo men-e.r c 0.01 ry144-vo- (m)
too

kdomekr (km) r. too.° mc-4-ers yr)

Because metric units increase or dt_rease by multiples of ten, they may be
named by using prefixes attached to a basic unit. For length, the basic
unit is meter.

METRIC I

LENGTH UNIT PREFIX MULTIPLIER LIKE MONEY

kilometer kilo- 1000 x 1 meter $1000

hectometer hecto- 100 x 1 meter $100

decameter deca- 10 x 1 meter $10

meter --- 1 meter S1

decimeter deci- 0.1 x 1 meter 10c

centimeter centi- 0.01 x 1 meter lc

millimeter milli- 0.001 x 1 meter I/10c

1 5.1

3-138
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CONVrRTING METRIC LENC;;;..

The prefixes and their mult:4:11ers in the chart on the previous page are
important for you to know. They are the same for all basic metric units,
such as the liter and gram, as well as the meter. The units of length youwill tse most often are kilometer, meter, centimeter and millimeter. Figure
1 wL11 help yot, to remember how to convert from o..le to the other.

meitrs ro 9 ir

clivIck, meitrs
5ei

kilornvi-cr = i 000 Ine4e,rs

more. -khan

ONE. METER

+6an

m 100CM
I cm =10 mm

cEniime+er = 1 of a rnc.i-cr
100

= 1 of a m fer
1000

INCHES TO FEET TO YARDS

The metric system is mach ea,ler to work with than the English system. Here'swhy. You can easily convert from one metric unit to the other by simply movingthe decimal point. With the English systet there are hard-to-remember conversionfactors. For example, here is how you would change 137 inches to feet to yards.

137th. 137 x ± f+= 137 -c+
vi 12.

= 137 157 ycl
1Z 3 S6

= 2 yd
36

As yot. can see, you must divide b: 12 to go from inches to feet, and dividc-by 3 to go from feet to yards. You nearly always get fractions.

1
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The metric system is much simpler to work with. The same length can easilybe converted. (137 inches equals 348 cm.) Look at Figure 2.

too crn = 1 rn

343 e m = 3.48 m

4-0 eit yid& by' too, move +he ckcarna
potn4- .i-v4o 819 A-6 +o -Fix

Figure 2: Conversion from cm to m.

You may al 13 use the unity conversion fractions to convert metric measurements:

348, cm r 34$t x

348 rr
100
3.48 tit

10o eve
ioo cm)

4herefore
rn 4

100 Cm

Now, you try some examples:

a. 147 cros m b, 3.1 ma cm

c. 21 cm m d. 11.65 m = cm

e. 210 mm f. 109 m km

If you did not write the answers directly by shifting decincl points, you
can follow through the above examples by using the unity conversion fractions
shown on the next page.

156
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0. 147cm = 147 c IrKt X 1 m b. 3.1m = 5.1 x % oo evn
too ckcn

INI

= 3 .1 x. too cm
= -310 cm

= t4'Trn
too

= 1.47 rn

C. .21cm 21 x 1 m

too 61
21 rn
too
0.21 tri

6. 210 arm 210 ONft x 1rh

"Woo Nrn
210 m
1000

= 0.210m

f.

11.65 = 11.65\T x loo cm
1),r

=. 11.65 x too crn
= 1165 Cm

109vn 109 x
moo

109 km
tocto
0.1091cm

To convert from the English system to the metric system, or from the metric
system to the English system, you can use the conversion factors shown inthe tables on the next two pages.

It would probably be a good idea for you to cut these four tables out of
this Project Sheet and put them in your wallet for future use.



APPROXIMATE CONVERSION FACTORS: LENGTH

When you know

inches, in.

inches, in.

feet, ft.

feet, ft.

yards, yd.

miles, mi.

millimeters, mm

centimeters, cm

centimeters, cm

meters, m

meters, m

kilometers, km

Table 1:

You can find If you multiply by

millimeters, mm 25.40

centimeters, cm 2.54

centimeters, cm 30.48

meters, m 0.3048

meters, m 0.9144

kilometers, km 1.6093

inches, in. 0.03937

inches, in. 0.3937

feet, ft. 0.0328

feet, ft. 3.2808

yards, yds. 1.0936

miles. ml. 0.6214

Conversion Factors- Lenct7-.

APPROXIMATE CONVERSION FACTORS: AREA

When you know

square inches, in.z

square feet, ft.2

square yards, yd.2

square centimeters, cm`

square meters, m2

square meters, m2

You can find If you -multiply by

square centimeters, cm2 6.452

square meters, m2

square meters, m2

square inches, in"

square feet, ft.2

square yards, yd.

T u6 L: Ccr.ver,:,:cn Fac7:-rs: Area

0.093

0.836

0.155

10.764

1.196

6 of 12



APPROXIMATE CONVERSION FACTORS: VOLUME

When you know

cubic inches, in.3

cubic feet, ft!

quarts (liquid), qt.

gallons, gal.

cubic yards, yd.
3

fluid ounce, fl. oz.

cubic centimeters, cm3

liters,1

liters,J1

liters,1

cubic meters, m

You can find

cubic centimeters, cm3

liters,./

cubic meters, m
3

cubic centimeters, cm3

cubic inches, in.3

cubic feet, ft.3

quarts, qt.

gallons, gal.

cubic yards, yd.

If you multiply by

16.387

28.317

0.946

3.785

0.765

29.574

0.061

0.035

1.057

0.264

1.307

Table 3: Conversion Factors: Volume

APPROXIMATE CONVERSION FACTORS: WEIGHT

When you know

pounds, lb.

ounces, oz.

tons, T

tons, T

kilograms, kg

grams, g

kilograms, kg

metric tons, t

7 of 12

You can find If you multiply by

kilograms, kg 0.454

grams, g 28.350

kilograms, kg 907.19

metric tons, t 0.907

pounds, lb. 2.205

ounces, oz. 0.0353

tons, T 0.0011

tons, T 1.102

Table 4: Conversion Factors: Weight



IExamplt Pry n'tS I

A. From Table I. Commrsion Facl-ors: Len94-h
I. Con444 4.5 y4 +evil
4.3 x (0.9i44) LSJAILI (rounded)

Iyou knoiu f iLtsiiiply by I you con Tindi

Z. Converi. 2.47M 4a tit. ; -firs + Cone f4 ritl,-*rs to trkT
2.67x (3.280)= 8.7576 ft -14.1en convir4- +o in.
8.7376 x t2 = 105.09 tn. (refunded)

B. From Table 1. Conversion Fixirors Areu
t. Conver+ 32.5 fi 2 +0 ni
32.5 x (0.095) .= 5.02 m2 (rounded)

2. Cr nver4- 45.'Mni2 ydz
G3-75 t.196) = 76.25 ycl2 (rounded)

C. From -Table 3. Conversion Foc-i-ors: \folurne
4. ConvEr+ 672 3 fa Pr13 'cirsi- convey+ {-4-5 it) yei3
672 x ( I yd) x (1.6 x(.1.-yd) 472- yd 3

3 79-

4-hen Conver+ yd3 rn3
C72 s (0.765) = 57.1Z m3
9

2. Conver+ 23.814o gal
25-8 )4 (O.24)=6. 2_134gi (rounded)

D. From Table 4. Conversion 7-oc.i-ors.. Weigh+
Conver+ 1.51b 41) convert 1E3 4o az

1.5 x tb = 24oz, 4-hen corNer4 oz g
24 x (28.35) = CiS/Asj_

2. Converi 22.46 k 4-0 16
22.4 .)( ( 2.2.05). 41-:,.ZZILD (rounded)

611

3-144

8 of 12

(116= l6 oz)
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DUAL DIMENSIONING

You will probably run into blueprints or specifications with dual dimensioning.When both English and metric dimensions are given, it is called due. dimen-sioning. You might be given some dimensions or specifications as shown inFigure 3.

40tS mrn
3.57± 0.04'

83 I rn

3'.27t 0.04"

IS. 88 inn., A
0.6.3"

4h Malt 01S0 IDE Wri 4-4-en as :

83± l tnni/3.27-± 0.04"

Figure 3: LuaZ ei7rensioning.

In Figure 3, note that the metric reasurement is written first, or on topof the fraction bar. Diameter dimensions are marked with the symbol 10.

Now you can do the Shop Problems s%arting on the next page. If you haveany questions about the review and example problems, see your Instructor.

r

3-14c;
I CI
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. You are given a sketch of a gage to lay out. Before you lay it out,
your Instructor wants you to complete the dimensioning on the sketch by
using the rules of dual dimensioning. Look at Figure 4. Find dimension
"A" to the nearest ten thousandth and dimensions "C" through "S" to the
nearest hundreth.

A C D E

E I J 11

P Q R S

F

.Note: E and L have been left cut purposely.

400 MIP1

ISorten

Q,

42mrsn
B

Figure 4: L,ua: dimensions.

2. A certain piece of sheet metal costs 53.48 a square foot. On your job,
you used a total of 128 m. What was the cost of the sheet metal?

5-leet meta: cost

3. You have ma0.1:ne a ce7tain bracket piece. The specification
called for its final thickness to be 10 0.05 mm. You measure it with
a vernier micrometer and find it to be 0.3960". How much more do you
need to remove to bring thst piece within tolerance? (Hint: Round all
conversion computations to four decimal places.)

I.:eta: to remove

3-146 l ry,,)0
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4. You are using a bar stock to make spacers. Each spacer, including waste,is 1.45" thick. You have made 347 of theta. If the bar stock costs $32.50per meter, what is the total cost of the stock?

Bap stoc;: COED

5. You are getting ready to ship a lathe tc Europe. The dimensions of the
box are shown in Figure 5. The receiver in Europe needs to know the
volume of the shipment in cubic meters. (Hint: Change the dimensions to
yards before you use the ccnversion table shown on page 7 of this ''ro)ect
Sheet.)

Vc:ue in col' ,c meters

3 - 4 7 153
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6. On your job, you have machined and polished 250 gage blocks. Each gage block
weighs 0.075 kilograms. If the steel you used costs $32.50 per pound,
what is the total cost of the steel for the 250 blocks.

Cost of steel

7. You have measured a piece of bar stock to the nearest hundredth of a meter
and found it to be 4.75 meters long. How many centimeters long is the
pipe? How many millimeters long is the pipe?

Pipe length: Centimeters millimeters

8. You have just f.;.nished a gage for a machined part. The specification
called for one of its dimensions to be 3.475 t 0.0025 in. You measure
it and find it to be 88.32 mm. Are you within tolerance to the nearest
ten-thousandth. If not, are you on the high side or the low side?

Tolerance: Yes or no if not high or low

9. Sheet metal costs $22.50 per square meter. You have used a piece thi.t
measures .) feet long by 9 inches wide. How much did the metal cost?

10. Your boss wants you to
two comp_ es with the
$7.50 per gallon. The
Which is the best buy,

Cost of metal

order a special paint. You find th.lt there are
paint you need. The Ajax company sells it for
Smear-It-On company sells it for $2.00 per liter.
Ajax or Smear- It -On?

Best buy

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR

BAS

3-148
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PROJECT

SHOP ALGEBRA: PART 1

TRAINING

CONDITIONS: 40 here's wnat you need:

1. This Project Sheet.

TRAINING
PLAN:

TR,AINING

GLAL:

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems in this
Project Sheet.

40 hert's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will begin your review of
basic algebra. This review will include the addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division of simpler
Ligerraic L:..PreFsions. You will apply your knowledge
cf simple algebraic formulas to solve a great variety
of practical mac: cnist shcp problems.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 18 of this Project Sneet.

2. Vork the Shop Problems on pages 19 to 21.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and record
your score on your Student ;reining Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project Sheet.

4) Here's now well you must do:

:. You must sccre 8 cut cf i ccrrert on tt-e
Problems.
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SHOP ALGEBRA: PART 1

THE LANGUAGE OF ALGEBRA

The most obvious difference between algebra and arithmetic is that in
algebra letters are used to replace or represent numbers. A mathematical
statement in which letters are used to represent numbers is called a
literal expression.

Most of the usual arithmetic symbols have the same meaning in algebra as
in arithmetic. For example, the signs for addition (+) and subtraction (-)
are used in exactly the same way. However, the arithmetic times sign (x)
looks just like the letter x. That would be confusing in expressions with
letters. So, in algebra, other ways are used to show multiplication. The
product of two algebra quantities c and d (a tires d) may be written in
any of the following ways:

Using a dot cd
With parentheses (c)d or ed; or (c)(d) or (ad)

With nothing at all cd

For example: 6 times =

8 times s times w = 8sw

4 times W times m = 4w Z

Note' that x times r is written as .72

Similarly x times x tines = -3

4 ,

x times x times x times x = x and so on.

Parentheses () and brackets 1.] are used to shcw that w'.atevcr is enclosed
in them should be treated as a single cuantit.

(3--I4.2"x-c)z!,should be thought of

Similarly, the expression (2x 4-
(first quantity) - (second cuantit :'

z
2 tho..zgt of as

In arithmetic, you wrIte divided b' - as 2148 cr 48-2 , but this way
of writing division lc se:dc7 :r algetra, diisz-n as writte:
s a fraction:

divided 'tv

- 1) divided -4-

3-153
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Look at the following examples:

1. 8 times (2.z + 8(2:2; )

2. (c + :) times (.:1 =

3. = divided by =

4. Cr t 2) dIvic.:ed
2:

+
- 1)

( -

2)

1)

The won!. exrrt7e:.7 Is used \..ery of te.. in algebra. An expression is a
general name for any collection of letters and numbers connected by
arithmetic signs. For example:

2 3
1) are all algebraic expressions.

If the algebraic expres:,:-)n 1 made Jp c,f quantities that are to be multi-
plied, eacl, multiplier is a: a -f the expression.

Expression Factor

2 a -id

2, .7-, and (L.... + 1)

(r. 1) and (.: - 2)

and

AL--E2,0A EP T;C

_::ere are t.:.ree !":.71:_e must understand and learn
pra:tiz.a: ..-)peraticrs are

A.' :_:',F arc suttra,tinF :le, terms.

- =

CDerat`:), 2: Adding ani s.:,btracting expressions.

txampl e: - -,- 3. )

0:eratiDn 3: sizple factors.

Examrle: 3.r) =

Look at them an cr;:er.

Operatic

2X and

t ttrms.

are like terms.
The literal part -

is the same fc'r

b-tn terms.
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The number multiplying the letters is called the numerical coefficient
of the term.

lemma 10

3xyz

10.......
nomaricat

coefficient4.0 SOWN..

But

Sant 6 1i41-121

Pc"-F

Xy
-- a r e like terms.

1

ntoncr:cal
cofifficien+

are unlike terms. The literal parts3X2
x and r2 are different.

ffert,n+ It4-crat
por+S

To add subtract like ter:-s, ad.: or subtract her numerIcal crefficlents
and keep the same literal part. For example.

2 4- 5 = 5

2X+3y, =
t

ISCI ft16 It-feral part

Another example:

Here, :Ye ; -t1_les are beir.4'

ins 3 =5 I

Saxe 3ox2 = Saxi
44 it

ISarac 116-rai parr I

3-152
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IExoniple Problems :

f. 2 .1:12 4. 7 = 19c1'
2. 3 (y+ 1) + .9(°(+0
3. S -I- (..>< - .2X = SA
4 .2ax ox -t' 50)< z--.

12

a g

(Y4.1)

S. 8 x2- +.2xy-2x7- -... t::,X2 +2XY
6. 4xy -xy+ sAy = e xy

In general, to simplify a series of terms being added or subtracted--first,
group together all the like terms, then add or subtract.

For example:

3A+4y-S + .2Y + 3Y, 3,1/ becomes.
(3)(--)( + 3i,) + (4Y+ 2-- 3Y) . 5A + 3 y

be core-i-ul ol-
+0 toss +he
ne3441ve stsn on

IExample Problems : 1

be cAre4-ui ricf
Ira to se +he

rteG44-tve SrIs on Y..)

i. .5 x +4-'4'e- 2$ 3)C,( ,... (5X -.2%) 4 (A Icy- 3y,.e).
.. SX -1- P.(

Z 3a b' 4- alb -aP-+ Salb, = (3c21)2--ab') + (021)+3016)
..- 2ob2-4- 4oli)

S. A+ 2N(-32.-2X-N(-1-5z-% -+2Y-z
= (x -24 - x) + (2 Y- Y.+ .ZY) + (-3.i +Sz -.z)
zr. 2X-1- SY-1-Z.

4. I7pq ± 9 ps -CT/ + ps - 6pS - pci
= (7P9 6P9 Pci) + (91" 4 PS -1='F's)
. to pci 4-4.ps

= (4-x2--X'+2x2-) +(ZX + X)

= 6Y,I+ 3?(

.r. 4x1.- Al +2X+2x1+7(
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Operation 2: Adding and subtracting expressions.

Parentheses are used in algebra to group together terms that are to be
treated as a unit. Adding and subtracting usually involves working with
parentheses.

For example: To add:

(a+ b) + (a +d )
reiTtave parkri+kk566 (a+b) 4- (0+6)

o+b4a4c:1
Second : odd 116 -i-errns = a 4a 4

za b
You should be careful when you remove parentheses. It can be tricky. You
need to remember these two rules.

Rule 1: If the parenthesis has a plus sign (+) in front of it, simply
remove the parentheses.

Egorr, pl6
(3X+ 9) = )+3)'''+

Example:

Same sign

z+ (a-..zb) = 2 + zb

Game stsn

3 -1;4
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Rule 2: If the parenthesis has a minus sign (-) in front of it, change
the sign of each term inside, then remove the parenthses.

EXarn pte

Ex ample :

example:

chancie sip c'rorn
++o-

2 (x +2y) 2 - 2Y
chanse st9 ran"

[ chan56 Stns

(2X^Y) = 0-2x+Y
t

ckant3e.*I3ns

change stns1

5-(-20+b) 542Qb

Example Problems:

change s19ns

%. (2Y-01)...x4z,/-02-
2.1 X3--Yz) .4 --X2.4.
3.- (x-Ft) + ((+2)=

=
4. ab -(a -b) ob-a b

2(
6.-(-)<-2`()-(a-+Zb) = % +2y--a 26
7 3-F (-2P '92) " 5-2p\ 92-

()<--.0-f(sx24-yz):-..- -x-k-N/-3x2+.(.1

3-155 171
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Rule 3: If the parenthesis has a multiplier in front, multiply each term
inside the parentheses by the multiplier.

Example: +2(a + b) = +2a + 2b

Think of this as ( +2) (a + b) = (+2)a + ( +2)b = +2a + 2b

Each term inside the parentheses is multiplied by +2.
Example: -2(x + y) = -2x - 2y

Think of this as (-2)(x + y) = (-2)x + (-2)y = -2x - 2y

Each term inside the parentheses is multiplied by -2.
Example: -2(a - b) = -2a 2b

Think of this as (-2) (a - b) = (-2)a + (-2)(-b) = -2a + 2h.

(Remember that when -b is multiplied by -2 the sign comes out +.
A minus times a minus equals a plus.)

Example: -(x - y) = (-1) (x y)

= (-1) (x) + (-1) (-y) = -x + y

Notice that you must multiply every term inside the parentheses by the
number outside the parentheses. Once the parentheses have been removed
you can add and subtract like terms as explained in Operation 1 on pages3, 4 and 5 of this Project Shee...

3- 156
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

Simplify the following expressions by removing parentheses. Be sure you use
the three rules.

LE 'corn p1e Pr obkrns

2(2X-3,e) = 4x -G-T/
2. 1 - 464+2'11= 1-4x -8-1
3. 4- 2 (b- .2o) = a -2b +4a
4. )0.--Vx = xx-3A4.5y

)(2-... 2 (-Y-2x):: x24-2-1/-1-
6. 3t) p2-4-Zp-t-bt

Once you can simplify expressions by removing parentheses, it is easy to
add and subtract them.

For example:

3x - y 2(x = 3x - y - 2x + 4y Simplify by removing parentheses.

= 3x - 2.x - y + 4y Group like terms.
."'"'"""'"'"

+ 3? Combine like terms.

Exorriphrb ProblernS

i. (3y+2)+ (N( 5.y.+ z +2.14 z y-s-z,(+2 4-2 = 5c(4-4-
2. (2x4i)-1- 3(4-X):: 2A-1-1-1- 12-3X = ZX-3$+1+12.=-)(+15
3. (g."1-1)) ( b) = = a-a.46-fb. 21>
4. 2(a.-4-b)-2(a-b.)-2a1-26-2a+zb. 2a-2a+2to+2b = 46
5. 2(g+v)-3(x--()= zx+2-1/-3x-g-3-r= Z x +2,(+3Y= -x +.5;/
6. 20(4.1)-3(X-2) = 2x-t- Z-3x+C:, 2X-3x+2-1-
7 (Xz- 2S) 2(g -2X4) = XL- 2X-Zx 4- 4 gli-40-2g-2)( = 5x2- -4X

-.2(3s-s)-4(g -I) to - 4)(4-4. =--4=.);-4x+ to-t-4.=-10x+14

3-157 17.3
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Operation 3: Multiplying simple factors.

In order to multiply two terms such as Zr and 3xy, first remember that Zrmeans two times x. Second, recall that the order in which you do multi-
plication does not make any difference.

For example: 2.3.4 = ;2.4)3 u (3.4).2

In algebra: czlc = (ac;.c = (c.b),2

or 2..:::3.x.?=

Rernarnb,er 441 Xa = X X
X3' = X X X
0= )( X- X

aryl so on .

&r& 4cre 2 X 3 y, :-. 2-3- x )(.`(
)0y

-coliown3 Aart.' 0166 show how v mull -ioiy firms

gotompl& 4. d20 = AZa
= 2aa

Group

E)4crnt...4 2. 2)(1 3 ZX-)r:5-X-y
2.3. -A, )< `(

ample. 5.

= 6. X3
,4 3 sy/

Grou p i i kc. 4a`4-c. rs

3X2(z. 2x-e 3 XX Y.Z.-2><
3. 2. X- XX y z

(=001/zZ
I 7.1

3-158
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Example Problems:

1. x =

2. 2X 2.X x.Y r- 2 5 XxY= ioxLY
3. 2X 3x = 2.x.3. X = 2.3. )e =6X2
4. 401-b2a 4.a.ab-2.C1=4.2.a.a.ab=806
5. 3)tzsi/4xYz. 3.xX.Y.4.X.Y.Y= 3.4
G. 5YYZ. Zux <= S.x.z.z.ax.X.--- X.X. X .14.z-a=
7 3)02,(2.2)(z-6-3.x.2.y.Y.z.x.x.y=
8. X2Y1.zx-Y2.)<xy-Y.2.x.Y.Y.---.
9. 2x2.(>:+3x2-)..= 2x1x 2,(2-.3)0 = 2. xx. +

zXX)4 +2.3%
= 2X3tG)(4

lo. -2426 (a2-- 362) + 2-u-a-b 3,6.6
= -+23-a-ob-b.b

-2.'cr4b+Ga2-b3

MULTIPLYING NUMBERS IN EXPONENTIAL FORM

a.Y.ponen#

.X X-

(n 6-ors)
Basel

11 of 21

12.0,113

10x3Yza
=12 x3Y3
2x3y4
xx

x.x

90- E-Acim pies:
4. %*

2. X' = X

4. )43 = )4 )4

Qncl so on

Rule 1: To multiply numbers written in exponential form haying the same
base, add the exponents.

xm

.11,±0.1*±0
S4M4 baste

'Example:
X3 = X243

Xs=

3-159
175
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Rule 2: To divide numbers written in exponential form having the same
base, subtract the exponents.

X ni rn - rt
A

X"

Rule 3: Use negative exponents to indicate a reciprocal. (Remember that
a reciprocal of a number is simply 1 divided by that number.)

1

)<"
Example: X-3= i

E.i.ornple :
-;

= J
2

With these three rules the ten example problems on page 11 should be much
easier and quicker for you to work. For example, look again at number 9
and number 10.

9. 2)(1-- (X -i- 3)(2) = 2)(L. X +Z):'. 3)(1 =- 2 X"' + Z.3 .%"z
Z)(34-6X4
2>',3 -1- 6)(4

10. 2az-b(61 - 362) 2. at. b.01-.4- Z.e. b. 5. b2"
- 2. 0" z. 3- cia-1,`-'7--

E"ALUAT I NC FORMULAS

One of the most useful and important skills for shop work involves finding
the value of an algebraic expression when the lLtters are given numerical
values. A is a rule for calculating the numerical value of one
quantity from the values of other quantities.

Here are a few rules and formulas that are used in the
metal trades.

1. The rim speed of a pulley, in feet per minute, equals the circumference
of the pulley in inches times the speed of the pulley in revolutions
per minute divided by 12.

Formula: S =
CN
12

3-160

17'f;
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2. The unit stress, in pounds per square inch, equals the external 1L..tdor force, in pounds, acting upon the body, divided by the cross-
sectional arxra upon which the load or force acts, in square inches.

Formula: S =
A

3. The circular pitch of a full depth tooth gear equals pi times the
pitch diameter divided by the number of teeth.

1TD
Formula: P =

N

Evaluating a formula or algelraic expression means to finc its value by
substituting numbers for the letters In the expression. An example is theequation for the volume of a cylinder. Look at Figure 1.

V.: ITT Z h where = %Glum& in cubic inches
r = radius in inches
h. h6ighf to inches

1T.= 3.14 (rouncieci)

Find -1-he qolurne J 4 4116 radius r = 3in.
and +h4. hQt91-14- h = 14 In.

Tir'h =.11-(3")(5")(14")
3.14 (.9 tnIX14in)
39 5.84 3

Another example is the fcrm.;la for thi: area of a trapezoid. Look atFigure 2.

111- C -01

A. h ( b +c-) whc,r6- 4= Or -o in square- inche-S.

2 h. he ighf in inches
lan3 base in inches

C sho4 base in inckes

Find 4-he ar&Q Fon.) 8in., and Cr. 4in
(3)U8).+ (4)] (5)(8+4)

2
A = S(12) 3L. 18 square inches2 2

Figure 2: Area c ez:

3-161
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Note that in both examples, Figures 1 and 2 on the previous page, the
numbers being substituted were placed in parentheses, then substituted in
the formulas, and then the arithmetic was done.

Example :

E)(arripl&

p-md A-- x3+ z -cor )(.5
A= (s)-t-z.gpul- 5 in paretri-k SI S

A = (5.5.5)+2 _`do ard-hrneiric12.5+2 j
A= 12?

B= f-or
(0'1 pu4- numbers tn paren4k4Is

(6.6)-(4'4) clo -1-416 art4-hrne4-1c..
3. 36-16 /
,E,= 20

Using parentheses in this way may seem like extra work for you, but
is a sure way to keep from making mistakes when evaluating formulas.

When you evaluate formulas, renember the following helpful hints:

Hint 1: Do the cTerations inside' t%e parentheses

Exarripior : 3)+4 = 5-4-4 = 9

.ho 41..6 -firs+

Example: 4( 5) = 4.8 =

bo 44-116

2. :f ,,.veral sets :1 parentheses, do the
each sct ccmh:ne them.

Example : (2+ s) (4- I) S .5 =
.--.----

Lr-cien4411s

44is

task 3-162
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Hint 3: If the formula contains a square, cube, or some other power, find
the value of the factor first.

Example : A = s.14 R', IR'. S

A - 3.1A- (3) 2:s.--- 4-Inc -ibis value firs}-
AN :... 3.14 (9)....---- 4}-skrI rnuli-Iply
A. 28.26

...

Hin: 4: If the formula is the sum or difference cf terms, find the
numerical value for each term first, then add or subtract.

EAomple . P . Q6-- sz, a = S, b = 4 , 5= Z.

r.--- 4- 1 rtc1 -1-61s -cA rs4-

p= 15)(4) (2 )1-4.-- 4hkr, +1-lis
P.: 12-1..*--sub+rac+ las+
P... 8

Hint 5: Unless parentheses tell you to do otherwise, do multiplications
and divisions bef.,:'re adding or subtracting.

°Example: 4 -I- .2C> . 4+ iz= 1G

To summarize:

1. First, do any operations inside parentheses.

2. Then find all powers.

3. Thea do all multiplications and divisions.

4. And finally, do all additions and subtractions.

Example Problem: Evoluo+e 4lie -formula W. b(AES-TrR2-)14,
-cor b= 8, 4..8, B=6, Tr= g.ii-) R. Z, and t-4.-10.

w , j>(AEs--ine)1-1
.--, 8 (8.6 -3.t1-.2')io = 8(48-3.14-0 lo
= 8(48 -12.5010
= 8(36:44)10
= 2 £33.5.2 (to)
= 2835.2

3-163 179
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EXAMPLE SHOP PROBLEM: To make a right angle bend in sheet metal, the length
of sheet used is given by the formula L = y + T.
Look at Figure 3. 2

solve for L, when X = 6.2S, Y.= !.1.675,
and T. 0.12.5

4. sul3S4r4u6 know g rt Voluet;
in poren-Fhe.ses.

L= (6.2S) + (11.875)+ (o.125)
2

2. ). 'Vor k in pare-nirkeseS,

L = (0.25 i 1.875+ 0.0(025

3. .bo ar-14-hme+-Ic.
L. IS. 875

Fiurc Z: For-:x:cz fc- :onc-C'e. of s;:ee-:-.

FINDING SQUARE ROOTS

One mathematical operation yea m,st know :s how to find a square rect. ):ou
know that when you multiply a number by itself you get a square. For example
7 times 7 = 49. You say that7 squared = 49. .her you find the square root
you do the opposite. For example, if you want to fin:: the square root of
b4 you need to find a number that when multiplied by itself will equal 6».

FINDING SQUARE ROOT WITH A CALCULATOR

If you nave a calculator you can find square roots easily Nearly all
zalculators have a function that gives you the square root of any number
or decimal number directly.

OTHER WAYS TO FIND SQUARE ROOT

v-u cc n,:t have a calculator .nere are three other ways to find square
t&: (1) square root tables, (2) the arithmetic method, and (3) the

arithmetic method. The tables of squares and square root are found
in rearl any technical handbook and are self-explanatory and easy to use.
The 1eng arithmetic method is exact but very complex to learn. The short
arit'imetic method is simple and ruick. Work through the step-by-step
rvth(d shown en the next 2 pages.
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1 EXAMPLE PROBLEMS - SQUARE ROOT (Using the short arithmetic method.) I

1. Find the square root of 89.67: ( VITT)

Step 1. Ectir:ate the square by using your knowledge of multiplication.
You know that 9 squared = 81, and 10 squared = 100. So you
guess that 9.5 time 9.5 is about equal to 89.67.

Step 2. Then multiply 9.5 by 9.5 to see how close your estimate is.
9.5 x 9.5 = 90.25. You can see that 9.5 is just a bit too
large.

Redo Steps 1 and 2 until you get the desired accuracy. For example,
since 9.5 was toc large, try another number slightly smaller, say

9.4 x 9.4 = 88.36

9.4 is too small so try a number that is sLightly larger than 9.4 but
still smaller than 9.5 which was too large. Try 9.45.

9.45 x 9.45 = 89.30

9.45 is still too small so try a slightly larger number, say 9.47.

9.47 x 9.47 = 89.68

89.68 is w.thin 0.01 of 89.67 and is probably close enough. If you
need greater accuracy just continue the operation.

2. Find the sr,uare root of 128.5 (175.77)

Step 1. Try 11.25 since 11 x 11 = 121 and 12 x 12 = 144.

Step 2. 11.25 x 11.25 = 126.56 which is too small.

Redo Steps 1 and 2. Try 11.3. 11.3 x 11.3 = 127.69 which is still tocsmall.

Try 11.31. 11.31 x 11.31 = 127.91 which is still too'small.

Try 11.33. 11.33 x 11.33 = 128.37 which is still too small.

Try 11.34. 11.34 x 11.34 = 128.59 which is too large but within 0.09.If you want greater accuracy continue the estimation.

Try 11.335. 11.335 x 11.335 = 128.48

Try 11.337. 11.337 x 11.337 = 128.52

Tr' 11.336. 11.336 x 11.336 = 129.505 within 0.005.



3. Find the square root of 0.564 (TET674)

You know that 0.7 x 0.7 = 0.49 and 0.8 x 0.8 0.64 so try 0.74.

0.74 x 0.74 = 0.5476, too small

Try 0.745. 0.745 x 0.745 = 0.555

Try 0.748. 0.748 x 0.748 = 0.5595.

Try 0.75. 0.75 x 0.75 = 0.5625.

Try 0.752. 0.752 x 0.752 = 0.565504. to large

Try 0.751. 0.751 x 0.751 = 0.564001 within 0.000001.

18 of 21

YOU CAN NOW TRY SOME SHOP PROBLEMS
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1. Your supervisor wants you to find out how many minutes it will take alathe to make 17 cuts, each 24.5 inches in length, on a steel shaft ifthe tool feed F is 0.065 itches per revolution and the shaft turns at163 RPM. Use the formula.

LN

FR
Where T = cutting time in minutes

N = number of cuts
L = length of cut, it inches
F = tool feed rate, inches per revolution
R = work piect

Time T minutes

2. Your boss gave you a cone w:th a radis of 5 inches, and a slant heightof 12 inches. You are t. find tilt- ljteral surface area. Look at Figure 4.Use the formula.

L = Tr rs where L = 1-aera I surface area
-Tr= 3.14
r= radtus of-cone base

s.ant hei9h1- of cone

Lafera I surf-ace area trl

3. Your boss asks you to la out the tattErr as shown below in Figure 5.:Du must f:nd the f t%e T,SE the f:_-rmula.

r: 4.

L -4 2 viz R.14 L eguois
-he chord lertgi-h) R = 7.75*
and 3.4 2.35"

Ckord Le-ns+h L In.
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4. You must find the length L of a pulley belt that is used on a motor
and pulley that drives you: band saw. Look at Figure 6. Use the
formula:

1.57(D+.4)+(i)+8)
AtC.

b=diorne-kr large pulley= 24"

4 ,--cilarne4-er srnoil pulley,- 4"
Crclisl-ance 1,6,4-osecn large and smog

puiteys= 31=n

Pu itfiy beg- 651-11 L = in

5. You need t convert a temperature of 278` Fahrenheit to degrees Celsius.

Use the formula C
5

(F 32), where F equals degrees Fahrenheit and C
equals degrees Celsius.

reec

6. You are asked to find the pitch diameter F of a standard 'rational Form
thread screw. Use the formula:

0.8662
r = m G. where E = ritch diameter in -_neap=

M = measurement over the wire = C.:5'
= number of threads per in = 12
= wire diameter =

Your boss wants you to lay cut the trapezoid as shown in Figure 7 below.
You need to find the height h. Use the formula.

14 C S

1-
b c 8 "

VC

h, z,o, where h
+ G A= area=

lon9 = in

shorf-base-= din

3-168
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8. Your supervisor asks you to find the cross-sectional area of an "I"beam as shown in Figure 8. Use the formula A = ht + 2a(rn + n).

Fart 6: ":' wee

9. Ydu are asked to find the weight of a gross of steel rivets as shownin Figure 9. Use the formula.

W =(144)(0-2-a)(1.1r R3 + ciz' 11) wham v./ equals w,eish-l-3
in pound -For one
gross 044) o-C si-eel rive+S.

lir.1.125"*4

R=0.3'75"
Wt.-151-14- lbs.

10. To find the taper of a gage or part, the following formula is used:
12(D - di

t - , where t = taper per foot in inches
D = larga diameter in inches
d = small diameter in inches
L = length in inches

Find the small diamter if t = 1.5 inches, D = 14 inches and L = 16 inches.

SHOW 'TOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR

3-169
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PROJECT SHEEr
SKILLS IName Date

ICENTERCluster _Metal Trades Occupation Machinist Helper

TRAINING
CONOITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

Training Module Shop Math for Machinists

Training Milestone. 3. Specialized Math Skills

PROJECT 2

SHOP ALGEBRA: PART 2

0 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems in this
Project Sheet.

0 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will continue your review
of basic algebra. You will review the solution of
algebraic equations and ratio-proportion problems.
This Project Sheet will also include sozie equations
for you to solve and some ratios and proportions to
set up. You will apply your knowledge of algebra in
solving many practical machinist shop problems.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 33 of this Project Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 34 to 36.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and record
your score on your Student Training Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project Sheet.

0 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must ;core 8 out of 10 correct on the Shop
Probleris.

I t
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SHOP ALGEBRA; PART 2

SOLVING EQUATIONS

In this section, you will first learn what a solution to an algebraicequation is, and how to recognize it. Then you will learn what a linearequation looks like and how to solve linear equations.

A variable is a letter symbol such as x, y, w, A...that stands for a number.Each value of the variable that makes an equation true is called a solutionto the equation. For example, the solution of x + 3 = 7 is x = 4.

Another example: 2x - 9 = 18 - 7x the solution is x = 3.
2(3) 9 = 18 7(3)

6 - 9 = 18 - 21
-3 = -3

Certain equations have more than one value of the variable which makes theequation true. For example, the equation x2+ 6 = 5x is true for x = 2.

and it is also true for x = 3

Try these:

(a) 4 + x = 11

(b) x + 2 = 9

(c) x- 1= 6

(d) 8 - x = 1

Check: (2) + 6 = 5(2)
4 + 6 = 5'2

10 = 10

Check: (3) + 6 = 5(3)
9 + 6 = 5.3

15 = 15

x = 7. Every equation has the
same solution. If you replace
the letter x with the number 7.
all four equations are true.

We can say that an equation written with the variable x is solved if itcan be put in this form

vvher-6 is nurn6tr

For example, the solution to the equation 2x,

because 2(4)

- 1

- 1

=

=

7

7

is x = 4

or 8 - 1 = 7 is a true statement

Equations as simple as the one above are easy to solve by guessing. But
guessing is not a very good way to do mathematics. You need some kind of
rule that allows you to rewrite the equation to be solved, (2x 1 = 7 for
example) as an equivalent equation (x = 4).

3-171
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The general rule is to treat every equation as a balance of the two sides.
Look Figure 1.

2X -=, 4, 2X =6
----;77N

3)(-4 8X 3 )4-4 = 8 s ,/N\

Figure Balanine an equation. An; changes
In the equaticn ust ha:anc6.

Any operation done on one side of the equation must be done on the other
side. There are two kinds of operations:

Example
1. Acicisn5 or sub4rac-1--
Ins o number on
6,4-11 sides o4 +he-
69ucri-lon does no}-
ch 4-he balance;

and

Z. Mul4-iplyin5 or
diiiding (12.c.1- n04- zG.ro)
by a number does no-1-
chane 4he bcItance.

orsaincl
equ04-ion
a ...- b

a + 2 . = 2 + b

CI Z = 6-2

0 4y Ic==i
a b.4 - Z 2 +

nn nn

a_2

Ili
-.1)-2

2a = 2.1>

a b

2ca 2i>
I

=.1_,

ZN
a
3 :3-

6

3-1721 R
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Here's an example: Solve x - 4 = 2

Step 1: You must change the equation so that only x remains on the

left, so you add

(x - 4) +Fel = 2+

Step 2: Combine terms

x 4 + - 2 + r7.11."
Solut.,on x = 6

Check: x - 4 = 2, x = 6
(6) - 4 = 2

2 = 2

to each side of the equation.

Now work step-by-step through some example problems.

IEXAMPLE PROBLEMS

11 x = 2
(11 x) - 11 = (2) - 11 Subtract 11 from each side
-x + 11 - 11 = 2 11 -a---_--- Combine terms

-x = -9
( -x)( -1) = ( -9)( -1)

x = 9 solution
Multiply each side by -1

Check: 11 - (9) = 2
2 = 2

2. 8.4 = 3.1 + x
(8.4) 3.1 = (3.1 + x) - 3.1 Subtract 3.1 from each side
8.4 3.1 = Combioe terms- x +a

5.3 = x, or
x = 5.3 solution 5.3 = x is the same as x = 5.3

Check: 8.4 - 3,1 + (5.3)
8.4 = 8.4

3. 4 = 1 x
(4) - 1 = (1 - x) 1 Subtract 1 from each side

3 = -x,. or
(-1)3 = (-1)(-x) Multiply by -1each side

-3 = x, or
= -3 Always answer in the form:x -m put your

x = (some number)

Check: 4 = 1 (-3)
4 = 4



4.
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1 1

4- x -2-

1 1 1 1 1(-LT) + = i) + Add -2- to each side

Check:

3 1 1 1 1 3
Ttx-2-÷ 2 it 4. Y =7:

3 1 1-4- =x
2 2

0

, - 3
4

1 3 1

4 (4) 2

1 1

4 =4

5. 2x + 6 = x
(2x + 6) - x = x x Subtract x from each side

- x + 6 = 0 Combine terms
x + 6 = 0

(x + 6) 6 = -6 Subtract 6 from each side
x = -6

Check: 2(-6) + 6 = -6
-12 + 6= -6

-6 = -6

Equations such as number 5 above, where the variable appears on both sides
of the equation are very common in algebra. Solve them in the usual way
by collecting all terms with the variables on th' _.ame side of the equation.

Here is a slightly different problem.

Solve: 2x = 14

Step 1:

Step 2:

You must change the equation so the x is alone on the left,
so you divide each side by 2.

14 2x 2
) x = x=

(-22 2

x = 7

Check: 2(7) = 14

14 = 114

Now work step-by-step through some more example problems.

114074



EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1.

2.

7x = 35

35
7 7 Divide both siaes by 7

5 7x 7 x
7 7

x = 5

Check: 7(5) = 35

35 = 35

1
x.= 14
2

1

ex ) 2 = (14)2 Multiply both sides by 22.

1
(x

2
)2 = 14 2

1
x = x

x(1- 2) = 28 1 2
2 = 2- = 1

2

x= 28

Check: I (28) = 14
2

3.

()3

14

2x

=

=

=

14

6

6 3

2x = 18 11

Multiply both sides by 3

2x 2 "3,x
(T)3 2 x

6 of 36

2x

2

8
Divide both sides by 2 75T.- = x2

9

Check: ±-(9) = 6

18 = 6

3

6= 6



4. = 0

fix 0
3 Divide both sides by 3

7 of 36

= 0 Zero divided by any positive or negative
number is still zero.

You need to use both operations, addition/subtraction and multiplication/
division, when you solve most simple algebraic equations. For example:

Solve: a- + 6 = 14

Step I: You must change this equation to place one x, or terms with
on the left side. So subtract 6 from each side.

Combine terms

(2x 6) 6 = 14 6

2.x 6 - 6 = 14 6

2x = 8

Step 2:

x = 4

Try some more example problems.

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

Divide each side by 2

x
2

18 - Sr = 3

(18 - Sr) - 18 = 3 - 18 Subtract 18 from each side

-5x + 18 - 18 = 3 - 18 Rearrange terms

-5x = -15 ""4 Multiply both sides by -1

5x = 15

. 15 -*
s5. 5

x = 3

Check: 18 - 5(3) = 3

18 15 = 3

3 = 3

Divide both sides by 5

3-176
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2. 2(z + 4) = 27

2.z + 8 = 27

(2x + 8) -8 = 28
2x = 19

*9.x 9

1
x = 9-

2

8 of 36

Multiply tern inside the.00--

- 8

each
parentheses by 2
Subtract 8 from each side

Divide both sides by 2

1
Check: 2(9-

2
+ 4) = 27

1
2(13-2 ) = 27

27 = 27

3. 3(x - 2) = x + 1

3x - 6 = x + 1
Multiply each term in the parentheses
by 3

(3x - 6) - x = (x+ 1)-x
Subtract x from each side

3x - x - 6 = x x + 1 Rearrange terms

Zx - 6 = 1 Combine terms

2z - 6 + 6 = 1 + 6 Add 6 to each side

2x = 7

Divide each side by 2

1=
2

1 1Check: 3(a-
2 2) = (3-2 ) + 1

1 1
3(1-2 ) = 4-

2

1
= 4-

2

14-
2

4. 2(B - 1) = 3(B + 1)

2B - 2 = 33 + 3
Multiply each term in the parentheses
by 2 and on the other side by 3

(2B 2) - 3B = (3B + 3) - 311.411- Subtract 3B from each side

2B - 3B - 2 = 3B -3B + 3 Rearrange terms

-B - 2 = 3

(-B - 2) + 2 = 3 + 2 -me-------- Add 2 tp each side

-B = 5, or

B = -5

3-177
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Check: 2(-5 - 1) = 3(-5 + 1)
2(-6) = 3(-4)
-12 = -12

REMEMBER

1. Do only legal operations: add or subtract the same quantity from bothsides of the equation; multiply or divide both sides of the equation
by the same non zero quantity.

2. Remove all parentheses carefully.

3. Combine like terms when they are on the same side of the equation.

4. Use legal operations to change the equation so you have only x by itself
on one side of the equation and a number on the other side of the equation.

5. Always check your answer.

TRANSPOSITION

You may have noticed something when you added or subtracted a number from bothsides of an equation. For example:

1 . x + 6 = 12
2. + 6) - 6 = 12 - 6 You subtracted 6 from both sides.3. x = 1-2 - 6 Note that the +6 on the left side4. x = 6 of the equation became a -6 on the

right side of the equation.

Rather than,pubtract -6 from both sides of the equation as in line 2 above,simply go directly from line 1 to line 3 by moving the +6 from the left
and changing its sign to a -6 on the right side. For example:

1% x + 6 = 12, omit line 2 and go to line 3
3. x = 12 - 6
4. x = 6

3-1781 9 4
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Another example:

- 6(x + 2) = 24 - 5x
2x - 6x - 12 = 24 - 5x Move -5x from the right side to the

left side and change the sign. Move
-12 from the. left side to the right
side and change the sign.

2x - 6x + 5x = 24 + 12
x = 36

This process is called Transposition.

You also may have noticed something when you multiplied or divided both
sides of an equation by the same number. For example:

3
1. x + 12 = 6 - -x

2

3
2. x+ -x = 6 - 12

2

5
3. -x = -6

2

5
4.

2 2
(-6) You multiplied both sides of tue5 2 5

2
equation by --g to isolate x.

5
5.

2
-ix -

12

12
x = -

Rather than multiply both sides of the equation by 5, simply invert the
5 2

5
coefficient of x (the number

2
inverted is remove it from the side

x is on, and multiply the other side by the inverted coefficient. For

example:

1. 2x + 3(6x -4) =14x + 18
2. 2x + 18x - 12 = 14x + 18 Transpose the -12 from the left side

to the right side, transpose the 14x
from the right side to the left side.

3. 2x + lax - 14x = 18 + 12
4. 6x - 30 Invert the coefficient of x (which is

1 6) and multiply the other side of the
(30)

5.
1x = (30) -w-----L-

equation by
6.

6. x = 5

3-179
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Another example:

1
+ 4 = -2(75-x + 12)

1
+ 4 = - 6

- 24

6
.3x + = -24 - 4

7
= -28

5x = 7 (-28)

x = -20

You must be careful to invert the complete coefficient of x when youmulitply it by the other side of the equation. For example:

(34b
- a

) x = 12, ( 3
4b

- a
) is the entire coefficient of x.

4bx= (
3 - a

) 12

48bx = 3 -a

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 1

1. 2(x - 1) = 3(x + 1)

Zx - 2 = 3x + 3
2x - 3x = 3 + 2

-x = 5
x = -5

Check: 2(-5 - 1) = 3(-5 + 1)
2(-6) = 3(-4)
-12 = -12

3. Zx + (4 - 6x) = 24

2x - 6x = 24 - 4
-4x = 20

x = I.(20)

45x = -

2, x + 5.8 = 3x+ 1.4
x - 3x = 1.4 - 5.8

-2x = -4.4

-x =
1
-( -4.4)
2

-x = -2.2
x = 2.2

Check: 2.2 + 5.8 = 3(2.2) + 1.4
8 = 6.6 + 1.4
8 = 8

4.(x - 2) - (4 - 5x) = 18
x - 2 - 4 + Sr = 18

X + 5r = 18 + 2 + 4
6r = 24

6
x =

1
(24) = 4

Check: 2(-5) + 4 - 6(-5) = 24

-10 + 4 + 30 = 24 Check: (4 - 2) (4 - 5 4) = 18-6 + 30 = 24
2 - 3 + 20 18

24 = 24
-2 + 20 = 18

18 = 18

3-180
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5. 4 - (2x - 7) = 5 Check: 4 - (2 3 - 7) = 5
4 - 2x + 7 = 5 4 - 6 + 7 - 5

-2x = 5 - 4 - 7 -2 + 7 = 5
-2x = -6

5 = 5
1

X 26
2

6

x -3

SIMPLE FACTOR I NG

Remember that in algebra, when an expression is formed by multiplying
quantities, each multiplier is called a factor. Factoring is the process
of separating the common relements from an algebraic expression.

Expression

ax + bx
5y + ay

ara + br

Factored form

x(a + b)

y(5 + a)
r(ar + b)

In solving equations, it may be necessary to
you are solving for. For example:

co( 3% = b( x +3)
+ 3% - b = bx Si> -41--

a x + 3 lc b)( 51:5

X (0 + = + Si> -.a
=
(4+3-6)

47+31>
+ 5- 6

ncri-hgr amplfi :

x has been factored out
y has been factored out
r has been factored out

factor out the variable that

6o1ve -cor X

1-4firnicrit partsr466-615

150104 -tht cocpregssons corttaintris
4-0.4-or ou4- 4-11* X

tn./girl- and rut4-tpil by 4411 en4-Irt.

coc-4h-cirri- o g

x12,1L- $ (3 4-6) --: le + 2 (0+%) ..._-___- 5a1v4 4r g

X fe- 3g -bg = 16+z4+zg r&rnovt oil pm-641165es
y. Q''_ 3g -b)( - ZA = 16 +Z4 -4-- tsoterk, axpres.spions v4it.143 g

(Ra.- 3-1,- 2) = 16 +Z4 -- 44c -or out 4-hg, X
X (R'-6-5). 16+ za '41. CO rn b 1 ri Cr herrrIS
7( .r..-. I . (14,4-2a) ing619+ and muliqply b.( -the

Se:- 6 - 5 Crr4 -i6 ce4C-Cmicni- a; X
g r.. 16+20

r2.2%-b-e

3-181
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SOLVING FORMULAS

To solve a formula for some letter means to rewrite the formula so the letteris isolated on the left side of the equal sign. For example, the equation forthe area of a triangle is given as:

BH
A = where A is the area, B is the length of the base, and H isthe height.

Solving for B gives the equivalent formula: B =
A

--H

-

Solving for H gives the equivalent formula: H =
ZA

B

Solving formulas is a very important part of practical algebra. Sometimesa formula you know will not be in its most useful form. You may need torewrite the formula solving it for the letter you need to evaluate.

To solve a formula, use the same transposing, inverting, and multiplying
process you used for solving equations. For example, solve this formula:

d.

S= R+ P
2

SoIvii :car

6=-- (R+P)
ingta+ and mul4-tpY 4416 coe44icierri- at (R+ p.) by 4.4%-25 = R+-P guard-4y on 4h' side- 4+,4 equation

P= R, 4-ranspost 4-he + P in order 41, isolo4e R.
26F, 4e t6-14er you or 6olving hr, 2m -Hits c.ase, 15

usual{.{ writn on 4-616f4 side o; -14.tee equal Stint..

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS
3K

1 . V = E-, for K
2 . Q = 1 - R + T, for R

Q- 1- T = -R
3 -Q+ 1+ -Z +1

V = e-) K

R = 1 + 1 - Q
TV

3

K=
TV

1Oc
3-182



3. V =171t H - AB, for H 4. Y = MX + B, for X

+ AB =Well Y B =MX
+ AB = (TRIL)H Y - B

= X

(tto (V + AB) =H

+ AB
= H

Tr Ri

11 =
V + AB
TiS

X
Y B

14 of 36

9C5. F = --5- + 32, for C
6.

6

LT
+ 2, for L

TF - 32 = (--9) C
5 V - 2 = (--0 L

5
(---.9 )(F 32) = C (-4(V - 2) = L

T

C =
5(F - 32)

9

USING SQUARE ROOTS IN SOLVING EQUATIONS

L
6V - 12

T

In the last Project Sheet, Shop Algebra: Part 1, you learned how to estimate
a square root. Little was said about how to solve an equation by taking
square roots. That's because in most of the equations so far, the letter you
have solved for is to the first power. When the variable appears only to the
first power, the equation is said to be linear. When the variable is raised
to higher powers, such as xl, y5, w4, the equation is said to be non-linear.
When you have a non-linear equation such as x = a, where a is some positive
number, you can solve for x easily by taking the square root of each side of
the equation.

X2 Q +heel or

exarno6 :

sot-vb s6
472 Nri42

t> or 4. (usually as ±0

There are two possible solutions because (+6)(+6) = 36 and (-6)(-6) = 36.
So you must be careful. One of the solutions, usually the negative ore,
may not be reasonable when you are doing shop problems.

19J
3-183
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM: If the cross-sectional area of a square healting duct is
75 square inches, what must be the width of the duct?

£ohIE Xz = 75

X

\ffr..t \FIG

= ± 8.7 to (rounded) --tk& answd-r 8.7 Ir1 is
rn&antrigl&6s soy'c>u clioosc. 4-8.71n.

TRANSLATING ENGLISH TO ALGEBRA.

Algebra is a useful tool in solving real problems. To use algebra, you may
have to translate English sentences and phrases into mathematical expressionsand equations. In technical work, the formulas to be used are often given
in the form of English sentences. They must be rewritten as algebraic
formulas before they can be used. for example, the statement:

"Horsepower required to overcome vehicle air resistance is

equal to cube of the vehicle speed in APT multipled by the

frontal area in square feet divided by 150,000."

This statement translates to the following formula:

14P = (mPH5)(At-6-4) or in, 0136bra(c -corm
ISO, 000

1-IP .q3A
iSol000

Try the following problem. You find this statement in a technical manual:

"The pitch neter of a cam gear is twice the diameter of the
crank gear.

The equation is P = 2C Where P is the pitch diameter of the cam gear,
and C is the diameter of the crank gear.

You may use any letters you wish, but normally you choOse letters that
remind you of the quantities they represent: P for pitch and C for crank.

200
3-184
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Certain words and phrases appear again and again in statements to be trans-
lated. These certain words and phrases are signals alerting you to the
mathematical operations to be used. Here is a handy list of signal words
and their mathematical translations.

ENGLISH TERM

SIGNAL WORDS

MATH

TRANSLATION EXAMPLE

Equals, is equal to, the same as, = A = B
the result is, gives, makes, leaves

Plus, sum of, increased by, more than A + B

A - BMinus B, subtract B, less B, decreased
by B, take away B, diminished by B,
B subtracted from A, difference between
A and B

Times, multiply, of, product of

Divi&e, divided by B, quotient of

Twice, doubled, twice as much . x 2

Squared

Cubed

AB

A B or
A
B

2A

At

Examples:

Length plus 3 inches

Weight divided by 12.5

One-half of the original torque

The sum of two lenLthE

The voltage decreased by 10.5

8" more than twice the height

= L + 3

W
12.5

T

2

= LI LI

= V - 10.5

=8+2h

You can translate complete sentences or complete problems in a similar
manner. For example:

The size of a drill for a tap is equal
to the tap diameter minus the depth.

3-185

r) 1

S=T- d
t
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Follow these steps when you translate a sentence into an algebraic equationor formula:

Step 1. Cross out The size
e4-4.-4f4rie4e1.-41--eetr-is equal to -tile-all unnecessary words. tap diameter minus -Ote-depth.

Step 2. Make a word
equation using paren-
theses.

Step 3. Substitute a
letter or arithmetic
symbol for each
parentheses.

Step 4. Combine and
simply as necessary.

(Size) (is equal to) (tap diameter)(minus)(depth)

1
i

S = T - D

In moat formulas, the units for the quantities involved must be given. Inthe formula above, T and D are in inches.

Translating English sentences or verbal rules into algebra formulas requiresthat you read the sentences very differently from the way you read storiesor newspaper articles. Very few people are able to write out the math formulaafter reading the problem only once. You should expect to read it severaltimes. Yon'll want to read it slowly. No speed reading here.

The ideas in technical work and formulas are usually concentrated in a fewkey words,'and ycn must find them. If you find a word you do not recognize,stop reading and look it up in a dictionary,
textbook, or manual. It maybe important. Translating and working with formulas is one of the skillsyou must have if you are to succeed at any technical occupation.
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1 EXAMPLE PROBLEMS 1

1. The electrical resistance of a length of wire is equal to the resistivity
of the metal times the length of the wire divided by the square of the
wire diameter.

Step 1. Eliminate ...resistance...is equal to...resistivity...
all but key words. times...length...divided by the square...diameter.

Step 2. Substitute
letters and sumbols. R a rL R= resistance, r = resistivity,

L =.wire length, d = wire diameter

2. A sheet metal worker measuring a dust cover finds the width is 8.5 inches
less than the height.

W = H - 8.5; W = width, H = height

3. A 24-inch piece of steel is cut into two pieces so that the longer piece
is 5 times the length of the shorter. (Hint: write two equations.)

24 = L + S and L = 5S, L = long piece and S = short piece

4. The volume of an elliptical tank is approximately equal to 0.7854 times
the product of its height, length and width.

V = 0.7854 HLW, V= volume, H = height, L = length, W = width

5. Two shims are to have a combined thichness of 0.090 inches. The larger
shim must be 3.5 times thicker than the smaller shim. (Hint: write two
equations.)

L + S = 0.090 and L = 3.5S. Where L = thicker shim, S = thinner shim.

6. The engine speed is equal to 168 times the overall gear reduction multi-
plied by the speed in MPH and divit;ed by the rolling radius of the tire.

168GV
S = Where S = engine speed, G = gear reduction, V = speed in MPH,

r = rolling radius of the tire.

Note that in problems 3 and 5 you wrote two equations. These can be
combined to form a single equation.

3. 24 = L + S and L = 5S give you: 24 = 5S + S or 24 = 6S

5. L + S = 0.090 and L = 3.5S give you: 3.5S + S = 0.090 or 4.5S = 0.090

203
3-187
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I GENERAL WORD PROBLEM EXAMPLES

1. A 14-foot long steel rod is cut into two pieces. The long piece is2.5 times the length of the shorter piece. Find the lengths of bothpieces.

Let the short piece = x
then the long piece = 2.5x
and x 2.5x = 14

3.5x = 14

x = 4 (short piece)
2.5x = 2.5(4) = 10 (long piece)

2. Find the dimensions of a rectangular covt. plate if its length is6 inches longer than its width am. if its perimeter is 68 inches.(Hint: perimeter = 2 length + 2 width)

let L'= length, then
L = 6 + W

Perimeter = 68 = 2(L) + 2(W)
68 = 2(6 + W) + 2(W) Remove parentheses
68 = 12 + 2W + 2W Combine termsor 4W + 12 = 68
4W = 68 - 12 -4----
4W = 56

Divide by 4W = 14
length = 6 + W = 20

Transpose the 12

3. Ike and Mike are partners in a sheet metal p. Because Ike providedmore of the capital, they have agreed that Ike's share of the profitshould be 25 greater than Mike's. The total profit for the firstquarter uas $17,550. How should they divide it?

let M = Mike's share and
I = Ike's share, then
I = Mike's share plus .25 of Mike's share, orI = M + .25M, or 1.25M, then
M + I = 17,550, or

M + 1.25M = 17,550
2.25M = 17,550 -

M = 7800
I = 1.25M or 9750

Combine terms
Divide by 2.25
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4. You want to cut a 12 foot steel rod into three pieces. The longest piece
must lie 3 times longer than the shorter peice and the middle size piece
is two feet longer than the shorter piece.

let x = short piece, then'
x + 2 = middle size piece, and

3x = longest piece
then (r) + Or + 2) + (3x) = 12 Combine terms

5x + 2 =
5x =

12

12
2

2

.Transpose the

Si = 10 Divide by 5'
x = 2 The short piece

Thex + 2 = 4 Middle sized peice
3.7.-= 6 The longest piece

RATIO AND PROPORTION

Machinists, sheet metal- workers, metal finishers, welders, mechanics, and
many others in technical trades use the ideas of ratio and propov-don to
solve many different .technical problems. The compression, ratio of a. car,
the gear ratio of a machine, the lengths of pulley belts, the voltage ratio
in a transformer, th'rPitch of,a roof are all practical examples of the ratio
concept.

RATIO.

A ratio is a comparison of two quantities of the same kind, both expressed
in the same pits. For example, the grade of a highway Up -a hill can be
written as the ratio of its height to its horizontal extent. Look at
Figure 2.

so .
ScVoll

H600/

1600 20

Figure 2: Highway grade.

205
3-189
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A ratio can be expressed as a decimal number, percent of a fraction. If
it is a fraction it is usually expressed in its lowest terms. Look at
Figure 3.

GEar A has (0.
Goa r 8 has 14

"Me eicar .rot-go 04 A 4-0 et. is
64 -4

B b

aiway6 r6clect creche +errnS

Figure 3: Gear ratio.

Very, often, a colon (:) is used to express a ratio. For example, the gear
ratio in Figure 3 could have been expressed as 4:1.

If you are given the value of - ratio, and one of its terms, you can easily
find the other term. For example, if the pitch of a roof,is supposed to
be 1 to 5 or 1:5 and the span is 20 feet, what must .the rise be?

rise 1

'

Pitch
span

and 1:5 can be written as
5

so
.

1
=

0

rise 1 R
, or 3 Multiply both sides by 52 20

1 =
5R

Multiply both sides by 2020

20 = 5R Divide both sides by 5

4 = R

or R = 4 The rise is 4 feet

20C
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. If a gear ratio on a cutting machine is 6:1 and the smaller gear has
12 teeth, how many teeth are on the larger gear?

Gear ratio =
teeth on large gear
teeth on small gear

6 x 4 Multiply both sides by 12
1 12

(12)(6) = x

x = 72 teeth on the larger.gear

2. The pulley system on a lathe has a pulley diameter ratio of 4. If the
larger pulley has a diameter of 15 inches, what is the diameter of the
smaller pulley?

Pulley ratio - diameter of large pulley
diameter of smaller pulley
5

4 =
1

Multiply both sides by x

4x = 15 Divide both sides by 4

15

4

x = 3.75" diameter of the small pulley

3. The compression ratio of a Datsun 280Z is 8.3 to 1. If the compressed
volume of the cylinder is 36 cubic cm, what is the expanded volume?

Compression ratio
expanded volume
compressed volume

8.3 V
Multiply both sides by 36'

1 36

(8.3)(36)
=

_
v

(8.3)(361 (8.3) (36)
1 1

V = 298.8 cu cm

3-191
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PROPORTION

A proportion is a statement that two ratios are equal. It can be given asa sentence in words, but most often a proportion is an algebra equation.

21For example, the arithmetic equation
3

-35
is a proportion.

5
11 xThe algebraic equation 7-- = 3 is a proportion.

Look at the storage bin shown below. The ratio of the actual length to the
scale-drawing length is equal the ratio of the actual width to the scale-drawing width.

(ICJ-LW' lirm34-11 ad-aal Wici4-41

4rawirt3 len51-6 drowIn9 wid+h

lc.' 6"
4a t,

1-4410 (41
16113 4-hs

ratio cc
weds

Figure 4: Proportion.

Rewrite all quantities in the same units:

You should notice first of all that each side of the equation is a ratio.
Each side is a ratio of like quantities: lengths on the left and widths on
the right.

49L2a4-tort IS

a propor4len

198" 72"
41"
8

14"
z

3-192 208
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Second, notice that the ratio equal to
48.

1

1

198"

Divide it out: 198 4- 4-- = 198
8 8

= 198 x
8

= '48

"72Notice also that the ratio
itti

48

The common ratio
48

is called the scale factor of the drawing.

The four parts of the proportion are called its terms.

198 = 72.
1--"T"

IT41

If one of the terms of the proportion is unknown, you can replace it with
a letter and solve the proportion as an algebraic equation. For example,
suppose the actual cut in the side of the bin is one foot down.

It

robe of
yvid44.is

x poug., ply eAck+hen 72" i2
X" i2 Ari side by

yrwilt ply 6061
side by ii.-

72-)( la 1700-1

72 7Z sici6S by 7Zy III

1Therefore, on the drawing the 'cut will be 2-f- inch deep.

9
3-193
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A very easy way to solve proportion equations is to use the cross-produt
rule.

THE CROSS PRODUCT RULE

if 7-) -- then ad =ho

The cross-products of the terms of a proportion are equal.

ror example : if z or is LjS& 4-he cross proAuc4-
3 z'r rule 4-o 164-

2Z7 = 3-18
5-4

or in +he prevtou6 equal-ton :
17- +hen 72X 12

72X = 1E3
.2

.72- 4

I EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

Use the cross-product rule to solve the following:

1. B 3

7 4

4B = 21

21 1
B = - 5-

4 4

21 R
3. =

12 6

12R = 126

R = 10.5

2.

4.

3-194

7 21

16 A

7A = 336

A=48

0.4 i2

1.5 E

0.4E = 18

E = 45
2 1 1)
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SIMILAR FIGURES

In general, two geometric figures that have the same shape but not the same
size are said to be similar figures. .The blueprint drawing and the actual
object are a pair of similar figures. An enlarged photograph and the smaller
original are similar.

A

and A.
and

arfi Simi tar Cures

ark Sun 1 I ar fil^reS

t arct strrular figures

In any two similar figures, all pairs of corresponding dimensions have the
same ratio. For example, in the rectangles above,

A B xLz wIn the irregular figure above, = = =C D pgst
r EXAMPLE PROBLEMS!

Find the missing dimension in each of the following pairs cif similar
figures.

4.

vz ao
A 4
lot>.=1-43

1-- A -.I 4.8"



2.

5

3.

4.

1.1-- 6.6"cm 01

II" ---.i

cm1

1.25 c.india.

T""34
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11

= 22..e.75

= z.oeas"

1.2 2.6
2.6b.- 8.125

3.i25 crn

6.3
32-

1.5 P. 20.476
P= is. GS"

DIRECT AND INVERSE PROPORTION

Many shop problems can be solved by setting up a proportion involving four
related quantities. It is important that you recognize that there are two
types of proportion - direct and inverse. Two quantities are said to be
directly proportional if an increase in one quantity leads to a proportional
increase in the other quantity, or if a decrease in one leads to a propor-
tional decrease in the other.

DIREST PROPORTION

increase __aincrease

decrease decrease

3-196
212
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For example, the electrical resistance of a wire is directly proportional
to its length: the longer the wire, the greater the resistance. If one
foot of nichrome heater element wire has a resistance of 1.65 ohms, what
length of wire is needed to provide a resistance of 19.8 ohms?

or---;- Rests:Vane&
trials

I --1 1.___1.6,1110,
140-1 444 -,i1

Rssiviertca
414 q. oh m$

First: Recognize that this problem is a direct proportion--as the length
of wire increases, the resistance increases proportionally.

AS L IncrEal4t... t inCrer434eS 1

/----
L. = R.

f{} 1.65

Both ratios increase in size when L increases.

Second: Set up a direct proportion and solve.

L 19.8 ohms
1 ft. 1.65 ohms

1.65 L = 19.8

L= 12 ft.

I EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. If a widget machine produces 88 widgets in 2 hours, how ny will it

produce in 32 hours?

88 x
2 hrs. 3.5 hrs.

2x = 154 widgets ...---Direct proportion - -the longer it works,
the more it makes.

2

3-197



2. If one gallon of paint covers/825 square feet, how many gallons of paintare needed to cover 2640 square feet?

1 gal.

825 sq. ft. 2640 sq. ft.

825x = 2640

x = 3.2 gal. Direct proportion--the bigger the area,
the more paint you need.

3. Twelve square feet of sheet metal costs $4.95. How much will 32.5square feet cost?

$4.95

12 sq. ft. 32.5 sq. ft.

12x = 160.875

x = $13.41 (rounded)..,-- Direct proportion--the more the
area, the more the cost.

4. A cylindrical tank holds 450 gallons of cooling oil when it is completelyfilled to its height of 8 feet. How many gallons does it hold when itis filled to a height of 2 feet 3 inches?

450 x
8 2.25

8x = 1012.5

x = 126.56 gal. (rounded) Re--- Direct proportion- -the smaller the
height the smaller the volume.

Two 'quantities are said to be inversely proportional if an increase in
one quantity leads to a proportional decrease in the other quantity, orif a decrease in one leads to a proportional increase in the other.

INVERSE PROPORTION

increase - -----pdecrease

decrease ------0.-increase

214
3-198
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For example, the time required for a trip of a certain length is inverselyproportional to the speed of trav "1. If a certain trip takes two hours at50 MPH, how long will it take at 60 MPH?

The correct
proportion is:

So
-co

Before you try to solve the problem, make an estimate of the answer. Thetime to make the trip at 60 MPH will surely be Zess than the itme it wouldtake to make the same trip at 50 MPH. The correct answer should be lessthan 2 hours.

60x = 100 x = 1.67 hours

Rernrnbtr, in Q dirird- propor4-ion,
4hese '640 4-errnS go 4-ose-4-her
on tncrea6t in A res w14-11
On tncr&Q in C

In an irivtrsc. propor+Ion,

4hese Jrwo A-errnS so 4-ccie44,r
Cirl incr6a56 in X 506.6 Wt-ph
a cl6ertiase in 9

Follow through this example: Pressure is
inversely proportional to volume if the
temperature remains the same. If the volume
of gas in a cylinder is 300 cu cm when the
pressure is 20 psi (pounds per square inch),
what is the volume when the pressure is
increased to 80 psi?

Since pressure is inversely proportional to
volume, you can expect that as the pressure
increases, the volume decreases. Therefore,
the answer should be less than 300 cu cm.

2 .15
3 -199

=

PZ \4
ZOIDsr \/2_

Bops' Soo Cu Crn

8o e (,000
\IL 15.cu crn



GEARS AND PULLEYS

A particularly useful kind of inverse proportion deals with the size of
a gear or pulley and the speed with which it rotates. In the sketch shown
below, the larger gear drives the smaller gear.

Because A has twice as many teeth as B, when A
turns one turn, B will make two turns. If gear
A turns at 10 turns per second, B will turn 20
turns per second. The speed of the r is
inversely proportional to the number .1 teeth.

In this proportion, gear speed is measured in revolutions per minute which
is abreviated RPM.

In the example of gear A and gear B above, if gear A turns at 40 RPM whatwill be the speed bf gear B?

Because the relation is an inverse proportion, you know that B will turn,faster than A.

40 RPM 8 teeth
B 16 teeth

8B = 340

B= 80 RPM



Pulleys transfer power in much
the same waj as gears. For the
pulley system the speed of the
pulley is inversely proportional
to its diameter.

In the sketch to the right,
pulley A has a diameter twice
that of pulley B. When pulley
A makes one turn, pulley B
will make two turns, assuming
of course, that there is no
belt slippage.

A
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r Palk, A btom&Ar Pulpy 13.
speveak IA Pulley 13 DiarrIcettr Pull*( A1 44us mho has

44* A +ftstrt c.n 4-op
ratio has

Our 81-6r at on40p

bblf

If pulley B is 16 inches in diameter and is rotating at 240 RP'., what is
the speed of pulley A if its diameter is 20 inches?

A 16=
240 RPM 20

20A = 3840
A = 192 RPM

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve each of the following problems by setting up
an inverse proportion.

1. A 9-inch pulley on a drill press rotates at 1260 RPM. It is belted to
a 5-inch pulley on an electric motor. Find the speed of the motor shaft.

Speed of electric motor shaft diameter of drill press pulley
Speed of drill press pulley diametdr of electric motor pulley

9

1260 S

5x = 11340

x = 2268 RPM

2
3-201

a

B
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2. A 12-tooth gear mounted on a motor shaft drives a bigger gear. The motor
shaft rotates at 1450 RPM. If the speed of the large gear is to be 425 RPM,
how many teeth must the large gear have?

teeth on large gear speed of small gear
teeth on spell gear speed of large fear

T 1450
12 425

425T = 17400

T = 40.94

T = 41 teeth (rounded)

3. If five assembly machines can complete a job in three hours, how many
hours will it take for two assembly machines to complete the job?

5 x
=

Zx = 15

x = 7.5 hours

4. The forces and lever arm distances for a lever are inversely proportional.
Look at the sketch below.

opp114.4

-fort.* Fr
If a 100 lb. force is applied
to a 22" crowbar pivoted 2"
from the end, what lift force
is exerted?

100 2

x- 20

.force Ft
= 2000

applibd ;arc& F ifong4.11 o. 114 -corcararrn
Irk -Porct FZ It4,14-11 c arplitzt -Force arm Li

REMEMBER:

Complete the Shop
Problems beginning
on the next page.

x = 1000 lbs.

in a direc+
171 propbr4-son, +kese

art 44ie 4-errns

218-zoz

m an inverse
Prorer+iori these
are-flit f"4 I 4*.ci +farft1S
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SHOP PROBLEMS
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1. Your boss wants you to set up a drill press to do a certain job. The
output of your motor is 1200 RPM and the diameter 'of the pulley on the

. motor shaft is 8 inches. You know that in order. td drill your material
properly you need a, drill RPM of 800. What diameter drill pulley do you
need. (Hint: Recall that this relationship is an inverse proportion.)

Diameter of drill pulley

2. At your job, you are using a grinder that is.receiving power from a line
shaft which is rotating at 250 RPM. The line shaft is connected _to a
5rinch diameter pulley on the grinding wheel. If you need the grinder
to turn at 1200 RPM, what size pulley wheel should be on the line shaft?
Look at Figure 5 below.

Diameter of Zine shaft pulley

1200 RPM

5rtncler
sha.c4

44 putits/

3. On a layout, your supervisor
wants you to find the length
of an arc of a sector'of a
circle. Look at Figure 6.
The formula is given by

.

L 360'

WherelT = 3.14

R = radius of the circle
and a = angle of the circle

sector

Find the length of arc L.

L=

twit shaP-
pulley

5rindmn9

wiled

Figure 5: Find
the diameter of
the line shaft
pulley.

0,w 420

R:r 10.76"

-rind L, +he
16n9.1.11 of. arc,

Figure 6: Find length of arc.
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4. Machinists and sheet metal-workers use a formula known as Pomeroy's
formula to determine the approximate power required by a metal punch
machine. This is the formula:

t
.8
t NP Where P is the power needed in horsepower,3

t is the thickness of the metal being punched,
d is the diameter of the hole being punched, and
N is the number of holes punched at one time.

If the power available is 0.6 horsepower and the thickness of the sheet
is 0.25 inches, how may 3-inch diameter holes can you punch at one time?

Number of holes N =

5. Your supervisor asked you to translate the following word statements intoalgebraic equations:

a. The cutting time for alathe operation is equal to the length of the
cut divided by the product of the tool feed rate and the revolution
rate per minute of the workpiece.

Equation

b. The volume of a cone is equal to one-third times IT times the height
times the square of the radius of the base.

Equation

c. The weight of a metal cylinder is approximately equal to 0.785time
the height of the cylinder times the density of the metal times the
square of the diameter of the cylinder.

Equation

6. Solve the following formulas for the designated letter:

a. V =
TIL6 1

2 for L L =

b. S = g t
2

for g

ITR60 IS
c. A aa for S S =3

d. E = MCI for C C =

ag

7. On your job you get a paycheck of $154.78 for 16 hours of work. What
amount should you be paid for 36.5 hours at the same rate of pay?

Amount of pay for 36.5 hrs.

8. In your shop you are using a drive gear with 16 teeth and it is rotatingat 1200 RPM. You need to have 720 RPM from the output gear (the gear
being driven). How many teeth do you need on your output gear?

Number of teeth

2 2h204
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9. Your supervisor wants you to find the taper of the gage shown in
Figure 7. (Hint: Recall that the formula for taper is given as

12 (D d)t = where D is the large-diameter, d is the small
diameter, L is the length and t is the taper.

t =

Figure 7: Find the taper t.

L = 26"

10. Look at Figure 8. You have cut a triangular plate into 6 equally wide
sections. Find the height of each cut as indicated below.

Figure 8: Find the height
of the cuts.

21: )61. 165 =.--)64 )6S

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.
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PROJECT SHEET
SKILLS Name Date

CENTER Cluster Metal Trades Occupation Machinist Helper

Training Module Shop Math for Machinists

Training Milestone 3. Specialized Math Skills

PROJECT 3

SHOP ALGEBRA: PART 3

TRAINING

CONDITIONS: 0 Here's what you will need:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems in this
Project Sheet.

4, Here's what you do:

I

In this Project Sheet, you will finish your review of
basic algebra. You will review the solutions of Systems
of Equations and the solutions of Quadratic Equations.
After completing this Project Sheet, you will know how
to solve any shop problems that require the application
of,basic algebra.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 29 of this Project
Sheet.

2. york the Shop Problems'on pages 30 to 32.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and record
your score on your Student Training Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project Sheet.

0 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must score 8 out of 10 correct on the Shop
Problems.
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SHOP ALGEBRA: PART 3

SYSTEMS OF EQUATIONS

2 of 32

A system of equations is a set of equations with a common solution. Forexample, the pair of equations:

2z + y = 11

4y - = 8

have the common solution x y = 3

This pair of numbers will make each equation a true statement. If yousubstitute 4 for x and 3 for y, the first equation becomes:

2(4) + 3 = 8 + 3 = 11 and the second equation

becomes 4(3) - 4 = 12 - 4 = 8

Therefore, the single set of numbers x = 4, y = 3 satisfies both equations.

Another example: By substituting, show that the-numbers x = 2, y = -5give the solution to the pair of equations:

5z Y 145
x + 2y = -8

The first equation is: 5(2) - (-5) = i0 + 5 = 15 which is correct.
The second equation is: (2) + 2(-5) = 2 - 10 = -8 which is correct.

SOLUTION BY SUBSTITUTION

In this Project Sheet, you will learn'two methods of solving a system oftwo linear equations with two variables. Remember that a linear equationhas variables raised only to the first power. For example, x + y mg 12 isa linear equation because the variables x and y are raised to the firstpower.

To solve the pair of equations: y = 3 - x

3x + y = 11 follow these steps:

Step 1: Solve the first equation for x or y and substitute this
expression in the second equation.

The first equation is already solved for y, y = 3 - x.

Substituting this expression for y in the second equation,

5x + y = 11

4-1§t) j".

1

Sub$41 411471

+4w. car Y

223
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Step 2: Solve the resulting equation:

3x +(3 -x) =11
3x + 3 - x = 11

3x x = 11 - 3
Zx = 8
x = 4

3 of 32

Step 3: Substitute this value for x into the first equation and find a
value for y.

y = 3 -x
y = 3 - 4
y = -1

Then the solution for the system of two unknowns and the two
equations is x = 4, y = -1

Step 4: Check your solution by substituting the values of x and y back
into the second equation.

3x + y = 11 becomes
3(4) + ( -1) = 11

12 - 1 = 11 which is correct

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the following system of 2 equations and 2
variables by substitution.

1. x - 2y = 3
x - 3y = 7

Step 1: Solve the first equation for x.

x - 2y = 3
x = 3 + 2y transpose the term 2y

Substitute this expression for x in the second expression.

2 3 +21!

Step 2: Solve

2(3 + 2y) - 3y = 7
6 + 4y - 3y =7

4y - 3y 7 -6
y = 1

Step 3: Substitute this value of y in the first equation to find x.

x - 2y =3
x - 2(1) =3

x - 2 = 3

x = 5 and y = 1, or (5,1); Note that the x value is
written first.

2 24
3-208
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Step 4: Check the solution by substituting x and y values in the second
equation.

2x- 3y= 7
2(5) - 3(1) = 7

10 - 3 = 7 correct

It does not matter which variable, x or y, you solve for in Step 1, orwhich equation you use in Step 3. The idea is to pick the equation forStep 1 that is easiest to solve for either x or y. Do the .game thing forStep 3. Look at problem 2 below.

2. 2w +3y = 22
- y = 1

Step 1: Solve the second equation for x.

x= 1 - y

Then substitute into the first equation.
2(1 - y) + 3y = 22

Step 2: Solve

2 - 2y + 3y = 22
5y = 22 - 2
5y = 20
y = 4

Step 3: Substitute the value for y in the second equation.
x - y = 1
x - 4 = 1

x = 5 and y = 4, or (5,4); remember the x value is
written first.

Step 4: Check the solution by substituting x and y values in the first
equation.

2(5) + 3(4) = 22
10 + 12 = 22 correct

3. 3x+ y = 1
Sx = 9

+ y = 1 Solve the first equation for y.
y = 1 - 3x

(1 - 3x) 5x = 9 Substitute the value for y in the second
-8x = 9 - 1 equation and solve for x.

= 8
x = -1

3-209
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4.
4x

2y - 6x = 0

5 of 32

y 5(-1) = 9 Substitute the value for x in the second
y + 5 = 9 equation and solve for y.

y ag 9 - 5

y = 4, x = -1, or (-1,4) is the solution.

3x + y = 1.4- Check: Substitute x and y values in the
3(-1) + 4 = 1 first equation.

-3 + 4 = 1
1 = 1 correct

y = 4x Solve the first equation for y.
2(4x) - fox = 0 Substitute the value of .y In the second

8x - 6x = 0 equation; solve for x.
2x = 0

= 0

y = 14z---- Substitute value for x in the first
y = 4(0) equation.
y = 0, x = 0, or (0,0) is the solution.

2y - 6x = Check: Substitute x and y values in the
2(0) - 6(0) = 0 second equation.

0 = 0 correct

A system of equations with a single solution--one pair of numbers, such as thefour you have just worked through, are called consistent systems. However, itis possible for a system of equations to have no solution at all, or to havemany solutions:

For example, the system of equations

y + 3z = 5
2y+ 6x= 10

has no solution. If you solve for y in the first equation,

y= 5 - 3x

and substitute this expression into the second equation,

2y+ 6x= 10, or 2(5 - 3z) + 6z = 10
10 - 6z + 6z = 10

10 = 10

But this does not solve for either x or y. There is no one set of numbersthat will give you a solution. When this happens, the number-pair solution issaid to be dependent, which really means the equations are the same equation.
In the above example, note that the second equation 2y + 6x = 10 is exactly
twice the first equation y + 3x = 5. There is an infinite number of pairs ofnumbers that will satisfy the two equations.

For example: x = 0, y = 5; x = 1, y = 2; x = 2, y = 1; and so on...

3-210 226
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Example of a dependent system:

3x - y = 5
6x- 10= 2y

y = 3x -'5 for y in the first equation.

6x - 10 = 2(3x - 5) -0--- Substitute in the second equation and solve for x.6x - 10 = 6r - 10
0 = 0 Although this is true, the variables have dropped

out and you cannot get a unique solution. This
system is dependent.

If a system of equations is such that your attempts to solve them produces
a false statement, the equations are said to be inconsistent. For example,the pair of equation's

y - 1 = 2x
2y - 4x = 7 is inconsistent.

If you solve the first equation for y

y = 2r + 1

And substitute this value for y into the second equation

2(2x + 1) - 4x = 7
4x + 2 - 4r = 7

or 2 = 7 which is false.

All the variables have dropped out of the equation and you are left with
an incorrect statement. The original pair of equations is said to be
inconsistent and the system has no solution.

Example of an inconsistent system:

2x - y = 5
2y - 4x - 3

2x - y = 5 01--- Solve for y in the first equation
-y ,s 5 - 2x

y - 2x - 5

2(2x - 5) - 4x = 3 .0Substitute in the second equation and solve for x.4x - 10 - 4x = 3

-10 = 3 -0- Inconsistent since the variable: disappeared and
you are left with an incorrect statement.

aummisms 1=
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SOLUTION BY ELIMINATION

The second method for soli f.ng a system of equations is called the method ofeiimination. When it is difficult or messy to solve one of the equations
for either x or y, the method of elimination may be the simplest way to
solve the system of equations. For example, in the system of equations:

2x + 3y = 7
4x - 3y = 5

neither equation can be solved for x or y without introducing fractions
that are difficult to worl, with. But you can simply add the two equations
together and the y terms will be eliminated.

2x+ 3y = 7
4x - 3y = 5 ....wAdd" like terms
61- + 0 = 12

= 12
x = 2

Now substitute this value of x back into either one of the original equations
and solve for y. The first equation becomes:

2x + 3y = 7

2(2) + 3y = 7

4 + 3y = 7

3y = 7 - 4
3y =3
y = 1, x = 2 or (2,1) is the solution.

Check the solution by substituting the values for x and y back into the
second equation.

4x - 3y = 5

4(2) - 3(1) = 5

8 - 3 = 5 correct

Another example: 2x - y = 3
y + x = 9 .*--- Add like terms

2x y - y + x = 121
2x + 0 + x = 12 -=*-- Combine terms

3x = 12
x = 4

Substitute the value for x into the seccnd equation

y + x = 9
y + 4 = 9

y = 9 - 4

y = 5, x = 4 or (4,5) is the solution

Check by substituting the values for x and y back into tIle first equation.

2x y = 3

2(4) - 5 = 3

8 - 5 = 3 correct

3-212
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When adding the two equations you may find it easier to rewrite the equations
as you need to, to line up the variables and the constant terms into the same
columns. Look at Figure 1.

L,
5 + x = sy
-x+yr- to

;241,44rv4e riva4-Ion

X-- SY =

.111111MIN.

*WM

t

Y column

conti-on-V 1-etrrts

Figure 1: Lining up variables and constants.In
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the following systems of two equations by using

elimination.

x+ 5y = 17
-x + 7

0 + 8y = 24 Add like terms
8y = 24

y=3

Substitute the value of y in the first equation.

x + 5(3) = 17
x + 15 = 17

x - 17 15

x = 2, y 3 or (2,3)

Check by substituting the values for x and y back into the second
equation:

-x + 3i = 7

(-2) + 3(3) = 7

-2 + 9 = 7 correct

3-213



2. 3x - 4y = 30
4y + 3x = -6

Rearrange the order of the terms in the second equation.

3x - 4y = 30
3x + 4y = -6
6x + 0 = 24 like terms.

6x = 24
x = 4

Substitute the value of x in the first equation.

3(4) - 4y = 30
12 - 4y = 30

-4y = 30 - 12
-4y = 18

y =
-18

= x = 4 or-42, (4,-4-i)

Check by substituting the values for x and y back into the second
equation.

3x 1- 4y = -6

1
3(4) +

2
= -6

12 - 18 = -6 correct

3 . 6x - y = 5
y x -5,

Rearrange the order of the terms in the second equation:

6x - y = 5
+ y =g -5

= 0 r Add like terms
= 0

Substitute the value for x in the first equation:

6x - y = 5
6(0) - y = 5

-y 5

y = -5, x = 0 or (0,-5)

Check by substituting the values for x and y back into the second
equation.

y - x = -5
-5 - (0) -5

-5 = -5 correct

9 of 32
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4.
2

1
--x + 2y = 10

y+ 1 = 1
-x
2

Rearrange the second equation:

1
-x + 2y = 10
2

2

1
+ y = -1

10 of 32

NOTE: When you check your
solution,' always use the
equation you did not use
to solve for the second
variable.

3y = 9 like terms
y in 3

Substitute the value for y in the first equation:

1
-x + 2y = 10
2

1
-x + 6 = 10
2

2

1
-x = 4

x = 8, y = 3, or (8,3)

Check by substituting the values of x and y back into the second equation.

1
y + 1 = -

2
x

1
3 + 1 =

2
--(8)

4 = 4 correct

In some systems of equations neither x nor y can be eliminated by simply
adding like terms. For example in the system

3x + y = 17
x + y = 7

adding like terms will not eliminate
system of equations, you can

+ y = 17
x + u = 7

either variable. To solve this
subtract like terms as follows:

-73x - x + y - y =
2x + 0 =

=

17

10

5

Then, as before, substitute the value for x in the second equation:

x + y = 7

5 + y = 7

y = 2, x = 5, or (5,2)

Check by substituting the values for x and y back into the first equation:

3(5)

3x + y =

+ (2) =
15 + 2 =

17

17

17 correct 231LI
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the following systems of two equations by
elimination.

1.

Check:

Check:

Zr + 7y = 29
2x+ y = 11

2x - 2x + 7y - y = 29 - HsSubtract like terms
0 + 6y = 18

3

2x+ 3 = 11
2x = 11 - 3
2x = 8

x = 4, y = 3, or (4,3)

Zr + 7y = 29
2(4) + 7(3) = 29

8 + 21 = 29 correct

2. 2x + 3y = 21
Zr + y = 15

(2x 2x) + 3y - y = 21 - 15
0+ 2y = 6

3

2x + (3) = 15
Zr = 12

x = 6, y = 3, or (6,3)

Zr + 3y = 21
2(6) + 3(3) = 21

12 + 9 = 21 correct

in some cases; you cannot eliminate either variable by adding or by sub-tracting equations. For example,

2x + 4y = 26
3x - 2y = 7

Note that the y term can be eliminated easily if the second equationis multiplied by 2.

The y column

The second equation

4

when you multiply the

second equation by 2.

-2(3x) - 2(2y) = 2(7) or
becomes: 6r - 4y = 14

and the cystem can then be 2r + 4y = 26
rewritten as another equal 6r - 4y = 14
system as follows: 8x + 0 = 40-w-Add like terms

3-2t4o0A.,

x = 5
2(5) + 4y = 26

4y= 16
y = 4, x 5, or (5,4) Check: 6(5) - 4(4) = 14

30 - 16 = 14 correct
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the system of equations by multiplying one
equation or the other by another number, then add
the two equations, and then use the process of
elimination.

1.

2.

Chec5k:

5x + 6y 14

3x - 2y = -14

3(3,x) + 3( -2y) = 3( -14) Multiply the second equation by 3.
9.x - 6y = 42

5x + 6y = 14

9x - 6y = -42
14x + 0 = -28

x=

5(-2) + 6y = 14

-10 + 6y = 14

6y = 14 + 10
6y = 24

y = 4, x = -2, or (-2,4)

3x- 2y = -14
3(-2) - 2(4) = -14

-6 - 8 = -14 correct

5x y = 1
2y + 3x = 11

2(5x) + 2( -y) = 2(1)-.-------Multiply the first equation by 2.
10x - 2y = 2

10x - 2y = 2

3x + 2y = 11

13x + 0 = 13

x = 1

5r - y = 1

5(1) - y = 1

5 - y = 1

-y = 1 - 5
y = 4, x = 1, or (1,4)

Check: 2? + 3x = 11

2(4) + 3(1) = 11

8 + 3 = 11 correct

23:3
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3. - 2y =
+ 3y =-19

-2(-x) - 2( -2y) = Multiply the first equation by -2.
2z + 4y = -2

2x + 4y = -2
-2x + 3y = -19

Ty = -21
y = _3

-x - 2(-3) = 1
+ 6 = 1

,x = -5
x = 5, y = -3, or (5,-3)

Check: -2(5) 3(-3) = -19
-10 - 9 = -19 correct

Lock at this system of equations:

3z + 2,y = 7

hr - 3y = -2

You can see that there is no single number you can use as a multiplier to
eliminate one of the variables when the equations are added. Instead, you
must convert each equation so that when the two new equations are added, one
of the variables is eliminated. For example, to eliminate the y variable in
the system of equations above, you must multiply the first equation by 3 and
the second equation by 2.

Firs+ eque+ion:

Scc.ort4 ilLSO+lorl

Irc-7-4-2y = 7

47-3y =-zi

The new system of equations becomes:

irriuti-iply by 2.

I (3% + GY=

6,c --(0( = -4

9x + 6y = 21
8x - 6y = -4

17x + 0 = 17 Proceed beforeas
= 1

9(1) + 6y = 21

6,Y = 21 9
6y = 12
y = 2, x = 1, or (1,2)

Check: 8x - 6y = -4
8(1) - 6(2) = -4

8 - 12 = -4 correct

3-218 234



Now try this system of equations: 2x - 5y = 9
3z + 4y = 2

Firs' i- 9U&rien: z 5I sr 9 by-5

Second .quc4ion: ix 4y= by 2

-6X + 15y = -27
6z + 8y = h Proceed as before.

23y = -23
y = -1

6z + 8(-1) = 4
6z - 8 = 4

6z = 12
x = 2, y =-1, or (2,-1)

Check: -6x + 15y = -27
-6(2) + 15(-1) = -27

-12 - 15 = -27 correct

14 of 32
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the systems of equations by multiplying one equation 41)
by one number, the other equation by another number. Add
the two equations. Then use the process of elimination.

+ 2y =

5x + 7y = 18

First equation: 2x + 2y = 4, multiply by 5 ----4.10x + lOy = 20
Second equation: 5x + 7y = 18, multiply by -2 --0-10x - 14y = -36

10z + 10y = 20

-10x - 11 y = -36 .,- Proceed as before.
-4y = -16

y = 4

2x + 2y = 14

2x + 2(4) = 4
2x= 4 -8
2x = -4
x = -2, y = or -2,1.)

Check: 5x + 7y = 18
5G-2) + 7(4, = 18

-10 + 28 = 18 correcl

3-219
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2. 3x + 2y = 10

2x = 5y - 25

First equation: 3x 2y = 10, multiply by 6x + 4y = 20
Second equation: 2x = 5y 25, multiply by = -15y 75

Rewrite the second equation as -6 + 15y = 75, then

6x+ 4y = 20
-6x + 15y = 75 Proceed as before

19y = 95

y=5

67: 4(5) = 20
6x= 20 - 20

x = 0, y = 5, or (0,5)

Check: -6x + 15y = 75
-6(0) + 15(5) = 75

75 = 75 correct

3. -7x - 13 = 2y
3y + 4x = 0

Rewrite both equations as: -7x - 2y = 13
+ 3y = 0

co,

First equation:
Second equation:

-21x

-7x - 2y = 13, multiply
14x + 3y = 0, multiply

- 6y = 39

6.?? = 0

by 3 21x - 6y = 39
by 2 8x + 6y = 0

Proceed as before
-13x = 39

x = -3

8(-3) + 6y = 0
6y = 24

y = 4, x = -3, or (-3,4)

Check: -21x - 6y = 39
-21(-3) - 6(4) = 39

63 - 24 = 39 correct

SOLVING SHOP PROBLEMS

In practical shop problems, you must solve a System of equations; you must
also learn to write the equations. You may need to review the material in
Project 2, entitled "Algebra 2" covering signal words and how to translate
English sentences into mathematical equations and expressions.

3-2202 3 6
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Here's an example: The sum of two numbers is 26 and thr4r difference is 2.
(Let x and y stand for the two numbers.)

`scamm. 4wo numbers, is 2ip

1
x. +1( r- 26

411ir cif ffikrerice, i s 2.

%

The two equations are: x + y = 26
x - y = 2

Solving as before by elimination you get:

x + y = 26
x - y = 2

2x = 28

x = 14

x + y = 26
14 +y = 26

y = 26 - 14
y = 12, x = 14, or (14,12)

Check: x - y = 2
14 - 12 = 2 correct

Another example: The difference of two numbers is 14 and the larger number
is three more than twice the smaller number. Let L = the larger number and
S = the smaller number.

The first should be translated as:

Th eronce a 4voo numbers is 14

L. -- S mr.

and the second phrase shol.ld 'oe transla:ed as:

+ht large.r numbor, 4 -brae rnorc, -1-ha smallor

3-221 2`)"
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Then the system of equations becomes:

L S = 14
L = 3 + 2S

To solve this system, the substitution method will be easier than the
elimination method.

Substitute the value of L in the second equation into the first equation:

(3 + 2S) S = 14
3+ 25 S = 14

S = 14 - 3
S = 11

Then substitute the value:for S into the first equation:

L - 11 = 14

L = 11 + 14
L= 25, S = 11

Check in the second equation:

L = 3 + 25
25 = 3 + 2(11)
25 = 3 + 22 correct

411
, Always check your answer. It is very easy to make simple mistakes.

sure you are right. Be

MORE EXAMPLES:

1. The total value of an order of nuts and bolts is $1.40. The nuts cost
50 each and the bolts cost 100 each. If the number of bolts is four more
than twice the number of nuts. Hom5many of each are there? (HINT: Keep
all money values in cents to avoid decimals--it makes it easier.)

In problems of this type it is sometimes helpful to set up a table:

.11-son Number crc- urns Cosi- ptr I4em Teri-al CoSi-
Nu+s
emoifs

NJ

E3 :

5
tO

St4

to a.

You can write the first equation as:

The 4-cri-al value cf-C an ordtr or hu4-6 and beg-s si 140
1

SN +1013

cosi. of
Nuts

co s+

Both.
3-222
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The second equation would'be:

. .461iumbeg- oar boifs 1s -Cour more *um 4-wic4 4-e nurnbar or nubs ...

= 4 + 2141

The system of two equations.is:

5N + 10B = 140

B = 4 + 2N

Use substitution: Substitute the value of B in the second equation into
the first equation.

5N + 10(4 + 2N) = 140
5N + 4o + 20N = ,140

25N = 100
N= 4

B = 4 + 2N
B = 4 2-(4)

B = 4 + 8
B= 12, N = 4

Check in the first equation:

5N + 108 = 140
5(4) + 10(12) = 140

20 + 120 = 140 correct

2. The perimeter of a sheet of metal is 350 inches. The length of the sheet
.s 10 inches more than twice the width. Find the dimensions of the sheet.
Let L = length and W = width. Recall that the perimeter is two times the
length plus two times the width.

The first equation becomes:

The, psri trtehlrr cC. a 411116 o4 rne+of

2L+2.,A,

1:e sec:na equaticm beccmes:

Is 350incils

350"

+h*,1111.5Th oft the shtel- is io 111C k 65 .1'110r* 4+101 4-V41C.e. +he wict.141...,

L.
1%

ZvI
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The system of two equations is:

21, + 2W = 350

L= 10 + 2W

Substitute the value of L in the second equation into the first equation:

2(10 + 2W) + 2W = 350
20 + 4W + 2W = 350

6W = 330

W = 55

L = 10 + 2W
L = 10 + 2(55)
L = 10 + 110
L= 120, W= 55

Check: 2L + 2W = 350
2(120) + 2(55) = 350

240 + 110 = 350 correct

3. A lab technician wishes to mix a 5% salt solution and a 15% salt solutionto obtain 4 liters of a 12% salt solution. How many liters of each solutionmust be added. Draw a chart 'of your information first.

Sulu ten Amount CI 4-*rs) Sca .frachon 40,61 sal+
154 At ' . 05 .05 Aa 1. 5 . i5 . i.5 S

The final solution is to contain 4 liters. Therefore, the first equationcan be:

A + B = 4

The second equation can represent the total amount of salt.

(.05)A + (.15)B = 4(.12), multiplying this equation by 100 to eliminatethe fractions, the system of two equations becomes

A + B = 4
5A + ,15B = 48

Multiply the first equation by -5.

A + B = 4 multiplied by -5 = -5A - 5B = -20

-5A - 5B = -20
_5A + 15B= 48

10B = 26
B = 2.8

3-224 2 4 0
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A = 4
A + 2.8 = 4

A 4 - 2.8
A = 1.2, B m 2.3

Check: 5A + 158 = 48
5(1.2) + 15(2.8) = 48

6 + 42 = 48 correct

QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

So far in algebra you have only worked with linear equations. Remember,in a linear equation the variables x, y, A, B,....appear only to the firstpower. For example, 3x - 2y = 6 is a linear equation. The variables appearas x which is equal to x, or y which is equal to y. No powers of x ory appear as x 2,x,yalds
equations.

An equation in which a variable appears in the second power is called
a quadratic equation.

The following are examples of quadratic equations:

1. x
s
= 49

2. x + ys= 4

3. 5:c11 + 2x - 9 0

4. y + :CI = 28

5. y + 2x = y 2

Every quadratic equatic: can be put into a er.andard quad-patio form.

+ C 0 ctnno4 *qua'

consirial
+tort

Every ouadratic equation must have an m term, although the m term and the
constant term may be missing. For exemple, xt+ 6 = 0 is a quadratic
equation in the standari form. Thew term is missing but the ether
terms are in the right :rier and the equaticn could be written as:

+ 0(x, + 6 =wi

The following quadratic equations are in the standard form:

1. x= + 3x = 0

2. 12 = 0

3. x2'. 0

4. xs+ 5x - 1.6 = 0

3-225
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The following quadratic equations are not in the standard form:

1. 3x+ 5x1

2. 3x = 14xs,,

3. 16= 5x -\2

4. 32 + xji= 1

To put any quadratic e uation in the standard form, simply transpose allthe terms on the right ide of the equation to the left side. Then be-
ginning on the left, write the xaterrz, the x term and then the constant.

21 of 32

EXAMPLES:

1. 16 = 4x .0.-----Transpose all terms to the left.
16 - krt - 2r = 0 -.I Arrange in the order of xi, x, and

constant terms.

-4x1 - 2r + 16 = 0
\

Multiply by (-1) to make the co -
efficien- ,f the squared term positive.4:01 + 2x - 16 = 0 Standard _arm.

2. x 6 - ac 2'.0 Transpose all terms to the left.
x 16 + 2x1' = 0 Arrange in the order of xi, x, and

constant terms.
2c + x 16 = 0 ado-- Standard form.

3. xz- 6r 4 9 = 49 Transpose all terms to the left.
x2 -'6r + 9 - 49 = U row Arrange in the order of x, and

constant terms.
x Etz - 40 = 0 Standard form.

4. 3x + 1 = x
s
- 5 Transpose all terms to the left.

3x + 1 - x1 + 5 = 0 Arrange in the order of xz, x, and
constant terms.

-x + 3x + 6 = 0 Multiply by (-1).

x - 3r - 6 0 ..f4 Standard form.

SOLVING QUADRADIC EQUATIONS

The solution to a linear equation is a single number. The solution to aquadratic equation is a pair of . tubers. Each number satisfies the eouation.Sometimes the two solutions may be the same number. In practical problemsthere are generally two different solutions. For instance, the quadraticequation x2 - 5x 6 t. 0 has the solution x = 3 and x = 2. To check this,substitute the two values of x into the equation.

x = 3 (3)2 - 5(3) + 6 = 0
9 - 15 + 6 = 0 correct

x = 2 (2)1 - 5(2) + 6 = 0

2
h 10 + 6= 0 correct

4 2
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The easiest kind of quadratic to solve is one'in which the linear term, orx term, is missing. For eaample, to solve the equation

Check:

;c2 - 25 in 0, simply rewrite as

x
a
'0, 25 and take the square root of both sides of the

equation.

470. ig
x 41F
m =

m 0.

x

-.5 which means x 5, and x -5
5 x a -25.0

(5)(5) - 25 0
25 - 25 0 correct

-5 x - 25 0
(-5) (-5) - 25 - 0

25 - 25 0. 0 correct

Just remember every positive number has two square roots; one positive, andone negative. Both of the numbers may be important in solving a quadraticequation.

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve each of the following quadratic equations by
isolating the sate= on the left, the constant terms
on the right, and taking the square root of both sides.
Check both solutions.

1. 3w1 - 27 is 0

3x i 27

xi' Is 9

I
x 3, x

2 . x2-
3.5 - 0

x
%

= 3.5

P." 375

x = 1.87, x - -1.87 (rounded)

Check: s = 3, 3(3)11 - 27 - 0

3(9) - 27 = 0

27 - 27 - 0 correct

Check: x = -3, 3(-3)2* - 27 = 0

-3 3(9) - 27 = 0

27 - 27 = 0 correct

Cneck: x = 1.87 (1.87) - 3.5 = 0

3.5 - 3.5 - 0 correct

x = 1.87 (-1.87)2 - 3.5 = 0

3.5 - 3.5 0 correct

21:3
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9x1 = 49 7 7 13.
Check: x . 3, 9'-) = 49.3

x a. LI
49,

= 49
9 9()9

---2: .To-4 s __§._
49 = 49 correct

7 --37 - 73- :2) = 492x - , . x - --, 9(
3 3

49
9( --) = 49

9

49 = 49 correct

4. 6 - = 0
-6

x I.= 6

Check: x = 2.45, 6 - (2.45)2 = 0

6 - (6) = 0 correct

x = -2.45 6- (-2.45)2 = 0

6 - (6) . 0 correct

x - 2:45, x = -2.45 (rounded)

You should notice that an equation like x;L= -16 has no solution. There isno real number x whose square is a negative number.

In general, a quadratic equation will have all three terms: an x-tterm, anx term, and a constant term. The solution of any quadratic equation instandard form:

bY. + C 0 is
A II 6 + bz- 40.c or X @ 6. b.2 4 ac

Za 2a

sN'ii%ch is sntrait.( Nt4r14-kert

"ThG QuacirctAlc.
a Formula

For example, to solve the quadratic equation 2.T2 - 10x + 12 = 0, followthese steps:

Step 1: Identify the coefficients a, h, and c for the quadratic equation:

2%2' 10% -I- a -zzo

t
raz,2 fc= it

3-228
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Step 2: Substitute these values a, b, and c into the quadratic formula:

a

x - ( -to) 41(710X-i0)- 4 (2.X12)
2(Z)

Step 3: Simplify this equation for x:

x 10±.14:1717:.96
4

4
X= sa+2. 12

4
=-10-2 sr

1111,

at .3 and
X = 2, and t= 3

Step 4: Check the solution numbers by substituting them into the original.
equation:

check: 2x2 -lox + uz=o
gt=s, z(3)2*-1o(3)+12.=o

2(9)-3o+
(8-30 +12 = 0, correc+

4h= 2, Z(Z)z.-10(2) '2=0

2(4)-20 +12.= 0

8-20+12.= 0, ceeth

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the quadratic equations that begin on the next page.
-first write them in the standard form and then use the
quadratic formula.



I. 14 = -4- SX

+ Sx - t4 =r 0 s+ttriclord form
SEep I : Qui: t>=53 C.-14

S6p 2 :

Si-ep 5:

x = 4(4-.5)2.-4 ( 1)(- 14)
2(1)

(Simplify)
X =

2
x = 5 NMI

2
X = -5±.9

2
gx in -5* +.9

2
A 5.9

2
= -7

s4-&p 4 (check)
x2-÷5x -t4 =0

2, (Zr-,. 3(2)-14 = 0
4 + 10-14 = 0, oorresc4-

2. 3x2 -7x 5
32 - 7x -5-= 6 nclord form
Sftp d= 5, b = -7 Con -5
SA-er 2: x = (-) ± 4(-7)2' - 4 (3X-ST

2(5)
54-tp 3: (Stmplify) X = 7 + ii49 ;60

6
Xs 7f \GT'

6
7 + 10,4+

ri.44
6

X = 2.91

25_ of 32

)('` -7) (-7)2" + (7) 14- =0
49-35.-14 =o, correct

Si-ep 4 : Ch&Ck.

ayz -7X -S.=0,
3(2.91)7(2.91)-s=
25.40 -- 20.37 -5

X = 7- lo.41.

3.44

x =

2.91 )1= 0.57
or) 3- 2324g(0.57r- 7(o.S7) -S=o
CY correcf- 0 . a; 75 +5.93-6=o, correc+246
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S.. ext = 19-5g Ebt z+ 5X = t9 sack, Si-artdard .Form
**pi awe) bag, c ta
sect:) z. x

zas)

± 425

-5 +_ 65
2.5.16

16

16

Xs: 1,26

541213 S. (6,r411.Cy) X

X=

=

N.Ship 4. Check aqc 2-k.

i)C., 1.26, 80 .23:).-A-(t .21)-19 xr.o

3 IS. z---o

eorrisdr

4-. 20. -5-7( +
54-ep I :

ir.rio 2

=.-5 -25.16
16

X =
16

= 1.89/

1.99

8C-4.8911i-5 ( 1.83)-19- 0
28.5-9.48 -19 ;`). 0

correc+

17 s o &rancfard Torn"

a.=z, c.=17.

= NU-5)2.-4(2)(17)
2.(2.)

= ± p,f.1

4
5 3: ,r7iT-4-- Bu4. -1- be square

4 ro04- <4 a ne3a4-4ve

number I's tmposstble
our an6WEr mu54- 66, 42 re-al plumber.
4-his 9U0dra41C 691_1441On hoS n't) 601u1.- ton.

54*p S : simpircy)

#o -cirid

me-rb-orb
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WORD PROBLEMS AND QUADRATIC EQUATIONS

Consider the following problem:

One side of a rectangular opening of a heating pipe is 3 inches longer than
the other side. If the total cross sectional area is 70 square inches, find
the dimensions of the cross section.

Le+ L wid+1-1

11-16.1 L. 3+ of and +he ar&42 = LW, or 70.1-V4
Subt.+14u-i-in9 L 3+14 In +he expression Oar area you +se.
7o = (3 +w) (w) = 3v4+W2, 4-heri WI' 4. 3W-70=-o..S+aviclard
G = 1, br-3, S = 7o
W = 3 ( 3)Z 4 (t)(70)

2(1)

3 4. 9 -11----H50

v4. 177979-
z

W.-: 3 17, vs/ = 3-17

4./= 20v4 =
2

v.1= '7

Only the positive value makes sense. The answer is W = 7 inches.
Substituting back into the equation, L = 3 + W, L = 3 + 7, or L = 10.

.Check to see if LW = 70. It does.

rviERE IS J OST-

NO WAY THI5
CAN BE MINUS

24c'
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Solve the following word problems by using the quadratic
formula.

1. One side- of a rectangular plate is6 inches longer than the other. The
total area of the plate is 216 square inches. How long is each side?

Lcsi- L =lens% a4 red-angle-, and
v4= wt.:14i c rerckang te-

Tharri L=64-v4 and LW =216;
Sub64-s4-u4& L. +w 140 -E-he
ipression or area

V*1). VNI = 216 and 6 w + 21
4,w 216 = 0 sVanclard

a. I b. 6, c.,-216
W = ± 4(6r 4 ()X-21)

z
W = 3. +864 6 4..500

z
v61= 30 W .= 6-30

`N- 24 W= -36
2

= lz, W 18

Only the positive va,ue makes sense se, W = 12 inches. Substituting
back into the equation, L = 6 = 6 12, or L = 18 inches. Check
to see if LW = 216. It does.
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2. The cross sectional area of a rectangular duct must be 144 square inches.
If one side must be twice as long as the other, find the length of each
side.

Liz}- L = 4 - 6 , ion5 side and 4 1 r . .shor+ side-
Thrt L = 2 1, end LW r: 144 j 6ubs+4-u.14, L= 201 in--4, +6E-
Gxtpr4ssion -for Areo :

LA = 14-4, (zw)(w).-- 1444 , zv./ 2- = 144
2W 2.144 = a 01---... s.V.anelard -corm
a= 2 i b =c) C. 7: ''').#.4"

W = .Lc91 4.: Nl( C)1'4._.___._.46 #4)

2(2)
vy = i liiii.

4
.14 = 33.94 (rounded)

, V.,/ = 33.94 (rounded)
4 4

V4 = 8.49 (rounded) ) v4 = 8.49 (rounded)

Only the positive value makes sense so, W = 8.49 inches. Substituting
back into the equation, L = 2W, L = 2(8.49) = 16.98. Check to see if
LW = 144. It checks.

Now you can try some Shop Problems.

Fl WRING. 71-kiNG-5 OUT 1

2511
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. Your boss gave you a strip of sheet metal 14 inches wide. You must
make a rectangular duct with a cross sectional area of 12 square inches.
What will be the dimensions of the cross section? Look at Figure 2.

T
w
J... you should consider L largt-r

44iOn I.

L W

914: 14- n04-6 4-1104-

Figure 2: Rectangular duct. Find L and W.

2. The perimeter of, a piece of sheet metal is 288 inches. Your supervisor
asked you to find the length and width of the sheet. The length is 3
inches more than twice the width. Remember that the perimeter is 2L +
2W if L length and W width.

L

3. Your boss asked you to cut a 36-inch piece of steel rod into two pieces.
The longest piece should be 6 inches less than 4 times the length of the
short piece. What is the length of the long piece? What is the length
of the short piece?

Long piece Short piece

4. A customer buys 8 identical shims and 6 identical brackets for $16.80.
Another customer buys 6 of the shims and 8 of the brackets for $15.40.
How much does a bracket cost? How much doesa shim cost?

Shim cost Bracket cost

5. You wish to mix a 20% solution of cutting oil with a 5% solution of
cutting oil to get 2. gallohs of 10% solution of cutting oil. How many
gallons of each solution should be mixed? (Hint: Refer to example
problem No. 3 on page 19 of this Project Sheet.)

(;a7,:ons of 20' solution

Gallons or 5" solution

2 5 I
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6. You have a mixture of nuts and bolts which total 175. The number of
bolts is 25 more than twice the number of nuts. How many nuts and
bolts are there?

Nuts Bats

31 of 32

7. Your boss gives you the layout of a right triangle as shown in Figure 3.
You are to lay out a similar right triangle so that its area will be
twice the area of the given right triangle. Remember that the area of a
triangle is onehalf times its base times its height.

(A =
b

2

h
h b

hsni- : recoil 4-haf corr&spond ins stdes oc
similar +riongles are propor+ional

Figure 3: Area of siTilar triangle.

8. Your supervisor asked you to cut a piece of sheet metal such that the
length is 3 inches more than twice the width. The difference between
the length and width is 18 inches. What is the area? (Hint: First
find the length and width.)

Area

9. Here's a good practice problem. Although it may not be a shop problem,
it will make you use your abilities in translating English statements
into algebraic expressions. If 4 times the larger of two numbers is
added to 3 times the smaller, the result is 26. If three times the larger
is decreased by twice the smaller, the result is 11. Find the two numbers.

Large nr-.!-.er

3_225 2
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A. Your boss wants you to machine a channel as shown below in Figure 4.
The inside cross sectional area is to be 3 square inches. The inside
width of the channel is to be 12 times the inside height of the channel.
What are the dimensions of the inside width and the inside height?

Inside width - Inside height

Figure 4: Find inside width and height.

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

3-237
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SHOP GEOMETRY: PART 1

Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A protractor to measure the angles on
page 3.

3. A pen or pencil to answer the problems
in this Project Sheet.

0 Here's what you do:

Thies Prk_ject Sheet is about geometry. You will
learn about angles and their measurements. Youwill learn what a polygon is and how to find
the area and perimeter of differenI kinds ofpolygons. This Project Sheet will help you to
solve many shop problems using geometry.

1. Read and study the basic rules and form-
ulas on pages 2 to 31.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 32 to 35.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
record your score on your Student Train-
ing Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next ProjectSheet.

40 Here's how well you must do:

I. You must score 8 out of 10 correct on
the Shop Problems.

2. Y.0 must answer questions about this Pro-
ject Sheet to the approval of your Inst-
ructor.
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SHOP GEOMETRYPART I
ANGLE MEASUREMENT

2 of 35

An angle is a measure of the size of the opening between two intersectinglines. (Lines are said to intersect when they cross each other.) Thepoint of intersection (the place where they cross) is called the vertex,and the lines forming the opening are the sides.

N/41.4-ey.

An angle may be identified in any one of the following ways:

4 ASC or 4C.eA
4s.r-i-fot lei-kr In
he middle

4t
verri-ct
°II VI

644fir
4c
a 1e44-er or 'lumberpia inS id* 44 angle

As an example, the angle shown below may be named in four different ways:

1. 4 %,(z. (verl-ex le4-4-er in 44.1 middk)
2. 4 Y (ye.4- x 144-er anis()
3. 4 ZYX (4eri.ex 1644-er 1n -1-he middle)
4. u (14.4+er inside 44 angle)

Tne basic unit of measurement of

angle size is called the degree.

A degree is defined asyisth of

a circle. In other words, one full

circle equals 360 degrees. The

symbol for degree is °.

0

Fu 11

CirctE

;)

3-239
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The degree can be subdivided into smaller angle units known as minutes andseconds (which are not related to units of time). The symbol for minutesis ' (the same as the symbol for feet), and the symbol for seconds is "(thesame as the symbol for Inches).

1 degree or 1° = 60 minutes or 60'

1 minute or 1' = 60 seconds or 60"

An angle of 46 degrees 32 minutes and 14 *econds is written as 46°32'14".For your work in the metal trades the required accuracy is usually to thenearest degree, sometimes to the nearest minute, and very rarely to thenearest second.

You measure angles with a protractor. Below is a picture of one. It is quitesimple to measure angles with a protract°,. If you need help, ask your instructor for assistance.

To measure an angle, place the prom-actor over it so that the zero-degree
mark is linedup with one side-of the angle, and the center mark is on the vertex. Read the measurein degrees where the other side of the angle intersects the scale of the protractor.When reading an angle clockwise, use the upper scale and, when reading counter-clockwise, use the lower scale.

In the drawing. ..d.A OB should be read clockwise from the 0` mark on thee&A 0 B = 45'.

.eE0Dsbould be read counterclockwisefrom the 0" mark on the right .e,EOD = 60'.

,se your protractor to measure the following angles:

(1) 4o° (2) SA° (3) 103° (4) 1 I 6.
if- you do# clef +h °boat. ano4er5 ask 'c sr' )ns-truc4-or cor cts$14ormic
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4 ,.of 35FACTS ABOUT ANGLES

1. An acute angle is less than 90°.
2. An obtuse angle is more than 90°.
3. A right angle is 90°.
4. A straight angle is 180°.

&cu.).* AInsle

(less 44tan ger)

(AA-us* ansle
(monk 44 on se)

an3le

(equal h 901
sl.rcu514- anile

(61ual 41> me)

5. Two lines that meet in a right or 90 ° angle, are said to be perpendicular.
The symbol for perpendicular lines

6. The symbol for a right or 90° angle is

7. The sides of a straight or 180° angle make a straight line.

8. Two angles that add up to 90 ° are said to be complementary angles. (Forexample, 47° and 43° are complementary angles since 47° + 43° = 90°.)

9. Two angles that add up to 180° are said to be supplementary angles. (Forexample, 132° and 48° are supplementary angles since 132° + 48°. 1800.)

10. When two straight lines intersect, the opposite angles are equal and the
equal. (See below)

4 0 4 C (opp05.4-e angles}

4 a (Ve-14-1c41 anlies)

vertical angles are

nai-qc 4-6434 veriricol crupS can 040 6e
C.Cr1 51d fir& d 45 cflx,1516 a ri3 .

11. '1,nen two straight lines intersect, the adjacent angles tu..: angles witi:a common side) always add up 18C'. ;See below)

b 4 a 4- 44.6 ... tap' (41A,a and b are adjac.44.4.'s)
a c 4 b +.4. c.. = 180° (4- is b ond c tir6. adijaa-n4- .4:s)

4 c 4 48 .' lac° (4's c. a rsd 8 are adjacen+- 42s)
4 d +4 a = Ilso. (4' d and a are adjocenl. .4-'s)

1:. The interior angles of any triangle and up to 160°.
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13. Two lines that are always the same distance apart are parallei.of 35

14. When parallel lines are cut by a third line there are some special relationships between certain angles. When you know the facts about theserelationships you can figure out a lot about all the angles with justa little bit of information. As you read through the list cf facts below,locate each angle or pair of angles in the drawing.

rare Nei
lineS

4 .s c, d, e, f are called interior angles. They are inside or interior.to the parallel lines.

a, b, g, h are called exterior angles. They are outside or exteriorto the parallel lines.

4's c and fare called alternate interior angles. They are interior anglesthat are on opposite sides of line XY.

4's eland e are also called alternate
interior angles. They are interiorangles that are on opposite sides of the line XY.

44's a and h are called alternate exterior angles. They are exterior anglesthat are on opposite sides of the line XY.

b and g are also called alternate
exterior angles. They are exteriorangles that are on opposite sides of the line XY.

Here is the importance of the above definitions:

Alternate interior angles are equal.

,Y.c=4.f and 4d. 4e
Alternate exterior angles are equal.

4a= and 41,- g

Otner pairs cf equal angles can be proven:

2ca= 46, 4c = 4c,

3-242
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Use some of the above FACTS ABOUT ANGLES TO SOLVE THE

following problems:

1.
Given: Line segment AB is parallel to
CD. .Line segments AB and CD are cut by
line segment EF. (NOTE: A line segment
is part of a line.)

Find: 4p, 4q, 4r, 4s, 4t,4u, 4v.

a. 4p= 1100 , since 70° + sq= 180°.
b. 21.q= 110°, since pand qare opposite angles.
c.4 r= 70°, since ,iris opposite the 70° angle.
d. 148= 70°, since Ls= .4.r(alternate interior angles).
e..4t= 110°, since 4t= 4.q(alternate interior angles).
f.4u= 110°, since Au= 4p(alternate exterior angles).

V = 70°, since 414+ Alp= 180°.

2. Given: Set of parallel line cut by a third line.

Find: Angles z, L, s, u, t, w

a.4z= 140° (straight angle = 180°)

b. 4 y= 140° (opposite angles are equal)
c. 24.s= 40° (opposite angles are equal)

d.2c.t<= 40° (alternate interior angles

are equal)

e. 2c.t= 140° (alternate interior angles

are equal)

1.4r= 40° (alternate exterior angles

are equal)

g.41..= 140° (alternate exzericr angles

are equal;



a. Find all the indicated angles shown in the diagram below.

(a)

7 of 35

4 p = 30° (s4rots4 &Iles= 180`).4w. So' (34.ro)34on51es .. sae)
4 ci ... So° (oppossi-v, angles or 6quol)

4e= I8o'-(23°4- zee)
4 E. = 180°-- 43.4 E 0 13746

4. A ....= 180°- (.4.6'Iz.'58"r-i- 7364'52") ..4 A = 180'- 46° i 2: SS"

+ 73'4 32"
1 t9 °58' 90"

:.-- 1 iDs 58=1- (1'50") = !19"54'34''
4 A - Me- i Is" 59' So" I= 179 ° 59' Go" 1146 4.61- 180° 173.59'60.

119.59 30"
.. .1=\7-t (:.0° e 30", or 4.k.- boe 50"

2G113-244



PLANE FIGURES; AREA AND PERIMETER
8 of 35

A polygon is a closed plane figure containing three or more angles and boundedby three or more straight sides. The word "polygon" means many sides. Thefollowing figures are polygons:

A figure with a curved side is not a polygon.

"Th5. ors no4- polygons

It is important for every metal trades worker to understand polygons. Inthis section you will learn how to identify the parts of a polygon, recognizethe different kinds of polygons, and compute the perimetrzr and area of anypolygon.

In the general polygon shown in Figure 1 below, each vortex (or corner) islabeled with a letter A, B, C, D, and E. The polygon is simply named polygonABCDE.

sier4'X ket

Zta5ortai A

Figure .7: /. genera:

3-245
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9 of 35The sides of the polygon are named by the line
segments that form each side:AB, BC. CD; and so on. Notice that a bar placed over the letters to in-dicate a side.

The diagonals of a polygon are the line segments connectinL nonconsecutivevertices (vertices that are not next to each other) such as,AC and AD. Theseare shown as dotted lines in Figure 1 on page 8. Look at Figure 1 again.

In.the sketch below, identify all the sides, vertices, and diagonalsof the given polygon

U
V

4. ti r4 [cEs

2. Sicies:
4J 03, , vsig XY, YZ, ZU

3. bto9onais :

7X 7;, VZ, 67,/, a, 6774
ZAW

The most important polygon measurements you will find in practical
shop problems

are the perimeter and the area. The perimeter is the distance around theoutside of the polygon. The perimeter of any polygon is found by adding thelengths of tne sides.

In the polygon KLEN the perimeter is3" 4. 4 "+ 6" 5 "= 18".

The perimeter is a length, so it haslength units, in this case, inches.

Adding up the lengths of the sides will always give you the perimeter of
a polygon. Finding the area is a little more complicated. There are some
handy formulas you can use to calculate the area of a polygon. Before you
can use these formulas, yo,; must learn to identify the different types ofpolygons. First look at the quadrilateral

cr four-sided polygon.

3-246
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The first type of quadrilateral is a parallelogram. In a parallelogram the
sides opposite each other are parallel and equal in length. Look at the sketch
below:

The 6e side's ore
?ors) It &f anti Tic

itren

-rte stilts ore
016o paratlia and
equal in n544%

E 7'
Figure EFHG at the right is a rectangle, a

parallelogram in which the four corner angles
are right angles. The h... symbol at the vertices 41
means right angles. Such a reGtangle is a

parallelogram because opposite sides are equal
and parallel.

4.w
.3

L .4 Pn

4-rn

7'

Fibre IJKL at the left is a square,
yrectangle with all sides equal.

4.,

parallel. MP and NO are not.
bu nof era'

Figure Fil0P at the right is a trapezoid.---0.

and two nonparallel sides. M} and OP are ThOril"p4arS414111:1

A trapezoid contains two parallel sides

'; a fcLr-siced pclygon has none of the
above special features--nc parallel sides--
.e call it a quadrilateral. QRST to thee
lef is-4?,suacrilaceral.
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RECTANGLES

The area of any plane figure is the number of square units of surface withinthe figure.

For example, in the rectangle shown below:

5$1

DEIDEE -- EP'
OODE '
1:100E
OEDEJ

you can divide the surface
into exactly 20 small squares, each one inch ona side. By counting squares you can see that the area of this 4-inch by 5-inchrectangle contains 20 square inches. Twenty square inches can be abbreviated.20 sq. in, or 20 ina.

Of course, there is no need to draw lines and count squares in such a basic.manner. You can find the area by multiplying the two dimensions of the rectangleLook at Figure 2.

Aria% trl;

rec4ensit A = 1-41.n34-h x wi d+6

I-40------ L.,-----04
ibitek

Figure 2: Area of a rectangle.

Another example:

rind the area of rectangle EFGh.

L = 9 inches

W = 5 inches

A, area = LW = (9 in)(5 in)

A = 45 sq in

a 9"

i-t

17 F

5"

G

The formula is easy to use, but be careful' It is only good for rectangles.If you use this formula with a different polygon, you will not get the correctanswer.

3.248
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The formula A = LW may also be used to find L or W when the other quantitiesare known. As you learned in Algebra I and Algebra II, the following formulasare all equivalent:

A = LW L= A
1,4 = A

W
For example, a sheet metal worker must build a heating duct in which a rectanglular vent 6" high must have the same area as a rectangular opening8" by 9". Find the length of the vent. Look at the sketch below.

L

6"
Arco of. MG
°inn in3 is 4 ir

A= 81 x S" = 72 sci.

TS,* I.En3A

4.6e. venf is Ls A

1...= 72 sei.tn. >^ iz
lb in.

Another formula that you will need to know for many types of shop problemsis for finding the perimeter of a rectangle if you know its length and width.Look at Figure 3.

Pert

of. a reckonsie P L ZNe4

L

Figure 3: Perimeter of a rectangZe.
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Work through these problems on areas and perimeters
rectangles.

, 13 of 35

1. Find the area and perimeter of the rectangles shown below:

Yap

(g)

va

(a) A = LW
A = (8")(6")
A = 48 sq in

(b) A = LW
A = (43")(12")

A = 516 sq in

410

P = 21. 4. 2W

P = 2(8") + 2(6")
P = 16" + 12"
P = 2j in

P= 2L + 2W
P = 2(43") + 2(12")
P = 86"4. 24"

P = 110 in

(c) A = LW P = 2L + 2W
A = (9.667 yd)(2.667 yd) P = 2(9.667 yd) - 2(2.667 yd)
A = 25.78 sq yd P = 19.33 yd + 5.33 yd

P = 24.67 yd

(d) A = LW

A = (1.8 m)(1.8 m)
A = 3.24 sq m

P= 2L + 2W
P = 2(1.8 m) + 2(1.8 m)
P = 3.6 m + 3.6 m
P = 7.2 m

(d)

NOTE: in problem (d) above, the rectangle is a special rectangle--a square.Look at Figure 4 below.

Area o4 a square, ka.
Purlrne4-cr 0+ 0 square, P

$
Figure 4: Perimeter and area of a square.

3 -250 266
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From Figure 4 on page 13 you can find the side of a square if you knowthe area.

S
t
= A Solve for S

= -,*---Take the square root of both sides
of the equation.

= ,17

PARALLELOGRAMS

You should remember that a parallelogram is a four-sided figure whoseopposite pairs of sides are equal and parallel. Here are some parallel-ograms.

-Th4sAm poiygonS are
all pare: i tat o3r. riftS .

To find the area of a parallelogram use the following formula inFigure 5.

40-4.4 c4 o porta itet clrorn

A=61-1

411124

Figure 6: Area of a parallelogram.

NOTE: You do not use only the length of a side tc find the area of aparallelogram. The height h is the perpendicular distance be-tween the parallel sides at top and bottom. The height h isperpendicular to the base t.

For example, in parallelogram CDBA the base is
7 Rand the height is 10 ". Find its area.

First: Write the formula A = bh
fl ,Second: Substitute given values: A = (7")(162A)

Third: Calculate the area A = 70 sq In

Notice that you ignore the slant height 12 inches.

3-251
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Now, find the area of the parallelogram shown below. Be sure you use
the correct dimensions.

to cm

Try another example:

Area = bh

A = (18 cm)(20 cm)

A = 360 sq cm

Area = bh

A = (24 cm)(15 cm,

A = 360 sq cm

TRAPEZOIDS

A trapezoid is a foursided figure with only one pair of sidesparallel. Here are some trapezoids:

To find the area of a trapezoid, use the formula shown in Figure 6.

Ar60 of a 4-rapezo)d,

A= 6 (bi+ )2)
2..

or

4va,

Iwailel
st it.

Figure 6: Area of a trapezoid.

3-252
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The factor 01 + 700 is the average length of the two parallel sides b,

and b1' The height his the perpendicular distance between the two

parallel sides bi and b2. For example, find the area of a trapezoid-.

shaped piece of metal as shown below.

Tk para !lel sides, b, and ba9 have
lensfhs o 7" and t2." +ht. he,s3v4-
cs Gn. 'Mtn;

A. tbl+ b2.) h ./7"4-zz)4"
Z

=an G" (9.5")b"
Z.

A' sci in
EXAMPLE PROBLFKR: Work through the example problems below and find the

area and perimeter of each of the following trapezoids.

20,0

2.4"

(a)

(a) A.(8+ 26°)1e
z. (4)12."

=(t7"))2" )"-f-
8"1.15"-1-26"

Au 204 sq tit P GS In

(b)

19m

19 (ei

(6) A= (4rn +19m) 2Orn
2. /

A=(11Srn)2orn
A= 2.3O act

(23 rn) 20m
\ 2

P + 2Dm + l.9 rn 25 m
P; CD6 yr

(c) A = (VD el 4- 53 -d) tSyci ciIsy

4%,.(24..5y4)18ycl
A'441 49 yd

1(yci + 19 yei 4- SS ycl + 21 yd
P. 89)/0,1

3-253
0,,
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TRIANGLES

A triangle is a polygon with three sides. It is the most simple of allplane figures.

thnit

amp&

Just as there are several varieties of foursided figures--squares,rectangles, parallelograms, and trapezoids--there are several varietiesof triangles. With triangles, one formula can be used to find area.First you need to know how to identify the many kinds of trianglesthat will appear in your shop work.

An equilateral triangle is one in which all three sides have the samelength. An equilateral triangle is also equiangular. When three sidesare equal, the three angles are also equal. Each angle of an equilateral triangle will equal be since the sum of the three angles of anytriangle equal 18e.

Elutiakbee() 4 utangulor
4-riartgle

An isosceles triangle is one in which two of the three sides are equal.It is always true that the two angles opposite the equal sides arealways equal.

istdes

12

6
fwo 6qucal angiCS-

3-254
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A right triangle contains a 90-degree angle. Two of the sides are per-
pendicular to each other. The longest side of a right triangle is al-
ways the side opposite to the right angle. This side is called the
hypotenuse.

r- Inypailsnust

2t3114-

Than3k

rish4- an5it

A scalene triangle is one in which no sides are equal. A right triangle
can be a scalene triangle.

Sullen*.
'ana n3146

Identify the triangles shown below as equalateral, isosceles, or sca-
lene. Also name the ones that are right triangles.

6.25'

(a)

(d)

(B)

(e)

( c )

944i
Check your answers with the list on the next4pege.

3-255
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(a) scalene all sides are unequal
(b) equilateral all sides are equal
(c) isosceles two sides are equal
(d) isosceles two sides are equal
(e) equilateral two angles equal 60° so the third angle must

equal 60° since 3 X 60 °= 180°. Therefore, all
angles are equal.

(f) scalene all sides are unequal
(a) is also a right triangle since one of the angles is labeled LL_which means right angle.
(d) is also a right triangle. Two of the angles total 90° (45°+ 45°) so the third angle must equal 90 ° since all three

angles must add up to 180.

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

The Pythagorean Theorem is a rule or formula that allows you tocalculate the length of one side of a right triangle when you knowthe lengths of the other two sides. This formula is named after Pythagoras, an ancient Creek mathematician. Look at Figure 7.

Figure ?: Pythagorean
Theorem: For any right
triangle, the square of the
hypotenuse is equal to the
sum of the squares of the
other two sides.

You can use this formula to solve many different types of shop problems. For example, in the sketch below, find the unknown length ofa triangular piece of sheet metal.

T
9/

'Find C. Since C. Is 4-41t 6ype4-&nuse.,
(izOI f (91)2.

= 14469 +81 s,9
225 sti f4

C 1225 f-4-

3-256 2 72
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This rule may be used to find any of the three sides of a right tri-
angle if the other two sides are given. The basic formula c2-= at + b'-can be rewritten as:

c = J;;717 a= c2- b

Remember: This is only true for a right triangle--a triangle with aright or 90 'angle.

Solve the following problem:

A carpenter wants to use a
12-foot ladder to reach the
top of a 10-foot wall. 11...w

far must the foot of the ladder
be from the base of the wall?

See below:

USG. 44 re 'car Mut a a = 4-hen

A := (12/r- (101)1
(14-i 69+4-) - (10o -c+)

:= 1-4 69-14
G T-4- (rounded)

EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Work through the following problems using the Pytha-
gorean Theorem.

1. What is the distance between the center of two pulleys if one £s
placed 9" to the left an0 6" above the other?

3-257
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2. chat is the length of the horizontal dimension on the blueprint
of a piece of sheet metal with three holes drilled as shown?

ZSOPIIIM1

48ritpn

? 01

b. 7.2,----at

J(48.nrnr (25nernr
\r23.04 tintn't mrn2"

..-4167.9rirfo-
b = 40.98 r# (rounded)

3. What is the missing dimension x in the sketch of a taper punchshown below?

"Firs+1 4'3:34 chmtnslon
% 46r262-

,N1 (2.6(2.0")%
a ,4

T
6.2Sin2.-4-,nom.

z: 2.2S in
1. in 44ien

b = a - 0 .15"
b =1.5in -0.(5-m
b 1.3", +hen find x

2b
Z(1.35)= 2.7o In

a

(NNE

Two
Tiger

3-Zta A



OtiE SPECIAL TRIANGLES

(I)
+nongle

CZ) 40.--40*-So"
froanglt

a

a.

AREA OF A TRIANGLE

,A7

22 of 35

If you
legs 3

units

draw

units,
long,

a

4

it

triangle
units
will

with
and 5

always
be a right triangle.

In a triangle with angles 30°,
60° , and 90° , the shortest
side will always be exactly
one-half the longest side.
Side bis about 1.732a.

If the two legs of a right
triangle are equal, the angles
will be 45 e, 45° , and 90° .

The hypotenuse c will be
times the length of the

other side. This kind of a
triangle is called a right-
isosceles triangle.

hypotenuse c =

e 1.4a(rounded)

The area of any triangle, no matter what its size or shape, can befound by using the same simple formula. Look at Figure 8.

Arta (4 a 1-nan9le

Area, 61-1 or
2 '

Arbk
2

Figure 8: Area of a triangle. 275
3-259
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Fcr example in the triangle below, the base is 13"and the height is8 Applying the formula,

Area =
2

=(t318")

A=

A . 52

Of course the base does not
need to be the bottom of

the triangle. Use any side
of the triangle as the base,
but be certain the height
you use is perpendicular
to that base. For example
in'the triangle at the 1
right:

20 ern

b= 25cm
16c-rn

Area (25X1G)

= 200 cm 2'

In some triangles the height may not be given directly and some addi-tional math must be done 'to 'find the area. For example, find the areaof the isosceles triangle shown below:

3 5

s104-4. +ha+ The 61364-
o; an Isosceles +rtangle
awicies the base irt4o

4-vvo equal parts

)/0%./ mu s+ -cirs+ Arid +6e kelskl- by
using osonon Theore.rti

4731:7§-

h=am
= 8.5 (rounded)

Novo -Cind +6e 4ea
A . bk

2

A = I (6)(8.5) = 25.5

3-260
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In general, to find the area of an isosceles triangle, use the following
formula. Look at Figure 9.

Arg of an isesc 165 `T'r'iangle

kkrea, As. _1_ b ice--
(b2

\2

or A =
4

1

Figure 9: Area of an isosceles Triangle.

For example: A piece of sheer metal is shaped like an isosceles triangleas shown below. Find the area.

6"

i\=1.6 10-L-042'

A
2 I

= 317679
A =34T

tlq in

For the area of an equilateral triangle, the formula shown in Figure 10can be used.

Area of- an aqui! c4-erol
-Triangle

A IT 617-

4
A = 0.433 0,7- (rounded)

Figure ZO: Area cf an ea-ai:ater^Z trian.aZe.

2-7,
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i
EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Find the areas of the different triangles shown below,

Use the triangle area formulas you have just learned.

0
A=2..b.h

2

A. 15%19

A. 141.3 slin

HERO'S FORMULA

3m

£2 m

Bin

(z)
2. A= 2-66

2-

A =8'10

A=4osin,

(3)
3. A -? jat-alz

A

'21
.S2.1(8.5) - (4.)2"

Ar. 352725-9
A .5 t7.72.--5--

4. 23.86 sri 4 (rounded)

faya

(4-)

4. = .4S5 a'
hk :A-33(6)1
A ::.453 (30
A

(reundtd)

It is possible to find the area cf any trian -',. f,om the lengths of its
sides. The formula that tells you how was developed nearly 2000 years ago
by Hero, a Greek mathematician. It looks like a difficult formula and you
may feel like a hero when you learn how to use it. Look at Figure
11.

r Example :

Area = A(;174)(s-b)(s-c.) where

ca1164::1 +he 1-i alc-perime4-&r

fir6+: 5+E-1-7 = 9
z

A = .5(9-7)(99-s)
A = /.79CLT----K40
A :-.Nr2V,

A = '4.7 61 in (rm4nciecl)

2.10

Figure Hero's Formuio

3-262
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REGULAR POLYGONS

A polygon is a plane geometric figure with three or more sides. A regular
polygon is one in which all sides are the same length and all angles areequal. The equilateral triangle and the square are both regular polygons.

G.

S
90° 93

S

9O 90°
S

A fivesided regular polygon is called a pentagon.

The regular hexagon is a sixsided polygon in which each interior angleis 120° and all sides are the same length.

If you draw the three diagonals, six equilateral
triangles are formed. Since the formula for the
area of an equilateral triangle is 0.433a%.the
area of a hexagon will be six times 0.433a, or

Area, A = 2.598a (rounded)

For example, X
= 6 cm, A = 2.598(6)

A = 2.598(35)

A = 93.5 sq cm(rounded)

limEirlions 0-; a 06140.90n
d = disl-onek across COrnc.rs
d_ 24.1 or a. sr o.Soi

4.= cits.4*anc.& az.roS cia.k
4'= 1,7320 (aprt-,.%);.), or a = 0.6-77.f (approi)

3-263 27j
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For example, a hex nut has a sloe length of ;7 inch. From the following
list of wrenches pick the smallest size wrench that will fit the nut:O (a) 1." (b) (C) 7° (d) 1."

(6..)

S "

4 8 16

Lock at the sketch below: f = l.732c

f = 1.732(.25)

f = C.433"

Converting the given fractions to
decimals you get:

P it 0

(a)
I

0.2 (1.11,) 3 = 0,375
)

(c) = 0.'45754
41,

(d) = 0.5", s% 0.625"
2 8

17"
Therefore the 7; wrench is the
smallest size that will fit.

3-264
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IRREGULAR POLYGONS

Many times the shapes of polygons that appear in practical work are not
the simple geometric figures that you have seen so far. The easiest way
to work with irregular polygon shapes is to divide them into simpler,
more familiar figures. Look at the L-shaped figure shown below:

`There ore 4oio ways #o
le

4Ind 4i.ve area 4 44 Shari

MeAhod - Ad:AA-ion t164-604 Su64racirion

METHOD I

By drawing the dotted line, the
figure is divided into two
rectangles, I and II.

Total

METHOD II

In this method, subtract the area of
the small rectangle I from the area of
the large rectangle II.
Total Area = Area II - Area Iarea = Atea I + Area II

A = (22)(19) - (10)(13)A = (22)(6) + (13)(12)
A = 418 - 130 = 288 sq inA = 132 4 156

A = 288 sq in

3-265
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Find the area of the shape shown below:

4

ss'

You may want to try to divide the figure into two triangles as shown by
the dotted line, but that would be impossible because of the given dimen
sions.

The only method you can use is to subtract triangle I from triangle II.

-11-Ians4c Y is L1 ABC
Triary16 M It ADC-

Area DI At a 66 .(3)(6) r S9 f144
2. 2

Atirct &IL c n(35)(161 .2(04-.s9z z
Area cri- shape Arta Off -Arta

A = 264 s i 4+ -99 11{}
c. 1GS 69
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Find the area ,of the shape below.

You right have been tempted to cut the figure into 5 shapes as shown on
the right. This would work, but there is a much easier way. Look at the
sketch below. Did you think of finding the area this way? You only need
to ,:omput4 three areas and then subtract II and III from the area of I.

-r64-cal Arto.=At-6o-I-AmalE-ikred=
Ar&a...94)1- iso- los

A = 94,1- (iso-108)
A .944 - 258 A=47+148

2-

mh&ou4-sicit r644an51f5 4MIRO:

;'15010e:E: base = 6+ $7+8=

8-tei- 15 se -3)

Area= kb= (31X5i)
A= 9k.1 sci

Fi9ur4 ar: bask.= so

A= kb. (io)(15)

15049 in

Fisur6 (TrapEcloict)

baS661:r t7 and 10

h618114-.. 8

A = (6,+62..)

A = 7o3 in

2.

t1/4.7(z/N= 108 ssin
You can easily see that when working with complex figures, neatness will
help you to eliminate mistakes. Now you can try some more example problems.

2° (-)
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Work through :he following problems and find the area
of each shape shown.

Make 4-eva equal 4-raper...a4ds (nand rir) and one
cian3le (4.

14/- i4-. PT% -01

shapt- Area a Z Area T., 4 Arta Ii
A=2(b,+b2)h+ bh

A r. Z.(8.5 4 t4.S)7.1i, (8.5)(3)
Z

A = 23(70-K8-4(s)
Pv. 200.3 sq m

-640 equal Equrdahral +mangles
Aria o c shape .z (Arfka ivri)
U4s. -1-ht area Tormula Tor ec.441a4-eral 4rion,34-5Ara shape = 2. (c)-455

A = z (0.4z5)(Gs9
A 2(0.453)(5.Q
A = 3t.Z 9;4- (pounded)

12'

P4ake -two rec4ran91 and ont A-raper-Dui
shape At-4=Artai+ Arear

4 Area 3Ir

st

I 341

II'

II, It k)2.

h

7s,

NOW YOU CAN DO SOME SHOP PROBLEMS.

Area 1=0.4.o) sq4, (22)C1 i)= 24Z ser,
ko-k a n = 1-) }.1= 75(Iz.-Hi) .52

2. b, .40-te 24.
4= s-z bz=22-14. a

4X52) =832 si T-1
-Olen i oEal Area = Arevxt ArealEt 4rea./IE

A= 1E0+24-2+83Z
A c iss+ Isqf4-

3-268 2 s ,e±
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. In the piece of steel shown in the sketch below, your boss has asked
you to drill four 4-inch diameter holes, spaced at equal intervals
around a 12-inch diameter inner circle. You must find the dimension
S. HINT: Use the Pythagorean Theorem.

Distance S

A I

2. You have circular bar stock with diameters of 2", 14", ri", ii", and
1". If you must mill a square rod with dimensions 1" by 1", which
diameter circular rod do you choose' Look at the sketch below.

Diameter of bar stock

it
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3. You have finished machining a pattern gage as shown in the sketch
below. You must find the area of the gage in order to know how muchto charge for material. What is the ,,rea?

Area

Z. You have milled a triangular gage
as shown below. You need to know
the area to the nearest thousandth
of a square millimeter. (Remember,
if you need to know the answer to
the nearest thousandth--three
decimal places--you need to do all
your figuring to four decimal
places or more and then round t
three decimal places.)

HINT: Use Hero's formula shown on
page 25, Figure 11 cf this
Project Sheet.

.65 - "2.2.

4.1mm

Area

.9 . S ret rii

5. Your boss gives you the sketch of a gage pattern that you must cuta d grind to close tolerance. To wake this gage pattern, you need toknow the missing dimensions and the area to the closest thousandth ofan inch. Look at the sketch below and find the area A and the missing
dimensions x, s, and h.
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6. Your supervisor wants you to machine a
pentagon-shaped gage as a part of a
fixture. You need to find the missing
dimension s, the perimeter, and the
area. Look at the sketch on the right.

Perimeter

Area
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7. You need to mill a hexagonal shape from circular bar stock. You havea selection of stock with diameters of 1.75", 1.5", 1.375", 1.25" and0.75". If you minimise your waste, which diameter of circular barstock is best ro use? Look at the sketch below.

/11,14.: 60k cajt

pass 26 ac 4-his
ProjEc..4- She.64-

Diameter of bar stock

8. You have just finished cutting and machining a pattern. Look at thesketch below. If your boss charges his customers a total fee of $8.75per square incl, for this type of maaine work, how much does hecharge for ,_he vou 1-ave made'

.4 0

2.0"

Cost

27s"

0 7s

.5 "
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9. Your boss has given you the job of r"chining a taper punch. You must
find the missing dimensi n L on them sketch shown below before you
can do the )c-b.

6,,

L

r.

10. Look at the sketch below. You must find the radius R of the circular
wheel with center at 0. You have placed two round pins with centers
at A and B and radii of 0.5 inches. With a micrometer, you then very
accurately m-asure the distance a and find it to be 8 inches. With
the above 0 -n dimensions, what is the radius R?

R

0

au

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

2S
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PROJECT 5

SHOP GEOMETRY: PART 2

0 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the Shop Prob-
lems in this Project Sheet.

0 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will learn more
about Geometry. You will learn about circles
and many rules that relate to circles. You will
learn about solid figures including prisms, pyra-
mids, frustrums, cones, cylinders and spheres.
You will learn to find the areas of circles.
You will also learn to find the surface area
and the volume of solid figures. The information
in this Project Sheet will help you solve many
shop problems using Geometry.

1 Read and study pages 2 to 33 of this
Project Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 34 to 37.

3. Have your Instructor check your workand record your score on your Student
Training Record.

4. Ask your instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

0 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must score 8 out of 10 correct on
the Shop Problems.
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SHOP GEOMETRY: PART 2

CIRCLES

2 of 37

A circle is probably the most familiar and the simplest plane figure. A circle
is the geometric shape that is most often used in shop work. The definition
of a circle is: A closed curve with every point on the curve an equal distance
from a point interior to the closed curve. You don't have to remember that
definition. You do have to remember the sketch and the definition shown below.

r = radius Radius is the distance
from the center point 0
of the circle to any point
on the circle.

d = diameter Diameter is the straight
line distance across the
circle through the center
point O.

c = circumference Circumference is the dis
tance around the circle.
The circumference of a cir
cle is similar to the peri
meter of a polygon.

For all circles the ratio of the cirumference to the diameter is always the
same number. That means that the relationship between the distance around a
circle and the distance across the circle will always be the same number.

circumference
diameter = 3.14159... =1I

The value of this ratio has been given the
label )the Greek letter pi. The value of pi is
approximately 3.14, but the number has no simple
decimal form. The digits continue without ending
or repeating. For most practical work use TT =
3.1416.

Remember: Pi has no dimensions or units. Pi
is a ratio.

The relationships between radius, diamter, and circumference are shown in
Figure 1 below:

CIrcle fornnulOS

JIOnne.kr of 0 ardf, ei=2r

Or r=ci

Ctrcumftrc-nce of o circi* C Ira
or C ZIT-r ,

Figure

23;2.
-276
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. Your boss wants you to know the radius and circumference of a hole you
3"

have drilled with a 2-4 drill.

3" 3"A
4 4

drill has a diameter of or 0.75".

The radius r = d
=

0.75
2 2

r = 0.375" radius

The circumference c = iT d = 3.1416 (0.75)
c = 2.3562"..0----circumference

2. You must bend a piece of sheet metal into a circular tube having a diameter
of 3.25 feet. What is the required length of sheet metal?

The length of the sheet metal will equal the circumference,

so c = d
c = (3.1416) (3.25)
c = 10.2102 ft.

3. You must space 8 bolts equally around a circular steel plate at a radiusof 9 inches. What must be the spacing between the bolt holes along thecurve? Look at the sketch below.

Ctrcum-ference C=11-8 Zr

c-Ir(29)=-Tr(i8)
C= S.11-16 (18)
C = 56.5488

611-Ice 4ke spocin9 8164-ance S
equals oc +he circumferences-,8

C 6-4.5488

S.= 7.0686"

O
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FINDING PARTS OF CIRCLES

As a sheet metal worker or machinist, you will be required to find the lengthsof portions of circles. A common problem is to find the length of somethingthat is partly curved and partly straight.

When you calculate the length of a curved section of metal, you mustremember that the material on the inside of the curve is compressed(smaller) and the material on the outside is stretched. Therefore, you mustcalculate the length along a neutral axis. Look at the sketch below.

c =714 = 2:rrr
2. ( C) = 1 (zrrr) . Trr
4- 4 2.

c, Tr r . (5142.5) = 5. e 3"
4 2 2

Ilk

The inside radius is 2". The stock
is 1" thick. Therefore, the midline
or neutral axis has a radius of 2.5".

The curved section of the bar is
one-quarter of a circle so the curved
section is one-fourth of C.

Then the total length will be the sum of the two straight segments and the
Curved segment.

Length L = 3" + 2" + 3.93"
L = 8.93"

3-278
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EXAMPLE PROBLEMS

1. Find the length of Cie ornamental piece of iro.r: grill nc,cle., t) bend t!le
shape shown in the sketch below.

a. +h upper curved sechron:
radius 4-1-1e.neuIrraf

=-4 + 0.25 4.25,"
bal.( 0-c ctrcunreerence is ;

(271-r),.. -rrr = 3.1414. (4.2S)
2 2

c. c3.3S" (rounded)

.b. lower cur./eel 5c-c.+Ion :

radius of -the n6u4-rol axis
1-= 3.5+c.25
4kre - -cow rThs erc -the crc.um-14..r6nce

3 C. 3 (.zirr) (3.t4-16)(3.75)
1- 4

.4-
3 c 17 4.7"4 CroUn clECO

c. tckai len34-k = ...Sum of si-raisk-i- piece
p1(.46 curvE.-cl s6c-i-lons a and b about.

L= 13.3.5"-4-- 17.67"
L 37.02."
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2. Find the length of round stock needed to form the Ushaped form shown in
the sketch below.

FINDING THE AREA OF A CIRCLE

Q. -146 4-rio 64T4131.4' .6ec.kions

L. sc...g.tc, L 62"

b. -4416 10046r curved serAion :
rodius 4416 rteu+roi axis is
18.64_ 5 = x.ZS +.15 = 10.0"
2 z

Circunvc"erenCe = 27r? half 4 1-11e

eircumft-renc& =Irr = 6.1410. (10)

31.4/4."

c. +ofal length &Nal Sum of a and b
abo46

L.= 62 + 31A-16z 6,5.4.16"

To find the area of a circle, use the formulas shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2: Area of a circle.

29i;



EXAMPLE PROBLEMS I
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1. How much sheet metal is needed to make a circular metal table top with a
diameter of 24 inches? Look at the sketch below:

0\1:: TreZ 0.7851-c42-
4

A = 0.7854 (z42)

452. '5904-1 sti in

2. What is the area of the largest circle that can be cut from a square
piece of sheet metal 4 feet 6 inches on a side? Round your answer to the
nearest hundredth. Look at the sketch below:

A = TEE 1
4

4'6" = 0.7854 (4.5 2) no4-6 : 4fe. 4.5'
A- 0.785+ (Zo. Z5)
A = 15.90 sci 44- (rounded)

Iwo-- 4' 4," 1.1

A circular ring is defined as the area between two concentric circles. Two
circles are concentric when they have the same center point but different
radii. A washer is a ring. So is the crosssection of a pipe or a cylinder.

To find the area of a circular ring, subtract the area of the inner circle
from the area of the outer circle. Use the formula shown in Figure 3.

OT o rt rt

Arcva = Arr 0; C)144-6r circle

rn s Ora o-1 inner cord&
#6\ rtra Tre---irpz = Tr (R.1.-r9
or A = ircV. = -Tr (E-ci

4 al'

A 11= 0.78+5 ( 2.)

Figure 3: Area of a ring.
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For example, to find the cross-sectional area of the wall of a steel pipe
whose inside diameter (i.d.) is 8 inches and whose outside diamter (o.d.) is
8.5 inches, substitute D = 8.5" and d = 8" into the second formula. Look at
the sketch below:

A =
1
-0.1416)(8.52' 82)4

A = (0.7854) (72.25 - 64)

A = (0.7854)(8.25)

A = 6.48 sq in (rounded)

IT
Notice that

4--rounded to four decimal places
is 0.7854.

Also notice that the diameters are squared
. first and then the results subtracted.

IEXAMPLE PROBLEMS I

1. What is the cross-sectional area of a steel collar 0.6 cm thick with an
inside diameter of 9.4 cm? Look at the sketch below:

0.6 cm

/
2. For a cross section of a pipe with an i.d. of 8 inches, how much more

material is needed to make the pipe 0.5 inches thick than tc make it
0.375 inches thick?

i.d. = 9.4
o.d. = 9.4 + 0.6 4 0.6 = 10.6

A = 0.7854(10.61 - 9.4w)
A = 0.7854(112.36 - 88.36)

A = 18.85 cm (rounded)

a. 0.5" thick
A = 0.7854(91- 81)
A = 0.7854(81 - 64)
A = 0.7854(17)

A = 13.35 sq in (rounded)

b. o.375" thick
A = 0.7854(8.75 - 8 )

A = 0.7854(76.5625 - 64)
A = 0.7854(12.5625)

A = 9.87 sq in (rounded)

Cross-sectional area of a pipe 0.5" thick = 13.35 sq in.
Cross-sectional area of a pipe 0.375" thick = 9.87 sq in.
Material difference = 13.35 sq in - 9.87 sq in

= 3.48 sq in.

3-28R96
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OTHER TERMS AND RULES RELATING TO CIRCLES

So far, you have learned about radii, diameters, circumferences, and areasof circles. In shop work, there a :e other definitions and
formulas you willneed to know. Look at Figure 4.

Figure 4: Terms relating
to a circle.

1. The straight line joining the points C
and D is called a chord of a circle.

2. The distance on the circle between C
and D is an arc of the circle and is
sometimes written as CD.

3. The shaded area between the arc and the
chord is called a segment.

4. The area of the segment plus the area of
the triangle OCD is called the sector COD.

5. A line outside a circle which touches
the circle at only one place is called a
tangent line. In the sketch at the left,
line AB is tangent to tht circle atpoint T. Point T is called a point of
tangency.

Look at Figure 5 to see further terms relating to a circle.

1. A central angle is an angle whose vertexis at the center of the circle and whose
sides are radii of the circle. In Figure
5, angle DOE is a central angle.

2. An angle drawn inside a circle with its
vertex on the circumference

is called an
inscribed angle. In Figure 5, angle ABC
is an inscribed angle.

3. Both central angles and inscribed anglesare said to intercept the arcs between
their sides. For example central angleDOE intercepts the arc DE and inscribed
angle ABC intercepts the arc AC.Figure 5: More terms

relating to circles.
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RULE 1: A line drawn tangent to a given circle is perpendicular to the
radius drawn to the point of tangency; conversely, a line perpendi-
cular to a radius at its extremity (where it touches the circle),
is tangent to the circle. Look at Figure 6.

Figure 6: Rule 1.

ss

Line AB is tangent to circle 0, then
line AB is perpendicular to the radius r
at the point of tangency C.

Conversely: Line ED is drawn perpendi-
cular to radius r at its extremity (point
F), then line ED is tangent to circle 0
at point F.

Additionally, any line Perpendicular to
the tangent at the poin: of tangeny must
pass through the center of the circle.
(For example, line JF is perpendicular
to the tangent line at the point of

tangency F; therefore, JF goes through
the center O. Also, line HC passes through
the center 0.)

RULE 2: If two lines are drawn tangent to a circle from an outside point,
these lines are equal to each other. Also, the angles made by these
two tangent lines and a line from the outside point through the
center of the circle are equal. Look at Figure 7.

Figure 7: Rule 2.

Line AB and line AC are tangent to the
circle at 0, then line AD = line AE.

Also, line OA bisects angle DAE, or angle
a = angle b.

Remember: The word bisect means divide
into two equal parts.

3-284
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RULE 3: If an angle is inscribed in a circle, the angle is equal to one-half
the number of degrees of its intercepted arc. 'Also, an inscribed
angle is always equal to one-half of the central angle if both angles
intercept the same arc. Look at Figure '8.

Figure 8: Rule 3.

'Angle, ABC is an inscribed angle. (It has its
.vertex on the circumference of circle 0.) Then
angle ABC equals one-half the number of degrees
of arc AC.

Also, angle- AOC is a central angle. (It has
its vertex at the center of the circle 0.) Then

angle ABC- -equals one-half of angle AOC, or 4b =
2'

RULE 4: An inscribed angle based on the diameter of a given circle is a right
angle since the intercepted arc is 180 degrees. (That is, the in-
scribed angle equals one-half of the intercepted arc, or the insc-
ribed angle equals <1.ne,:h.:11 Of 180 degrees, or 90 degrees.) Look
at Figure 9., ,

Figure 9: Rule 4.

Line AB is the diameter of a circle with
its center at O. Angles ADB, ACB and
AEB are all inscribed angles based on
the diameter AB. Therefore, angles ADB,
ACB and AEB are all equal to 90 degrees.

RULE 5: If a perpendicular is drawn from the center of a circle through any
chord in the circle, the chord is bisected and so is the intercepted
arc. Look at Figure 10.

.1

Figure ZO: RuZe 5.

Chord AB intercepts arc AB, line
OD is perpendicular to chord AB,
then chord AB is bisected. (Line
segment AE equals line segment EB.)
Also, arc AB is bisected by line
OD (arc AD equals arc DB).

301 3-285
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RULE 6: When two line cut through a circle and intersect the outside of
the circle. the included angle between these two lines is measured
by one-half the difference of the intercepted arcs. Look at Figure
11.

Figure II: Rule 6.

SOLID FIGURES

Lines AB and AC cut 'throUgh the
circle with the center at 0 and
intersect outside the circle at
point A.

Angle BAC intercepts arcs DE and
BC. Then angle BAC equals one-half
the difference of the intercepted

arcs BC and DE, or angle a -CC - DE

2

Plane figures have only two dimensions: length and width or base and height.
A plane figure can be drawn exactly on a flat plane surface. Solid figures
have three dimensions: length, width, and height. Making an exact model of
a solid figure reqUires shaping it from clay, wood, plastic, paper, or other
materials. A square is a two-dimensional or plane figure. A cube is a three-
dimensional'or. solid figure.

Metal workers encounter solid figures in the form of tanks, pipes, ducts,
gears, shafts", etc. As a metal worker, you must identify a solid shape and
its component parts. You must learn to compute surface area and volume.
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PRISMS

A prism is a solid figure having at least one pair of parallel surfaces thatcreate a uniform crosssection. The sketch below shows a hexagonal prism.

r

All of the polygons that
form the prism are called
faces. The faces that
create the uniform cross
section are called the
bases. The shape of the
bases give the prism its
name. The other faces

are called lateral faces.

The sides of the polygon
are the edges of the
prism, and the corners
are called vertices.

The perpendicular distance
between the bases is
called the altitude.

Cutting the prism anywhere
parallel to the hexagonal sur
faces produces the same hexa
gonal cross section.

le a right prism, the lateral edges are perpendicular to the bases and thelateral faces 3re rectangles. Look at the sketch below. In this Project Sheet
you will learn about right prisms.

R. h4- Prisms Nod Qt %4. PrISMS303
3-287
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TRIANGULAR PRISM

In a triangular prism the bases are triangular.

base

Ile) 61

TRAPEZOIDAL PRISM

In a trapezoidal prism the bases are identical trapezoids.

base

15 of 37

he13-1-

You can tell that the trapezoids and not the other faces are the bases be
cause cutting the prism anywhere parallel to the trapezoid faces produces
another trapezoidal prism.

Three important quantities may be calculated for any prism: the lateral sur
face area, the total surface area, and the volume. The formulas in Figure
12 apply to all prisms.

base

hz htt964.
p = porifoti-er of bose,or
p = *urn 04-46 c-cirs o

-filt base,

area 0-C1-ke

Loi-trai Surfact Arra:

L.. ph
174cli Sur-4'. 4CE: Arta.:

S X 1.+ZA,

or S =1311+ZA

Volume: V. e/11

Figure 12: Formulas for right prisms.
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From Figure 12 on page 15:

1. The lateral surface area L is the area of all surfaces except thebases.

L= 4trai
Surface art-a.

2. The total surface area S is cha area, of all surfaces plus the areaof the two bases.

<2.>
S

c:2) Su4ark area

3. The volume or capacity of a prism is the total amount of spaceinside the prism.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Look at the sketch below and find the lateral surface area
L, the total surface area S, and the volume V.

10"

a. The perimeter of the base is:

P = 6" + 8" + 10" = 24"

Then the lateral surface area is:

L = ph = (24")(15")

L = 360 sq in

b. In this prism the bases are right *ri-

angles, so the area of each base is:

A = lbh - (6)(8) = 24 sq in
2 2

Then the total surface area is:

S = L + 2A = 360 sq in + 2(24 sq in)

S = 360 sq in + 48 sq in

S = 408 sq in

c. The volume V of the prism is:

V = hA = 15 in(24 sq in)

V = 360 c..0 ir?

()

3-290
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In practical problems it is often necessary to convert volume units fromcubic inches:kor cubic feet to gallons or other units. Here are some moreexamples of conversion factors:

1 cu ft = 1728 cu in

= 7.48 gal

28.3 liters

= 0.0283 cu m

= 0.806 bushels

1 cu yd = 27 cu ft

1 cu in = 16.38 cu cm

1 gal = 231 cu in

.EXAMPLE PROBLEM :

IN a a $a
.414,4siss a. -.

all 4'4'44 4110 II t.e
1 JLE.11 i A" 411:

."1) oiro 111 Si ex.04 . .4. .,,*
lap kik.' 117,4ri (41..0.111, C. a IR II 4.4,4IA ' 01; to a .7.1t %, . iii&,..figs nit a = 4. ,,g i ,, ,,..us= usu.* Ho worists . is 'Mar

144 k 1 IL S:: Alt 4: , i $ . :;I 1°' :ill 'sr ,... .. , _. .-.0 .
'tr.:A ...-, _ .9iiir-,,.;;._ I .,,,,,,,,,,..--, . a 0,4-- la 411. - 11 pit 1.1 1 , ill io .,o Iota).alt II di II t. , II. % It

Calculate the volume of water, in gallonso needed to fillthe swimming pool shown in the sketch below. Round youranswer to the nearest hundred gallons.

A = II zs,/4 6 ,) rern&mb&r +o

(14175.1) = 625 scrcl

Fsrsi-: trial 46 areal of. a 6aS6.
4-601 gives a oaric54-an- Gross
66c+lort Sri 4haz teaks 4 witi
be -141E 6scie -1-he pool WkeCt%

16 42 4 ra pc, zxmci

clion3e- yei6.

Tipicl 4 volum16---

V= 11 (12.'X525 6.9 Pr)
500 cu -4416-r, -1416 number ations,

j
use con V61-6 ton '-faclor I-rpm Ord ler 4160$14,-

crc voi rn Es 7-- 7.48 901 j 4%-en 44* con Vefr6 ion -eac../4"r 16 7.1'Thirn +4- volume, sn ?allons is \t. 7.48 901 63t,0*-6-044., 1 cLa

301)(17Soo) .4-7124 301
6: 47100 jai (rounder-4)

30 7 3-291
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM: In many practical problems the prisms you work with have
irregular polygons for their' bases. Find the volume of
the slotted bar as shown in the sketch below. If steel
weighs 0.283 lb per cu in, what would be the weight of
this bar?

--I
First calculate the
volume of the prism.
To do this, divide
the base area into
more familiar shapes.

3

G.

The area of the bases of the three base shapes is:

1 + 2) 3 2 + 1 3 3A = (6)(74)

A = 6.75 sq in

The volume of the bar is V = Ah

V = 6.75(18)

V = 121.5 cu in

0.283 lb,The weight of the bar is W = (121.5-mrja)(-
. )

W = 34.3845 lb or 34.4 lb (rounded)

The most common source of errors
in most calculating of this kind
is carelessnegs. Organize your
work neatly. Work slowly and
carefully!

3-292
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Now try this problem. Remember, organize your work and work slowly and care
fully. Find the weight of a pie:e of brass shown in the sketch below. Brass
weighs 0.2963 lb per cu in. Round to the nearest tenth.

Volunne I) (z)(7)(0 2 = cu n

40)u rine )t, J r: 047)(7) = 2f3 cu in
qoiurne (04)(Z) = ecu in
Volume 14; 4= 0+00(2) ..54 cum

Separate the bases into

the shapes as shown below.

I
U

n
m

sum o.c 4olumes

I, IL, ir, and 331..

VT 14 4- 28 1-8+ 54
NIT = 104 Cu )r)
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PYRAMIDS

A pyramid is a solid object with one base and three or more lateral faces
that taper to a single point opposite the base. Th single point is called
the apex.

A right pyramid is one whose base is a regular polygon and whose apex is
centered over the base. You will learn about right pyramids in this Project
Sheet.

trkr C.E

The altitude of a pyramid is the perpendicular distance from the apex to
the base. The slant height is the height of one of the lateral faces.

3-294 310



Several kinds of pyramids can be constructed:

aquart 12,(rt:tintel

21 of 37

Trian5u\ar 0.(rarnicti or 4-64-rahectron

AA ---,,--
There are several useful formulas relating to pyramids. Look at Figure 13.

?sr'r a rrs 1 CI S

1-046r01 51.1r4CIc& Aria :

L ::_pt
v41-i&r6 : p. pe,rirnehr of bas&

\/olurrie : s . sion4.116:911+ of a
V- Ab, la4bral -cace

6 A. 4r64 o4. 4k Ws&
k . al414-ude

Picture 13: Pyramid formulas.

3-295 3 1
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Using the formulas from Figure 13 on page 21, find the lateral surface area
and volume of the square pyramid shown in the sketch below:

5 =10.8, to", p 8+8+8 +8x32"
(81 = 64 tsq tn

-Ken, L =, = C321(10
2 2

L .(16)(10.8) 172.8 sq in
(area of 4k 4.71on3ular -faces)

and, 4(1o).
3 S

q. 213.3 cu in (t-ounded)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM: Find the lateral surface area and volume of this triang-
ular prism. (Remember, the base is an equilateral tri-
angle.) Look at the sketch below.

3-296

pfsrtmgt.r, p= 14 + 14 + 14 s46cm

.(48)(36.5)

L7-871.2 &cm

Ah recall -14.144- The area oC an
5 G.quitoterci 4TIOnik IS

0.43:5 Ss, where s is 44.1e.

61116- 04 464-rion5114.14en;
(0.433)(162)(56)

3

\I= (0.433)(16Yuc.)(36) = 1330.1746 cu cm
3
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CYLINDERS

A cylinder is a solid object with two identical circular bases. The altitude
of a cylinder is the perpendicular distance between the circular bases. Look
at the sketch below:

oil- 4-u de, h

A right cylinder is one whose
curved side walls are perpendi-
cular to its circular base.
Whenever you talk about the
radius, diameter, or circum-
ference cf a cylinder, you
are talking about the dimen-
sions of the cylinder's circu-
lar base.

You can find the lateral surface area and the volume of a cylinder by using
the two formulas shown in Figure 14.

Cylinder

La6rol SUrfOCE Ar6o:
h

or L = ird

\folurne

q.-ct

or q. 0.7854 clzh opprox.

c = circumferEnce
ch+he ba66.

ti = radius c4 46 base.
ci = diarn&I-er ot. +66. base

h= albi-ude ,4 4i
eyi,Ackr

Figure 14: CyZinder for-70,as.

3-297
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[EXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Work through the problems shown below.

1. Find the lateral surface
area and volume for a cylinder with a radius of11 inches and a height of 24 inches.

Lateral surface area L = ch = TTdh = 21Trh

L = 2n(11)(24)

L = 1658.7609 sq in

L = 1659 sq in (rounded)

Volume V =irr h

V =1T(11)(11)(24)

V = 9123.1851 cu in

V = 9123 cu in (rounded)

2. Find the lateral surface area and the volume in gallons of the cylindricalstorage tank shown in the sketch below. Round answers to the nearest unit.

L = ch .1Tdh

L =71(14)(h) = 1319 sq ft (rounded)

V = 0.7854d1h = 0.7854(14)(14)(30)

V = 4618 cu ft (rounded)

Then change cubic feet to gallons:

V = (4618 t-tif..t.)(
7I .48 gal)

-tma-....1.L

V = (4618)(7.48) = 34540 gal (rounded)

3. A pipe 3 inches in diamter and 40 feet high is filled to the tcp with
water.If one cu ft of water weighs 62.4 lb, what is the weight of the
water at the base of the pipe?

.V = 0.7854 dih
NOTE: You want your answer in cu ft, so

V. 0.7854(.25)2(40)s you must change the diameter

V = 1.9635 cu ft dimensions to feet (3 in = .25 ft).

Then change cubic feet to pounds:

. (1.9635 T..u.--L1)( 62.416 )
1

V = 122.5 lb (rounded)

3-298
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4. The inside walls and bottom of the tank shown below are to be lined with
copper sheet metal. How many square feet of copper sheet metal are required
for the lining?

CONES

First find the lateral surface area:

L = 2ffrh

L = 2(n)(5)(10

L = 314.2 sq ft

Then find the area of the base:

A =11r1 =1R(5)(5)

A = 78.54 sq ft

Then add the surface area and the base

area:

L + A = 314.2 78.5 = 392.7 sq ft

A cone is a pyramid-like solid figure with
a circular base. The radius and diameter
of a cone refer to the dimensions of its
circular base. The altitude is the perpendi-
cular distance from the apex to the base.
The slant height is the distance from the
apex to the base along the surface of
a cone.

64234.
You can find the lateral surface area and volume of a cone by using the for-
mulas shown in Figure 15.

La3reral Sur.cace. Area:

or Lz S where r. radius
4-he bast

Volume al.6i-uck
\/:-. S Trr'h s sioni- 636+-

3
or V2'0.26188%

Figure 15: Cone formulas.
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Find the lateral surface area and volume of the cone shown in the sketch
below:

IS'' L =Trrs = it (KM s)
S =18" L=566.5 sq In (rounded)
r-=

V= 17rrzh 60)(I0)15'

3 3
5-71 cu to (rounded)

You should remember that for any cone the radius, slant height, and altitude
are related:

livers 4Ore, 1.c you ore
given any 4-wo -i-he

-Ihree quart-F.4-les, you

on eosii( find 4he +11 I 4.

Another thing for you to remember is that the
volume of a cone is exactly onethird the volume
of the cylinder that just fits around it.

3-300
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iEXAMPLE PROBLEMS: Work through the problems shown below:

1. A pile of sand dumped by a hopper is cone-shaped. The diameter of thebase is 18'3" and the altitude is 8'6". How many cubic feet of sand isin the pile? Round your answer to the nearest tenth.

First: Since the problem asks how many cu ft, put all
the dimensions in feet.

d = 18'3" = 18.25'

h = 8'6" = 8.5", then

v 0.2618dzn

V . C.2618(18.25)(18.25)(8.5)

V = 741.2 cu ft (rounded)

2. You have been ksked to machine a punch as shown in the sketch below. Whatis thd volume 81 the punch? Round your answer to the nearest hundredth.

cm 2Grrl

5cm

1;rlyfrcco5nme 401

you rilusl. -Pima 4.6

Ydumcr o. ono Cog*

and 4WO c.ytinclerS.

v;s2618 42' h
0.2618 (22)(5)

= 33+1b cu cm

V2.= 7rr2) = r(12)2
\i2.=6..2832. cu ern

Nis "Irrz}) = 7r(p.52)3
V3 -z: Z3562 cu cm +he 41V6( golLirn6 = 4-Vz, -4- "3

VT = 3.1416 10.2832 1-2.352 cu cm

Vr= it.r78 cucnn (rounded)

31
a.
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3. Find the lateral surface area of a cone with a diameter of 12 inches and
a height of 10 inches.

First you must find the slant height s. Look at the sketch below.

FRUSTUM

ss-.1-1%+ r" ha tom.
6'=(10X10)+(6)(6)
S''= 136 In 2.

5 = = 11.64 an

r= = - 6irs.z

(rounded) ,-filen

L.,--rrr 6 s 5.14 (4.)(11.44)

L= 219.b7 S9 IPA (r0Lin4&d)

The frustrum of a pyramid or cone is the solid figure remaining after the
top of the pyramid or cone is cut off parallel to the base.

frusiTum

frus+rurn

Frustrum shapes appear as containers, building foundations,
*_ion sections of ducts, machine parts and so on.

funnels, transi
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Every frustrum has two bases, upper and lower, that are parallel and differ-
ent in size. The altitude is the perpendicular distance between bases.

4pper 6:154

_loyver ba6G

Aar&
S

ewer base

The following formulas are used to find the lateral area and volume of any
frustrum (pyramid or cone). Look at Figure 16.

F-rus-FrurnS

L o4.era I Sur-Pa ce

L.1 (I? 4. POS
2

L=Lir(clo-d05
2

Volume. :

V = k 3, (Ar+ Az +4A760

or

Ares A, - Pert rn e 1-er F;

Area Ai- at-) mel-er

Area A, citamE4-tr

trera At - chame4.tr dg

Figure 16: Frustrwn formula

Remember that in the formulas in Figure 16:

Pi and P2 are the upper and lower perimeter for a pyramid frustrum.
di and ch are the upper and lower diameter for a cone frustrum.

Ai and AL are the upper and lower areas for any frustrum.
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Find the lateral surface and volume of the pyramid frustrum shown below:

v1.4"

Sirs"

tS"

upper pe-rtmekr pi :
9.0+9+9+9 2 36"
lower peisrm+er P2 :

Pa. IS+ S6415+16"

9.9= Eli 69 in
Az. 1615. 22.5 sq

La -oral Surface Area.:

L.ii..(91+P.)5.4(344-405

L= 24o s9 an

V. (A,+Az
3

V. I. (4)(81+ 22.5 +. 81.225 )
3

(4)(441)
3

588 cu

Look at the sketch below and find the total surface area and volume of the

cone frustrum.

Lakr2.21 Sur4oc6 Arect :

= (di+ dt) s = 3.14 (4 +109
2 2.

You Mu So+ now ;mei -Ike areas o4 4k

upper and lower ba665 and -144en add
-141ese areas 4-e, .V-66 101-erat 644046 area .

Tofat Ar6f2= L-FA1-i-Az
AT= 19r7.92+ Trr,z+ rrrL2 = t97.92-41T (2.2)+-1r(57-)
AT =197-92-+ 17-67 + 78.54
AT = 2a9.o5 69 In (rol-Anclci)

/oIume V. I ti (Act-kx.+1-)
3

(8.6)02.S-1+78.54 + 4 01.5--rx-res.6-4))
3

V= (8.5)( 12.z s5) ar. 347.17 cu in (rounded)
3 320
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[EXA7LE PROBLEMS: Work through the problems shown below.

1. Find the lateral surface area and volume of the frustrum shown in the
sketch below:

6.semr1
.F1rs} ;ma; and P2 i Ai and A,.

= (0(..6). 39 cry)) p2.(4x5). ecrn
From Grorn64ry Par4 Area of c

7.4c.rn heza3on 2.698 0.1" 401sere a 16 q 5tde.
Ayr. 2.598(b.5)1.:- 109.77 9 cm (rounded)
A 2. T3 2.598 (3)i =23.38 5q orn (rounded)

-716n Lal.erol Surcace Are-a L.1 (P-i-PsOs
2

\414.4n-te. V= h +A .drcg":
3

V:=1 (7)(109.77+23.38 -1-4(t 09.7 7)(2 3. )3

1l =7 ( 183.81) 428.89 c-Lcm
3

S

(39+18X7.0

Lr.2i6.64 Sticrn

2. A connection must be made between two square vent openings in an air con
ditioning system. Find the total amount of sheet metal needed. Look at
the sketch below.

-.4

.9"

Firsi- -find 9 and Pa.
i'?..+6.-4-6-1-6=24 in
P2, 9+9 +9-1-9z 64*In

turn La+eraf Sur-Pacer Area:
L = ( P, Pa) s (24 +3 za

L.401(z8)

L = 64C) 6e/ In

:30
3-305"
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3. Ho. .1any cubic yards of concrete are needed to pour the foundation shown
in the sketch below. (Watch your units!) Round the answer to the nearest
hundredth.

22'

55

Firsf -final A, and i!1/42.

4, (22)(22) 484 (xi f4-
A,. (35)(35) =122.5 si

36,

Then -1-he volum( V= h (As +AL+ N/A,AL), 11. "or 0.5'
3

VI: 0.5" (484. + 17.2.5 + J484.1 2.2S
3

V= 413.17 cu 1 cu ycl cu 4-ken
Ar 413.17 ta-4. x 1 cu ,rd

11.. 15.3 cu Yd

SPHERES

The sphere is the simplest of all solid geometric figures. Geometrically,
it is defined as the surface whose points are all equidistant from a given
point called the center. The radius is the distance from the center to any
point on the surface. The diameter is the straight line distance across the
sphere through the center. Look at Figure 17.

Figure 17: *ormulas for finding surface area and volume of a sphere.

3-306 32 :2
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Find the surface area and volume of a

basketball with a diameter of 9 ".

Round your answer to the nearest
hundredth.

33 of 37

5urface Area :

6= Ird L. (3.14)(9.5)2
6 ',.. 2133.53 spin

Volume :

q.,_ -rrci 3= 3.14(9.5)1
b <a

\/= 448.92 cu in (rounded)

Summary of Solid Fijurc Formulas

Fa 9 u re Lo4-6ral SurfacE AraA 41 um&

Pri 6 111 1-= ph

Pyramid L.-,:p5.,
2

C)Ainckr

Cone

Frut.i.rum o.c
a Pyra rfi 14

l....=-Ircili

or L r. 2TTrh

L.= Trds
.2.

or L-=-.11-rS

Lc_L(Pt+Py)S
2

Fru54-rum o-f L . Tr (co-cgs
2Q cone

Sphere- 6. 4-irr2"
or S 1:-. Ira 4

4= All

4,. rrth
or J. 0.785482-1,

or

4= Irr-6
3

J= o.26i8d21.1

4=11(Ack-Az-flicK)
3

.3

'1= 4 wr 5
3

or q= -4:1888 rs
or q .. I'd 3

6
or V ---. 04236d 3

NOW *ARY SOME SHOP PROBLEMS.

3-307
323
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SHOP PROBLEMS

1. You are asked by your boss to find the weight per gross of wrought iron
rivets. (1 gross = 12 dozen = 144)..Wrought iron weighs 0.28 lb per cu
in. Look at the sketch below.

HINT: First find the volume of one rivet. then mulitply the volume of
one rivet by 144, and finally multiply the weight per cu in by the
total volume.

Weight of one gross of rivets

2. You have machined

the aircraft part
shown at the right
out of aluminum.
The weight must be
known to the nearest
onehundredth of a
pound. If aluminum
weighs 0.0975 lb

per cu in, what is
the weight of your
machined part?

Weight

2" el

.
il d
8
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3. Your supervisor wants to know the weight of the taper bushing that you
have machined. It is made of steel which weighs 0.2833 lb per cu in. Lookat the sketch below.

Weight

4. Cast iron weighs 0.2607 lb per cu in.
You weigh the cast iron shape shown in
the sketch at the eight and find it to
be 5.90 lbs. Are your scales correct
to the nearest hundredth of a pound?

a

5. You must space 5 holes equally on a circle whose diameter is 14 inches.
What is the arc distance 8 between each hole? Look at the sketch.

Arc distance

3-309 3`)--0
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6. The sketch below was given to you to lay out. In order to find the dimen-
sions you will need, you must first find angle a. What is the size of
angle a?

Angle a

P ts 4-kt c.en+er of
-Hie circle

B.

tow. AB is han,enf 4-c, 441...

C.irdis af po.M. 1.
tin C1 is +anstryt ft, 4-ise

C., r d e 04- poird- e.

7. Steel weighs 0.000017 lbs per cu mm.

How much do 1200 hex nuts weigh? The
dimensions are given in the sketch
shown at the left.

Weight

HINT: Area of a hexagon equals 2.598a ,

where a = length of a side of the
hexagon.

...15sttel..

8. You must shape a steel rod as shown in the sketch below. How long must
the rod be to begin with?

HINT: Refer to example problems 1 and 2 on pages 5 and 6 cf this Project
Sheet.

Length

I I

3-310 3 °;;
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9. Your boss wants to know the weight of an aircraft part that you have mach
ined. Look at the sketch below. Aluminum weighs 0.0925 lb per cu in. UseTr equal to 3.1416 and round to the nearest thousandth.

inside holt 5 a = 0.sou
outside holes ; 4' 0.375"

Weight

10. You have machined a hollow cylindrical liquid gage that is supposed tohold an exact amount of fl..!id. Before you can send it to packing and
shipping, you must fill out a form. One of the questions on the form is:How many cu in of liquid does the gage hold when filled to the top? Lookat the sketch below.

cu in of liquid

Top Nile*/ Fronf Vie*/

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR

Ask your instructor for your next Project Sheet.

3-311
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Lai-Erni S,r-Tacc. Area L
Te+01 L ZA
Vrcium 1-i

'Tor r:ort rtt.n.f;

Gni)/

H/RA tA bS

ro Ur(GC& Ar& L = 5

VOIU
I 1-1 A

3

Lale-rai :SurL
I

OCE ArEO
C) r

or

L=ck

Lz2rrrh

\,1=

r 0.71c.S-4-cr-

Sur-OCe.
6= 4-R-r-'

Or Trci'
3-312
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V.z. 4 -7r

0 r Ci
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= tt-rirri6i Er
fi ;

OT 111E

ft= si+s2+-...-F5ri
A\,- area

b6:,

kei3114-1

P= ....)erimei-r or
.DC16E-

1.; ::61±52+ t'Sri
,6\ a rea or 4ke

bas&

h keted^,4-
,,

C C I rCLAIY.TG reriCe

C Ticl

C 2-rrr

= 4. '1,9 r
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L0-6.r0 i Surface Art-ct L z-Trrs
or L. r: L Trei s

2
\701uni& v. 1-rcr'h

3
or Vs'; 0.2elEd'h

T-2.uSTk UK'S

...

I-yr orro (3 f-ro:.-4-1 WY;

a, elt.

Area A, p; 1

,
Lai -rat uri-act

2 of 2

r.=t-061US Or

s =slant i-telailf-
d.clometey-of-

ba.s&-

S ai ild n4" In C. 10-11

h = keish+

Ar&q L .= -- 1 ( p, -4- rz) 5

V= Ih(A,- I Az-L\IAIAz)
3

Area A, , f., tt rr.646( p-

Area A,
)

clioeicirer (4;

Lo4trai

4r6.6 i.,,, Sit i? ( .t..1 0-
(..e..--- c -....

i
Co ._ Ir;..45,--er.iir,

. ,

e>:Jrne
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PROJECT 6

INTRODUCTION TO TRIGONOMETRY
40 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the questions
in this Project Sheet.

3. A hand-held calculator with scientific fun-
ctions.

Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will review somebasic triangle geometry. You will learn aboutthe measurement of angles. You will also learn
about triangles, especially right triangles. Thiswill prepare you for your next Project Sheetwhich is about trigonometry. This work will help
you solve many shop problems.

1. Read and study the geometry review on
pages 2 to 16 of this Project Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 17 to 20.

3. Have your Instructor check your work and
recurd your score on your Student Training
Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project
Sheet.

41 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must score 8 out of 10 correct Shop
Problems.

L. You n. ;t .,,,wer questions about this Pro-
ject Sheet to the appro.11 of your Inst-
ructor.

3-314
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INTRODUCTION TO TRIGONOMETRY

This Project Sheet is an introduction to the next Project Sheet about
trigonometry. When you work in a shop, you will use trigonometry to find
missing dimensions on a blueprint or drawing, to do layout work, and to
use gages to check tolerances.

el"
ANGLES AND THEIR MEASUREMENT

Angles are measured in degrees, minutes, and seconds.

DEGREES: (°) unit of measure of angles

MINUTES: (7) unit of measure of angles,
one degree = 60 minutes

SECONDS: (") unit of measure of angles,
one minute = 60 seconds,
one degree = 60 minutes
one degree = 3,600 seconds

The symbol for angle is Zr. There are four types of angles. Look at
Figure 1.

o

ang)E Aog 13 more
`than 0 bu÷ less than .90"

obri a 009)4 : 4 AoB is more
than- 900 but le ss than 180*

+he symbol -fora
righ¢ angle is EL..

B.

right angle : 4Aos = 9o*

A S

Straight- angle : tecf

Figure 2: Four kinzis cf angles.

3-315
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An angle can be named in one of two different ways. Look at Figure 2.

,,ceg Aos or 4 soA :
A is i-h4 tnd of- one side
o tht. angle, The ena

i-hs otRsr ss4a cof kh angle,
and 0 is the tzej-±t±: of f-hs
angla 44)hGrtS 4 n 4v4o sides mewl-.

44 a : n .sirrifiy names
the angle. This is ttle
rnasi. corn mon way e4
naming angles.

Figure 2: Nrming an angle.

Most angular measurement on sketches, specifications, or blueprints aregiven in degrees, minutes and seconds. When you use a calculator in yourwork you will have to know how to convert ar. angle measured in degrees,
minutes and seconds, to its equivalent in decimal numbers.

For Example:

1. 17. 20'

Z.

4

17. + (201 ,c;!:/)

41t-ZO Divide the minutes by 60 to
60
O.VS°

= 17. SS*

get the decimal part.

22°46' 14-" 22.* + (14" X )
60"i

= 22°+44'k i4:

.1160 4

226 4- +6' + o.233'
= zze 44 . ZSS'

22.° +(46. z%s` *
60'

22. 4- 4-6.23B.
60

Z2.4 0.7n.
Z2.771"

,3-316 332

Divide seconds by
60 to get decimal
part of minutes.

Divide minutes by
60 to get decimal
part of decrees.
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It may also become necessary to change a decimal form of degrees back tominutes and seconds.

For example:

1. 4-5.7. +54- (o.ix 6o )7.
4V4- 42'
4s°42.f

MIlle Multiply the decimal part of
degrees to get minutes.

2. 73.84 u ' 7 3 + ( 0. 8 41 X 6.2 1 ) .4------_---
F . 1

= 73.4- 50.4'

a 73'4.50'4. (o.4 7. 62 )
I'

75'4.5-e+ 24"
= 73'so'241"

Multiply the decimal part
of degrees to get minutes.

Multiply the decimal part
of minutes to get seconds.

41
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PI AND RADIANS

You will work with the constant number called pi (a Greek letter), normallywritten as IT . The value of pi can be figured in many ways, but it willbe enough for you to know that it is the ratio of the circumference of anycircle to its diameter. Look at Figure 3 below:

circum-ference = dis+ance around
any given circle

charne+er .,... leng+h 0; a line 4hroush the
cen +er of +he circle k-o +be
owl-4r edges of +he circle.

circunrierence = IT . 3.141b ...
clia meter

6ince Tr is nod- an exac-l- number use +he following values:-Tr 3.14-14. +0 #}16 ner:ires+ +en thousand+h
+o +he neareSir +housancii-h

3.14. +o +he neat-es+ huncire-d+h

Figure 3: = the circumference of a circle divided by the diameter.

In some technical measurements you may run into a measurement of anglescalled radians. It is enough for you to know how radians and degrees arerelated and how to convert from one to the other.

1 radian = 57.296 degrees

1 degree = 0.0175 radians

Here's how to convert radians and degrees:

1. Convert 0.76 radians to degrees

degrees 0.76 radians x (57.296).0-- multiply radians by 57.296
to find degrees

therefore, 0,76r - 43.54`

r r
3-318- ti
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2. Convert 72.5 degrees to radians.

radians = 72.5 degrees x (0.0175) - multiply degrees by (0.0175) 411
to find radians

therefore, 72.5° ari 1.27r

You should also know that there are 21T radians in a circle.

2x1T x1 radian 2 5. s4ii, 57.294
540.006

Tx 360° (+he number o4
degrefis in any circle)

TRIANGLES

Before you can learn trigonometry, you must know all about triangles. You
must know how the sides and angles of a triangle are related.

A very important thing about triangles is that the sum of the three angles
in crnv triangle is equal to 180 degrees. Look at Figure 4 below:

c 300
b 5e,*

112*
-Irrtongit, tat= 1800

C.

Figure 4: Triang:es have :EC degrees.

Figure 4 shows that if you know how many degrees there are in any two angles
of any triangles, yuu can find how many degrees there are in the third angle.

WE All HAVE 1,90- -

\-s-

33
3-319
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To see how to find the size of an angle in a triangle when you know the
other two angles, look at Figure 5:

0.-z 155°, 4b=84-", rtnd4c.

lefrsi- odd 4.0.4-4b=35°+844°
= tig°

subtract +hai-
tot-al from tso° or

180° up° = or
4.0 plot°

Figure 5: How many degrees are in angle C?

Remember: In an triangles, the sum of the three angles always equals 180°.

RIGHT TRIANGLES

A right triangle is a triangle with one angle equal to 90 degrees. In otherwords, it is a triangle that has two of is sides perpendicular to each other.Look at Figure 6.

C C.

Figure E: R.ight triangles.

The 90 degree angle in a right triangle
is marked with a little square:

Perpendicular: (..L) when two lines meet in
a right or 90 degree angle.

3-320
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The three angles in a right triangle always add up to 180° just like all
other triangles. The right angle in a right triangle equals 90° so the

s, other two angles must add up to 90° to make the sum of 180°. Look at
Figure 7.

you know that'
4a +4b+4a=i80'
9043 4- (4. b 4.0 :-. 150°

90° + 90°) = 1800

and you con 6E6 +ha+

2f_ b + 4. c 90°

Figure 7: The sum of the two acute angles of a
right triangle equal 90 degrees.

When you use trigonometry it is much easier to work with triangles in a
standard position. Of the right triangles below, only triangle ABC is in
the standard position.



To see how to place a right triangle in the standard position, look atFigure 8.

9 of 20

Place the triangle so
that the right angle
is on the right side,
one side (AB) is

horizontal, and the
other side (BC) is
vertical. The longest
side (AC) will slope
up from left to right.

Figure 8: Standard position for a right triangle.

Look at Figure 9. You can see how each triangle has been turned to be instandard position.

3-322
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Now thatthat you understand standard position, you can name the sides oL a
right triangle in a way that has also become standard. Look at Figure 10.

E

ocijacen4- 3lde
to ons 16 a.

Figure 10: 1714 language of right triangles.

Look at Figure 10 again. Angle E is the right angle. The longest side, FD,
opposite the right angle, is called the hypotenuse (high-pot'-a-noose). For
angle a, the side DE is called the opposite side, and the side, FE is called
the adjacent side. For Ale c, FE is the opposite side, DE is the adjacent
side, and FD is still the longest side or hypotenuse.

Check your understanding of the above names by figuring out which sides are
which for the triangle shown in Figure 11.

1. Side opposite 4 a

2. Hypctenuse

3. E.::de zc

4. Side ac,:acent

L. S-:-de rrrc.s..c 4

Fis-ure ;?ore st4n::ans.: r. e. f[r

3")()
3,323



Did you get these answers in Figure 11?

1. AC 2. BC 3. AC 4. AB 5. AB

11 of 20 mmimmim7

If you had any trouble getting the above answers, look at Figure 10 againand compare the names to the questions in Figure 11.

PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM

A very important thing to know about right triangles is the Pythagoreantheorem, or law. Pythagoras was a Greek. You don't need to remember that,but you do need to remember his theorem. Look at Figure 12.

P.(4)09oreon Theorem :
( For any rig +riang le

+ E3.2- o r

14 x 14 = ( A ,44.) (E. 13)

Figure 22: The Pythagorean theorem.

In words, Figure 12 says; For any right triangle,
the square of thehypotenuse equals the sum of the squares of the other two sides of theright triangle.

Another way of thinking about the Pythogorean theorem is shown on thenext page in Figure 13.

3-324 34



The (etc of +he squoi* A,
with sidcs o, plus +he
area of square 5,
with sides b, is figua)
to +he area of itie square
C, wifh sides c, or:
Area of A + ArQ3 of 5 Arsra aC C

(axa) + (bicb) = (cxc)
n= 4.

12 of 20

Figure 13: Another way of thinking about the Pythogorean theorem.

SPECIAL RIGHT TRIANGVS

There are three special right trianglesthat are used very often in practical
shop problems. If you can work with these triangles your shop work will be
easier and quicker. Look at Figure 14.

iv 3-7"

rneanS 0 bOuf ST.

4

Figure 24: Three special right triangles.

moons

5S
3

The first triangle is a 45 degree right triangle. Its angles are 45 degrees,
45 degrees and 90 degrees; and it is formed by the diagonal and two sides
of a square. It is an isosceles triangle. An isosceles triangle has two
c,f its sides equal. Look at Figure 15 on the next page.

3-3253 1 1
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Figure .15: Forty-five degree right triangle.

The triangle in Figure 15 has the shorter sides, each 1 unit long. You candraw a45 degree right triangle with any length sides. If you increase theleilgth of one*side, the other sides increase in proportion, while the anglesstay the same V..ze. Look at Figure 16.

- e fl p

IT is.e> -filen rf Ab.Z un&s,1-'n&n
13c. t unr1-, and DE =Zuni-15,0nd

A5c is a 4Sbrigh4 inangle.
At)E Is a -Is' rightfriangle
AFG IS a 4sripf+nangle

Or la so on ...

AC. uni÷S

In Figure 1
in a propor

are always
1.4) times

A E 2I unifs
AF=3 unils,4-hen
FG1.5uni+-s,and
AC7x3a. units

Figure 26: Fort-e-five degree rig7-..t trianc:e.

6, you can see that in a 45 degree triangle the sides are alwaystion of 1, 1, and \TT . That means that the two shorter sidesequal and the long side, or hypotenuse, is always (aboutthe length of the short side.

3-326 342
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM: In triangle ABC below, if AB = 4.63", what is 'he
length of AC; what is the length of BC?

Solu+ion : ABC is. 0 45' right +ruing Ie.
Th&rfore. you icinov4 h

AB= AC or AC, = 4.16S"
and BC =

4.(o5 "x 1.41-44
4; .S1443"

Remember this: No matter what the size of the triangle--if one angle
is 90 degrees, and if the second angle is 45 degrees,
then the third angle is 45 degrees also. The two
shorter sides are equal, and the hypotenuse is
or about 1.4 times the length of a side.

0

Thai s.sernbol = means nearly 9uai -fro

IT = 1.4

In Figure lkon pag3 i the second special triangle is the 3C-degree/6G-
degree right triangle.

In this triangle the length of the side
opposite the 30-degree angle (the shortest
side) is exactly-one half the length of the
hypotenuse (the longest side).

The length of the third side is \FE times
the length of the shortest side.

In ary 3G-degree/60-degree right triangle, the hypotenuse is v.:ice the
length of the shortest side. The other side is rg or about I.? tines
the shortest side.

e
0 0 4 0

11
Y u c am

0 o
0 0

Q
3-327v./4 ,,
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM: In Figure 17, CB = 24 units. Find 4'. a, AB, and AC.

Solution ..n a right triangle the sum of-fhe
two angles -1-ha 9- are n a+ right.
angles Ps &qual to 90°. 11-14m-fore4 a 4- 30° z90°

40 = Go°
Side Ac. = Z x Sick 6c-

= 2 x 24 unri-s
= 48 urii+s

Side AB= \FE x Side. Sc
1.73 x 24untfs

=. 41.52 unitsFigure 17: 30° right triangle.

In Figure 14, the third special right triangle is the 3 - 4 - 5 right
triangle. If a triangle has sides equal to 3 units, 4 units and 5 units
long, it must be a right triangle. If you multiply 3, 4, and 5 by the same
number, you will get a new triangle that is a right triangle. For instance,
multiplying 3, 4 and 5 by a; you will get a new right triangle with sides

411 9, 12 and 15, and so on.

You can use this 3-4-5 right triangle in layout woza to set up a right
triangle. Look at Figure 18 on the next page to see how.

3-3n



CONSTRUCTING A RIGHT TRIANGLE

point of

0
start with

a tine.

0 3
rePiii an arc

3 untts in
tens+h

0

1row arcs as
shown from
0 ond A

16 of 20

o 3 A

Connect 13 to 6
50 is ?erpendicular
to OA. .25r C = 90°

In Cry 3-4-5 right triangle +he acu+e an3les (4 a and 46)
appi-0xtrnaf*Iy 37° and 53° 71-m smallest angle isalways opposrte ±h 5h0ri-e-st side-.

Figure 18: it's sots? to construct a 3-4-5 right triangle.

The three special right triangles you just read about will appear often
in triangle trigonometry.

If you have any questions about this review or the Example Problems, seeyour Instructor. Otherwise, turn to the next page and work the Shop Problems.

3-329 3.1:-;
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SHOP PROBLEMS

I. You have a calculator that accepts angular measurement in decimal form
only. You need to make some calculations using the angles listed below.
Find the decimal form of the angles to the nearest hundredth of a degree.

(1) 34 degrees and 16 minutes =

(2) 15 degrees and 47 minutes =

(3) 64 degrees and 51 minutes =

2. You have been given the angles below in decimal form. Convert each one
to the nearest degree, minute and second.

(1) 48.65 degrees =

(2) 65.37 degrees =

(3) 15.12 degrees =

3. You have been given the angles below in radian measurement. You need
to convert each one to degrees in declmal form to the nearest thousandthof a degree.

(1) 0.432 radians =

(2) 0.714 radians =

(3) 1.521 radians =

4. You are given the sketch shc--n be:ow in Figure 10. Your Instructor wantsyou to find the missing angles.

I 1.

a C b
d

Find the missing angles
c, and d.

Not deown
to scale.

i3U :3 II;
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5. Your supervisor gives you a rough sketch of a profile gage as shown in
Figure 20. You are to calculate the missing angles. Find angles a, b,c, d, e, f, g and h.

a= b= c= d= e= f= g= h=

Figure 20: Find the
missing angles, a
through h.

6. To understand trigonometry you must know the names of the three sides of
the right triangle in relation to a given angle and the right angle. Lookat Figure 21. Fill in the chart. The first triangle has been done foryou.

e,
Tricms 4 611:moi-EnuS

iermgea+ SW*
41d* cappoSirk

+4, 4. a
Sdc

1 AC BC AB.
2
.iS

4
5
4;

7

8

l)
t )

3 3 31

r r
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, 7. Your boss wants you to 'layout the gage block shown in Figure 22. Findthe missing dimensions to the nearest tenth of an inch.

I

4,

A s. B ... C .., D

Figure 22: Find the missing dimensions A, B, C and D.

8. On your job you are given the following sketch of a gage pattern to lay)ontand cut. You must find the missing dimensions A, B, C, D, E, F, C, H and J.
Look at Figure 23.

A.., B C D E F . G C
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9. You were told by your supervisor to lay outa right triangle. After you
finished, you measured the three sides and found them to be 12 cm, 13 cm,
and 5 cm long. Did you, in 'fact, lay'outa right triangle?

Yes Eo

10. Your boss asks you to cut a brace from bar stock for a platform as sho%n
in Figure 24. "Find the length of the brace to the nearest hundredth ofa foot. (Hint: The square root of 3 = 1.73.)

Length of brace =

2'

rf7/17///711

brace

Figure 24: C. :oni: is fr.e :Trace?

ASK YOUR MTRUCTOR TO CHECK YOUR WORK.

BAS

:3 1;)3-333
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SKILLS
CENTER

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

Name

PROJECT SHEET
Date

Machinist HelperOccupationCluster Metal Trades

Training Module Shop Math for Machinists

Training Milestone 3. Specialized Math Skills

PROJECT 7

SHOP TRIGONOMETRY-PART 1

Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the problems in this
Project Sheet.

3. A hand-nelc calculator with scientific functions.

Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will learn the basic trigonometry
of right triangles (a triangle with oAe angle equal to 90°).
This Project Sheet will help you to solve many shop problems
using trigonometry.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 26 of this Project Sheet.

2. Work the Shop Problems on pages 27 to 30.

3. Have your Instructor check ?our work and record
Your score on your Student 'training Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project Sheet.

Here's flow we :: .ou rust do:

1. You must correctly answer 8 or more of the 10 Shop
Iroblems In this- Project Sheet.

5-334
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SHOP TRIGONOMETRY-PART 1

In this Project Sheet, you will learn some basic trigonometry. You will
learn how to find and work with sines, cosines and tagents. What you
learn will help you find the dimensions of angles and sides of right
triangles. These are things you will need to know to do certain shop
work.

TRIGONOMETRIC RATIOS

A ratio (raysheo) is a comparison of two quantities of the same kind,
express in the same units. You will compare the sides of a right triangle.
This comparison will be expressed as a quotient (quoshunt). A quotient is
the answer you get when you divide one number into another number. The
quotient has no dimensions of length such as feet, inches, yards, etc. but
is simply a number. Look at Figure 1.

X

quol-leni-

(no dimensions)

ieng+h of side A ro+io O +WO
Sides, A and 6,

ten 94-h o-c Gide 5
of a triangle

(r-! a mtic.

The key to understanding trigonometric ratios is to realize that in every
right triangle there is a fixed relationship (or ratio) connecting the lengths
of the hypotenuse, adjacent side, opposite side and the angle that determines
the right triangle. Look at Figure 2,

A A2 A3 A+

The. quo+tert+, or rai-io, o4 ocipcen't side r. A4 =
hypoi-eriuse R N z 1-1 a Pi.

q.." 0.9397

3-335
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There are six of these trigonometric ratios relating the side lengths of
a right triangle. You will only need to know three of them.

THE FIRST RATIO: SINE

The first of these ratios is called the sine of angle x (sine ryhmes with
dine) and is written as sin x. Look at the right triangle in Figure 3.

Es

-the rah° SpnX. IS

de-fined as :

sin = OppoS1+6 Side or
hypc:"renuSe

SIn

Figure 3: The ratio sir x.

]

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 1: In the triangle shown in Figure 4, find the sin of
60° and the sin of 30°.

1.73"

rt

60° Side opposi4e
1-,ypoi-en use.

1.73Z."
aft

0.8k..4. (rounded)

Sin SO° = side opposii-e SO°
YPcii- eIt

Figure 4: Finding t'r.e. cf 60' and :'ne rin :"P 3C°.

\NI/ potz rt %ism.
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Every possible angle x will have srme number, sin x, relating to it. Also,
you can calculate the value of sin x from any right triangle that contains
the angle x. For example, you can find the sin of 40° in the triangle shown
below.

61.1'

Sin 40.
95'

Twit side
hypottnutt.

0.643 (rounded)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 2: Find the sin of 00 and the sin of 90'.

To find sin 0', draw a triangle with a very small angle for angle x.

H

7 , A
ansk % (ntarl c:4° )

n C1 0

0

Sin x=-T4- , you can see

that as angle x gets closer

to Or, 13 gets smaller and

smaller. When angle x

equals Oc', B equals 0 and

P divided by H equals 0.

To find sin 90', draw a triangle with a very large angle for angle x.

Sin x s 74, you can see that as angle x

gets closer and closer to 90c, B gets

(loser and closer to H. When angle .7

Sin SO° 5 1-i
H

equals 90', E H And B divided by H
.

equa:c 1,

t4 I Li

B

angl,s lc (nearly' = 90°)

Fron. the ah.,e, 'vou car see that for an\
ang,le equal 0 rr degree=,, or
rttwcen and 9C, dcgrec, tie sin (f .:it

arts ',rtt,-een C. anc. .

. s,a .. that t: ,t angle
t,ttl..for anc 91, deret., rever he

-r

Th:s lc, a g-nd thing for vc.0 re7e- -t

vcur answers and t(, find mistaKt-.
e,!--Lmate
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THE SECOND RATIO: COSINE

The second ratio is called the cosine of angle x. It is written as cos x.Look at Figure 5.

the. ratio cos% is
defined as :

Cos = ooljacervi-stde or
hypoi-ehuse

cos 'X. A
H

Figure 5: The ratio cos x.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 3: In the triangle shown in Figure 6, find the cos of 60°
and the cos of 30°.

1

I.73"

cos 6o° side. adjacen+ 4o 60°
hypc4enuse

1.0. = 1.o"
2.0

cos 50° = side adjacen+ fo 50°
hypo4 -enu Se

1:7'6"
2.0 "
0.866 (rounded)

Figure e: Ccc 60° ay.' cos OC°.

As before with sin x, every possible angle x will have some number, cos x,relating to it. You can calculate the value of cos x from any right trianglethat contains the angle x. For example, you can find the cos of 36° in thetriangle below:

65,

cos 34,% 651...--loclyacn+ side I

80' hypofenusE
47

0.81 (rounded)

3 5 !

3-338



EXAMPLE PROBLEM 4: Find the cos of 0° and the cos of 90°.

To find the cos of 0° draw a triangle

1-{

angle %
A

(nearly = o') Cos o = F4

1-4

6 of 30

with a very small angle for angle x.

A
Cos x = 7p-, you can see that

as angle x gets closer to 0,

A gets closer to H. Wh'n angle

x = 0°, A = H and A diided by

H equals 1.

To find cos 90° draw a triangle with a very large angle for angle x.

cos 906= SI
F-4:o

on91t. 1-
(ncrarly = 90°)

Cos 90° =-41-- you can see that as angleH
x gets closer and closer to 90°, A gets

smaller and smaller. When angle x equals

0°, A = 0 and A divided by H = O.

From the above, you can see that the cos of the angle x varies much like
the sin of the angle. For any angle x that is equal to 0 or 90 degrees,
or between 0 and 90 degrees, the cos of the angle x varies between 0 and 1.

Or again you can say that the cos of angle x between 0 and 90 degrees can
never be less than or gieater than 1.

This is a good thing to remember. :t will help you to estimate answers and
t) find errors.

: 3 47,
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THE THIRD RATIO: TANGENT

The third of the three ratios is called the rangent
tan x. Look at the triangle in Figure 7.

The. ro+to fan
de..fInc.c1 as :

7 of 30

It is written as

opposti-e side.tan x,
acljacen+ side.

+an 'A
A

or

Figure 7: Tant:ent x.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 5: In the triangle shown in Figure 8 find the tan of 60°
and the tan of 30°.

1.73"

to"

17::glArc :an Cfc

tam 600 Side opposii-G. 600
Side. adjocen+ 60°
1.75"

1.13

tan 30° Sid c. oppost+ 30°
Sides ctdjarn4- 30°

=

1.73"
o.5-713

As before with sin x and cos m, every possible angle w will have some number.tan x, relating to it. You can calculate the value or tan from any righttriangle that contains the angle x. For example, .o..1 can find the tangentof 36' in the triangle below.

6 5'

47'

fam 36() 47' = 'oppos14-e.

65' adjacen+ side

0.72 (rounded)

J-340



EXAMPLE PROBLEM 6: Find the tan 0° and the tan 90°.

To find tan 0°, draw a triangle with a very small angle for angle x.

arlit
(marlii= 0°)

A

+an o'
A

=o

8 of 30

a
Tan x you can see that as

angle x gets closer to 0°, B gets

closer to 0. When angle x = 0°,

B = 0 and B divided by A = 0.

To find tan 90°, draw a triangle with a very large angle for angle x.

4an900=
O
oo

itc symbol cc,/
rmanS'irrfinifyt
and is uricie.flned

on9le
(nkorly. so')

Tan x ---g, you can see that as

angle x gets closer to 90°)A gets

closer to 0. When angle x = 90°,

A = 0 and B divided by A is said to

be infinity, or undefined, because

there is no number big enough to

define E. divided by 0.

Trigonometric ratios are t'er4 important. You shcuid memorize them. To

review what you have learned about the ratios so far, look at Figure 9.

sin -

1--

opposi4-t shdt

hypcA-extuse.

cosi-, A-4-
H

acii4Cn 4- Side

h ypoi-c-n USE

opp osrfc. slcic

ad jacer4 side
7.,tre

S
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TRIGONOMETRIC TABLES

You have been asked to calculate these ratios in this Project Sheet
to help you get a feel for how the ratios are defined and to memorize a few
values. In actual shop application of trigonometry, the values of the ratios
for any angle are found directly by looking them up in a Table of Trigonometric
Functions or Trig Table, or by using a scientific calculator. To see a portion
of a page from a typical Trig Table, look at Figure 10.

Table
of Trigonometric Functions

Angle Sine
0' 0 000
1' 018
2' 035
3 ` 052
4` .070
5` .087
6- .105

.11:2

8` 139

9` 156
10' 174

11` 191

12' .20.8

13c on....- :

14. .242
15' .:59

16' 976

1'

Cosine
1.000

Tangent
0 000 -Sample value s :

1 000 .018
999 035
.999 .052 Sin 64 = 0.io5
.998 070 costa° = 0.98S
.996 088 tan 14° = o . 249
.995 .105 Sin 156= 0.259
.993

.44:

.988

123

.141

.158

cos ZOr. 0.999
ton 5° = 0. 088

055 .1-6
982 .194
.978 .213
.974 .231

97( .249
966 .268

F

To use the table, first locate .e argie in the left column. Secwid, move
to the right to the column wit- the trig function (sin, cos, cr tan) that
vo,i want to find. Then read the tr:g ratio.

344



For example, find the sin of 53°. Look at Figure 11.

the sine
column

Angle Sine Cosine Tangent
46° 719 .695 1.036
47' .731 .682 1.072
48' 743 .669 1.111
49' 755 .656 1.150
50° 766 643 1 192
51' , 77 .629

.616
1.8.233

5" 788
First-find fhe
angle here 4'

55'
.b :# .588

-a 602 1.327
5 1.376

.819 .574 1.428
56' 829 .559 1.463
57' .839 .545 1.540
58" .648 .530 1.600
5 64

-1_

In of 30

[Then read
Sin S3° =.799
here

Many times in trigonometry you will know the value of the trigonometric
ratio and ycu need to work backwards to find the angle associated with
the ratio. For example, in Figure 12. find the angle whose cosine is 0.982.

thi cosine
column

Angie Sine Cosine Tangent
,,, , ti i, 1 (NY. ( trio
i i-,1). I , hl. 01Z'

Then read -the 1:4

a ngle here
iS

9'"
CsCa:.

(,14;

(v....

1,)36

1'1:

16.;

,:23
141

?'"'" 15,-

(48'; 17E,

1 9t.2.1 1'.4
213

(.74 231

.24(

irsi- find fhe
rafio Vditie. here

S
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 7: From the portion of a Trig Table shown in Figure 13,
find the following trig ratios and angles.

Angle Sine Cosine Tangent
(1)46' 719 693 1036

47' 731 #.,:2 1 072
48' 743 669 1 111
49° 755 656 1 150
50' 76 643 119'2
51' _......

. t281 1235
52° 788 616 1.280
53' 799 6(,2 1 327
54' 809 588 1 376
55° 619 .574 1 428
56° 829 559 1 485
57* 839 545 154!
58' 848 530 160+0
59* .857 .515 1 664
60° 866 bk, 1 732

61° 875 48: 1 h' 64

62° 883 47+. 1 61
63° 891 454 1 9r.,..-,

65* .906 423 2 14:,
66' 914 407 2.246
67° 921 391 2.356
68' 927 375 2 47
69' 9:i4 35., 2 friZ
70' 941 ,)4_ - .,.-, ..1 94C 32i 24"-,

9".: 309 3 (
73' S5f: .29..: 3.27:
74" 96: .276 3 48-
75° .966 .259 5 -32

t r .

Fin 2. e an2,e whose

irst find the rat:- C.799 in

You know the angle. Find the ratio.

A. Find the cos 58°.

1. First find 58° under the angle
column.

2. Then move to the right and

find the required trig ratio
column (in this case the cosine
column).

3. Then read the ratio value. You
get cos 58° = 0.530.

E. Find the tan 67°.

1. First find the angle 67°.

2. Then move to the right to find
the tangent column.

3. Then read tan 67° = 2.356.

'i,A1 know the rati:. Find the angle.

Flnd the angle whose tangent =
1.732.

t1-

:. First find the -,:c.r.r2c,:t column

and locate the ratio.

2. Then mcve to the left to the
angle column.

T : ;en read 6C.

t C.

2. 7.:.t'rM,'Vt ari:E rcad 53'

When yr'u s :ve prciems 111,c LA shown above, 'Jo: are finding the
of d trig . :r.-:erce- are wTitten mathematically in two

different
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The inverse of the sin is known as the arc sin and is abbreviated as thesin 't . The arc sin of a number meansthat you are working backward from
that number to get the angle.

For exampi e :

.If- Sin SOO= o.s -then Se= arc Sin 0.5, or
301.= sin"' 0.5

in words this Is -.1 3o° is the angle whose Stn is 0.5--
Simi lOrly':

2. if cos S°=0.707 then 45°. arc cos 0.707, or
45°. c.os- 0.107

in words this is --.445° is the angle whose cos IS 0.7071

s. If ton 6e= 032 then = arc tan 1.732, or
6o° s fan-I 1.732.

in word this is -0.1 6o° is the angle whose +c:In IS, 1.732

The notation sin-1 , cos-1 , and tan-1 ar-.,pears on nearly all scientific
calculators.

ESTIMATING OR INTERROtATION

If you use an electronic srientif :. r'alculator to find the values of the
trigonometric ratios you can faTld the value fcr any angle or fraction of
an angle clickl and easily. Son tables, like the ones you have been
using he -e, bane n values for fractional degrees. To include fractional
(egreeF require a rucb larger table. However, it is possible to

or the value f-r fr,;7ti:,ns of a degree.

t. cF ' - e INA
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 8: Using the table shown in Figure 14, find the value of
(1) sin 56° and 15 minutes, and (2) cos 49.6°.

of

Angle

46*

47'

48°

49°

50°

51'

52°

53°

54°

55'

56'

57°

58*

59°

60'

Sine

.719

.731

.743

.755

.766

.777

.788

.799

.809

.819

.829

.839

.848

.857

.866

Cosine

.695

.682

.669

.656

.643

.629

.616

.602

.588

.574

.559

.545

.530

.515

.500

Tangent

1.036

1.072

1.111

1.150

1.192

1.235

1.280

1.327

1.376

1.428

1.483

1.540

1.600

1.664

1.732

(1) Find sin

Solution:

Step 1.

Step 2.

56° and 15 minutes.

Convert the angle to degrees
and decimal part of degrees.

SO 151= 56°-4-le= 56.ZS.
0

From Figure 14, find the values
of the trig ratios for the whole
number degrees on either side
the angle given.

sin SO= 0.829
sin 57°= 0.8'59

Figure 14: Trig Table.

Sin 56°

Sin 5.6.26°
Sin 57°

0.82.9

0.839

Sin 56.25 degrees will be
between 0.829 and 0.839.

Step 3. Multiply ele (.25) degree decimal
by the difference in the whole
angle sin values (.010). Then
add that result to the sin value
of the smaller angle (.829) since
the sin values are increasing.

0.25 2( .010

thfin Sin 51;.25° = 0.829 + .0025
o.8515"

(2) Find cos 49.6°.

Solution:

Step 1. Convert angle to degrees and decimal part of degrees.
(49.6° is already in decimal form.)

Step 2. From Figure 14, find the values of the trig ratios for the
whole number ee7rPes. on either si,-!e of the angle given.

cos 49° = 0.656
Cos .50° 7. O. 641-.5

Cos 49.6 degrees will be between 0.656 and 0.643.

3-346



CoS 49*
cos 49.6°
cos SO°

.6166-6-

?
O. 643..s.

FE: X .015 = .0078

+hen cos 4.9.6° = 0.656 0078
0.64432

14 of 30

Step 3: Multiply the degree decimal
(0.6) by the difference in
the whole number cos values

c.t'ffrfiriC6
(0.013). Then subtract that

=.015 result from the smaller
whole angle cos value
(0.656) since the cos values
are decreasing.

In other words, subtract
.013 from the cos value
of 49°.

You may need to do the opposite of the above process of estimating or
interpolation. You may need to find an angle whose trig ratio lies between
two of the values on the table.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 9: Using the table shown in Figure 14 on the previous page,
find the value of (1) the angle whose sin is 0.751 and
(2) the angle whose cos is 0.512.

(1) Find the angle whose sin is 0.751.

Solution:

Step 1: Find the values in the table in Figure 14 on either side of the
given values.

sin .013° = CO43

5", As* = 0.7SS

The angle you are looking for is between 48 and 49 degrees.

Step 2: Find the difference between the table values and the difference
between the given trig ratio value and the snaller angle table
value.

sin

sin

480
2
490 =

J-$..0.743
0.751
0.'755

CferencE. .00e.

3-347
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Step 3: Use these differences to find the decimal part of the angle.

The angle you are looking0.008 8 0.667
for is 0.667 of the way0.012 12
between 48 and 49 degrees.

Therefore, the angle whose sin = 0.751 is 48.667°, or written in otherways:

sin-4 0.751 = 48.667 degrees
arc sin 0.751 = 48.667 degrees

(2) Find the angle whose cos is 0.512

Solution:

Step 1: Find the values in the table in Figure 14 on eitherside of the given values.

Cos S9° = 0.515
Cos 60° 5.010

The angle you are looking for is between 59 and 60 degrees.
Step 2: Find the difference between the table values and thedifference between the given trig ratio value and thesmaller angle table value.

Cos 69° 0.515" citfference.
= 0.512

Cos 60° 0.500..-

cirf4emnce.=.005

Step 3: Use the differences
to find the decimal part of the angle.

The angle you are looking for0.0,03 = 3 = o.2
is 0.2 of the way between 59
and 60 degrees.

0.015 ts

Therefore, the angle whose cos = 0.512 is 59.2°, or written in otherways:

cos I 0.512 = 59.2 degrees
arc cos 0.512 = 59.2 degrees

3-348 3 (3 I
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ANGLES BETWEEN 90 AND 180 DEGREES

If you have a scientific calculator, any angle between 0 and 180 degrees
can be entered directly. But if you need to use tables you must know some
rules about angles bigger than 90 degrees. This is because most tables
only go to 90 degrees. You do not need to worry about angles bigger than180 degrees. Look at Figure 15.

Trig ra-hos -for angles bet-ween 90° and 180'
Trig ra-l-tos +or angles bE+Weell 90° and 180°

+0 find valuc-s o-f sine, cosine, and -fanoer14-
for.onglccs gr4-ag-6.r than 90° and le-s -than 180°*-h c. -0110w ins :

cos (90 ° -t- a.) sin a
sin ( 90° + a ) = coma

n (90' = -hari (90°- a)
for example. : Find cos 140°

Sre.ak angle down -t-o 90° plus some
srno116r angle. cos 140.._ cos (90 -I- So.)ste p 2. Find n' hi- -forn u la -from oocAecof s0) -.

Stn 5ba
5+ep 3. Look lip valu& o-c -the SmoliEr anolein ±hG 4-19cAm 14.

S in "&o° - 0.-766 - C.06 140°
exampls :

rind in 150°

Ftnd +on 126°

Sin 150°... -Sin (90°+Gie)
Stn (900-I- 60°) = CAS 6o°
Cos 6o° = o ..5oo Stn 150°

viSe (gov+ 35°)
ton (90°4-35°) -ton (90°- 35°)_ton (ge = 55°

n 65° - 1 42.6 +On }ZS'

:i,
3-349
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SOLVING RIGHT TRIANGLES

So far in this Project Sheet. .,)c have learned about the trigonometric
ratios, their definitions and rL,u. t, 1,otc tLem up in a table. You have
learned to find these ratios trom r'.tir angles, and you have learned to
do the inverse. The inverse was wnen you found the angles from the given
ratios.

For now you are only working with right triangle trigonometry. That is
where one of the angles of the triangle is equal to 900. If you know one
of the acute angles (less than 90') and one side of the triangle, you can
find the other two sides and the other angle. If you know two sides, you
can find the other side and the two acute angles.

If you do not have a scientific calculatcr, use the table in Figure 16 on
the next page to do the Example Froblems that begin on page 19.



Table
of Trigonometric Functions
Angle Sine Cosine Tangent Angle Sine Cosine Tangent0' 0 000 1 000 0.000 46' .719 .695 1.0361° 018 1 000 .018 47' .731 682 1.0722' 035 .999 035 48' .743 .669 1.1113' 052 .999 .052 49' 755 .656 1.1504' .070 998 070 50' 766 .643 1.1925' 087 .996 088 SI ' I

. . .
i
. ..

I .629 1.2356' 105 .995 105 52' .788 .616 1.2807' .122 .993 123 53' .799 602 1.3278' P9 .990 141 54' 809 .588 1.3769' .156 988 .158 55' .819 .574 1.42810' 174 .985 176 56' .829 .559 1.48311' 191 .982 .194 57' .839 .545 1.54012° .208 .978 213 58' .848 .530 1.60013' 725 .974 .231 59' 857 .515 1.66414' .242 .970 .249 60' .666 .500 1.73215' .259 966 .268

16' .276 .961 .287 61' .875 .485 1.80417' .292 .956 .306 62' 883 .470 1.88118° 309 951 323 63' .891 .454 1.96319' .326 946 .344 64' .899 .438 2.05020' .342 940 364 65' .906 .423 2.14521' 356 .934 .384 66' .914 407 2.246nno-- 375 .927 404 67' .921 .391 2.35623' .391 .921 425 6S` .927 .375 2.47524` 407 .914 445 69' .934 .358 2.60525' 423 906 466 70' 940 .342 2.74726` 438 .899 486 72' .946 .326 2.90427' 454 891 .510 72' 951 .309 3.07828' 470 883 532 73' .956 .292 3.27129` 485 875 554 74' .961 .276 3 48730' .500 866 577 75' .966 .259 3 732
31° .515 .857 601 76' .970 .242 4.01132' 510 6.46 625 77' .974 .225 4.33133' 545 839 649 78' .978 .208 4.70534'1 .559 829 675 79' 982 .191 5.14535' 574 819 700 5t' 985 174 5.67136' 5s8 t.0 K4 727 61' .988 .156 6.31437 6 .2 799 7-)4 82' 990 139 7 11534' ,1,-, 7s.:,.4- 731 3' 993 122 8.14439" f ,c 7"7 c.1(, 84' 995 105 9.5144(' 043 7r;c; F,,..',9 &.')' 996 087 11 43,. ,

C"-6 755 866, Fa ' 998 07o 14 3042' nt,e, 74j c.,of , 67' ,999 052 19 0843 11!7. 731 1433 t 999 035 28 6444' WI-, 714 .if,t, 1 ()fp I Olf', 57.294.,`
'17 I ()oil 4,1 1 Oil(, ()()9 x
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 10: In Figure 17, solve for the length of side A.

Figure 17: Find the
length of side A.

19 of 30

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio is the right one to
use. In this case, you know the hypotenuse
(21 feet), and you know the angle (50°).
You need to find the adjacent side (A).
So, pick the trig ratio with the angle.
hypotenuse and adjacent side. From before:

cos a
hypotenuse

Step 2 Substitute the known values of the given
triangle in the cosine relationship in
Step 1 above.

adjacent side

cos 50° =
21

Step 3: Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (in this case A).
Find the cos 50° from your calculator or from the table in
Figure 16.

1---
EXAMPLE PROBLEM 11: In Figure 18, solve for the length of side M.

cos so*
21'

multiply b<ri-h sidesA 21' CoS -4crf the Gclucrhon by 21X 211 0.64-3
A 13.50S'
A ci (rounded)

Figure 1E: Fin./1 t;:e

Zenath c-r side M.

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio to use. You know
the hypotenuse (36 n) and you know the
angle (40°). You need to find the
opposite side (M). So, pick t:le trig
ratio with the angle, hypotenuse, and
opposite side. From before:

sin a opposite side
hypotenuse

Ste? 2: Substitute the known values of the given triangle in the sine
relationship in Step 1 above.

sin 40' =
36m

3-352
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Step 3: Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (in this case M).
Find the sin 400 using your calculator or the table in Figure 16.

Sin 40° =. h4

rri

bo+h slcieSx in = .56rti Sin 44e4rrnuifiPlYof thE EqUoflon by 36 rn
0.4:4 s

1.4 = 23.148 rn

23.tS rn (roundEci)

IEXAMPLE PROBLEM 12: In Figure 19, solve for the length or side C.

11

F.igure 19: F::nd

Zengt of si:;,:c

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio to use. You know
the adjacent side (14 feet), and the angle
(32"). Ycu need to find the opposite side
(:). So pick the trig ratio with the angle,

adjacent side and opposite side. From before:

tan a opposite side
adjacent side

Stet. 2: Substitute the known values of the given
trianr'e in the tangent relationship in
Step 1 above.

tan 32' =

Step 3: Solve the equatirn f,,r the unknown quantity (in this case C).
Find the tangent of 32 from you ,a1culator or from the table
in Figure 16.

on c

C tan Sz°-<--- mulfiply bol-V1 sides
C 14' 0. 625 of the Gqua-kon by 14'

=

C 8.7+8'
.1E; (rounded)



iEXAMPLE PROBLEM 13: In Figure 20, solve for the angle a.

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio co use. You know
the hypotenuse (18 inches) and the opposite
side (12 inches). You need to find the
angle a. So, pick the trig ratio with the

21 of 30

angle a, the opposite side and the hypotenuse
From before:

Figure 20: Find
angZe a.

12"

opposite sidesin a =
hypotenuse

Step 2: Substitute the known values from the given
triangle in the sine relationship in Step 1
above.

sin a -
12'

18"

Step 3: Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (in this case the
angle a).

Sin a = 12
to

sln a = 0.667
a Sun-1 o.667
a 1: 41.810°
a = 41. 8° (roundGcl)

Write as the inverse sin (sin ) which
says: a is the angle whose sin is 0.667.
To find the angle, use the inverse on
your calculator, or use the method in
Example Problem 9 on page 14 of this
Project Sheet.

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 14: In Figure 21, find the length of side P

15 mrn

f:: ,7ind

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio to use. You know
the angle (250), and the adjacent side
(15mm). You need to find the side which
is the hy)teniiSe. So, pick the trig ratio
with the angle, the adjacent side and the
hypotenuse. From before:

ccs
hypotenuse

adjacent side

Step 2 Substitute the ','7101..m values fror t'-e given triangle in the cosine
relationship in Step 1 above.

ces 2 15=

''t I-JJ4'
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Step 3: Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (in this case P).
Find the oos 25° from your calculator or from the table in
Figure 16.

COS ZS. 1Errirn

7)
P x COS 2S. 1Sn-1m x Alr mul+tpiy bo+h stcks

:pr of +he equa-hon by P
P 0.906, ISmrn

P chvIcle bo±h sidGs
0.906 o4 +he equo-hon by e).906,

15 mm
OP 06

P = I6.SS4 men
P = t6. rrt (rounded)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 15: In Figure 22, find the angle a.

16.,5"

Fipre T22:

Step 1: Decide which trig ratio to use. You
know the opposite side (14") and the
adjacent side (16.5"). You need to
find the angle a. So, pick a trig ratio
with the angle a, the opposite side and
the adjacent side. From before:

opposite sidetan a =
adjacent side

Find angi,e A. Step 2: Substitute the known values from the
given triangle in the tangent relation-
ship in Step 1 above.

tan a =
14"

16. 5"

Step 3: Solve the equation for the unknown quantity (in this case angle a).

tan a =

fon a = o.848
a = ton' o.84-8

.= 40.298°
.4o.5° (rounded)

-_, -

Write as the inverse tan (tan' -1 ) which
says: a is the angle whose tangent is
0.848. To find the angle,use the inverse
on your calculator, or use the method in
Example Problem 9 on page 14.

3-355
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EXAMPLE PROBLEM 16: In the si.et ow in Figure you are tc find the
dimension .r and the angle

S.o4
1.6.4

You must first find out wnic_h triangle you are going tc work with. Youknow you must work with angle dimension and the dimension equal to3 inches. Look at the sketch shown below:

r, = radius
of little 1.44hel

In this sketch you can see frcm geor.etry that you can extend a line from
point 0, -.)arallel to line x, over to the radius of the big wheel, and the
length of that line will be equal to Now look at the sketch below.

3-356 4
I '41 ww
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From Figure 23 the diameter of the little wheel is 0.8" and the diameter
of the big wheel is 1.6". Therefore, the radius C of the little wheel is
0.4" and the radius r2 of the big wheel is 0.8". Then you can find the
dimension !, as follows:

(.3 4. ri

'D.41" 0.8"

o g" -o

Then you have tne triangle ne,d Arc: -f(.rmation you nee.:. Nc look
at the sketch below:

3*

Notice that your triangl ,! is upside down from the war you have normally
worked with triangles - -bit the names of the sides are the same. The side
adjacent is w, 3" is the longest side or hypotenuse (it is opposite the
right angle) and 0.4" is tne side opnosite angle a. The easiest way to
find the unknowns is to first find angel a. So choose the trig ratio that
involves angle opposite side and hypotenuse. You've done that before.

sin opposi#6
}-1.(p0+erlus 6

Sin a 0.4"
.3"

a . sin 0.1333
a. . 66 *(roundeci)

Now that ye_ know the angle t, scive for .7' choose another trig ratio
that involves x, angle a, and either C.4" or 3" . If you choose the ratio
that involves x ;adjacent side) . oposite side) and angle a, you have:

tan _z =

If you choose the ratio that in..-c:Ye rad'accnt side), 3" (hypotenuse)
and angle you have:
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Although either ratio will give- %01, the same answer, the cosine ratio iseasier to calculate, especially if You don't ha'...e a computer.

co so =

3°)C C'°S 13' tir1V th sidcs of the equation by

COS C6s r_

3 "X0.991 %
z.97" (rounded)

EXAMPLE PROBLEM 17: To know if you have machined deep enough on certain
"V" notch type cuts, a rod of known dimensions is used
as shown in Figure 24. 'tou cannot measure the dimension
shown as 1,00" to check for depth because of the radius
shown at the bottom of the "V" cut. However, you can
measure demenison A. .:11e; vci are deep enough, what
should dimension A b

L;.

Solution: First of all, you :n'_Ist a !ittle geometry. When a circle
is tangent (or just to,:ching) to a line, another line from the
point of tangency to the center of the circle makes a 90' angle.
Look at the sketch 1)1,-;,..

P t-h cenfer
the circle
angles 90°

o is +he potn+ of.
tan5enc.i
(Ine Po Is +he radius
of fhb ctrck

3-358
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Next find out what you must know to find the answer. Then pick out the
triangle you have to work with. if you can find the distance y from the
top of the circular rod and subtract it from 1.00", you will have A.
4pok at the sketch below:

Now look at the sketch below:

44,cr, from before

So when
Now you

you know
4. 1-* c. o.5"£ z

r= 0.25"

Z. an91E. Q = 90.-60°

- .60°

Smck. you need i-o known

%, pick. a fri3 rof-io
an51C- a; r-, andInvolving

sin G opposi+-e sidb
hyr:.04-muse

..5m 3o°, 0.2s"

x Sin 3o°. 0.2s"

o. zs"
(0. s)

o 25"
0 c

r

rnu14-sply 60-13-1 sides

01 -I-he &quo-lion b0.
divide bo-Hi 51dE5 of
+he eque4-ton by 51n 30.-?-0.5

clisanct x+/-
y = 0.5f 0.Z5-"

(:-. 0.7ff"

A= 1.00"-Y
A
A 0.zs"

Ord

A 0.25" you have cut deep enougL
can try some Shop Problems.

3-359
I)1.4 -

1 ,1
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OP '," :MS

1. You are using a computer operated cutter. To cut a certain slope youneed to find the distance above a 17,ase line to position your cutter.In the sketch below the cutter is shown in the required position.You need to find the dimension shown as L. (Round to nearest hundredth)
D-Ixtance

base line.

2. You need to use a screw with a head angle A of nc less than 650 and nolarger than 70`. Your supervisor gave you the screw shown in Figure 26.Will it be.. satisfactory?

- .:

14.2mm

F1:(!ure f,: F:n:f ' .E k.e.-12

3-360

±
8.5rnm 2

T

A.

3 71;

.5rnrn
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luu need a screw with a pitch of 4mm. If the angle of the V thread is
36.5°, what does the depth D of the thread need to be? Look at Figure 27.

Depth D

4 m m

36 . 5°

Figure 27: Find the depth D.

4. Your boss gave you a sketch to lay out a pattern of holes to be drilled.
In order to do this you need to find some missing dimensions. Look at
Figure 28. Find the missing dimensions.

d= r = a= 7,,e a

6 holes evenly space4
oround a circle whose.
Circurnference, is 28"
Find d, r and angle a.

:ec tx, :!7.e

5. You are given the job of making a punch as shown in the sketch below.
The taper of the punch is to be 150. You must find the angle a and
the diameter P.

2 diarreter F

3-361

: a -1-aper

mums a ra4-.00-
5. 5o

100
ts-

loo 40
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6. You have cut a V notch in a steel bar to a control depth of 2.00". Byusing a steel rod of 1-inch diameter, you are able to measure the dimensionB. Assuming the V notch has been cut t.40 the proper depth, what shoulddimension B read? Look at Figure 30.

1%;gure 30: F-Lnd .:177:mene:,7,Y;

B =

kIn4: Look al.

Esampl6 En-oblem 17,

?09e 25 of.
Projtc+

7. Your boss needs to know the taper angle of a shaft with known dimensions.
Look at Figure 31. What is angle a?

Arg:e a =

F-igure 32:

8. Yott have drilled three holes in
a steel plate according to the
pattern shown in Figure 32.
Your boss wants to know the
distances between the holes.
Find dimensions A, B, and C.

A -= L =

an;( c.

d';:nersion A, E are: 7.
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9. You have drilled and reamed 8 holes equally spaced around the carom-
ference of a circle as hown in Figure 33 below. To check the accuracy
of your work, two stick pins are placed in two adjacent holes. You
then make a measurement M across the two pins (M=3.0620"). This
measurement is then compared to the corresponding dimension M hwich
you must compute by trigonometry. To the closest ten-thousandth of
an inch, what is the difference between your measurement M=3.0620"
and the dimension you computed by trigonometry?

Difference (accuracy) in.

10. You have machined a tocl r
measure angle E as 50.29'.
drawing, you must compute
your measured angle c- 5C.
one-hundredth of a degiee,
computed angle E.

14-- .8575"

ktrilr: ale a = 360e

8

a 45°

Figure 33: Find the
acczaacy of dimension M.

unch as hsown Figure 34 below. You

Tr: check your accuracy against the
angle Eby trigonometry and compare it to
29°. What is the difference, to the nearest
between your measured angle E and your

on91 E.

.7fference raccurac)) degrees.

o.1875" r

_

i.

0.950"

Fipre

ASK YOUR INSTRUCTOR TO CHECK YOUR ORK

3-363
BAS
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SKILLS
CENTER

PROJECT SHEET
Name Date

Cluster Metal Trades
Occupation Machinist Helper

Training Module Shop Math for Machinist Helper

Training Milestone 3. Specialized Math Skills

TRAINING
CONDITIONS:

TRAINING
PLAN:

TRAINING
GOAL:

PROJECT 8

SHOP TRIGONOMETRY: PART 2

40 Here's what you will need:

1. This Project Sheet.

2. A pen or pencil to answer the Shop Problems in
this Project Sheet.

3. A handheld calculator with scientific functions.

40 Here's what you do:

In this Project Sheet, you will learn the basic trigo
nometry of oblique traingles. Although there are many
other laws and methods in trigonometry, this Project Sheet
only deals with the Law of Sines and the Law of Cosines.
This Project Sheet, along with Shop TrigonometryPart 1,
will give you the ability to solve the majority of all
shop problems clealLig with trigonometry.

1. Read and study pages 2 to 10 o: this Project Sheet.

2. Vork the Shop Problems on pages 11 and 12 of this
Project Sheet,

3. Have your instructor check your wc:k and record
your score on ycur Student Training Record.

4. Ask your Instructor for your next Project Sheet.

40 Here's how well you must do:

1. You must understand the Law of Sines and the 1-2w
of Cosines well enough to score 4 out of 5 of the
Shop Prolems in this Project Sheet.

3-364
3 ".5 1
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SHOP TRIGONOMETRY-PART 2

In the previous Project Sheet, Shop Trigonometry-Part 1, you learned how
to solve many types of shop problems by solving right triangles. Sometimes
you solved oblique triangles by reducing the oblique triangle to a series
of right triangles. In many cases, it was hard to do and it took too much
time. So, in this Project Sheet, you will learn two shorter and direct
methods of solvirg oblique triangles.

SOLVING OBLIQUE TRIANGLES

An oblique triangle has no angle equal to 90°--no right angles. Any oblique
triangle can be solved with trigonometric ratios if three elements are known
and one of those elements is a side. Problems that can be reduced to oblique
triangles, and so1.7ed, are usually dii.ided into four groups--depending on
which parts of the triangle are given. You can find all the rest of the
dimensions of a triangle if you know the dimensions given in any of these
four groups:

Group 1: Any two angles and one side are given.

Group 2: Any two sides and the angle opposite one of the sides
are given.

Group 3: Any two sides and the angle between the two sides are given.

Group 4: When all the sides are given.

TWO SIMPLE FORMULAS

There are two simple formulas. the L;:7... of .:7;es and the Law of Cosines.
With these two formulas, you :an easily and quickly solve the above four
groups of oblique triangles. In this Project Sheet, you will see how the
formulas come from making right triangles out of oblique triangles. r You
don't need to remember how to get the formulas. You do need to remember
what the formulas are. You'll also need to learn how to use the formulas
to solve the Shop Problems.

I'm an oblique triangle...see?
You can alv.lyc pick me out of
a crowd. I don't have
any right angle:-

at all
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THE LAW OF SINES

Look at Figure 1. Name the side:, _: triangle AB'_ as w, and c. Name the
angles opposite these sides as A, I, and C. Dra' the perpendicular k and
you get two right triangles, ABL ,:rc: BCD.

e.1131-1)19 Irwo

In righ4- A Ae.b, h c Stn!, or 6 = c sir1.6*,
C

in rlhf A 131)C, h Stn C, or h r- a Stn C

EXpetSSIon3 Tor n C jtrtA a OSIn C or

a. C

Sin i\ sin C
eclua--Ion

46 L
Ir

now rt.cirov.i A c y ilsj 4,4 rpk n8 ICU lar n rom on
x+enSton o4 sici c. 4h,E. point- C (sE below).

b

1i can b6 shoJn

cr, r ts in+ AEC, =- sin or h= bsirt A
b

\ h in r,9 hi ,:., r _C) :-- Ss rt P. or h . aStn F

(

C from gboer.k-1-rt,3 F= 180°-6, so h = a Sin 6806-a)

+hof Stn (ise-Es) = 5*n 5 = a sIn B

4-1-14rt 44,4 -two 6 x pre s5 .on5 or h : bsin A = asin 5, or

=. 6
stn g

equerhort C")

COrrt101111,15 E..cy..104-sortS 0 and 0

a
T. 1:. c- 1 .16-- Lo.' of sines

Sin A sine s.t-Ic i

cc.



Sometimes the La./ of Sines is written as three equations:

=

sin A sin B

a

sin A sin C

b = c

sin B sin C

Each of these equations

contains four elements
of the given triangle.

If any three elements are
giver (in any one equation)
the fourth element may
easily be found.

4 of 12

In other words, this says: In any triangle, right or oblique, any side is
proportional to the sins of its opposite angle.

Call us group 1 triangles. You know two of
our angles and one of our sides. You can
solve us with the law of Sines. Yea!

We're group 2 triangles. You know two of
our sides and the angle opposite one of those
stdes. Sole US with the law of Sines. Hooray!

c'

3-367
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THE LAW OF COSINES

Look at Figure 2. Name the side:, of triangle ABC as a, "t, and c. Draw the
perpendicular and you get two right triangles ABD and BCD. Divide 1- into
ir and n as shown below.

in 4-he ri5h+ 2 DSC. :

h 2- + n't-,,t,_py4kalortart

Thtorem

also n= - m

to ri9h4- A Aet m= c.c.o$ A +her,
b cc-es. A

n b'"-- bc. C 0 A + CLczYsLA"16 0
).bo ri9,+ AEM> h C stn A,

C.3" Sc n'A 0
&9ua4-)ons ® and ® equciA-oin

sin'. 'A +61--zbc cos A +C-2-C-06'606\ r& orrarc9In9
at a. b' + 2bc.c..9s A ) -fac.4-04-In3 C2-

at = sin2-A + cos - bc. s A

Str12- x + c.c..s1")4 { IA a 4ritionorrIcr4-rtc. itAe.n4-4y, 4-11evi
ce- b7"-t- C." 1) Zbc c.o s A

CL-2bGc-os
bz... 62- lac co& -.{5
C7- -Z. Q.L.- tab cc,s

C

tar-1,j

.zbc ce,s A

GL

bt. . Zaccos
=- 4.1, co; C

3-368 38,1

Law at Cosines
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Again, each of these equations contains four elements of the given triangle.If any three elements are given (in any one equation), the fourth elementmay easily be found.

In other words, this says: In any triangle, right or oblique, the square ofany side is equal to the sum of the squares of the other two sides, less doublethe product of these two sides multiplied by the cosine of the angle includedbetween the two sides.

Don't wory if you don't understand how to get the sine and cosine formulas.All you need to know is what the formulas are and how to use them in yourshop.

We're group 3 trianglesCha Cha Cha.
You know two of our sides and the

angles between. Solve us by using

the law of cosines.

fl

Hi there: I'm a group 4 triangle.
You know all my sides but NONE
of my angles. Find all my angles
and solve M2 by using the law of Cosines.

9 76"
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HOW TO USE THE LAW OF SINES AND THE LAW OF COSINES

Now you are prepared to solve problems dealing with the four groups of
oblique triangles listed on page 2 of this Project Sheet. The groups
are also shown on pages 4 and 6 in the illustrations. When you have an
oblique triangle to solve, you must first choose which formula to use.
Find the formulas from the Law of Sines_or the Law of Cosines according
to the information you have about the triangle. Pick a formula that uses
the three elements you know and the one you want to find. Substitute the
numerical values you know into the formula. Then calculate the value of
the unknown element.

Group 1: Any two angles and any one side are given. Look at Figure 3.
Given that the length of c = 64.6°. You need to find angle B,
length of side a, length of sides.

.13

RemioribGr +64 2 A+241?>+4C .-180e
-4-hern : 2C 13= 18o°-4A-2c.c.

4 5 180°- 3. S 44, C*
4t = 18o° -88.1°
4 t3= 91.9°

An equation from the Law of Sines is selected since, now, all angles and
one side are known. Therefore, any of the remaining sides may be found.

and a LI

Sin A Sin C
a = (3.486)( Sin 25.5°)

sin 6°
q= 1.534.11

C $in A
Sin C k.ricrwn .elarn,Ints

0. 5988)
0.0035

o e-1 5.6. a,c,4-t,e7 eiL4041.c.ri Invoisiin3 Side 6
-frorri -Olt- taw c StnQ.5

b = C and I) = c5inf3
Sing sin C Sine
b (3.4601)(in 91.9°) (3.460'1)(0-999) ,_- 3.850"

(c)4.6° 0.903

F'7.4re SeZving a .107r-:.arg.77:

3-370
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GROUP 2: Any two sides and the angle opposite one of the sides are
given. Look at Figure 4. Given that length of a = 2.864",
the length of b = 4.228", and angle B = 82.4°. You need
to find the length of side c, angle A, and Angle C.4.1

Solution: Since two sides and an angle opposite one of the sides is given,
you can first solve for the second angle with an equation from
the Law of Sines.

+hfiri A = Strr" O. 6711-
_4.1en 4-o -f-,nd 4C-

and

a = b
smA Sin B
sin A ()sin e>, subsi-14-u4-e.

1> known viatuk.s
Stn A (2.864" )( sin 82.4°)

4.228"
Stn A = (z.864 ")(o. S912)

4.228"
-4 A = 4Z. ta°

ISO° 48 c
I 80°- 4-A -4_

4C = 160*-4-2.18°- 82.4° = S5 42'

now 56.16.c.,+- ano4-1-Te.r ectua-Fton in volv,n3 side. C, 4-V14.

Low a Sinc...s.

f<ru...re 4.

c = bsin C
Stn C Stn 5in

c = (4. 228 ")(Sr 55.420)
Stn 82.4°

C = (4.22131( 0.8234)
(0.99)2)

C z 3.512."

3-371
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Group 3: Any two sides and the angle' included between them are given.
Look at Figure. 5. Given that the lIgkth of a = 5.274", the
length of b = 9.836", and angle C = 23.78°. You need to find
the length of side c, angle A, and angle B.

Solution: A problem of this type 'cannot be solved directly by the Law of
Sines because the given data does not include a single ratio
between any one side and the sine of its opposite angle. There-
fore, use the Law of Cosines first to find the side c opposite
the given angle C. Then solve the rest of the triangle by
using the Law of Sines.

6

(.2'= a'+ b"-- Zai) cos C

C = )02 -1- bz-. Ziabcos C.

LJE>sfi4-u.1-e known values

c i( 6.2741) + (9.836)t- 2 (5:274-X9.836)(0-9151)

C = 119.62
C = 5.442"

Then SEI4C4- On Gcluc4ron involvi n3 4.. A or 45, -from 416
Law oc Sinc s.

a - C. , 4-ken Sin t\ = aStnC
Sin A 51nC c.

Sin A = (5. 274')( sm Z3.781")
(.5-.44 2.")

-Stn A . S. 274. ")(o. 403) .,.. 0.3906
(S.41-2.")

A = Stn-' 0.3906 z.--. 22.9°

-1416n -1--o .ci nd 4 B : 4 B = 180° 4-A 4- C-
4B . tii3o°-- 22.59°- 23.78°
4 5 = 133.2 3°

tr4}. r

'' -:nc.i.

3-372 3 S ',
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Group 4: All the sides are given. Look at Figure 6. Given that the
length of a = 4.146", the length of b = 6.264", and the length
of c = 8.786". You need to find angle A, B, and C.

Solution: This problem is like Group 3. You cannot use the Law of Sines
first because you don't know any angles. Therefore, as a first
step you must use the Law of Cosines to find one of the angles.

C

Ct. 67-4-C-2 bC. C-05 ifS.

Solve +he. above 69ua-kon for CASA

C.o6 bi--1-e a'
zbc

Subs-I-1 41A* 4+1e. known elcirnerrks:

C05 A, = U.2G-4-11' (4.14-GIL
z (6.24.4"X8.-786")

Cos At = 39.24In ± 77.19irsl-- 17.19 In 2"
110.0'7 in2

Co6 = 0.901 6i, -4k&-r)
110.071,12

= c,o5-1c).90141
A = Z5.4,3"

-been seifrc-+ an 6qc.tel.4146n inJolOin3 4 B or 4.0 -crorn Lay./

CL Et

Sin AN Sin E)

Sin e) = bsin A ) SubsI-4(44-e known elfnery1-..s

5in t3 = ((.Z.d.")(sin 257:.,340 =

(-4.14-4= (44-G")
$,r1 g = 0.65361 -Fin& n

i3 0.4,6341, and B 4c..8 i°

4k&r, 4 -find 4 C 4A + 4 B 1B0°
4- C. .= 180°- (25:65 °+ 40.81')
4 c = 180 -106.44'
4 c

2.-)1:)-Lng a tr.,:ante .3rr-v.r t;:c 2 cr Cor-;:nes.

COMPLETE THE SHOP PROBLEMS BEGINNING ON THE NEXT PAGE.

35:)3-373
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SHOP PROBLEViS

1. A sketch with dimensions as shown in Figure 7 is given to you to lay
out prior to machining. To complete the layout, you must find dimensions
x, y and z.

2

FigUre 7: Find x, y, and z.

2. You are given a layout to check a certain dimension for accuracy. Look
at Figure 8. You measure dimension A, the distance between the points
of tangency M and N,to be 4.234". How many thousandths of an inch is
dimension A in error? (Hint: Solve for dimension A by trigonometric
methods. Then compare the trig A to your measured A. The difference
is the error.)

Error to the closest thousandth.

Figure 8: Find the error of A to the nearest thousand-Cr.

31)/1
3-374
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3. You are given a triangular pattern to lay out. You know the dimensions
of the three sides but your problem is how to place it with respect to
a horizontal base line. You need to find angle A. Look at Figure 9.

Angle A

Figure 9: Find angle A.

hor.zoni-o1

ba.s4

4. You have been given a pattern of three holes to be drilled. Look at
Figure 10. To check the accuracy of the position of the three holes,
you need to find angles A, B, and C.

Angle A

Angle B

Angle C

Figure 10: Find angles A,
B and C.

5. You have been given the hole pattern shown in Figure 11 to lay out. To
do this, you must find the missing dimensions A, B, and C.

C

25°

A =

B =

C=

4.62" Figure 11: Find A, B, and C.
\35°'

55`

B

SHOW YOUR WORK TO YOUR INSTRUCTOR.

BAS



CHAPTER 3

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS



CONCLUSIONS

Through this project, we found that metal trades vocational training students(average age approximately 25 years) are requiring further applied practicalshop math training after completing high school algebra, geometry and trigono-
metry, to meet metal trades industry job requirements. Further, students must
receive hands-on vocational training in a specific metal trade occupation con-current with applied shop math training for that occupation.

Most students showed significant improvement in solving metal trades on-the-jobmath problems after receiving 30 to 40 hours applied practical shop mathtraining in a small (5 to 15), open-entry, open-exit class setting.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Develop and add the following materials to those identified previously in thisreport:

1. Individualized learning projects, called Project Sheets, on percentages
and Charts and Graphs for metal trades.

2. Training outlines, Student Training Records, for Building Trades:

Bricklayer Apprentice D.O.T. 861.381-022
Cabinet Maker Apprentice D.O.T. 660.280-014
Carpenter Apprentice D.O.T. 860.381-026

as defined by job requirements of the building industry.

3. Individualized learning projects, Project Sheets, for each building
trade occupation cited above.

4. Criterion referenced shop math pretests and postests which will measurethe math entry level and exit level of each metal trades and building
trades student.

Evaluate the materials:

1. Administer shop math pretests and pcstests;

2. Analyze results of the above t3sts;

3. Revise training materials as necessary. (See Table B)

4-2
393
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4/81

'SKILLS
'CENTER

STUDENT TRAINING RECORD

Cluster Me _al

Occupation Machinist Helper D.O.T. 600.280-026

Date Started Date Terminated
The training modules and milestones listed below are required for the student to seek entrylevel employment in the occupation
shown above The D 0 T lumber is a Job Service code for this occupation. Appropriate D.O.T. codes may be listed in the training
outline to give the student alternate employment options. Copies of this record will be prepared and issued upon request from thestudent.

NIMMI1111=11111111=111o.

TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES
OLT(

gAIMMIU7'

PERFORMANCEW
On with

Stan Complete
hmOwr
own

Mm
Super

Max
Super

Additional

Training
ORIENTATION

1 Oil III O I I IS
.....

LT: You and Machining
2. Shop and Job Safety

/SO ' 1'1. '

ST: "Machine Tool-General Ma in /
Safety"

ii

IGO i*1" 1111 2. I

11.111M111WIMIXIe
.1111111111MIGNIIIIIMIMMINIIIIIIIIIIII

ST: "ShomSafet -Hand Saws Chisels and
Files"

ST: "Shom Safet -Drill Presses and _ath- '

. . FO' M' 2 :

SHOP MATH FOR MACHTNTSISCSeeSIRI ..

BLUEPRINT READING FOR MACHINISTS (See STR

MEASUREMENT
I : Measure with steel rule

2. HO CT: Measure with outside micrometer
.1,

J If
Measure with inside mike__

5_ )4n/r.T Measure with small hole gage
6. $ - M. ,* - 11 (4 ...-
7. Kt Measure with depth rule
8. HO/CT: Measure with depth mike

./ 11.,
- . 11'1 1

1'.

I BS 161". /. . I 1 Clan.I II i ath . 1

12: HO: Measuring anmles and tamer with sine
Plate

13. HO: Measure with dial bore gage
, I

It' ith -tt est-

1 1 m-lasure with radius gages
. .1 MO. I 01 I i I

a . I I ^.4 u et"
1 : M d it h i m

(..23 No Gol__,__,_
M. HI CT: Check concentricity_iLenter and

indicator

5-2
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES DATE PERFORMANCE Ix)
On with

Suit Ohenplots
hts/tun

Own
Min
Sups

Max
Super

Additional
Trauung1. HO: Measurin. with thread plug gagea u- I. 111- 11' e

Rockwell Hardness Tester
23. HO: Measurin. with toolmakers microscope

, 10 h- k oo'- . io e el e

method
25. HO: Check hole locati- by true position

method
2.6. HO: Check precision square for squareness

with cylindrical square
27. HO/CT: Check squareness w4th precision

square
28. HO/CI: Checking surface finish with surface

comparator gage
29. HO/CT: Measure hole diameter with deltronic

pins

LAYOUT AND INCH WORK
1. HO: Rough layout
2. HO: Precision layout

so .. 1. . I 1.11 I. . ..
4. HO: straight and draw Min

pl .. 11 - . I 1.11 -.H-
6. HQ: Cutting threads by hand with taps

o 1.n. u- Iii II 6-11 II e.
. HO: Handmethods of removing broken

studs
HO: Cutting threads by hand with dies

_9.
IQ 40: Lapping a surface on lap plate
11. HO: Filins a contour with recirocatino

filing machine
14: HO: Broaching keyway using an arbor

press

1a.1:111;center_sirilling on center dilling
machine

DO-ALL SAW

1. Contour Saw Operation
le- . II 11e -: .. C..

.- t le . t ..-
PS/CT: Butt Welding a Blade

.

3. Mountins Saw Guides
* il I ill, . 0 *a .-

4. Mounting and Removing Bands
P T: Saw Bands
PS: File Bands

5. Sawing to Layout Lines
PS: La out and Sawing

7317TUETNG-TACWITE
1. HO/CT: Drill press operational control

familiarity

410
HO/CT: Sharpen a'drill by hand
HO: Mount and hold work on the drill

press

-

' ii 0 i 1-c to la out lines

L

7



TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES DATE PERFORMANCE 1x1

On
hisibet
Own

/moth

Stan Conn Wat
Min

Super
Max

Sups,'
Addshonal

Trameng411,7 HO: Drill holes through center of round
stock

6. HO/CT. Step drill holes accurately to size
8. HO/CT: Countersink. comnterbore and spot -

fareare

9. HO/CT: Ream holes to size
11. HO/CT: Tap holes in drill Press by hand

LATHES

1. PS/CT: Grinding a Right Hand Turning Tool
2. HO/CT: Lathe operator control familiarity
2A. HO/CT: Lathe operator control for 17X36

Leblond Regal
3, HO/CT: Install and remove chucks and face

plates-cam lock
4. HO/CT: Install and remove chucks and face

plates-third nose
5, HO/CT: Install and remove chucks and face

plates-taper key
6. HO/CT: Rough centering in 4-jaw chuck
7. HO/CT: Facing in a chuck
8. HO/CT: Center drilling in chucks and collet.
9. HO/CT: Alignment of lathe centers
10. HO /CT: Mounting work between centers

1 I if I' "I 'i -

. HO/CT: Knurling

. HO: . Taper cuttina-offset method
4. NO /CT: Straight turning work in a chuck
15. HO /CT: Precision centering in a 4-jaw chuck

,...1.5.=D/CT: Cutting steep tapers and chamfers
17. HO/CT: Drilling in a lathe
18. HO/CT: Reaming in a lathe
19. HO: Grooving and parting operations
20. HO/CT: Grind 600 threadina tool
21. HO: Cuttina external threads
22. HO/CT: Grinding a radius tool
23. HO/CT: Grinding a round nose form tool
24. HO/CT: Radius and fillet turning
2,5*, HO: Boring with an engine lathe
26NHO/CT: Cutting internal threads
27. HO: Center drilling 40CE teween centers
28. HO/CT! Grinding a right hand farina tool
29. HO/CT: Facing work to leRgth_between

centers
30. HO: Taper turning -toper attachment
31. HO/CT: Tapping threads in a lathe
32. HO: Mountin. facing and turnino work

on a mandrel
33. HO: Rough and finish turnin usin

cemented carbides an ceramics
35A. HO: Changing jaws in a 4-jaw independent

chuck
. HO: Chan in laws in a ',- aw universal

chuck with inside an outside jaws
35C. HO: Reversing jaws in a 3-jaw universal

chuck with cap screw mounting jaws

5-4
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TRAINING M ODULES AND MILESTONES

lik
DATE PERFORMANCE {x1

On
his/her

Own

with

Sun Coononon.
Min

Sups%
Max

Super
Addstronel

Trio mono;HO: Machinir a Bart with tracina

_37_ .5 : .n of . ' 'I IS -

38. HO: ()sin a stead rest

POWER HACK SAW
. HO CT: Power ac saw oserationa con rot

familiarity
2. HO/CT: Install hack saw blade
3. HO/CT: Cut off stock using sower hack saw

HORIZONTAL MILLING MACHINE
5 Operation contro fami iarit4 : ns a arsor in spind e

3. HO/CT: Install cut er on arbor
4. HO/CT: Slab mill a piece square held in

vise
5. HO/CT: Face mill part clamsed to table
6. HO CT: Straddle mill a tart clamsed to tabl:
7. HO. Mount dividin head and foot stock
:. HO: Cut teeth on ssur sear
9. HO: Cut ke a in shaft with slain

milling cutter
13. HO: Machine external radius
14. HO: Mill annular slot

HO: Slit work held in vise
. HO: Mill multi-level surfaces

46.

VERTICAL MILLIN M CHIN
1. HO/CT: Vertical millin operational

contra ami iarit
2. HO/CT: Chuck end mill in collet in spindle

. HO CT: Alian ssindle Per endicu ar to tas e
4. 0 CT: Mount and alio vise to table
0 auare work clamsed to table

6. HO/CT: Sit:are work held in vise
7. HO: Locate dri and ream ores usin

coordinate method
8. H : Locate and bore holes usin coordi-

nate method
9 HOICT: Stop drillin holes accurate to

size

10. HO/CT: Locate and mi s of or socket
11. HO/CT: Countersinkin, counterborin and

slot acino
I2A. HO: Mill a square on workpiece
12B.. HO: Mill a hexagon on workpiece

. HO CT: Machine flat surface usin fl
cutter

14A. HO/CT: Drill and ream es,a11 ssaced o es
in bolt cirLle using direct indexing

148. HO CT: Drill and ream esuall ssaced holes
on bolt circle usins simile indexin

. HO: Mill a sart usin tracer unit
1

6. HO CT: Mill multi-level surfaces 1

accuratel

5-5
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STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY REPORT
Weber State College Skills Center 1100 Washington Blvd., Ogden, Utah 84404

Student Name

Occupational Program Machinist Helper
Date Started Date Terminated

Copies of this report will be prepared and issued upon request from the student.

1. SUCCESS FACTORS

Initiative Dependability Attitude Willingness

0 seeks work

meets requirements

needs prompting

keeps word

dependable

needs encouragement

excellent

good

needs encouragement

tries to please

0 goes along

0 needs encouragement

Follows Directions Works with Others Accepts Criticism Appearance
very well

acceptable

needs followup

very well

acceptable

needs encouragement

very well

acceptable

needs encouragement

very neat

0 acceptable

needs improvement

2. CERTIFICATES AND HONORS
Certificate(s) Yes C

of
Proficiency No

Date's) Presented Honor's) and Comments:

Certificate Yes
of

Completion No
(MIN 65% of STR)

Percent Completed Date Mailed Special Projects and Comments:

3. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION PROFICIENCIES
SHOP AND JOB SAFETY Mount Bands/Saw to Lines ut Teeth on Spur Gear

BASIC SHOP MATH DRILLING MACHINE OPERATION VERTICAL MILLING MACHINE
Mount Work

Align Spindle/Mount Vise
S are Work

PRI T R ADING Drill Ream Ta Holes

prill, Ream, Bore Ho esMEASURING TOOLS LATHE OPERATION Countersink/CounterborePi' 11 le If I

Vernier Calipers Turn Tapers/Drill/Peam Index Head
. or . a

Protractors/Dial ndicators fis:-IrriraMIMMIIM
Tracer Attachment SPECIAL TRA ING PROD TLAYOUT AND BENCH WORK

La out Saw File Ta De urr P.. a L. Is
Remove Broken Studs

I 1 / 3

DO-ALL SAW OPERATION
SlILIALLLEaL2 MillIMMERVIMElny sun ui,es raddle Milli v.. e wa

4. JOB.PLACEMENT

Employed

Address

Job

Date

By
Termination Code

Telephone
Title

Wage

Placed
Referred By

Advisor /Instructor
Date

5-7 401

Supervisor



5/81

SKILLS
CENTER

STUDENT TRAINING RECORD

Name

Cluster Metal Trade5

Occupation Precision Metal Finisher D.O.T.

Date Started Date Terminated
The training modules and milestones listed below are required for the student to seek entry -level employment in the occupation
shown above The D 0 T number is a Job Service code for th,s occupation App. opriate D.O.T. codes may be listed in the training

ne to give the student alternate employment options Copes of this record be prepared and issued upon request from the
student.

E
WC=4.-7
.".

411MIWIRIIMIIIMMNINIEMMINIIIINP

DATE PERFORMANCE ix)
On withTRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

Start Complete
his/her

Own
Min

Super
Max

Super
AdditiOnai
Training

ORIENTATION
1. Introdurtinn to Metal Finishinc

LT: Instruc or In - -,- i.e
1 PS: Precision Metal Finishing Shop Rules,
2 PS: Introduction to PMF
3 PS: Layout and Cuttinq_Circles and

Squares
ST:"Shop Safety-Think Safety"

ST:"Introduction to MachineLMeta] Stop
Safety"

ST:"Shop Measuring Instruments-Steel
Rules and Related Instruments"

ST:"Bench Metalwork-Introduction, Tools,
and Processes"

,

ST: "Meacurin. Lnstrumpnts"
ST:"Shop Measuring Instruments-

Micrometers"
4 PS: Finish It Safel
5 P5: Step) Rules and Feeler Gauges
6 HO: Measuring
7 02: Measuring Instruments

2. Metal Finishing Tools
PS: Tools and Their Use8

ST:"Shop Measuring Instruments-
Calipers and Dividers"

ST:"Shop Measuring In truments-
Vernier Instrumen s"

PS: The Vernier Calipe
ST."Marhinp T Lachine Shoo

Safety"
P : ss-r. lir . Do-All Conte ..

ST:"Machine Tool-Introduction to the
Metal Cutting Band Saw"

ST:"Machine Tool-Operating the Band
Saw" --

ST:"Bench Metalwork-Files and the Filinc
Process"

PS: Filing and Grinding a Fla
Aluminum Block

ST:"Machin- a - II I
Drill Press" , 5-8 A n ).
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

,---
DATE PERFORMANCEw

On

ha/hat
ow,

With

Start CompWft
Mon

Super
Max
Super

Additional
Teaming12 PS: Drilling Holes

13 PS: How to Drill. Counterbore and
Thread Aluminum Stock

14 PS: Pre-Vocational Summary*

(Pre-Vocational Exploration Complete)

BASIC BLUEPRINT READING
(See Basic Blueprint Reading STR)

SHOP MATH FOR PRECISION METAL FINISHERS
fSee Shop Math for Precision Metal
Finishers STR)

f 1

SHEET METAL ORIENTATION

1. Introduction to Sheet Metal
LT: Instructor Interview
ST:"Sheet Metalwork: Introduction and

Overview"
15 PS: The Sheet Metal Industry

2. Shop and Job Safety
,16 PS: Why Safety is Important to the

Sheet Metal Worker

ST:"Shop Safety: Think Safety" (review)
ST:"Shop Safety: General Shop Hazards"
ST:"Shop Safety: Hand Saws, Chisels an

Files"

ST:"Shop Safety: Screwdrivers, Wrenche
Sheet Metal and Welding Tools"

L;lns,tr_uslirii-ShooRt.Qv.
3. Basic Metals

117 PS: Basic Metals and Sheet Gauges
18 PS: Your Guide to Basic Metals

HAND TOOL IDENTIFICATION AND USE
1. Measuring Tools

,ST:"Shop Measuring Instrumets: Steel
Rules and Related Instruments"
(review)

ST:"Measuring Instruments" (review)
ST:"Shop Measuring Instruments:

Micrometers" (review)
ST."Shop Measuring Instruments:

Cali_ers and Dividers"

,

12. Scribing Tools
20 DM: Using Scribing Tools

....11 P$: Scribing on Metal*

1

3. Hand Operates! Cutting Tools

ST:"Sheet Metalwork: Cutting Methods"
ST.lench Metalwork Cutting arocesses'

__2211$;Y__ovL__agHndCuttin Tools
)

23 PS: Cutting Exercises*

AV PS: Cutting Circles*
lop25 PS: Cutting Squares*

1 1

PS: Cutting Straixiht Lines*

1

1

5-
!
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'TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES
PERFORMANCE 10DATE

On i with

Start 1 L.:mtat:a
his/her Min
own Super

Max
Suapro

Additional
Training4. Hand Operated Bending Tools and Machines

cT."Sheot Metalwork: Drilling, Forming
1

And Rending-Part 1"

ST:"Sheet Metalwork. Forming and
4

.

gonding-Part 2"
1M .eaf Brake
D11: Sli Roll
DM: Hand Seamer

ST:"Sheet Metalwork: Strain t Line
Pattern Develoment"

2J, DS: Forming Pipe*
i DM: Pittsburg Seaming Machine

'
. .rm . - - :..*

DM: Box and Pan Brake
20 PS: Forming Box with Sliding 0

30 PS: Forming Dust Pan*
31 PS: Soldering *

3232 PS: Formin. Chime Box*
1

PRECISION METAL FINIPING
. P - ision Measuring Tools A.lication
ST:"Shop Safety: Hand Saws, Chisels

and Files" review'
33 PS: Making Chimes with Electrical

Metallic Tubing
34 PS: Using Feeler Gauges*

ST:"Machine Tool: Introduction to the
Pedistal Grinder"

S":"Machine Tool: Grinding Wne6
Construction and Types"

1
1

ST:"Macnine Tool: Mounting and Dressing
the Grinding Wheel" .

35 PS: Hole Punching Machines
36 DS: Drill Punch and Deburr Flat Stock

SI:"Shop Safety: Drill Presses and
Lathes"

1

S" "Machine Tool: Introduction to the
Drill Press" review

1

ST: "Machine Tool: Operating the Drill
Press"

si:222iactdaeT:aL_TheSw2p
Of the Drill Press"

'7' 2SLErssision D_Lining_afatauiLLit hole
i ST:"Machine Tool: Introduction to

ties3suring Instruments''
3E' PS: Micrometers

i

1ST:"Shoo Measurini Instruments: Vernier
Instruments"

9 PS: The Vernier Calier Review
I

ST:"Machine Tool: Grinding the Twist
.

;----, arillkIM_LIand".
I 40 PS: Metal Blending a Pile Fitting
IIIFT PS: Making Aircraft Doors

42 PS: Blending and Finishing a Weld
1

Assembly ,

L ST:"Shop Measuring Instruments: Dial
1

1i Indicators" 5-10 i

1

4
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES DATE PERFORMANCE W
On with

Start CW71:14li
tnshukt

Own
r Mm

Supt.
Max

Supef
Addmonal

Tim InIrog

4 A
PS: Caliers and Telescoina Gauges` Iliginagnillffrafn rs

45 PS: Cutting with a Bans Saw
ST:'Machine Tool: Welding the Band Saw

Blade"
46 PS: Butt Welding a Band Saw Blade

ST:"Mach-ine Tool: Radius Contour
Cutting with the Band Saw"

,_______1

47 PS: Precision Layout and Cutting
48 PS: Punching and Drillin Holes

i

ST:"Grinder, Buy er, ri ress an
Hand Drill Safet "

ao 1.i 2 4- in Drill Gauge
50 PS: Precision Metal Finishing Summar

1

i

1

i

i 1

1

F
*Modes not developed

1

5-11
1



Student Name

STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY REPORT
Weber State College Skills Center 1100IWashington Blvd., Ogden, Utah 84404

Occupational Program Precision Metal Finisher
Date Started Date Terminated

Copies of this report will be prepared and issued upon request from the student.

1. SUCCESS FACTORS
Initiative Dependability Attitude Willingness

seeks work

_ meets requirements
.--
____ needs prompting

0 keeps word

:..-; dependable
^7
.....J needs encouragement

0 excellent
r--
___ good

__.,
rn

needs encouragement

E tries to please
r--,
_, goes along
r-1
..._; needs encouragement,----

Follows Directions Works with Others Accepts Criticism Appearance
...._ very well I E.-.3 very well

.__.) acceptable I 0 acceptable

needs followup 0 needs encouragement

__j very well

acceptable

0needs encouragement

',...._; very neat

E acceptable

I.__i needs improvement

2. CERTIFICATES AND HONORS
Certificatels/ Yes :2

of
Proficiency No 1__J

Date (s) Presented Honorfs) and Comments:

-,
,..------

Certificate Yes 1.-./1
of

Completion No ED.
IMIN 65% of STA;

------.
Percent Completed Date Ma 2d Special Projects and Comments:

3. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION PROFICIENCIES
Sa ety in Industry Metal s Blending

Preci ;ion Measurino Tools (Metal Deburrinq

Power Hand Tools Math for Metal Finishing

Metal Cutting Band Saw (Basic Blueprint Reading

Drill Press

Basjc Sheet Metals

Hard Operated Cutting Tools

!-a0 Operated Bending Tools .
hi

i

1

4. JOB PLACEMENT

Employed

Address

Job

Date

By
Termination Code

Telephone
Title

Wage
.Placed

Referred By

Advisor/Instructor Date

5-12
4 0G

Supervisor



4/81

SKILLS
CENTER

STUDENT TRAINING RECORD

Name

Cluster Metal Trades

Occu)ation Sheet-Metal-Worker A rentice D 0 T. 804.281 -014SS

Date Started Date Terminated
The training modules and milestones listed below are required for the student to seek entry-level employment in theoccupation
shown above. The D.O.T. number is a Job Service code for this occupation. Appropriate D.O.T. codes may be listed in the training
outline to give the student alternate employment options. Copies of this record will be prepared and issued upon request from the
student.

= TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES
DATE PERFORMANCE(*)

On
hie/her
Own

with

Start Complete
Min

Super
Max

Super
Additional
Training

ORIENTATION
1 Ks, . $ 1 $ 1" u,-Ilin

2

t s r -

u.- , . . 1 SS 41 .141

Overview"
3 PS: The Sheet Metal Industry_

or an Jo Safet
4 PS: Wh Safet is Im ortant to h-

Sheet Metal Worker
ST:"Shop Safety:Think Safety"
ST:"Sho Safet tGeneral Shot Haza d "

7 ST:"Sho Safet :Hand Saws Chisels
and Files"

: T: S o Safet :Screwdrivers W -n I' -
Sheet Metal and Weldinn Tools"

9 PS: Your Sheet Metal Shot Rules
$I RV: Instructor nt r i -.-

3. Basic Metals
ail
12

PS: Basi a .Id I-- -
PS: Your Guide to Ba i M

. Aa N See STR
BASIC MATH See Basic athlellEula
HAND TOOL IDENTIFIC' i . ,

MI
13

I. Measuring Tools
ST: "Shor Measurin Instruments: St

IMII Rules and 'Oat-. .U'lt "
ST: "Measur.ing Instruments."WI

15 PS: Using the Circumference Rule
0.

1

Micrometers"
17 PS: Micrometers
18 ST:"Shop Measuring In m-1

Censers and li id-r "

. S ribin sols

111

DM: Using Scribing Tools
4 SS OS '

3. Hand Oerated Cutting Tools

111111MINI22 :"Sheet M- . 9 . 4 u- a..
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

111111.1a.Mk

DATE PERFORMANCEW
On With

Stxt COMOOti
has/Mr

Own
Min

Sup«
Malt
Sup.,

Adds 0011.1i

Tt0trisrp23 ST: "Bench Me alwork Cutting Processes". .
II gli III 111

,

25 PS: Cutting Exercises
26 PS: Cutting Circles
27 PS: Cutting Squares
28 PS: Cutting Straight Lines

4. Hand Operated Bending Tools and
Machines

2' ST:"Sheet Metalwork Drilling Forming,
and Bending, Part 1"

30 ST:"Sheet Metalwork Forming_and Bending4
Part 2"

31 DM: Leaf Brake
32 DM: Slip Roll
33 DM: Hand Seamer
34 ST:"Sheet Metalwork Straight Line

Pattern Development"
35 PS: Forming Pipe
36 DM: Pittsburg Seaming Machine
37 PS: Forming Letter Box
38 DM: Bo and Pan Brake
39 PS: Forming Box with Sliding Top
40 PS: Forming Dust Pan
41 PS: Soldering
42 ST:"Sheet Metalwork Parallel Line and

Radial Line Development"
I ali I i w nd s

Together
44 PS: Forminq and Tapping Rectangular

Pipe to Round Pipe
45 DM: Burring, Turrinq and Reading

Machine

5. Hand Operated Cutting flachines
46 DM: Beverly Shear
47 DM: Pexto Shear
48 DM: Treadle Shear
49 PS: Duct Layout Projects: 15 Fittings

Fabricated -nd Assembled

SHOP WORK ASSIONEMEHTS

2.

3.

4.

5.

5-14



STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY REPORT
Weber State College Skills Center 1100 Washington Blvd., Ogden, Utah 84404

Student Name

Occupational Program Sheet Metal Worker Apprentice
Date Started Date Terminated

Copies of this report will be prepared and issued upon request from the student.

1. SUCCESS FACTORS

Initiative Dependability Attitude Willingness
seeks work

meets requirements

needs prompting

keeps word

dependable

needs encouragement

excellent

good

needs encouragement

1111 tries to please

goes along

needs encouragement
Follows Directions Works with Others Accepts Criticism Appearance

very well

acceptable

needs follow-up

III very well

acceptable

II/ needs encouragement

very well

acceptable

needs encouragement

very neat

acceptable

needs improvement

2. CERTIFICATES AND HONORS
Certificate(s) Yes

of
Proficiency No

Date(s) Presented Honor(s) and Comments:

Certificate Yes III
of

Completion No
MIN. 65 % of STR)

Percent Completed Date Mailed Special Projects and Comments:

3. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION PROFICIENCIES
'1 n stry

6 golf 0 Basic Bluerint Readin
.

Layout u. a 11 li.

easuing Tools Parallel Line La out

Hand Operated Cutting Tools Triangulation _Layout

IHand,f)parated Bending Tools Bend Allowancesand Machines

ICI
n I Iserated Cuttin

Machines Power Press Machine

Seams Fasteners Furnace Operation_and

ey . 1 AO SS a 11' II Furnace__ Repair

4. JOB PLACEMENT
Employed

Address

Jci

Date..---

By
Termination Cooe ,

Telephone
Title

Placed
Wage

Referred By

Ad:imr/Instructor
Date Supervisor

5-15 4 OU



6/81 STUDENT TRAINING RECORD

SKILLS Name

CENTER cit;:.e Metal Trad

Occupation Combination Welder Apprentice D DJ. 819_184-008_

Date Started Date Terminated
The train ng modules and milestones listed below are required for the student to seek ertrylevel employment in the uccupat.on
shown above. The 0 O.T number is a Job Service code for this occupatior . Appropriate D.O.T codes may be listed in the training
ovittne to give the st,:dent altenate emplovrnery options. Copies of this record w I, be prepared and issued upon request from the
student.

E
0C./JJZ

'-'

TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

Gas Welder Apprentice D.O.T. 811.684-010

DATE PERFORMANCEW
On

hit/her
Own

with

start Complete
Min

Super
Max

Super
Additional
Training" . 1 0 I f"-.CET LENE WELDING

1. jntroduction to Oxy-Acetylene Welding
IT: Inctrurtnr Interview - Shop Tour
PS: You and Your Welding Program

2 PS: The Welder's Job

ST:"Your Future as a Welder Helper"N .

uo I -1 I ii I
,- 1.

,

Cr."Intrndurtion.tn Oxy-Acetvler.ueuingtu__
2. Ox -Acet lene Shoe and Safet

PS: Ox -Acet lene Safet Part 1
4 PS: Oxy-Acetylene Safety Part 2

ST:"Ox -Acet lene Safet " Part 1 No.2
ST:"Oxy-Acetylene Safety" Part 2 No.3
LT: Safety Lecture
MP: Safety Film:

DM: OxY-Acetylene ShopSafetyPrccedures

BASIC MATH NEWEIDERS (See 311D
SHOP MATH FOR WELDERS (See STR)
BASIC RIIIFPRMT RFOING (See_STR)

BLUEPRINT READING FOR WELDERS (See STR)

OXY-ACETYLENE PRCUSSES
1 0.4-Arptylene Welding Equipment

5 PS: Setting Up Your Equipment
6 1 PS: Lighting Your Torch

CT."Welding Equipment Orientation'(KC-2.:
u." - me_m_Ear_th" (WSC)
DM: S- ln I 0 , - ' I s m-n

OXY-ACETYLENE WELDING POSITIONS
1. Welting in thg Flat Position

fl
PS: Making Beads Without Rod
PS: Making Beads With Filler Rod
PS: Welding Butt Joints
PS: Welding Lap Joints
PS: Welding Tee Joints
CJ: "Setup and Basic Welds" CKC-31

ill 1'.
. .1! .1, 1 " KC-4

CT:"Tee and Corner e Is 5 16
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

CT:"Heavy Ga e Metal
11

(KC-6

DATE

Sun Comono

On
hisiher
Own

PERFORMANCEW
with

Mm Max
Suppirr Super

Additional
Training

DM. Oxv-AL.etvlene Welding in F1.t

12

13

14

Position
. Welding in Vertical/Horizontal Positions
PS. Welding Vertical in Joints
PS: Welding Vertical Tee Joints
_PS. Welding Vertical Rutt Joints

CT:"Vertisal App ications
LT: Metal Characteristics

LT: Metals Identification

KC-8

MP:"Preventing Cutting and Welding
Fires" (Optional) (Cur)

DM: Oxy-Acetylene Welding in Vertical
Position

DM: Oxy-Acetylene Welding in
Horizontal Position

. Welding in Overhead Position
15 PS: Welding Overhead Lap Joints
16 PS: Welding Overhead Tee Joints
17 PS: Welding Overhead Butt Joints

CT-"Overhead Position Welding" (KC-9

1. freehand and Machine Flame Cutting
1F PS- Flames Cutting Fundamentals
19
9

t i

21 PS: Introduction to Machine Flame Cutting2- PS: Machine Flame Cutting 30 Degree
Bevels

:"F nd m n .ls of Flame Cu tin " KC-13
CT:"Multiple Uses of Flame Cutting"

(KC-14)

MP:"Fundamentals of Oxy-Fuel Cutting"

t9-"Safety in Oxy-Fuel Welding and
Cutting"

Ott Freehand Flame Cutting_M Machine Elpme Cutting

11

HAND TDO1S
1 Hand Tools Used in Weldin

23 PS: Reading a Rule
24' HO: Electric Drills

'. 25 HO: Nut and Bolt Fasteners
26 HO: Screwdriyers

u:.RaLEL.eyso-qd Cutters
HO: Files and Ras 's
ST:"Sho Safet Screwdrives Wrenches

Sheet Metal and Welding" No. 4
DM: Use of Hand Tools

. 5-17 4 1 I



oz TRAINING MODULES 1040 MILESTONES

n

DATE PERFORMANCEW

Start COrnpkite

On

hisihn

Own

with
Min Mai Additional

Super Super Training

razing Lee an. tis-simi a 'eta s29 PS: The Basics of Brazing
30 PS Brazina Lap, Butt and Tee Joints
31 PS. Brazing Cmer.,Tubina
32 HO: Brazing Torches

CT:"Braze Welding" (KC-10I
ST:"Brazing and Soldering" No 5
LT: Weld Joints
LT: Rod Identification

PsIlLariz ing

OYY-FUEL PIPE WELDING
1 Pipe Welding

CT:"Cast Iron and Hard Surfacing" (KC-11
CT:"Heatin and Flame Treatin KC-12'
CI:"Oxy-Acetylene Weldina Safety Test-

Part 1" (WELS 02)
CI:"Cx -Acet lene Weldin Safet Test-

Part 2" (WELS 03)
DM: Oxy-Acetylene Pipe Welding

Arc Welder Apprentice D .0 T. 810.384-010

ORIENTATION TO ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
1. Introduction to Electric Arc Welding

PS. Your Future ac an Arc Welder*
4 HO: Glossary of Electric Arc Terms

C':"1ntroduction to Welding" (KC-1
MP:"AC-DC Generation"
MP:"M 1 and N n -Me als"

2. Electric Arc Shoo and Job Safet
ISSUE SAFETY GLASSES

5 DS: Electric Arc Safety
ST:"Arc Welding Safety" (ARC-1)
LT: Electric Arc Safety Lecture
DM: Electric Arc Sho. Safety Procedures

ELECTRIC ARC PROCESSES

,
PS: Basics of Arc We ding - and You
PS: Arc Weldin Currerit and Processes
PS: Electrode Classificati on
CT:"Using the Miller Welder" (KC-21
CT:"The Welding Arc" (KC-3)

MP:"Arc Welding Methods" (WSC)
M: in is Ar uip, n

FLFCTRIC ARC WELDING POSITIOPS
1

.41

PS: How to Make Good Lap Joints
43 PS: How You Make Fillet Welds
44 PS: Weaving Lap and Fillet Welds

. Arc I lding in Flat Position
PS- How to Start Your Arc and_Run

Stringer Beads
PS: How to Make Parallel Beads
PS: How to Make Square Butt Joints

5-18 412
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TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES

PS: Beveled Fillet Welas45
46 PC-

Butt and
IV, Y

47 PS: Deep Groove and
Welding

Reverse Po arity

CT: "Fundamental Arc Weldi no Tas ks

CT:"Welding Joints" (KC-5)
CT:"Electrode Classification" (KC-6)

CT."Electrode Experiments" (KC-7)
ST: "Running a Bead" (ARC=2.)

ST:"Process. Equipment and Safety"
ci"."Pns4,tinn Welding" (ARC-4)

ST:"Welding and Electricity" (ARC-5)
Of' 'f' .tion" (ARC-6)

HO: Electrode Classification

Welding Arc" (ARC-7)

DATE PERFORMANCE 60

Complete

On
no/her

Own

with

Min
Sup**

Man
SUPelf

Additional

Training

48

49

ST:"The

LT: Electrodes and Welding Joints
CI:"Electric Arc Welding" (WELS 03)
CI:"Arc Welding Safety" (WELS 01)
DM: Arc Welding in Flat Position

2. Arc Welding in Vertical/Horizontal

50

*1
_53
54

55

56

7

Pncifinng

PS: How to Weld Straight Beads in th
Wnri7nntal Position

PS: Welding Straight Beads in the
Vertical Position

PS: Horizontal Butt Welding

in's
PS: Welding Horizontal Lap Joints
PS: Welding_Vertical Lap Joints
PS: Welding Horizontal Tee Joints
PS: Welding Vertical Tee Joints

tT:"Weldina and Electricity" (KC-8)
CT:"Horizontal Welding'` (KC-9)
CT:"Vertical Welding" (KC-10)
ST:"Single Groove Butt Joints" (ARC-8)
ST:"Weldina Beads on Vertical Plane" (ARC -9
ST:"Weldin La. Joints" ARC-10)
-1.:"Welding Square Butt Joints" RC-11
DM: Arc Welding in Vertical Position
DM: Arc Welding in Horizontal Position

3. Arr Welding in Omerhead Position
PS: Overhead Arc Weldina - Running

Straight Beads

PS: Welding Overhead Lap Joints
59 PS. Welding Overhead Tee Joints
60 PS: Overhead Arc Welding - Butt Joints

CT: "Overhead Welding" (KC -11t
CT:"Workin With Metals" KC-12
MP:"Com etitive Ed e" 0 tional Cur
tlAnLjillding in Overhead 'osition

POWER MACHINES
1. Drill F,Css

DM: Drill Press Safety and Operation
2. Power Metal Saws

DM: Power Hack Saw Safety and Operation
DMA, Band Saw Safety and Operation

4
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C.) 0Z TRAINING MODULES AND MILESTONES GATE

.. .- .

PERFORMANCE 1 :i
On with

Stan Carnotite
his /her

own
Min

Soper
Max

Super/
Additional

Tratneng111111MIMMIllr I Irri

111111111111111111111112112.o! - 4 SI . SS .. I g.
Farm Eguiment" ARC-13

...
in g r - ir Torch

Grinder" ARC-14

ADVANCED WELDING 0 tional

iNiiMariiri- .3M,Effill
ul. o

.

. v. r Li! e eu-s
63

PS: GNAW Welding M thods
DM: c;MAW Welding

2. Gac Tungsten Arc Welding (GTAW
: B. is TI and MIG Welding gg 1-77

DM: GTAW Welding

MP:"Wealth Out of Waste"
MP:"Li ht Strong and Beautiful" Cur
MP:" Aluminum:- An Investment in

Ener " Cur
.

P:" T a Rec cling Built" MEM
MP:"Aluminum Welding - Different Not

Difficult" Cur

IN
MP:"The Effect of Arc Variations on

Aluminum Welds"
3. Pi e Welding

mrli 1. i 9 c_tra.c.fl ,-, u _.. ... u _- 4.-
T.', II

e i -r
:" -r ical T e-Grove Joints" MIMI
"1 - 1-.. -- , 1 .

IIIIIIIMP
on . al 1d ,-r ical Vs-

rigniSIMMEMEMI.
." P 's P'g W- i " -

lc 4 i D' , 4'n

MI din . le Blueprints
elder Certification

illl
.

,...._4_._

1

111

I

o es of 'eve ope
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Student Name

STUDENT EMPLOYABILITY REPORT
Weber State College Skills Center 1100 Washington Blvd., Ogden, Utah 84404

Occupational Program Combination Welder Apprentice
Date Started. Date Terminated

Copies of this report will be prepared and issued upon request from the student.

1. SUCCESS FACTORS

Initiative Dependability Attitude Willingness
r^,

seeks work

0 meets requirements

0 needs prompting

keeps word

dependable

needs encouragement

excellent

'...1 good

_.: needs encouragement

tries to please

L.r.--,
:goes along

needs encouragement
Follows Directions Works with Others Accepts Criticism Appearance

very well
,--1

acceptable

0 needs followup

very well

acceptable

very well

0 acceptable

needs encouragement

L., very neat

01 acceptable

needs improvement
111 needs encouragement

2. CERTIFICATES AND HONORS
Certificate(s) Yes

of
Proficiency No

Date(s) Presented Honor(s) and Comments:

Certificate Yes
of

Completion No
(MIN: 65% of STR)

percent Completed Date Mailed Special Projects and Comments:

3. CERTIFICATE OF COMPLETION PROFICIENCIES
Shop and Job Safety Oxy-Acetylene Pipe_Welding

Blueprint Reading for Electric Arc Welding
Welders (flat position only)

Electric Arc WeldingMath for Welders
(all positions)

Hand Tools
Electric Arc Pipe Welding

Power Tools d Machines
Gas Metal Arc Welding

Oz,y-Acetylene Welding
(4111 positions) Gas Tungsten Arc Welding

. -1- NI I_____Aii S_C.e.r.tifiaci

Br6zing

4. JOB PLACEMENT

Employed

Address

Job

Date

By
Termination Code

Telephone
Title

Wage

Placed
Referred By

Advisor /Instructor Date Supervisor

5-21 415


